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1.0 Introduction and Background
 1.1 Goals and Study Objectives
Montana’s residents, employers and a host of public and private-sector stakeholders
regard transportation in general, and highways in particular, as a critical factor for the
state’s current and future economic vitality.
The Montana Department of the
Transportation (MDT) initiated the Reconfiguration Study in response to this widespread
interest in the economic benefits of improving Montana's highways and to comply with a
resolution of the 2001 Montana Legislature that directed MDT to incorporate economic
factors into its planning processes. The focus of highway improvement was placed on
adding capacity to Montana’s two-lane state highways. In order to assure that the study
addressed a wide diversity of interests beyond those most directly involved in
maintaining and improving the state’s highways, MDT convened a steering committee
that drew heavily from economic development agencies, chambers of commerce, local
elected officials, and private businesses as well as state and federal agencies charged with
the stewardship of the state’s highway infrastructure. The Reconfiguration Study Steering
Committee (RSSC) was composed of the following 15 members:
1.

Dan Rice, Transportation Commissioner, and Chairman of the RSSC;

2.

Kent Coe, Vice President, Billings Chamber of Commerce;

3.

Mark Cole, Dick Irvin, Inc.;

4.

Robert Giordano, Missoula Institute for Sustainable Transportation;

5.

Randall Gray, Mayor, City of Great Falls;

6.

Duane Kurokawa, President, Great Northern Development Corporation;

7.

Charity Watt Levis, Assistant Manager, Public Relations, AAA Mountain West;

8.

Janice Brown, Division Administrator, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA);

9.

Vern Petersen, Commissioner, Fergus County;

10. Michael Sanderson, Vice President, Engineering Inc.;
11. Keith Tokerud, Chairman of the Board, Great Falls Chamber of Commerce;
12. Joe Unterreiner, President, Kalispell Area Chamber of Commerce;
13. Dave Galt, Director, Montana Department of Transportation;
14. Mark Simonich, Director, Montana Department of Commerce; and
15. Dave Gibson, Chief Business Officer, Governor’s Office of Economic Opportunity.
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The RSSC was given ultimate responsibility for the direction of the Study and the results it
would produce. Nevertheless, they also acted as spokespeople and conduits to a much
larger group of stakeholders. Their geographical and professional diversity ensured that
businesses, local officials, citizens and advocacy groups throughout the state would have
opportunities to learn about the Study’s progress, interim findings, pose questions, and
give feedback throughout the Study’s almost three-year duration.
The RSSC prepared a request for proposals (RFP) in 2001 and selected Cambridge
Systematics, Inc. as its consultant in March of 2002. The RFP asked consultants to develop
a software tool that would evaluate the economic benefits and costs of proposed highway
projects and develop and analyze several scenarios for highway reconfiguration. The economic analysis tool would become part of MDT’s annual Performance Programming
Process (P3) analysis of prospective projects for Transportation Commission consideration
and inclusion in the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). The integration of the economic analysis tool into P3 would also comply with the direction of the
House Joint Resolution 30 of the 2001 Legislature, which required MDT to consider economic criteria in its programming process. The STIP provides a detailed list of specific
construction projects by phase to be undertaken in the next three years. Once fully tested,
MDT will apply and refine policies to incorporate economic development criteria into the
planning, funding apportionment, and project selection processes on an ongoing basis.
The initial policies are described in Section 5.1.
The original goal of this study was to evaluate the impact of reconfiguring Montana’s twolane highway network to a four-lane network on Montana’s economy. The RSSC developed the following three objectives to achieve this goal:
1. Identify which transportation investments will benefit specific Montana industries;
2. Provide MDT with an analytical toolbox to evaluate economic development impacts of
transportation improvements; and
3. Apply the analytical toolbox to quantify the economic impacts of transportation
improvement scenarios as part of MDT’s planning process.
The toolbox developed to accomplish these objectives became known as the Highway
Economic Analysis Tool (HEAT). HEAT also provides a much more detailed understanding of the relationship between specific changes in highway capacity and economic
development, provides data and models to quantify that relationship, and estimates the
likely economic impacts of a range of highway improvements within both a constrained
and unconstrained fiscal environment.
Finally, HEAT has more sophisticated methodology than used in existing benefit/cost
tools. The existing software tools do not often quantify the effects of roadway improvements on business attraction. These benefits are often significant relative to the direct
benefits to highway users in rural areas, where low existing and future traffic volumes
produce modest aggregate benefits. HEAT includes a business attraction module and
adds these benefits as inputs into the benefit-cost calculation (see Section 2.4, page 2-19).
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Ultimately, HEAT will provide MDT with an objective, efficient, and accurate way to
quantify the potential economic benefits of roadway improvements.

 1.2 Overview of Approach and Study Objectives
The specific result that the RSSC and MDT require of the new software is a consistent and
rigorous comparison of a proposed transportation improvement to its estimated costs. In
addition, the RSSC, MDT, and public and private stakeholders intend this project to
address a variety of different goals and agendas. Throughout the study, MDT staff and
consultants have conducted detailed discussions with advocates of specific roadway projects, stakeholders from communities and industries across the State, and economic development officials from Montana’s diverse regions. Their expectations regarding the
potential role highways can play in attracting new business and jobs vary widely. The
overarching goal of the study was to ensure the results would be credible and useful to
this diverse audience. Furthermore, MDT staff and consultants recognized the need to
provide transparent analysis that would allow a stakeholder to follow the steps used to
quantify the new jobs, higher incomes, and/or increased business output that a proposed
transportation improvement may generate.
A significant concern that emerged during the study and the development of HEAT
involved the economic benefits of preserving the existing roadway network. More specifically, MDT would like to measure the tradeoff between investing in additional capacity
and maintaining alternative levels of existing roadway conditions. Measuring this tradeoff, however, requires a different type of economic analysis methodology than that needed
to measure the tradeoff between alternative roadway capacity improvements. Thus, the
application of HEAT will not address MDT’s allocation of limited funds between new
capacity and preservation of the existing roadway network. Nevertheless, qualitative
comparisons will provide some insights and analytical methods are available, should
MDT want quantitative measurements at some later date.1
Fostering economic development with targeted transportation investments is not as simple as some might believe. As the maturity of Montana’s transportation system grows,
there are fewer opportunities to unleash significant economic development by widening
roadways, expanding airports, or building new transit corridors. Furthermore, transportation projects in and of themselves are almost never the sole impetus for economic development. Industrial location experts almost always cite quantity and quality of the labor
force, quality of life, proximity to markets, and access to raw materials as the most critical
determinants of a region’s attractiveness. These complicating factors, fewer opportunities,
and the critical bundling of non-transportation improvements, create a complex process
1

The Highway Economic Recovery System (HERS) is widely regarded as the most capable tool
available for this purpose. HERS is maintained and continually updated by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA).
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for transportation planners trying to respond to project stakeholders and advocates who
may see transportation funding as one of the few remaining resources to further economic
development.
Given this complexity, the Reconfiguration Study applied a comprehensive framework
that was used to develop HEAT and ensuring that it can provide a comprehensive
assessment of the role of transportation in economic development. This framework (pictured in Figure 1.1) recommends transportation policy-makers and planners think first
about the structure of the economy for their region, then how their economy uses logistics
to function. These logistics patterns exploit the transportation infrastructure, which
results in the traffic flows observed on Montana’s highways. All four levels of this process are influenced by the transportation policies and the organization of the regulators,
transportation planners, shippers/receivers/carriers, and business owners. The opportunities to use transportations polices in each level to improve economic growth is described
below.

Figure 1.1 Integrating Economic Policy to Transportation
Traffic Flows

Transportation Infrastructure

Highways, Rail Lines, Ports, Access Roads

Industry Logistics Patterns

Supply Chains, Distribution Networks

Economic Structure

Ownership, Regulation, Pricing

2040
2020
Present

Organization and Public Policy

Trucks, Planes, Rail Cars

Type of Industries, Number of Households
Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

•

Economic Structure – It is important to understand the key trade relationships
between the region and its trading partners. This requires quantifying the roles of
each major industry and assessing the local, national, and international economic factors that will drive each industry’s demand for goods movement. In one of the first
steps taken in this study, the consultant team worked with individual businesses, university faculty and researchers, regional economic development authorities, the
Department of Commerce, and the Governor’s Office of Economic Opportunity to
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profile each major industry in Montana, including measurement of their performance
compared to their regional, national, and global competition. These industry profiles
provide trend analysis that helps to demonstrate how effective transportation investments may be, given the overall health of each industry being targeted.
•

Industry Logistics Patterns –Given the State’s economic structure and industry mix
described above, HEAT applies goods movement data and forecasts of future goods
movement to the transportation system. Specifically, HEAT assigns the movement of
goods to the supply chains and distribution patterns for the key industries. These
goods movement patterns assume some degree of consistency in the locations of distribution centers, order rates and time sensitivity, transport/inventory cost tradeoffs,
and key technology trends. Major changes in current logistical patterns would require
revisions in the goods movement data and forecasts.

•

Transportation Infrastructure – Montana’s current transportation infrastructure supports the current logistics patterns of its industries. Some characteristics of these
logistics patterns, however, are not affected by the quality or quantity of the
transportation infrastructure. These include long distances to customers or suppliers
(regardless of road width), empty back-hauls for a majority of trucking, lack of choice
for Class 1 railroads, interstate regulations limiting truck sizes and weights, and other
non-infrastructure constraints.2 When these characteristics constrain an industry’s
competitiveness, improving the State’s goods movement infrastructure will not provide significant benefits to a target industry. HEAT is sensitive to these constraints
and will not produce economic benefits if the State’s transportation infrastructure is
not a binding constraint.

•

Traffic Flows – Finally, HEAT applies the observed and forecast commodity flows,
traffic volumes, trip origins and destinations, congestion, accidents, etc. These flows
may be obtained from HEAT; and their volumes, composition, and locations may be
understood in a more informed and comprehensive context, given the three previous
steps. This context provides stakeholders with a more comprehensive understanding
for how traffic problems or roadway conditions may or may not affect economic
development.

The vertical bar that straddles all four layers in Figure 1.1 represents MDT’s opportunity
to solve problems that show up in each of these layers. The approach used in this study,
therefore, began with a task to understand how much each industry (both those currently
located in Montana and those targeted by economic development officials) depends on
ground transportation. Of those industries that have such a dependence, the next task
identified which ones need help and which of those would likely benefit from the proposed transportation investment. In addition, the industry profiles identify what other
economic development efforts (i.e., collateral activities) must be included to assure that
2

The proposed widening of the Panama Canal, for example, could cause a significant shift from
grain moving west to Seattle to the Mississippi and Gulf ports, regardless of improvements to
roadway, river, or rail access to Seattle.
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the proposed transportation investment achieves its intended benefit. This approach
gives MDT a more selective role in an industry-based program, but avoids using transportation investment to solve non-transportation problems (Figure 1.2). This study generated profiles of 13 key industries in Montana, which are included for reference within
HEAT.

Figure 1.2 Screening for Industries that Will Benefit from Improved
Ground Transportation

All Major & Emerging
Montana Industries
Successful
Industries With
No Need of New
Transportation

Loan Guarantees

Target Industries Paired
With Transportation
Investments

Housing
Schools
Public Relations

Job Training
Collateral
Activities
Paired With
Target
Industries

Air Service

Industries
Which Will Not
Benefit from
Transportation

Industrial
Recruitment

Research Funding
Public Amenities

Targeted Transportation
Investments
Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

This industry-based perspective bores into the mantra: build it and they will come. The
approach used in this study first determines: who they are. It then evaluates the performance of each industry likely to benefit from the investments, filtering out those that have
little or no dependence on highway access to suppliers and customers or that are in steep
decline for reasons beyond any need for improved transportation. The target industries
that remain are goods movement-intensive industries that may perform better if they have
better access to their customers and suppliers. Improved access consists of improvements
to travel time; travel time reliability; likelihood of accidents; and operating costs related to
roadway conditions (grade, pavement condition). A critical constraint to improving
access for industries in Montana is their distance to markets (i.e., suppliers and customers). Many of Montana business interviewed in this study acknowledged that even
dramatic improvements to roadways would have very modest benefits, because they
would still be faced with long distances, no matter how good the roads. The degree that
transportation improvement will help, however, also depends on other economic condi-
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tions. Figure 1.3 presents the modest and highly interdependent role transportation plays
in stimulating the growth of goods movement-intensive industries.

Figure 1.3 Transportation and Other Conditions for Stimulation of
Economic Growth
Goods Movement
Dependent Industries

Collateral
Activities

Suppliers

Supporting
Access to:
Industries

Goods
Movement
Intensive
Industries
Access
to:

Tax and Regulatory
Environment

Collateral Activities

Access
to:

Other
Infrastructure

• Water and Sewer

Transportation
Infrastructure
• Transit
• Freight
• Highways

• Education
• Power

Housing and
Quality of Life

Labor Force
• Wage Rates

• Skill Level
•Activism

• Affordability

• Crime
• Public Amenities

Economic
Development
Programs

• Business Attraction

Customers

• Private Investment
• Job Training

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

The left-hand diagram in Figure 1.3 is intended to portray the importance of the relationship between goods movement-intensive industries and their suppliers, customers, and
supporting industries. This relationship dictates that industries select locations that optimize their access. As described above, Montana’s goods movement-intensive industries
are often faced with long distances to customers, but regard their current location as optimal, given their location confers more important advantages and transportation is only
one of many critical elements to their success. Thus, a comprehensive economic development strategy must include other elements:
•

Labor force characteristics, such as the quantity and quality of available labor, wage
rates, the mix of skilled labor, and the level of labor organization and activism.

•

Economic development programs from state and regional economic development
organizations (EDOs) or chambers of commerce include business attraction efforts,
such as industrial and labor force recruitment (including recruitment of suppliers and
supporting industries that would improve access and, thus, reduce shipping costs and
improve reliability); job training programs, access to capital; and business development centers (assistance with marketing, business plans, etc.).

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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•

Quality of life and cost of living, including schools, housing, and recreation.

•

Other infrastructure improvements, including water, sewer, telecommunications
(band width), and power;

•

Tax and regulatory environment, including the ease of building permits and the level
of community involvement.

Composing an appropriate and realistic package of collateral activities to support economic development, however, goes beyond the knowledge and resources of MDT. All of
the state agencies involved in economic development must work in concert with the local
economic development authorities to identify the specific collateral activities needed to
achieve economic progress.
HEAT is designed to estimate the full economic benefits of industries that will improve
their performance because of a particular highway improvement project (Figure 1.4 shows
the three basic components.).

Figure 1.4 Basic Methodology for Estimating Economic Benefits of
Transportation Investments
Project A
Project B
Project C
Project Z

Commodity Flows

Industry Analysis

Economic Benefit

• Weight
• Truck Trips
• OriginsDestinations
• Type of Goods
• Value of Goods

• Employment
• Growth trends
• Transportation
Intensity
• Other Collateral
Needs

• Jobs
• Income
• Gross Regional
Product
• Multiplier Effects

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

More specifically, when a highway improvement is proposed, the economic evaluation
tool must first identify which industries will be impacted, and the flows of freight and
passenger traffic. This involves the following sequence of three analytical steps (within
the Commodity Flow analysis):
1.

Locate the improvement on an electronic network map of Montana roadways stored
on a geographical information system (GIS). We have created an extensive GIS database and linked it to the Montana highway network and the relevant regions
throughout North America.

2.

Identify what commodities are being shipped and the passenger trips on the roadway
proposed for improvement, and forecast the growth of these traffic flows. HEAT uses
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detailed county-level commodity flow data for Montana, and we developed commodity flow forecasts within the tool.
3.

Locate the origins and destinations of these freight and passenger trips and identify
the industries that are involved in shipping and receiving.

The second component (Industry Analysis) takes a closer look at these industries: This
second component involves the following three steps:
4.

Identify 13 industry sectors in Montana that export their products and rely on surface
transportation for significant amounts of their inputs and/or outputs. We have completed focused profiles of each industry that summarizes their performance and
dependence of various modes of freight transportation.

5.

Identify new industry sectors and new businesses that are not present in Montana,
but could be recruited if the conditions became attractive. We have relied on the
knowledge of Montana’s economic development officials to inform a business attraction model. This model is nested within the tool to quantify the potential for business
expansion and attraction due to highway improvements, and also is capable of estimating the economic impacts from tourism (e.g., additional visitor days related to a
highway improvement, creating additional spending in the economy).

6.

Estimate each industry’s direct benefits, including travel time reductions, operating
cost reductions, and safety benefits from the proposed transportation improvement
(Step 3), based on its industry profile (Step 4) and the change in its shipping and
receiving operations (Step 2).

The third component (Transportation Economic Benefit) involves estimating the job creation, growth in personal income, and changes in regional output generated from completing the project. This analysis component involves the following four steps:
7.

Determine the health of the industry (Step 4) and its needs for other economic development assistance (i.e., collateral support). This assessment will determine if the
businesses being helped are in industries that are declining or expanding. Thus, MDT
has an indication of how effective the transportation investment may be, given the
broader business climate.

8.

Input each industry’s direct benefits (Step 6) plus the additional business location
estimated with the business attraction model (Step 5) into a multi-regional REMI
model. REMI is an economic model that will determine how direct improvements to
travel efficiency and business/visitor attraction will ripple through the regional economy to create jobs, increase personal income, and expand the region’s gross product.
This result will provide MDT with an estimate of the full economic benefits associated
with a highway improvement.

9.

Estimate the capital, maintenance, and operating costs of each proposed project using
a cost model, based on unit costs taken from similar projects recently completed in
Montana.
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10. Compare discounted benefits with discounted costs, based on the construction schedule and 20 to 30 years of each project’s operation.
In summary, this approach provides a reasonably comprehensive methodology for evaluating highway improvements with a consistent set of assumptions. These steps have been
bundled into HEAT, which allows MDT to conduct benefit/cost analysis on a routine
basis. HEAT also provides analysts and stakeholders access to the underlying data and
assumptions, which should help to explain the outcome and provide useful information
independent of the economic findings (e.g., commodity flow data, including forecasts,
traffic volumes, employment, output, income, etc.). Figure 1.5 presents these basic steps.

Figure 1.5 Benefit/Cost Analysis of Highway Investments
Direct Benefits
Speed
Distance
Accidents
Operating Costs
Maintenance Costs

Economic Benefits

Project Costs

Gross State Product (GSP)
Real Personal Income
Employment

Construction
Operating & Maintenance

Tourism
Visitor Days
PassPass-by Spending

Benefit/Cost Ratio
Business Attraction

Discounted GSP
Discounted Costs

Access to:
Customers
Suppliers
Employees
TransTrans-shipment nodes

Net Present Value (NPV)

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

The economic benefit/cost analysis within HEAT is intended to perform a first approximation to determine the relative size of likely economic benefits and costs, which helps to
determine the economic feasibility of a project. While, the analysis techniques used above
embody the state-of-the-practice, they do not quantify all of the benefits and costs associated with highway investments. These omissions are explicitly accounted for in the environmental review required for a project’s ultimate advancement to funding and
construction. Such omissions include the impacts a highway improvement may have on
environmental, cultural, and historic resources, traffic noise, quality of life, and other
qualitative impacts. While these impacts cannot be reliably quantified, they may consti-
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tute significant issues that should be included in a project evaluation. The lack of their
inclusion in HEAT is in no way an indication of their lack of importance.
Also deliberately left out of HEAT are the economic benefits of a project’s construction
activity. These benefits last only as long as the construction phase, and then disappear
entirely. While such employment is real and significant, it is not a durable benefit and
usually does not create benefits in excess of those generated if the public funds were spent
for some other purpose or left in the pocket of tax payers (i.e., the opportunity cost or next
best investment alternative). This is why these economic benefits should not be included
in transportation benefit/cost analyses.
Appendix A1 provides a literature review of the well-researched and accurate analyses of
roadway investments intended to advance a region’s economic development. The scope
and scale of these case studies range from construction of bypasses around small cities to
the 13-state Appalachian region, which received over $1.4 billion in Federally-funded
roadway construction.
These case studies provide some useful background to the possible effects of roadway
improvements on Montana’s economic development, but they cannot be applied without
significant qualifications. Nevertheless, they describe the major types of economic
impacts that can be expected due to transportation investments, and provide examples
showing other states’ experiences with using transportation as part of an economic development strategy, as well as their approaches for assessing economic benefits. Underlining
the importance of transportation to economic development efforts, the literature review
also summarizes the importance of highways and transportation infrastructure as a consideration in the site selection process.

 1.3 Structure of This Report
The remainder of this report is composed of eight sections, including a final section of five
appendices. The first seven sections, which form the body of the report, provide summaries of the work accomplished. More detailed descriptions are provided in the five technical appendices. This report, however, is not a user manual for the HEAT software. A
separate user manual and help function within HEAT will be available for HEAT users.
Nevertheless, significant portions of this report provide a technical reference for HEAT
users or for others seeking information that would shed light on outcomes from HEAT
analyses.
The following brief descriptions summarize the content of the remaining seven sections of
this report:
Section 2.0 – Theory and Methodology – This section presents three topics that form an
intellectual foundation for the mathematical operations performed in HEAT.
Subsection 2.1 summarizes the economic theory underlying the role of highway infrastructure in economic development. Subsection 2.2 presents the possible methods that
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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could be used to calculate economic benefits.
method chosen for HEAT.

Subsection 2.3 presents the preferred

Section 3.0 – Data Sources and Software – Subsection 3.1 provides an overview of the
data sources used in HEAT. Subsection 3.2 describes the GIS data, including the development of the roadway network and the GIS tool development. Subsection 3.3 describes
the commodity flow data and Subsection 3.4 gives a brief overview of the commodity flow
forecast. Appendix A2 contains a detailed write-up of the forecasting methodology which
has been published by the Transportation Research Board (TRB). Subsection 3.5 gives an
overview of the industrial profiles, which are provided in full in Appendix A3.
Section 4.0 – Results – The first of three subsections summarizes the general conditions
under which HEAT would be more likely to provide a useful analysis. These general criteria may be helpful to project stakeholders who are uncertain if their project has significant potential for fostering economic development. This section goes on to summarize the
results from the application of HEAT to specific roadway improvements. The purpose of
this was two-fold. First, it was intended as a direct test of HEAT. As described in
Subsection 4.2, the scenario testing helped the consultant team and MDT determine the
accuracy of the analytical process, the degree of automation and need for manual or
exogenous analysis and data manipulation. In Subsection 4.3, results from four scenario
tests using HEAT are presented. These four are:
1. U.S. Highway 93 from Missoula to Polson;
2. U.S. Highway 2 from the North Dakota Stateline to the Idaho Stateline;
3. MT 3 from Great Falls to Billings; and
4. Secondary 323 (S-323) from South of Ekalaka to Alzada.
MDT selected these four improvement scenarios in part because they varied in length,
cost, location, and amount of traffic affected.
Section 5.0 – Implementation – This section presents the following four general topics
that MDT will most likely contend with as HEAT is implemented: 1) integration of HEAT
with MDT existing performance-based programming process (P3), 2) software installation
and training, 3) maintenance, and 4) software upgrades and enhancements.
This final report includes six appendices. These consist of the following:
•

Appendix A1 – A literature review which was completed as specified in Task 2 of the
consultant team scope of work.

•

Appendix A2 – A TRB paper submitted on August 1, 2003, entitled A Comparison of
Commodity Flow Forecasting Techniques in Montana, by Janine M. Waliszewski,
Dike N. Ahanotu, and Michael J. Fischer, who were all members of the consultant
team. The paper describes for two methods of developing commodity flow forecasts
at a sub-state level of geography. The majority of the analysis in this paper is taken
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from the commodity flow freight forecast created for the Montana Department of
Transportation Highway Reconfiguration Study.
•

Appendix A3 – Thirteen industrial profiles for each of the major industrial clusters
that have some degree of significant dependence on transportation in general and
goods movement in particular.

•

Appendix A4 – A more detailed description of the business attraction model in HEAT
than is provided in the summary of this methodology in Subsection 2.4 (Analytical
Steps in HEAT). The material in the appendix lays out the methodology used to
determine how enhancing strategic connections between specific locations can attract
outside business activity and investment into the affected area.

•

Appendix A5 – An overview of the methodology used to build the cost estimation
module in HEAT and a user manual.

•

Appendix A6 – An overview of the research and methodology used to estimate values
of time by commodity type, trip length, time-of-day, and congested vs. free-flow
conditions.

•

Appendix A7 – An extensive bibliography for this report.
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2.0 Theory and Methodology
This section presents three topics that form an intellectual foundation for the mathematical operations performed in the Highway Economic Analysis Tool (HEAT). The first
topic, presented in Section 2.1, summarizes the economic theory underlying the role of
highway infrastructure in economic development. Section 2.2 presents the possible methods that could be used to calculate economic benefits. Section 2.3 presents the preferred
method chosen for HEAT. Section 3.0 follow with an overview of the data sources necessary and the software required to run HEAT.

 2.1 Overview of Theory Linking Highway Investments to
Economic Development
There is fairly widespread acceptance of the major roles that transportation infrastructure
in general and roadway investment in particular play in all levels of economic activity. At
the national level, a well-maintained interstate highway system replaced the railroads as
the backbone of interstate commerce. Local transportation projects also can affect the economic fortunes of regions and states by expanding customer or supplier markets;
increasing labor markets; reducing business operating costs through lower direct expenses
or increased economies of business operation; and increasing the volume, visibility, and
access of pass by traffic. These impacts contribute to overall economic productivity and
also local competitiveness.
The following list of five economic linkages provides a brief overview of some of the basic
ways that transportation investments affect the economic development of a state, region,
or city.1
•

Industry competitiveness – Transportation efficiency improvements provide major
benefits for industries through reduced production and distribution costs. More specifically, properly-designed transportation investments increase access to varied and
specialized labor pools, improve connections to inventory and raw materials, and
expand customer bases. Impacts at an industry level are often concentrated in particular locations. Though they extend to the state and national level, these impacts are
a key example of how transportation investments impact a local economy. Growth of
a particular industry in a given area can yield extensive spill-over effects as the

1

The literature review in Appendix A1 contains an extensive annotation of the theory and findings
linking highway investment to national and regional economic development.
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additional business and personal income generated create opportunities for other
businesses.
•

Household welfare – Individuals and families benefit from a strong transport network
through increased access to new or better jobs, goods, and services. Well-maintained
roads also reduce personal vehicle repair costs; efficient public transport networks
reduce costs associated with driving and automobile ownership.

•

Travel – Both business and leisure travelers depend on transportation infrastructure
for access to activities and destinations, such as conferences, trade shows, national
parks, beach resorts, and everyday business meetings and social events. Localized
travel impacts can occur if a particular area develops a major tourist or business
attraction. Business conference facilities, for example, can create the need for hotels,
restaurants, and other related facilities that can provide a base of economic growth for
an area. These facilities, however, may not be feasible in areas that do not already
attract business travelers.

•

Reduced costs – Traffic accidents average $580 per capita in lost productivity, property damage, and medical expenses each year. Similarly, congestion-related time
delays and fuel consumption cost $78 billion for major U.S. urban areas in 1999 (1).
Investments that improve safety and increase capacity mitigate accident losses and
benefit businesses and households alike. These costs may not directly impact economic development in a particular area, but they decrease overall efficiency.

•

Direct employment – Transportation investments provide employment in several
ways. First, construction spending provides employment in construction and support
industries, as well as increasing consumer spending due to increased earnings.
Second, nearly 11 million people are employed in for-hire transportation and
transportation-related industries in the United States. This includes some 236,000
people in the railroad industry; 147,000 school bus drivers; close to 1.9 million people
in motor freight; and nearly 1.3 million people in air transportation (2).

For the purpose of economic development of disadvantaged areas, some of these linkages
are more important than others. This study ties directly into the first factor, boosting
industry competitiveness. The timing and duration of benefits generated from each of
these connections will be different. The impacts of construction are short-lived and cannot
be considered equivalent to the subsequent impacts from industrial activity. If a transportation facility is built, but underused, the increased benefit from industry and tourist
growth may lag the completion of the project for many years or never generate significant
benefits. The timeframe, therefore, becomes a critical element of evaluating potential
benefits.
Monetary benefits to households also are important, but tend to occur when industrial
growth increases the incomes of residents in an affected area through direct employment
opportunities and the secondary and tertiary spending generated from business activity.
Nevertheless, benefits to residents of an economically depressed area may lag significantly
behind the transportation investments, and may provide more benefits to new residents
rather than existing ones. Stimulating business activity that can hire local residents may
require job training; public subsidies (e.g., welfare-to-work); and other non-transportation
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interventions to ensure some of the original benefit from these investments flow to the
target population.
The five economic linkages describe the direct connections between transportation
investments and economic development. Given Montana’s relatively small population
and uncongested roadways, the most relevant of the direct connections listed above are
reduced transportation costs, better service, or both, of freight movement. All Montana
firms engaged in the manufacture and distribution of goods benefit from a reduction of
their per-mile cost of goods movement and reduced travel times, because their factories or
distribution centers can serve existing clients more efficiently, and serve a wider market
area, with potential gains from scale efficiencies. It also means a factory can draw supplies from a wider area with potential gains in terms of the cost and/or quality of parts
and materials coming to the factory.
In addition to the lower costs to shipping-intensive industries, decreases in transit time
and/or improvements in reliability will allow firms to manage their inventories and supply chains more efficiently. Improved travel time reliability, for example, reduces the
amount of inventory a firm holds to buffer its production activity against late deliveries of
supplies. Higher speeds for trucks and/or shorter travel time benefit factories or distribution centers, especially when a firm can gain improved access to an air freight terminal
or a second railroad, thus, forcing the railroads to compete on price and service for the
firm’s business.
These adjustments to improved roadway access to customers, suppliers, and transshipment points are not nearly as well understood or quantified as the responses to lower
transportation costs. In fact, very recent economic theory has posited that the cost of
transportation has been decreasing for most industries (measured as a share of their
value-added costs) (3). The argument most relevant to the theory underlining the analytical methods used in HEAT is that transportation costs do not need to be accounted for in
determining the location of future cities in the U.S. Thus, much of a firm’s response to
transportation improvements may be reorganization of its logistics. It will move goods
longer distances, using fewer warehouses, and carrying less inventory for a given level of
production. It may actually buy less trucking and other transportation or use more transportation, because improved logistics allow it to reorganize its production to improve
productivity (rather than just lowering costs). These changes may lead to product or service improvements and give the firm a larger market share. These medium-term (one to
five years) or long-term (three or more years) adjustments that may emerge from transportation improvements are treated differently in the analysis. Although the state-of-thepractice has not fully accounted for these benefits, the following classification scheme for
benefits and other effects helps to understand the potential for a full accounting (4).
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•

First-order benefits – Immediate cost reductions to carriers and shippers, including
gains to shippers from reduced transit times2 and increased reliability.

•

Second-order benefits – Reorganization-effect gains from improvements in logistics3.
Quantity of firms’ outputs changes; quality of output does not change.

•

Third-order benefits – Gains from additional reorganization effects such as improved
products, new products, or some other change.

•

Other effects: Effects that are not considered as benefits according to the strict rules of
benefit/cost analysis, but may still be of considerable interest to policy-makers. These
could include, among other things, increases in regional employment or increases in
rate of growth of regional income.

When all these effects are taken into account, some roadway improvements that benefit
freight flows may propagate benefits through all the economic sectors that produce or
distribute goods. While economic theory and logistics practices suggests that these benefits may create productivity improvements beyond the direct cost savings, the comprehensive impacts of freight improvements are not yet understood, let alone incorporated
into benefit/cost analysis methodology.
Therefore, most academic research and project specific studies on transportation and economic development have been focused on the direct benefits of travel time savings from
highway investments. Much of the initial impetus was the desire to measure the economic benefits of building the interstate highway system. The research typically has been
divided into two methods: macroeconomic and microeconomic.
The alternative methodologies and approaches for conducting benefit/cost analysis of
highway investments may be grouped into three categories: macroeconomic, microeconomic, and overall benefit/cost analyses. The estimation of parameters is a critical component of all three.
Researchers and practitioners have employed all of these
methodologies to assess the productivity impacts of transportation investments. A brief
review of their theoretical underpinnings includes some of their applications, strengths,
and weaknesses.

2

Carrier effects include reduced vehicle operating times and reduced costs through optimal
routing and fleet configuration. Transit times may affect shipper in-transit costs such as for
spoilage, and scheduling costs such as for intermodal transfer delays and port clearance. These
effects are non-linear and may vary by commodity and mode of transport.

3

Improvements include rationalized inventory, stock location, network, and service levels for
shippers.
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Macroeconomic Analysis
Macroeconomic analysis attempts to measure the national-level productivity enhancing
benefits of transportation infrastructure using complex statistical modeling (Aschauer [5],
Munnell [6], and Nadiri [7]). Macroeconomic models sometimes group all modes of
transportation infrastructure into a single measure of public capital, including roads, rail,
air, water, sewer, seaports, etc. While macroeconomic models have been used at the state
level (see Maryland example in Appendix A1 – Literature Review), it is not a common
approach for projecting the benefits of new highway investments at the sub-national level.
Nevertheless, macroeconomic models are frequently cited by transportation economists as
the theoretical foundation for understanding the evolving role of roadway investments in
economic growth. The most recent and often cited empirical research is that being done
by Professor Ishaq Nadiri at New York University. Professor Nadiri has been involved
with a number of investigations into the links between transportation and U.S. economic
growth. His most often cited study demonstrates a statistically valid relationship between
highway capital and industry productivity growth, which connects to overall growth in
national productivity (7).
The study examines the contributions of total highway capital and non-local highway
capital to the output growth and productivity of 35 industry sectors that comprise the U.S.
economy, providing empirical evidence of the positive benefits of public highway capital
on private sector costs of production. For example, the study found relatively large cost
reductions (associated with an increase in highway capital) in such industries as food and
kindred products, trade, construction, and transportation and warehousing. In addition
to a “productivity effect,” the study also found an “output effect” resulting from the cost
reductions. The cost reductions permit products to be sold at lower prices which, in turn,
can be expected to lead to output growth. The cost saving productivity gains from highway capital investments appear to “finance” a substantial portion of the higher total production costs associated with the output expansion effect.
In a comprehensive review of the published literature, Bilkis Khanam examines the
impact of public capital stock of various types on the output and productivity of different
economic sectors. He concludes that the evidence from these studies shows a positive
relationship between public highway capital and private sector output and productivity;
and the estimated size and significance of this relationship is very diverse and depends to
a large extent on the approach followed. The results, expressed as output elasticities,
range from 0.04 to 0.56; in some models, the estimates are statistically insignificant (from
zero) or negative and compares results (output elasticities) obtained using Cobb-Douglas
and Translog models (8).
Macroeconomic analysis uses econometric models with large historical and cross-sectional
databases to measure the correlation between transportation investment (typically measured as new highway capacity denominated in construction dollars) and gross domestic
product (GDP). Academic studies by and for the FHWA, Office of Policy Development
have documented the effects of public highway capital on logistics system and commercial sector economic performance.
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In addition to Nadiri’s 1996 study described above, examples include the following:
•

Bell (1997) reviews macroeconomic analyses of the linkages between transportation
investments and economic performance (9).

•

Xin (1996) uses an input/output model to study regional economic benefits of transportation system projects (10).

•

Duffy-Deno models the relationship between capital stock of public infrastructure and
per capita income as an economic development indicator (11).

•

Khanam examined empirical work on the relationship between highway capital stock
and the output and productivity of goods-producing industries in a comprehensive
review (8).

•

Keeler (1988) uses a translog cost function econometric model for an analysis of the
benefits of Federal-aid highway infrastructure investments in the United States on the
costs and productivity of firms in the highway freight transport industry. The average
sum of marginal benefits across all industries is about 0.294. This means that a $1.00
increase in net capital stock generates approximately $0.3 of cost saving producer
benefits per year.4 These benefits continue over the design life of the road improvement (12).

Macroeconomic methods are applied primarily at the national-level and most researchers
and practitioners do not regard their application at a state or regional level as reliable or
practical. Nevertheless, these methods provide an essential foundation for the methodologies that focus on more local impacts, and they provide a quantitative range for
impacts that can help bracket the expected outcomes for regional and local roadway
investments.
A final note on the economic theory underlying the linkages between transportation and
economic growth sheds light on the effects of more than 50 years of interstate investments.
Nadiri’s research and the more recent work of Glaeser and Kohlhase show a significant
decline in the role of highway investment in the nation’s output. Over the 20th century,
the costs of moving goods have declined by over 90 percent in real terms, and there is little reason to doubt that this decline will continue. The average cost of moving a ton a mile
in 1890 was 18.5 cents (in 2001 dollars). Today, this cost is 2.3 cents. At their height, the
transportation industries represented nine percent of GDP. Today, if we exclude air
travel, they represent two percent of the national product. Two factors have acted to
decrease the importance of transportation costs for goods. First, the technologies designed
for moving goods have improved. Second, the value of goods lies increasingly in quality,

4

Mohring (13) and Forkenbrock (14) argue that productivity enhancements are not an additional
benefit to that already captured by the benefit-cost analysis framework, but that they are another
useful measure of impact of highway investment.
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rather than quantity; so that we are shipping far fewer tons of goods relative to GDP than
we have in the past (3).

Microeconomic Analysis
The second method of economic analysis focuses on the regional competitiveness and
productivity benefits of improving the highway system as demonstrated through traditional user benefit measures and microeconomic indicators, often combining state or
regional transportation models with regional economic impact models. This method
includes benefit/cost analysis (used in HEAT) and is considered by most practitioners as
cost-effective and sensitive to the economic geography of the region most affected by the
highway investment being studied.

Microeconomic Theory as Applied to Transportation
Microeconomic analysis examines how individual firms respond to changes in their
transportation choices and costs. Their responses range from short-term adjustments in
output, changes in the various inputs used (factors of production), and logistics. These
responses were summarized in the section of theory above. This methodology also
examines the longer-term adjustments in their logistical arrangements in response to
lower costs of freight movement (13).5 Typically, such adjustments would involve fewer
warehouses and more miles of truck movement as shippers take advantage of lower
freight costs to consolidate storage facilities and reduce inventory costs. These effects are
the principal source of benefits not captured in the conventional approach to benefit/cost
analysis. One example of this method demonstrates that the magnitude of indirect benefits can be in the order of 12 percent of direct benefits (11).
Microeconomic methods can offer robust measurements of direct, indirect, and full social
cost accounting estimates of benefits. Their use in understanding the comprehensive
benefits of transportation investments has helped researchers develop more robust models
for regional and local analysis. Nevertheless, the methodology does not include costs of
construction or maintenance and usually does not discount the cost and benefit streams to
a net present value. This disadvantage would frustrate most state and regional transportation agencies that need a single metric that may be used across investment alternatives
that vary in scale, mode, and timeframe.

Benefit/Cost Analysis Applied to Transportation
This section provides a brief overview of the research and recent findings in the use of
benefit/cost analysis to evaluate and understand the economic impacts of transportation
investments. The mechanics of benefit/cost analysis will be described in Section 2.2 –
Alternative Methods. Montana may expect two types of benefits from corridor highway
5

The study was the first formal analysis of what has been termed reorganization benefits.
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investments: reductions in transportation costs and increases in economic activity (14).
Simple tabulation of road user benefits is seldom the basis for decisions of whether or not
to invest public funds to upgrade highways, especially in rural corridors or states like
Montana with little or no congestion. Other indicators to consider include pavement condition and safety. In addition, the State’s policy-makers are often petitioned to invest in
wider, better highways because proponents believe these investments will lead to economic development, a.k.a. “build it and they will come.” This expectation discounts the
notion that a corridor’s current volume of travel or its existing industrial base portends
what the future would hold if a wider, faster, safer roadway where built in its place.
Thus, the task of estimating the future benefits should take into account whether the
investments will lead to business attraction, expansion, and retention benefits for the
locally-affected area (with a transfer of future economic activity from other regions). In
economic theory, this type of benefits has been called positive network externalities,
where the change in location decision is only made because the firm is actually better off
and more productive in this new location. While it is often regarded by theorists, practitioners, and policy analysts as speculative, the phenomenon has been measured for other
types of infrastructure, such as telecommunications.6 Recent research has attempted to
reduce the speculative nature of business attraction analysis for new highways (15). These
examples lend support for government investment to correct for an undersupply of highway infrastructure, but only where there may be positive network externalities (16).

 2.2 Alternative Methods
Immediately after the Reconfiguration Study Steering Committee (RSSC) selected the consultant team, the scope of work for the Highway Reconfiguration Study evolved. Instead
of a general analysis of the economic benefits of widening two-lane highways throughout
Montana, the RSSC and MDT asked for a leave-behind, analytic tool that MDT would use
on an ongoing basis to evaluate specific highway investments. The consultant team proposed a suite of analytic tools that could be integrated into a single software platform.
This approach reduced the choices of alternative methods that could be used for each
module of the software, since the functionality of each module was dictated by the inputs
from the previous. Furthermore, the RSSC and MDT impressed upon the consultants that
the methodology must withstand persistent challenges from project stakeholders. The
consultant team included experts in the state-of-the-practice and recent experience in
evaluating alternative methods.
In particular, the consultant team considered the guidance from the NCHRP 2-19(2) Final
Report, Guidance on Using Existing Economic Analysis Tools for Evaluating Transportation
6

Capello and Rietveld found that logistics-oriented telecommunications systems are characterized
by positive externalities in the adoption process and, given the high-fixed costs of acquisition,
government regulation may ensure the economically optimal critical mass of users.
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Investments (17). This report grouped all of the relevant analytic tools into four categories
designed to address specific questions, or provide specific information to decision-makers:
•

User impact tools – These models make assessments of direct user benefits gained
from transportation projects of all modes. These benefits may include, for example,
the monetary cost of travel, travel time, safety, comfort and reliability, and ease of
access. Most user impact models tend to also be benefit/cost models, and some are
used as inputs to regional economic models, such as REMI. They are sketch-planning
tools and include MicroBENCOST, StratBENCOST, STEAM, HDM 4, NET_BC, and
HERS.

•

Regional economic impact tools – These models address the direct and indirect/
induced economic impacts of a transportation investment for both users and non-users
of the improvement. For businesses, for example, there can be direct economic efficiency benefits in terms of product costs, quality, or availability – often stemming from
possible changes in access to labor markets, ease of obtaining production inputs, or
changes in the cost of bringing a good to market. Indirect and induced economic
impacts within a region can include business growth, shifts in population and business location patterns, land use/land value patterns, and even government costs and
revenues. Specific impacts that can be evaluated include employment, personal
income (wages), property value, business sales volume, value-added, and business
profit (18). They may be divided into input-output models (IMPLAN, RIMS II, and
PC-I/O) and dynamic equilibrium models (REMI and Global Insight, formally DRI).

•

Fiscal impact tools – These models address specific issues relating to estimated public
revenues and expenditures generated over the life of a project. They may include construction and maintenance spending impacts of these specific projects, the cost of
capital, etc. Many of these fiscal models are not necessarily transportation-projectspecific, which tends to limit their use by transportation professionals. The RSSC and
MDT did not specify this type of analysis as part of its scope of work. Nevertheless,
proponents of transportation spending often cite the large share of Montana’s statewide employment that may be linked to its roadway construction and maintenance.
FDISCALS is the leading and most available example.

•

Mixed and other societal impact tools – This category highlights models that address
various other types of impacts, such as air quality or social issues, and models that
address more than one of the above categories, or mixed models. MCIBAS, by the
Indiana DOT, integrates travel demand, benefit/cost, and general equilibrium tools to
analyze economic impacts in Indiana highway corridors.
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 2.3 Preferred Method
The distinguishing feature of the preferred method is that it recognizes the viewpoint of
industry and economic development. Specifically, the tool:
•

Represents a consistent, analytically rigorous approach to assess benefits of
improving, expanding, or building new highways within the State’s highway network; and

•

Helps maximize the effectiveness of Montana’s highway investments in assisting economic development for both urban and rural areas.

HEAT is designed to integrate a number of transportation and economic modeling tools
described above. To achieve this integration, all of the models must be capable of distinguishing impacts of highway system reconfiguration alternatives, including two- to fourlane widening, expansion of shoulders, limited access schemes, “Super 2” configurations
for two-lane expressways, various schemes for mixed two/four-lane roads (with passing
sections where applicable), etc. Nevertheless, because of the limitations on many of the
necessary data and analytical models, this sensitivity cannot go below the county level.
Fortunately, for a large dispersed state with many counties, this level of detail is sufficient
to capture highway trips and traffic volumes that will impact economic development with
statewide significance.
HEAT has been designed to build upon findings from the theory and methodology presented in Sections 1.0, 2.1, and 2.2 and the literature review in Appendix A1. In this
regard, HEAT integrates state-of-the-practice methods for newly-emerging perspectives
for evaluating benefits of highway investments. It is centered on three key themes that are
becoming central to the economic analysis of transportation in general, and are especially
critical in its application to Montana.
•

Recognizing the value of freight delivery time – There is a need to recognize the real
value of freight movement, as well as passenger vehicle movement. A recent spurt of
research has been focusing on freight-related planning and investment decisionmaking. An important element of that research is a finding that the real value of travel
time savings for a full truck can be much more than that of an empty truck – where the
value of time reflects vehicle operating and driver time. The emerging literature is
showing that many manufacturing processes also depend on freight scheduling, reliability, and logistics handling, which increase the value of highway improvements
that reduce travel time and/or increase travel time reliability. By recognizing these
freight cost factors, the economic evaluation system can better represent factors
affecting business market access, operating cost, and related competitiveness factors.
In addition, the value of time for freight movements can vary by commodity,
depending on the value of goods being shipped, and this variance in value of time corresponds to the detailed commodity flow data used in this project.
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•

Equal treatment for rural highway investment – There is a need to assess both urban
and rural highway investments in a consistent way. Recent research has shown that
accessibility is a key motivation factor for highway improvements that underlies both
urban and rural highway needs. Research on urban areas is showing that, while a
failure to adequately invest in highways can lead to road congestion, the ultimate
result is a reduction in accessibility to/from some locations. Research on rural areas is
also showing that a failure to adequately invest in highways can increase relative levels of isolation and effectively limit accessibility to markets. Thus, by keying on relative changes in accessibility, it is possible to assess the impact of both urban and rural
areas within the same framework.

•

Focus on behavioral factors – There is a need to calculate highway investment benefits in a way that recognizes the types of business activity linkages that they support.
The traditional engineering analysis of highway needs has focused on investment to
maintain system flow or throughput, in terms of speed and safety. But the literature
on economic impacts is demonstrating that people and businesses rely on highways
not for the sake of travel alone, but rather as a means to access jobs, materials and
other activities. At the same time, a line of economic analysis has focused on the relationship between highway investment spending or capital stock and subsequent economic growth. The literature on business location and economic growth is
demonstrating that business activity comes not as a result of highway spending
(“build it and they will come”), but rather as a result of increasing market access and
the productivity of locations. These findings underscore the importance of assessing
highway system improvements in terms of how they affect the economic attractiveness and competitiveness of locations by changing accessibility.

The focus on these three themes give HEAT its capability to translate improvements in
travel time (i.e., the traditional engineering metrics) into factors that directly affect the
creation of jobs and income for Montana residents. This approach can be understandable
to both planners and the broader public, because it is behavioral – recognizing that the
benefit of highway investments depends on where the highways are going and the extent
to which they actually improve access linking people and businesses. It addresses the
concern that the present use of a roadway (i.e., the current amount and mix of traffic)
should not be the sole driver of what benefits may accrue if the roadway is improved.
This approach follows the new economic geography concept in economic development –
in which competitive advantage arises and clusters of related businesses develop, because
of economies of scale that come from access to broader input markets (labor and natural
resources); output markets (delivery and customer access); and intermediate access points
(airports, national trucking routes, intermodal, and rail facilities).
Finally, it should be stressed that HEAT’s design focuses on identifying how and when
highways can affect the retention, growth, and attraction of the economic base for Montana,
and, hence, the generation of income benefits for Montana residents. Economic base refers
to firms that tend to export their goods or services outside the State. This means that mere
shifts in the distribution of consumer retail and services businesses within Montana are not
(by themselves) considered to be a net economic gain or loss.
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 2.4 Analytical Steps in HEAT
HEAT software is composed of six linked modules that are illustrated in Figure 2.1. While
these modules execute specific analytical and database management functions, the following descriptions of six analytical steps provides a more focused and easier explanation
of the underlying methodology used in HEAT.

Figure 2.1 HEAT Analytical Modules
Project A
Project B

Geographical
Geographical Information
Information System
System (GIS)
(GIS)

Project C
Project Z

Benefit-Cost
Benefit-Cost
Analysis
Analysis

Roadway
Roadway
Network
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Travel
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Performance
Performance
Impacts
Impacts
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Commodity
Flows
Flows

Cost
Cost Estimation
Estimation

Transportation
Transportation
Economic
Economic
Benefit
Benefit

Industry
Industry
Analysis
Analysis

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

Step 1. Define GIS-Based Transportation and Economic Network
Transportation network – The first step is to define the highway network, including
travel times, travel distances, accident rates, origin-destination patterns, reliability/delay,
volumes of cars and trucks (i.e., a trip table) between zones within Montana (most likely
counties) and to/from other areas of the U.S. and abroad. The truck flows should reflect
volumes of freight, broken down by major industry or commodity.
Economic network – This task should be developed as part of the statewide highway
network modeling effort, building upon the GIS system to represent the spatial relationship and pattern of car and truck flows among the zones. The GIS system should also
include measures of each zone’s (county’s) population, employment (by major industry
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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group), and inflow/outflow of freight (consistent with our available county-level
IMPLAN economic models). In addition, the system should plot the location (within
Montana and immediately adjacent areas) of commercial airports, major air freight facilities, intermodal (container) rail facilities, bulk rail loading facilities, river port facilities,
major national highway routes, and commercial border facilities.

Step 2. Calculate Transportation and Market Access Changes for
Alternative Scenarios
Alternative scenarios – The second step is to use the GIS-based network model from
Step 1 to calculate changes in travel times, travel distances, accidents, reliability/delay,
and volumes of cars and trucks between zones. The scenarios include: 1) the current
highway network, 2) future conditions under a baseline assumption, and 3) one or more
illustrative alternatives that further improves the statewide highway network. One of the
most important steps is defining and coding the highway network improvement to be
analyzed (e.g., changing highway segments from two lanes to four lanes). Often times,
this is referred to as the “build” scenario and a detailed understanding of the differences
between the baseline future highway conditions (i.e., no build) and the alternative scenario is essential for a sound assessment of impacts.
User benefit and reliability factors – As part of the statewide highway network analysis,
the impacts of alternative scenarios on travel times and distances will be directly translated into user benefits that include vehicle operating costs, driver/passenger value of
time, and cargo value of time. The value of changes in business-related travel time for
people are viewed as a change in business operating costs, while the value of personal
travel time is viewed as not affecting the flow of dollars in the economy. In addition, the
value of freight time reflects the time value of cargo delivery as a business user cost.
HEAT also includes a reliability factor that relates travel time reliability to the ratio of volume to capacity along the route being improved. Thus, if a roadway has volume to
capacity ratios approaching one, this functionality allows HEAT to quantify benefits
associated with reducing non-recurrent delay. HEAT assigns the value of travel time
savings associated with reducing non-recurrent delays compared to recurrent delay. The
consultant team investigated a second type of reliability factor that could explicitly identify parts of the network where there are periodic or sporadic slowdowns, because of traffic congestion, rail crossing delays, traffic lights or other intersection delays, high accident
rates, or slow vehicle without passing issues. After significant empirical research on the
frequency and severity of these slowdowns, results indicated these were not significant
and would not contribute sufficient sensitivity to benefit calculations to warrant the effort
and additional complexity to be added to HEAT.7

7

This functionality could be added at some future time. For each project being evaluated, a
reliability penalty factor could be assigned to the calculation of estimated travel time along those

(Footnote continued on next page...)
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Access – Once the travel performance factors have been developed, the GIS analysis system is applied to estimate each zone’s effective change in access to markets and intermediate transportation facilities, including the following:
•

Change in the amount of population or workforce within a 60-minute access time;

•

Change in the amount of business activity (measured by employment) within the
nearest major markets/cities; and

•

Changes in travel time to the nearest commercial air, rail, highway, and border
facilities.

Step 3. Calculate Impacts on Market Access and Operating Cost by
Industry
Business sensitivity to highway changes – The third step is to assess the extent to which
various industries in Montana are sensitive to (and hence depend on) various types of
market access levels and costs as factors in their economic viability and competitiveness.
HEAT relies on an industry screening model that adapts and builds upon the Hwy-OPPS
model that was originally developed for the Appalachian Regional Commission as a tool
to identify business opportunities created by highway system improvements. For this
application, HEAT split that model into two elements.
The first element of the industry screening model is industry factors – reflecting how various industries differ in their relative reliance on various factors – skilled labor, truck
deliveries, rail deliveries, air deliveries, pass-by traffic, or customer visitation. It makes
use of the following sources:
1. Input-output tables which show how much each industry relies on labor and obtains
goods and services from other industries;
2. Transportation Satellite Accounts (TSAs) developed by the U.S. Department of
Commerce and Bureau of Transportation Statistics as an appendage to input-output
tables, showing how much each industry ships by truck (for hire and in-house services), rail, air, and water transportation; and
3. Logistics/scheduling tables developed by Economic Development Research Group to
reflect the extent to which each industry depends on time-sensitive deliveries.
This factor model makes it possible to identify how highway reconfiguration scenarios
may improve access for some industries to key input factors, thus, increasing their productivity and growth potential.
routes where there should be some indicator of the type, frequency, and typical extent of delay
based on the locations of delay points along the highway network (in the GIS system).
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The second element of the industry screening model is industry trend profiles – reflecting
how patterns and trends of business activity differ among industries and locations in
Montana. This analysis uses the GIS system and separate industry profile analyses (see
Appendix A3) to identify where various industries are locating in Montana and to show
how those industries are performing at various locations in Montana (relative to statewide,
western, and/or U.S. trends). The purpose of this industry trend analysis is to recognize
that there are fundamental reasons why some existing industries are located where they
are, which cannot be changed by highways alone. This includes factors such as proximity
to certain water, mineral or agricultural resources; cheap hydropower; universities; international borders; Indian reservations; or national parks. The location and trend analysis
allows us to identify industries that prefer or stay away from Montana locations for these
other reasons, so that the market access opportunities identified from the preceding analysis will only be applied for locations where the specific industries appear to be viable.
Impacts of access changes on specific industries and locations – HEAT applies the
industry screening model (which reflects sensitivity to access changes by industry) to the
results of Step 2 (estimates of access changes by location and scenario). The result is a
series of measures of how each alternative scenario affects the operating cost and size of
the accessible market for different industries at different locations within Montana. This
can also be viewed as measures of how each roadway improvement scenario will affect
the travel time and cost of different commodity flows within Montana. HEAT incorporates two different elements of analysis: 1) user benefits and 2) business attraction. This
latter element is described in Step 4 (below).
The user benefits are generated by saving travel time (i.e., vehicle hours of delay or VHD),
reducing operating costs, and avoiding accidents for shippers, receivers, carriers, commuters, tourists, and households. Furthermore, this analysis differentiates the user benefits according to the type of commodity being shipped according to its value of time and
by the purpose of the trip (i.e., on-the-clock, home-based work (commute) or other (e.g.,
pleasure, shopping, school, etc.). Finally, HEAT distinguishes between the value of time
when delay is caused by normal road conditions or congestion (i.e., recurrent VHD) and
unexpected delay caused by accidents (i.e., non-recurrent VHD). Table 2.1 presents the
current values used in HEAT to differentiate between VHD by commodity type or trip
purpose and recurrent versus non-recurrent delay.
HEAT also recognizes impacts on travel time or cost that applies to the personal travel of
individuals. These personal user benefits are valued based on the estimates shown in, as
shown in the last line in Table 2.1. HEAT tracks these impacts separately, because personal travel benefits affect the economy differently. Personal savings in transportation
costs (due to travel time savings, operating costs, and accidents) effectively increase the
disposable income of individuals, which is in itself a direct benefit and also leads to
increased sales for local consumer goods and services. HEAT accounts for personal savings in travel time (due to faster effective speeds or shorter distances) as a true societal
benefit that increases the quality of life of individuals and the value of locations, but does
not immediately create any additional money in people’s pockets that affects the flow of
dollars in the economy.
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Table 2.1

Value of Time Delay in HEAT
(2002 Dollars Per Hour)
Dollars Per Vehicle Hour of Delay
Recurrent
Non-Recurrent

Commodity Type or Trip Purpose
Non-durables manufacturing goods

$53

$0

Durables manufacturing goods

$66

$159

Agriculture

$41

$198

Mining & wood resources

$39

$123

Misc. transport services

$42

$117

Drayage & warehousing

$40

$126

Non-freight (service delivery)

$38

$120

Auto – work

$13

$76

$6

$26

Auto – non-work
Source:

Highway Economic Requirements System (HERS) by Cambridge Systematics, Inc.;
Montana ES-202 wage statistics; and industry cost economic analysis model by Economic
Development Research Group, Inc. (incorporating a Meta study of time benefits associated with logistics and just-in-time processing).

Step 4. Calculate Relative Profitability and Productivity of Locations
The fourth step is to calculate the extent to which highway system improvements can
affect both a) the profitability and income-generation of existing business activity retained at
various locations, as well as b) the potential attractiveness of expanded or new business at
various locations in Montana. Figure 2.2 shows these two independent analytical steps
require inputs from the highway network assignment routine in HEAT, and are then
translated through a bridge routine into the REMI economic model.
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Figure 2.2 Economic Impact Analysis System Elements
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Business Productivity
HEAT applies the results of Step 3 to develop three measures:
1. The dollar value of the savings in production costs for each existing industry at various
locations in Montana. This represents the potential cost savings benefits for existing
businesses in Montana. The expense savings for households are also calculated in a
similar manner.
2. The relative cost competitiveness for each existing major industry in various locations in
Montana. This is measured as the ratio of business operating cost in Montana relative
to the national average – measured with and without highway improvements under
alternative scenarios.
3. The change in potential business markets for each existing major industry in various locations in Montana – measured as the additional sales revenue potentially achievable if
businesses were able to compete and grow in proportion to the expansion in size of
their markets for customers and supplier access.
The preceding measures of business impact are calculated on the basis of a GIS system for
various industries in each zone (i.e., county) within Montana. HEAT, however, distinguishes between a) impacts that merely shift activity within Montana from b) impacts that
also attract new investment and income to Montana. Both can have some value for public
policy, though the former is a matter of intrastate equity, while the latter is a matter of
statewide efficiency. Any package of highway improvements will affect some locations
within Montana more than others. Nevertheless, even if there are shifts of future economic expansion between areas of the state, this disproportionate expansion is not a zerosum game as long as there is a net business profitability or productivity improvement for
the State.
To forecast long-term economic impacts, the analysis framework in HEAT applies an economic forecasting model that assesses how changes in regional and statewide industry
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cost and competitiveness will affect future economic growth (through business expansion
or attraction). The REMI economic model for Montana is designed specifically for this
purpose. It compares how different regions of Montana compare to the rest of the U.S. in
terms of cost competitiveness, and it forecasts how each industry will grow over the next
35 years within regions of Montana, as well as outside of Montana. The zonal structure of
the REMI model has been set to the five MDT districts, so it will generate sufficient detail
of shifts and growth among regions, but still provide robust results when it compares
costs, performance, and opportunities among the five regions of Montana, and compared
to elsewhere in the U.S.

Business Attraction
The Business Attraction Module in HEAT focuses on how enhancing strategic connections
between specific locations can attract outside business activity and investment into the
affected area. This impact is dependent on the location of highway investments, the linkages such investments create, and the effect of such investments on the market reach of
businesses located in affected areas. These estimates of direct impacts on business attraction are analyzed independently, and then input to the economic simulation model in
order to calculate the total (direct, indirect, and induced) impacts on the economy
analysis.
The business attraction module embedded in HEAT is designed to consider how highway
investments will influence business location decisions, given that a variety of other (nonhighway) factors also affects business location decisions. The analysis utilizes a combination of inputs, including data on highway and non-highway business location attraction
factors and trends in the local and national economies (see Step 3). The information is
then used as a basis for calculating potential highway impacts on business attraction.
HEAT includes the automated business attraction analysis tool to conduct these calculations. That tool formalizes a series of calculations, each consistent with accepted economic
development analysis practices. Figure 2.3 shows the sequence of steps the business
attraction analysis uses to generate benefits.
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Figure 2.3 Business Attraction Methodology
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The estimates of potential business attraction are based on the following calculations:
1. The existence of a potential for business attraction to the affected areas is determined
by identifying industries that are under-represented in the affected areas, yet wellrepresented in comparison areas, (i.e., the states surrounding Montana). Industries
that are under-performing in the affected area, but performing well elsewhere, may
also represent potential categories for business attraction. This calculation process
assumes that there is no additional business attraction potential for a particular
industry if that particular type of business is already highly represented in the affected
area and growing at typical rates for that industry.
2. The module assesses the magnitude of the business attraction potential for the affected
area – for each industry – through a process of adding or subtracting “weights” associated with the affected area’s relative advantages or disadvantages. These are defined
on the basis of: 1) costs and availability of labor; 2) materials, utilities, tax, and transportation costs; and 3) the sensitivity of each industry to 1) and 2).
3. Given a potential for business attraction to the study area, the business attraction
impact from the highway project is estimated for each industry in the affected area on
the basis of: 1) the highway project’s impact on access to labor, customer, and/or justin-time delivery markets; 2) the highway project’s impact on access to intermodal
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connections; and 3) the sensitivity of each industry to market size and transportation
availability.
4. The industry trend analysis results are then compared to the direct growth opportunity (Step 3) to determine the direct business attraction impact by industry, by county
measured in new jobs. The comparison uses the lower value of the two estimates so
that the highway project impact can never be larger than the industry analysis results
(to assure reasonably sized impacts).
The analysis framework prepares inputs for the REMI model through a process that estimates new jobs by industry by county, aggregating to the regional level (for business
attraction), and reductions in production costs by industry based on business travel user
benefits (existing business savings).

Step 5. Run Regional Model and Develop Estimates of Benefit and
Compare to Costs
The final step in estimating benefits is to run the REMI model and make use of its results,
together with other direct impact calculations. In addition to more straight-forward
input-output calculations performed for the business attraction inputs, REMI also converts
business travel user benefits (reduction in costs) to industry competitiveness and economic growth terms so that the results are based on tangible economic development factors. The REMI model forecasts how alternative scenarios will affect levels of jobs,
personal income, and business output by industry and by region within Montana, on a
year by year basis to 2035. This has two primary uses:
1. Economic development analysis – The economic model results demonstrate how
alternative highway reconfiguration scenarios will affect economic growth among
various regions of Montana, and for the State as a whole. The value of these changes
can be compared to a base case scenario for any specific future year(s) between the
completion of construction and the year 2035.
2. Benefit/cost analysis – The stream of additional income and business output from economic growth (measured by gross state product – GSP) that results from highway
improvements can be summed and summarized in terms of a discounted net present
value of economic growth benefit for Montana. That can be interpreted as the benefit
for the economy. To that, HEAT adds the dollar valuation of personal auto user benefits (largely travel time savings), which do not directly affect the economy, but are not
considered in the economic model. The sum of the two can be considered a measure
of societal benefit (though a full measure of societal benefit may also adjust for any
additional environmental impacts).
These benefits for the economy and society can also be compared to direct measures of
the user benefits – based on the Step 1 measures of changes in vehicle miles of travel
(VMT) and vehicle hours of travel (VHT), with adjustments for cost and delay factors
as identified in Step 2.
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Step 6. Estimate Costs and Compare to Economic Benefits
HEAT includes a cost estimation model designed to assist planning staff in comparing
approximate probable costs to construct various project alternatives. While allowing the
flexibility to change roadway widths and typical section thicknesses, the spreadsheet
model performs quantity calculations and incorporates them into MDT’s standard cost
estimation spreadsheet format utilizing the most common standard bid item numbers. In
the future, unit bid prices may be modified to match more current versions of MDT’s
average price items catalog or district-specific bid tabulations. A separate maintenance
and operating cost worksheet is also included which performs a cost analysis over a 30year default time period, based on inputs for construction dates and unit operation and
maintenance costs.
The cost model requires the user to specify the start and end dates of construction and to
allocate costs over this time period. HEAT then applies a discount rate to discount the
stream of construction expenditures into a present value. This figure may then be compared to a present value of future benefits calculated in Step 5 (above) to generate a benefit/cost ratio and net present value (NPV). A detailed description of the methodology,
data, parameters, and other technical specifications of this cost model are documented in
Appendix A5.
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3.0 Data Sources and Software
This section describes the data and the commercial software programs imbedded in
HEAT. Subsection 3.1 provides an overview of the data sources used in HEAT.
Subsection 3.2 describes the GIS Data, including the development of the roadway network
and the GIS tool development. Subsection 3.3 describes the commodity flow data and
Subsection 3.4 gives a brief overview of the commodity flow forecast methodology.
Appendix A2 contains a detailed write-up of the forecasting methodology which has been
published by the Transportation Research Board (TRB). Subsection 3.5 gives an overview
of the industrial profiles, which are provided in full in Appendix A3.

 3.1 Overview of Data Sources
HEAT includes four major types of data and two commercially sold software programs.
The data sources are divided into four categories:
1. Geographical Information System (GIS) data repository, network development, and
GIS tool development;
2. Commodity flows and commodity forecasts;
3. Industrial profiles; and
4. Economic data (described in Section 2.3).
The two software programs are the ArcGIS platform for network assignment and data
manipulation and display, and the REMI dynamic economic impact and forecasting
model.

 3.2 GIS Data Repository, Network Development, and GIS
Tool Development

The consultant team developed a GIS database and a set of GIS-based analytical tools to
store and analyze the project’s various sets of data. A GIS environment lends itself to
normalizing data from disparate sources by creating a structure from which to store, view,
and analyze many kinds of data under one platform. HEAT utilizes spatial data, such as
transportation networks, transportation facilities or infrastructure, locations of economic
concentrations or points of employment and socioeconomic data related to spatial
boundaries, such as census tracts and counties. HEAT also analyzes spatial events or
patterns that describe the movement of people and goods across transportation facilities.
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The data comes from many sources, both public and private, such as the U.S. Census, the
State of Montana, Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), private data collection companies such as Reebie, Woods & Poole, and Info USA. Together, these data describe how
changes to the physical transportation networks, and the resulting changes to the demand
for transportation services affect the economic environment of the State.
HEAT includes a number of tools either in the GIS environment or invoked from the GIS
environment that visually orient a user for mapping data and reporting results in a more
user-friendly format. These tools add to the understanding of the relationships between
transportation supply and economic development by modeling the flows of goods over
time and the effects they have on economic activity.

Data Acquisition and Compilation
The first step in HEAT’s modeling process is collecting the proper data and organizing it
into useful formats and accessible database compartments. These data consist of:
•

Road network data,

•

Rail network data,

•

Other transportation GIS layers,

•

Employment data, and

•

Socioeconomic data.

Road Network Data
There are several sources of road network data available in HEAT. MDT has provided a
GIS road base map that it maintains and continually updates. This base map has a linear
referencing system that can be used on which to map Highway Performance Monitoring
System (HPMS) data. Other data sets, such as accident databases and trip count databases, have also been mapped to the GIS base map via the linear referencing system. The
base map itself does not have attributes describing the level of service or other typical
transportation planning information (e.g., number of lanes or capacity). Nevertheless, the
HPMS data set does have that type of information and it can be joined to the GIS road
base map.
The MDT road base map is probably the most positional-accurate road base map data
source publicly available. It is updated via Global Positioning System (GPS) data collection. It is not, however, a data set that can be used for a travel demand model network
because its topology is not directly appropriate for model networks. Traditional model
networks require what is called link node topology, which requires that the endpoint of a
link overlap or be the same point as the nearest endpoint of the next or adjacent link.
Model networks do not require exact positional accuracy – or accuracy relative to the
actual ground measurements; however, they do require relative accuracy, or accuracy of
links with respect to other links in the network. Thus, the MDT GIS base map is actually
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more accurate and precise than most modeling networks with respect to ground position.
Its link endpoints, however, do not always end up in the right position with respect to
other link positions, in effect causing disconnects in the network. These disconnects can
only be seen when the base map is zoomed into a very localized area like to the scale of an
intersection. In order to be used as a traditional model network, the base map had to be
altered, cleaned, and connected.
Another source of road network data is the National Highway Planning Network
(NHPN). This is a less detailed road network that was designed for planning and modeling purposes. It also has a linear referencing system and is populated with HPMS data.
It also has attributes describing physical roadway features, such as number of lanes and
capacity. It can be used directly in a transportation model.
HEAT has utilized both sources of road network data. Some analyses require the more
detailed MDT base map and some require a fully connected modeling network. The following data fields are required for a modeling network:
•

Number of lanes,

•

Capacity,

•

Speed,

•

Travel time,

•

Distance, and

•

Functional classification.

More information about the methodology that was used to develop the road network is in
Subsection 2.3.

Rail Network Data
A rail network was assembled from publicly available national sources such as the BTS.
HEAT uses the network primarily to provide context to maps and analyses. Freight flows
along the rail network are not modeled.

Other Transportation GIS Layers
There are many other GIS layers that are collected, compiled, and integrated into the
database for HEAT. HEAT uses these layers primarily for illustrative purposes; to provide context and detail to maps and analyses. The data are all obtained from Federal
sources such as BTS, and free, published data from private companies like Greyhound and
Amtrak. The GIS database has spatial data on the following types of trip producing
nodes:
•

Airports, including freight and passenger terminals and facilities;

•

Truck terminals;
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•

Rail freight terminals, including bulk freight and intermodal facilities;

•

Major grain elevators (110 shuttle car facilities) and rail connections;

•

Border crossing locations; and

•

Surface passenger terminals, including intercity bus stops, passenger rail bus stops,
and any multimodal passenger terminals that may exist.

Attributes to describe economic activity and capacity at these nodes are also stored in the
GIS.

Socioeconomic Data
Census data at the block scale has been collected and stored as attributes in Census block
boundaries in the GIS. Census block polygons nest in block group boundaries, tracts, and
counties; and these boundaries with more aggregate data will also be stored and utilized
in the GIS. HEAT incorporates 2000 Census data describing population, households, and
travel patterns (to the extent that it has been released). The data are used in the accessibility analyses. The data is free.

Employment Data
HEAT stores two types of employment data in the GIS database. Establishment-level
employment data is stored in a point layer. HEAT includes Info USA addresses for all
places of manufacturing, mining, and agriculture employment that employ more than
10 people. These addresses are mapped and stored in the GIS database. Employment
data at the Census tract and county level is also stored in the GIS database for accessibility
analyses. The cost to obtain the year 2002 Montana Info USA database for this project was
approximately $450, which should be similar to the costs to update the data.
HEAT uses employment data in its industrial profiles and some analytical tools to illustrate the industries that are affected by specific roadway projects and to calculate changes
in accessibility that may occur due to roadway projects. In addition, county-level industry
employment data from IMPLAN is used as part of the business attraction module to estimate industry competitiveness factors.

Data Integration
Once the data was obtained, each layer had to be normalized to the other layers. A projection was chosen for the GIS database and each layer made consistent with this map
projection. Metadata will be compiled into a metadata catalog for the project, so that field
definitions and source information are readily available. New fields that are created in the
analysis process will also be documented in the metadata.
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Methodology for Assigning Transportation Flows to Network Links
HEAT describes, quantifies, and models the flows of transportation in the State in order to
analyze the effects that transportation projects and improvements have on economic
activity. This is done by developing origin-destination trip tables and assigning them to a
statewide network. HEAT segments trip tables by two modes – passenger autos and
trucks – and then the truck trip tables are further segmented by commodity or industry.
Segmentation of the trip table allows us to quantify the number of vehicles on links in the
network by type and cargo.

Network Development
The roadway data described above was used to build a network for trip assignment purposes. The network was checked and enhanced to ensure that it has the following:
•

Full connectivity of links and nodes,

•

Centroid connectors, and

•

Fields required in the modeling process as listed in the Road Network Data section.

Passenger Trip Table Development
Statewide passenger trip tables do not exist in Montana, nor does the scope of the study
include development of a full-fledged passenger model. But in order to estimate passenger traffic, a trip table must be estimated and assigned to the network. One way of doing
this and the methodology used in this project is to perform an Origin-Destination Matrix
Estimation (ODME). ODME is a procedure that estimates a background daily auto trip
table. ODME iteratively creates a realistic trip table from a seed probability matrix, based
on alternating an equilibrium assignment of the seed matrix and matching estimated volumes to observed traffic counts. This section outlines the steps involved in performing the
ODME procedure.
5. Create a network, zone system, and centroid connectors:
a. The network is derived from the NHPN and contains functionally-classed roads
that are collectors and higher.
b. The zone system is made up of county boundaries in the State (and subcounty
regions as required), as well as external stations as needed.
c. The centroids are the geographic center of each county and the external stations.
d. There are one to four centroid connectors per zone to allow for adequate connection to the network. The connections are made to nodes on the lesser classes of the
functional class system.
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6. Obtain the data necessary for inputs to the ODME procedure:
a. The traffic counts are the average annual daily traffic (AADT) in the HPMS linear
referencing database. The counts can be joined in an automatic way to the network using the HPMS linear referencing system (LRS). The counts should be distributed evenly throughout the network, and there should be counts at links
crossing zone boundaries. The counts may have to be smoothed for consistency as
ODME works best with consistent counts. Smoothing the traffic counts ensures
that trips are balanced, such that the volume of traffic that enters a highway segment is approximately equal to the volume of traffic leaving that same highway
segment – in transportation modeling terms, it is referred to as the “law of the conservation of cars.”
b. Counts should also be estimated for centroid connectors. This is done so the
ODME procedure can allocate trips from the centroids as required, thus, achieving
an even assignment. Counts can be estimated for centroid connectors by doing an
informal gravity evaluation in TransCAD and assignment of the resulting origindestination matrix. In order to do this, approximate productions and attractions
for three purposes – home-based-work (HBW), home-based-other (HBO), and nonhome-based (NHB) – must be calculated based on national rates. The assignment
resulting from the gravity evaluation compares total assigned volumes to total
counts for all links with HPMS counts. Friction factors in the gravity evaluation
can be adjusted, as needed, to match total assigned volumes to total counts. Then
the assigned volumes on the centroid connectors are taken and used as counts in
the ODME process. Running the gravity evaluation and subsequent assignment is
additionally beneficial, because it reveals any network connectivity problems.
c. Estimating trip productions and attractions requires the following traffic analysis
zones (TAZ) level data: population, autos, and employment broken down into
retail employment and non-retail employment categories.
7. Prepare the network and calculate necessary link attributes:
a. Rid the network of stub links and disconnects.
b. Obtain or calculate the following link attributes:
1) Length – Taken from NHPN database;
2) Functional class – taken from NHPN or HPMS databases;
3) Area type – can be derived from population density of Census block group
that link is in;
4) Number of lanes – Use NHPN or HPMS databases;
5) Facility type (one- or two-way) – Taken from NHPN or HPMS databases;
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6) Speed – Derived from Speed lookup table (Table 3.1), representing an
“average” speed to generate trip tables and not as fully specified as the speed
values discussed below and used in the assignment procedure;
7) Capacity – Derived from Capacity lookup table (Table 3.2); and
8) Free flow link time – Calculated from length and speed.

Table 3.1

Speed Lookup Table (Miles Per Hour)
Functional Class*

Area Type

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

1 – CBD**

50

40

40

30

25

25

41

2 – Fringe

50

45

45

35

30

25

41

3 – Urban

55

45

45

35

30

25

31

4 – Suburban

55

50

50

45

40

25

36

5 – Rural

70

60

60

60

60

35

50

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
* Functional classes are 1 = interstate, 2 = expressway, 3 = principal arterial, 4 = minor arterial, 5 =
major collector, 6 = ramps, and 8 = centroid connectors. **CBD is short for central business
district.

Table 3.2

Capacity (Vehicles Per Lane Per Hour) Lookup Table

1

2

3

Functional Class*
4

1 – CBD

1,700

1,280

750

460

400

1,100

9,000

2 – Fringe

2,000

1,280

935

500

500

1,100

9,000

3 – Urban

2,000

1,160

875

615

550

1,100

9,000

4 – Suburban

2,000

1,280

875

750

600

1,100

9,000

5 – Rural

2,000

1,350

955

940

880

1,110

9,000

Area Type

5

6

8

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
* Hourly capacity = Lane capacity x number of lanes, where functional class 1 = interstate, 2 =
expressway, 3 = principal arterial, 4 = minor arterial, 5 = major collector, 6 = ramps, and 8 = centroid connectors.
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8. Create the seed matrix input for ODME. A travel time matrix (zone-to-zone skim of
free-flow time) is used as the seed input matrix for the ODME procedure. The travel
time matrix is the inverse of the relative probabilities of travel to and from zones. It
gives the most weight to the zones’ pairs farthest away. This is important, since the
resulting trip table from ODME essentially stores the relative probability of a trip
between two zones. Using the travel time matrix as a seed matrix makes long-distance
trips more probable than short-distance trips and offsets ODME’s propensity to give
more weight to the shortest trips. The National Personal Travel Survey (NPTS) may
also be consulted to get average trip lengths for long trips between the TAZs – and the
seed matrix could be adjusted accordingly. Intrazonals in the seed matrix should be
set quite high as the TAZs are large county-sized zones.
9. Run the ODME. The ODME is run with the user equilibrium method constrained by
capacity and free flow time. The field storing the counts must be specified.
10. Evaluate the results of the ODME. The results of the ODME procedure are evaluated
by assigning the resulting trip table to the network and comparing the assigned volumes to the counts on links with HPMS counts. The comparison can be broken down
by functional class, area type, and screenline. ODME results should be evaluated so
that the network can be improved as necessary, ODME is then rerun, and the results
evaluated again. The process is iterative and results in assigned volumes being within
10 percent of actual counts.

Truck Trip Table Development
Freight trip tables were developed from origin-destination (OD) data and a GIS version of
the Vehicle Inventory and Usage Survey (VIUS) tool by mode and commodity group.1
The VIUS factors convert annual tonnage into annual trucks. This database provides
detailed information on the physical and operational characteristics of the U.S. truck
population, based on a mail survey of approximately 154,000 private and commercial
truck companies. Individual state and national estimates for physical characteristics
include model year, body type, empty weight, truck type, axle arrangement, length, and
engine size. Operational characteristics include major use, products carried, annual and
lifetime miles, area of operation, miles per gallon, operator classification, and hazardous
materials transported.
This database is the only source of comprehensive truck data classified by their physical
and operational characteristics that also provides microdata records. A microdata record
contains complete information of each sampled record, as well as expansion factors to
allow statistically valid information about an entire population to be developed. The
microdata records are modified to avoid disclosure of a sampled vehicle or operating
company. The survey has been conducted at approximately five-year intervals beginning
in 1963. Prior to 1997, the survey included only commercial truck information and was

1

Conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census every five years.
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known as the Truck Inventory and Usage Survey (TIUS). The survey now includes private trucks and trucks transporting passengers. For HEAT, only the VIUS records for
Montana were used in calculating payload factors.
The VIUS microdata includes the gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR); the empty weight
of the vehicle; the average loaded weight of the vehicle; expansion factors based on the
miles traveled; the percentage of the miles that the vehicle’s trip falls in one of five different distance-classes; the percentage of the miles the vehicle is empty; and, when full, the
percentage of the miles that the vehicle is used to carry 31 distinct product classes.
There were two classes of vehicles established based on GVWR: 1) medium-heavy duty
trucks (GVWR of 14,001 to 33,000 pounds) and 2) heavy-heavy duty trucks (GVWR of
33,001 pounds and more). For medium-heavy duty trucks, average payloads were calculated by two distance-classes established in VIUS: 1) local (less than 50-mile trips) and
2) other trips (over 50-mile trips). For heavy-heavy duty trucks, average payloads were
calculated by three VIUS distance-classes: 1) local (less than 50-mile trips); 2) medium (50to 500-mile trips); and 3) long (over 500-mile trips). The payloads are calculated by
distance-class, because the average payloads and truck size varied by distance-class.
Shorter-distance trips tend to be dominated by single unit trucks, which carry smaller
average payloads. Longer-distance trips are dominated by combination tractor-trailer
trucks, which carry larger average payloads.
The product classes used by the VIUS and the two-digit STCC commodity classes established for TRANSEARCH are similar. The VIUS survey records the percentage of the
mileage that a truck is carrying certain products, equipment, materials, etc. “No Load” is
treated by VIUS as a separate product category. VIUS also includes buses and service
trucks in the survey. Thus, certain VIUS product categories have no correspondence to
the STCC commodity classes. A correspondence between the VIUS product classes and
the STCC 2-digit commodities was developed. Passenger and service truck product
classes (e.g., Craftsmen’s Tools or Household Possessions) not included in the commodity
data were excluded.
The weighted annual mileage for each VIUS product carried by distance-class and gross
vehicle weight rating was calculated for each record in the Montana VIUS database. That
mileage was multiplied by the average payload for that record to obtain the weighted,
annual ton-miles by gross vehicle weight rating, product class, and by distance-class for
each record. The weighted, annual ton-miles, and the weighted annual miles were
summed over all records. The average payload for each commodity by distance-class and
weight rating is average annual ton-miles divided by average annual miles.
Calculating payloads by two-digit STCC commodity class is the first step in developing
factors to convert tonnage to trucks. This payload does not include the percentage of
mileage that a truck travels empty. This percentage of empty mileages by two-digit STCC
commodity can also be calculated from the VIUS “No Load” product class. The factor
used to covert from annual tonnage to annual trucks accounts for the average payload,
including percentage of empty trucks, in each STCC commodity class (values by STCC
two-digit and distance-class are given in Table 3.3 below).
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Table 3.3

Tons Per Truck by Commodity and Distance Range*
Less than
14,000

STCC Commodity
Class
1
8
9
10
11
13
14
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
46

Agriculture
Forest Products
Fish
Metallic Ores
Coal
Crude Petroleum
Nonmetallic
Minerals
Ordnance
Food
Tobacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printed Goods
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber/Plastics
Leather
Clay, Concrete,
Glass
Metal
Metal Products
Machinery
Electrical
Equipment
Transportation
Equipment
Instruments
Misc. Mfg
Products
Misc. Mixed
Shipments

Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (in Pounds)
14,00114,001Over 33,000 Over 33,000
33,000
33,000
Distance Class

All
Distances <50 miles
1.14
4.16
1.65
1.67
0.46
3.90
0.75
2.81
0.75
2.81
0.20
3.50
0.75
2.81

>50 miles
4.78
2.75
2.56
4.28
4.28
3.13
4.28

<50 miles
15.83
13.77
5.43
18.75
18.75
14.83
18.75

Over
33,000

50-500 miles >50 Miles
13.92
17.73
16.92
5.64
13.38
15.95
22.22
22.54
22.22
22.54
17.48
17.32
22.22
22.54

1.52
0.46
1.52
0.64
0.64
2.30
0.22
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.20
0.43
0.64
1.88

5.94
3.90
4.49
3.82
3.82
2.48
2.03
5.20
5.20
3.73
3.50
3.31
3.31
2.69

5.42
2.56
4.91
3.45
3.45
3.40
3.45
3.36
3.36
3.45
3.13
5.03
5.03
5.11

9.43
5.43
15.51
12.18
12.18
10.38
12.18
12.18
12.18
14.73
14.83
12.47
12.47
11.20

6.38
13.38
14.25
13.03
13.03
13.52
13.03
13.03
13.03
10.98
17.48
12.95
14.25
16.63

17.90
15.95
17.49
15.86
15.86
19.87
10.07
12.56
12.56
21.07
17.32
17.58
17.58
19.70

1.25
1.25
2.04
2.04

3.24
1.10
3.84
3.84

3.60
5.03
5.77
5.77

12.47
12.47
14.84
14.84

14.25
15.92
16.61
16.61

22.64
18.44
15.94
15.94

1.25

1.35

5.03

11.18

11.50

13.82

0.98
0.75

4.51
5.87

5.03
4.89

13.10
12.70

15.73
8.05

16.23
17.89

1.52

5.94

5.42

9.43

6.38

17.90

Sources: Vehicle Inventory and Usage Survey (VIUS) (1) and Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
* Includes empty miles.

After the conversion of annual tons to annual trucks, the resulting annual truck trip table
is converted into a daily truck trip table. The Highway Capacity Manual (2) suggests that
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an average truck working week consists of five weekdays at full capacity and two
weekend days at 44 percent of capacity. This equates to 306 truck working days per year.
In addition, there are six Federal holidays that should be excluded from working day
calculations. The annual truck trips are divided by 300 average weighted truck working
days to calculate daily truck trips (recognizing that although trucks do move 365 days a
year on the highway, an average number of working days is approximately 300).

Assignment Procedure Methodology
A GIS-based assignment procedure assigns the trip tables to the network. The link-based
assignment results are stored as attributes on links. The assignment procedure is an allor-nothing procedure, but is sensitive to congested travel times stored as a function of
volume-to-capacity ratios on links.
The assignment procedure works directly from the GIS, which makes it user-friendly, and
is used to test highway projects. When HEAT tests the benefits of potential roadway
improvement projects, the user codes the project(s) into the network and the trip tables are
reassigned. Results of each scenario assignment are compared to the base case (i.e., noproject) assignment done on the network, which represents present day existing highway
conditions with forecasted traffic volumes. Benefits of these test scenarios are determined,
based on travel time, travel distance, and accessibility improvements. HEAT analyzes and
maps the scenarios’ effects on the Montana economy.
It should be noted, that absent congestion, the only types of improvements that will provide savings in VMT and vehicle hours traveled (VHT) are enhancements to design speed,
new roads (which have shorter distance between significant origins and destinations), and
enhancements that promote the functional classification of the roadway. For this reason,
estimating an accurate change in average speed between an existing roadway and the
improved version is critical to the amount of direct benefit generated by proposed highway improvements. This estimation procedure is described in the next section.

Speed Estimation Methodology
HEAT includes a speed module that was developed under the guidelines of the 2000
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000). The speeds resulting from the speed model are
free-flow speeds that are not constrained by congestion. They are used as inputs to the
HEAT’s assignment module. Subsequent modules calculate benefits based on congested
speed. The speed model does not reflect actual or observed speed. Nevertheless, the
speeds are meant to be accurate with respect to each other and have proper relative
impact on the system based on functional class with adjustments determined by seven
other variables.
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The speed module in HEAT determines the average speed on each roadway segment
using the seven following variables:
1.

Functional class;

2.

Area type (rural vs. urban);

3.

Terrain (level, rolling, mountainous);

4.

Pavement (paved vs. unpaved);

5.

Lanes;

6.

Access type (divided vs. undivided); and

7.

Two-lane type (pre-World War II, Normal, Improved, Super 2).

Functional class plays the largest role in the speed module. Each functional class has an
upper bound below which the speed is constrained. Depending on the values of the seven
other variables, the speed is then adjusted down or up by functional class-specific marginal values (estimated from HCM 2000). The resulting speed is compared to a functional
class-specific lower bound. If the resulting speed is less than the lower speed, it is
replaced by the lower bound speed.
Tables 3.4 to 3.10 present the parameters (i.e., values) used for each of the seven variables
in the speed module. Table 3.4 shows the upper and lower speed bounds for each
functional class.

Table 3.4

Speed Boundaries by Roadway Functional Class
High
Speed

Functional Class

Low
Speed

1.

Rural Interstate

75

45

2.

Rural Principal Arterial

65

35

6.

Rural Minor Arterial

55

30

7.

Rural Major Collector

50

30

11.

Urban Interstate

68

40

12.

Urban Freeway/Expressway

55

30

14.

Urban Principal Arterial

40

25

16.

Urban Minor Arterial

40

25

Source:

Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000), FHWA, 2000.

The parameters for the specific area type adjustments by functional class are shown in
Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5

Speed Boundaries by Functional Class and Area Type

Functional Class

Rural

Urban

1.

Rural Interstate

0

-2.5

2.

Rural Principal Arterial

0

-5

6.

Rural Minor Arterial

0

-5

7.

Rural Major Collector

0

-5

11.

Urban Interstate

0

0

12.

Urban Freeway/Expressway

0

0

14.

Urban Principal Arterial

0

0

16.

Urban Minor Arterial

0

0

Source:

Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000), FHWA, 2000.

The adjustments for the three types of terrain (i.e., level, rolling, and mountainous) by
functional class are shown in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6

Speed Boundaries by Functional Class and Terrain

Functional Class

Level

Rolling

Mountainous

1.

Rural Interstate

0

-1.5

-4.5

2.

Rural Principal Arterial

0

-2.4

-3.2

6.

Rural Minor Arterial

0

-2.4

-3.2

7.

Rural Major Collector

0

-2.4

-3.2

11.

Urban Interstate

0

-1.5

-4.5

12.

Urban Freeway/Expressway

0

-2.4

-3.2

14.

Urban Principal Arterial

0

-2.4

-3.2

16.

Urban Minor Arterial

0

-2.4

-3.2

Source:

Highway Capacity Manual, FHWA, 2000.

The adjustments for the two types of roadway surface (i.e., paved and unpaved) by functional class are shown in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7

Speed Boundaries by Functional Class and Roadway Surface

Functional Class

Paved

Unpaved

1.

Rural Interstate

0

-15

2.

Rural Principal Arterial

0

-15

6.

Rural Minor Arterial

0

-5

7.

Rural Major Collector

0

-5

11.

Urban Interstate

0

-15

12.

Urban Freeway/Expressway

0

-15

14.

Urban Principal Arterial

0

-5

16.

Urban Minor Arterial

0

-5

Source:

Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2000), FHWA, 2000.

The adjustments for the number of lanes (i.e., two-, four, and six-lane) by functional class
are shown in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8

Speed Boundaries by Functional Class and Number of Lanes

Functional Class

2-Lanes

4-Lanes

6-Lanes

8-Lanes

1.

Rural Interstate

-3

0

0

0

2.

Rural Principal Arterial

-3

0

0

0

6.

Rural Minor Arterial

-3

0

0

0

7.

Rural Major Collector

-3

0

0

0

11.

Urban Interstate

-2.7

0

0

0

12.

Urban Freeway/Expressway

-2.7

0

0

0

14.

Urban Principal Arterial

-2.7

0

0

0

16.

Urban Minor Arterial

-2.7

0

0

0

Source:

Highway Capacity Manual, FHWA, 2000.

The adjustments for the two access types (i.e., divided and undivided) by functional class
are shown in Table 3.9.
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Table 3.9

Speed Boundaries by Functional Class and Access Type
(Divided vs. Undivided)

Functional Class

Divided

Undivided

1.

Rural Interstate

0

0

2.

Rural Principal Arterial

0

-1.6

6.

Rural Minor Arterial

-1.6

-1.6

7.

Rural Major Collector

-1.6

-1.6

11.

Urban Interstate

0

0

12.

Urban Freeway/Expressway

0

-1.6

14.

Urban Principal Arterial

-1.6

-1.6

16.

Urban Minor Arterial

-1.6

-1.6

Source:

Highway Capacity Manual, FHWA, 2000.

The adjustments for the four types of two-lane configurations (i.e., pre-World War II,
Normal, Improved two-lane, and Super 2) by functional class are shown in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10 Speed Boundaries by Functional Class and Two-Lane
Configuration

Functional Class

Improved
2-Lane

Super 2

Normal
2-Lane

Pre-World
War II

1.

Rural Interstate

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

2.

Rural Principal Arterial

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

6.

Rural Minor Arterial

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

7.

Rural Major Collector

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

11.

Urban Interstate

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

12.

Urban Freeway/Expressway

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

14.

Urban Principal Arterial

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

16.

Urban Minor Arterial

2.7

5.2

0

-3.7

Source:

Highway Capacity Manual, FHWA, 2000.

Using the parameters shown in the tables above, the following two examples demonstrate
how the speed module is implemented. An existing, mountainous, undivided, rural,
paved, two-lane principal arterial would have a modeled free-flow speed of:
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65 miles per hour (mph) for a rural principal arterial (high boundary)
+ 0 mph adjustment for rural
- 3.2 mph adjustment for mountainous
- 0 mph adjustment for paved
- 3 mph adjustment for 2-lanes
- 1.6 mph adjustment for undivided
- 0 mph adjustment for not being a Super 2
- 0 mph adjustment for not being an Improved 2
= 57.2 mph.
If it were upgraded to a mountainous, divided, rural, paved, Super 2 lane, principal arterial it would have a modeled free-flow speed of:
65 miles per hour (mph) for a rural principal arterial (high boundary)
+ 0 mph adjustment for rural
- 3.2 mph adjustment for mountainous
- 0 mph adjustment for paved
- 3 mph adjustment for 2-lanes
- 0 mph adjustment for divided
+ 5.2 mph adjustment for being a Super 2
= 64.0 mph.
The current roadway network database accessed by the speed module does not contain
the year of construction for each segment or what design standards were adhered to in its
construction. Thus, the module does not have, at present, any means of distinguishing
between speeds on unimproved two-lane roads that were constructed prior to World
War II (WWII) (before modern design standards were applied) and after. While it does
allow a user to manually override the speed parameters, such adjustments to selected
segments within a larger network may create distortions that could generate spurious
results. Possible refinements could include lowering the speed for all unimproved twolane roads statewide, based on the approximate mix of unimproved two-lane roads constructed after WWII. A more accurate but time consuming solution would assign a new
variable to each existing unimproved two-lane road segment, indicating if is built
according to pre-WWII design standards and add it to the speed model as a constraint.

Post-Processing Tools
HEAT has the capability to add other GIS-based analytical tools or give access to intermediate data and analysis that the model produces, but does not display in its current version. This additional capability may be added as users and stakeholders gain more
knowledge of HEAT’s basic functionality. Examples of additional functionality include
addressing the following types of questions:
•

What are the population characteristics that are affected by the potential roadway
project?

•

What are the origins and destinations of the vehicles affected by the projects?
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•

To what extent does the project benefit the affected population(s) or industries and
how are the benefits measured?

•

To what extent does the project attract new industries, and how are these benefits
measured?

•

Which commodities are affected by the project and what are their value and volume?

 3.3 Commodity Flow Data
Brief Description of Overall Approach
Commodity flow data has been purchased from Reebie Associates as the starting point in
the development of the commodity flow database. The consultant team has supplemented and verified Reebie data using several additional data sources, including data on
non-manufactured goods transported by trucks available from state regulatory and
monitoring agencies. For agricultural goods, county-level crop and livestock production
were developed from data available through the U.S. Department of Agriculture National
Agricultural Statistical Service. Additional data sources, such as the Commodity Flow
Survey (CFS) and IMPLAN data have been used to verify commodity flow data on manufactured goods. The 1997 Economic Census Data on Wholesale Trade were used to disaggregate the secondary flows (flows from distribution centers and warehouses) into specific
commodities in the commodity flow database.
Forecasts of the commodity flow database were created using a combination of Woods &
Poole industry growth projections at the county level, and statewide commodity forecasts
from FHWA’s Freight Analysis Framework (FAF). The consultant team used the FAF
data to estimate the percentage growth for each commodity and allocated the growth to
the county-level based on the Woods & Poole employment projections to determine flows
in future years.

List and Descriptions of Data Elements
The consultant team purchased calendar year 2001 TRANSEARCH data from Reebie
Associates for use in HEAT. The study area is the State of Montana and the database has
county-to-county commodity flows with two-digit Standard Transportation Commodity
Classification (STCC) detail for the truck mode. For each county in Montana, the database
contains records for truck flows moving into, out of, or through the county. Origins and
destinations outside of Montana are assigned to five external regions to enable routing
onto major highways and interstates, which helps in capturing the impact of through-trips
on Montana’s roadways. Regions external to Montana are divided into five geographies
based on the five main interstates into and out of the State. Non-interstate highway trips
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with external origins and/or destinations are allocated to external regions based on the
nearest grouping listed below. Currently, the geographies are divided into:
1. Western Canada – Everything west of Manitoba Province. This represents truck traffic on I-15 north of Montana and includes non-interstate highway trips on parallel
roadways.
2. Northwest U.S. – Northern Idaho, Washington, Oregon. This represents truck traffic
on I-90 west of Montana and includes non-interstate highway trips on parallel
roadways.
3. Western U.S. – Southern Idaho, California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona. This represents
truck traffic on I-15 south of Montana and includes non-interstate highway trips on
parallel roadways.
4. North Central U.S. – North Dakota, Minnesota, Eastern Canada. This represents truck
traffic on I-94 east of Montana and includes non-interstate highway trips on parallel
roadways.
5. Rest of U.S. – All other states in the contiguous U.S. not mentioned in four other
regions. This represents truck traffic on I-90 south of Montana and includes noninterstate highway trips on parallel roadways.
The final commodity flow database includes goods transported by truck and specified for
three submodes: private trucks, less-than-truckload trucks, and truckload trucks. Data
are reported in tonnage based on the STCC code system at the two-digit level. Truck data
also include information on secondary flows, the truck portion of intermodal flows, and
the truck portion of barge-truck flows. Data are stored in Microsoft Access format. These
data can be updated on an annual basis. Based on the robustness of the model and the
estimated accuracy of the commodity flow data, however, a more efficient update cycle is
likely to be closer to five years. Select data with high variability, such as air cargo, may
need to be updated annually (see Section 6.3, HEAT Maintenance). The forecast data are
also available on an annual basis. These data should also be updated on a cycle closer to
five years.

Comparison with Alternate Methodologies
The other major source of commodity flow data is the CFS produced by the BTS. This
survey, however, is problematic for use in Montana for many reasons. First, data are
available only for the entire State rather than on a county basis. Also, the commodity
definition is limited for certain modes due to a lack of statistical significance based on the
survey sample size. Additionally, identifying a process for updating a commodity flow
database derived from CFS data is not possible, because the survey is undergoing major
changes in the 2002 version, including a reduction in the amount of surveys taken and
possibly a supply chain based survey process.
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 3.4 Commodity Flow Forecast
Overview of Methodology
HEAT calculates the benefits and costs of highway investments once the roadway
improvement has been completed and businesses, shippers, receivers, carriers, residents,
and other economic players have had sufficient time to adapt to the improved roadway.
This adjustment process requires modeling the impacts in the future. HEAT is currently
set to project impacts out to year 2025. In order to make these projections, the current
commodity flows described in Section 3.3 must be forecast out to year 2025.
The consultant team used an enhanced forecasting technique that takes into account the
relative growth rates of different industries at the county level, as compared to simply
applying state-level commodity forecasts to all county-level flows. The state-to-state
commodity flow forecasts make use of the recent FHWA Freight Analysis Framework
(FAF). The FAF growth rates can effectively be applied to county-to-county base year
commodity flow data to make it possible to develop commodity flow trip tables for
sketch-planning freight forecasting models like HEAT. Furthermore, the approach used
in the HEAT commodity flow forecast enhance this methodology with employment forecast information at the county level and the embedded input-output tables. This
improved the forecasting capabilities in HEAT significantly to capture variations in
county-level commodity growth rates.2

Internal and Outbound Truck Trips
The enhanced forecasting methodology uses county-level economic and demographic
data to geographically allocate future year tonnages estimated from the FAF data to each
of the counties. Forecasted growth in tons statewide is estimated for each commodity
using the percentage growth in the FAF data. The forecasted growth in tons is used as
control totals for the geographic allocation procedure. For the Montana freight forecast,
the estimated state-level growth was allocated to counties using county-level employment
and population data.
Employment data was obtained from Woods & Poole and are summarized for each
county in Montana by 13 industry categories from 1970 to 2025. For each county in the

2

The forecast of passenger/auto trips onto the network applied the FHWA Freight Analysis
Framework (FAF) forecasts for autos and non-freight trucks. The growth in these forecasts was
constant for all non-freight (autos and trucks) for all of Montana, approximately 1.8 percent per
year. Although it is recognized that regions within Montana – and thus non-freight traffic – are
growing at different rates, this uniform growth assumption provides a baseline projection, which
could be altered for sensitivity testing. Furthermore, the impact of this assumption is small, given
the absence of significant intercity non-freight traffic congestion over the next 10 to 20 years.
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State, the change in employment for each industry over the study period was calculated.
There are far fewer industry categories in the Woods & Poole employment data relative to
the two-digit STCC codes in the commodity flow tables. Therefore, a conversion table was
created to match each of the commodities in the truck trip table to one of the 13 industry
categories in the employment data. The conversion table was created based on the primary commodities produced by each of the industries. Applying this conversion table to
the existing employment data resulted in a distribution of employment for each commodity across each county.
The distribution of employment for each commodity across each county is then used to
distribute the forecasted tons of each commodity to each county. A conceptual example of
this process is shown in Table 3.11. The 300 tons of growth in outbound production of
STCC A are distributed to each county, based on the distribution of employment in
STCC A. The process is performed separately for outbound and internal trips.

Table 3.11 Calculation of Future Outbound Flows with Enhanced
Forecast – Conceptual Example

County

Change from
2001 to 2025
Employment
for STCC A

STCC A
Employment
Distribution

Allocation of
Statewide FAF
Growth for
STCC A1

Base Year
(2001) Tons
for STCC
A

Future Year
(2025)
Forecast for
STCC A

1

40

20%

60

200

260

2

100

50%

150

600

750

3

60

30%

90

50

140

4

0

0%

0

150

150

200

100%

300

1,000

1,300

Totals

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
1 Use 300 tons of total statewide growth for allocation, equal to the calculated conceptual statewide
FAF total.

It should be noted that the mechanics of this forecast process occasionally produce negative forecast tons for cases when the growth in a commodity is negative. In this case, a
correction was applied to set the lowest negative forecast to zero, and proportionally
adjust all of the positive flows for that commodity (for either internal or outbound trips).
This eliminated any negative commodity flow forecasts, and ensured that the growth in
tonnage was consistent with the control totals in the statewide FAF data.
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Inbound Truck Trips
For commodity trips coming into Montana, a modified methodology was applied to take
into account the fact that the inbound goods are consumed in the State rather than produced in the State. A particular commodity is often consumed by multiple industries and
sometimes by individual consumers. As noted above, for internal and outbound flows,
each commodity was matched to a single producing industry. For inbound flows, for each
commodity, the distribution of this commodity to its consuming industries (and personal
consumption) must be created. Therefore, the first step in the forecast process for inbound
flows is to determine what share of an inbound commodity is consumed by each of the
consuming industries and by personal consumption. These consumption shares can be
calculated using IMPLAN economic input-output (I/O) data.
In Montana, a one-digit industry I/O table was used to develop the distribution for each
commodity. For each commodity, there is a matching consuming industry and consumption percentage. For example, if 20 percent of all STCC 1 inbound flows are consumed by
the Agriculture Industry, then this percentage will be used to convert the total inbound
commodity flows.
After allocating each commodity to consuming industries, the distribution of each
inbound commodity to each county was calculated based on county-level employment
data similar to the internal and outbound procedure described in the previous section.
The commodities assigned to personal consumption were allocated to counties based on
the relative growth in population from each county based on Woods & Poole population
forecasts. The Woods & Poole population data came in the same format as the employment data, for consecutive years between 1970 and 2025, where 2001 and 2025 data were
used to determine growth rates.
Appendix A2 contains a detailed description of this methodology, including a comparison
between the enhanced method used here and a simplified methodology more commonly
used.

 3.5 Industrial Profiles
As part of the Highway Reconfiguration Study, the consultant team prepared industrial
profiles which incorporated standard data analysis and industry surveying. The industrial profiles report three types of background information: 1) industry trends, 2) nontransportation local advantages and disadvantages, and 3) transportation access or
mobility issues. The preparation followed a three-step procedure:
1. The consultants selected major industries present in Montana that could be expected
to benefit in some way from improved transportation based on the two-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes and minimum thresholds on size (measured in
output and employment). The industrial profiles focused on industries that are part of
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Montana’s economic base (i.e., those that tend to export goods and/or services outside
the State). This selection process netted industries accounting for 16 percent of
Montana’s employment and output.
2. The consultant team performed extensive research on each industry’s competitive
position in the global, national, multi-state regional, and state level; and included these
findings in each industry profile.
3. Consultant team members were assigned individual industry groups and economic
development regions throughout the State and conducted face-to-face and telephone
interviews with business leaders, lead agency personnel, and other economic stakeholders to synthesize the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to each
industry, considering both transportation and non-transportation factors.
The resulting industrial profiles were used to provide guidance regarding the business
attraction model and its parameters, and are also available to users of HEAT through the
user interface for industry trend context while performing an economic impact evaluation
of a highway improvement.

Industry Identification
The consultant team used in-state employment and number of firms according to the twodigit SIC to determine which Montana industries should be profiled. The consultant team
sought the review and advice of the RSSC, MDT, and the economic development agencies
throughout the State of Montana. On the final selection, the consensus was to limit the list
to the industries listed in Table 3.12. This ranking scheme identified 13 preliminary major
industry groups, and was subsequently supplemented by a profile of the military industry
in Montana.
Some additional industries were dropped, such as printing and publishing (which does
include some large companies in Montana), because their sales were limited to major
urban areas and not dependent on out-of-state roadway transportation. The list of potential, smaller industries included the following with the approximate number of establishments in parenthesizes:
•

Chemicals (42),

•

Rubber/plastics (30),

•

Printing/publishing (253),

•

Paper products (5),

•

Leather products (17), and

•

Apparel/textiles (53).
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Table 3.12 Major Industry Groups in Montana
Output in
Millions

Employment

Number
of Firms

Mining (coal, metal, and non-metal)

$800

3,700

56

Oil (petroleum products and extraction)

$191

1,561

78-84

Food processing

$818

2,654

162

Industrial machinery

$368

2,018

46

$1,417

8,991

~154

$92

1,023

130

$9

863

~96

Furniture manufacturing

$69

815

84

Primary metals products

$263

1,107

26

$2,365

32,112

n/a

Stone, glass & clay products

$218

1,306

90

Transportation equipment

$110

581

33

$1,767

57,741

Industry Groups

Lumber/wood products (include forestry)
Fabricated metal products
High-tech products (electrical/electronic
equip. and instruments)

Farming (livestock and grain);

Tourism
Source:

n/a

IMPLAN 1998 and 2000 (3), except tourism, which is from ICF Consulting.

Industry Trends and Competitive Analysis
Before conducting its fieldwork, the consultant team researched each industry group
based on available economic analysis literature and databases. The result was a set of layered trend analyses which helped interview teams understand the context of each business interviewed. The three-layered trends analysis consisted of:
1. National and global trends – Recent historical data (at least five years, but longer if
necessary) on geographical concentration of production/activity, including historical
or current shifts, reasons for this concentration with other not easily quantifiable
industry trends highlighted (i.e., competition, trading patterns, location of significant
suppliers and markets (customers)).
2. State/regional trends – These include size of industry (i.e., employment, output, and
share of national/global market), recent performance, etc. and location of primary
suppliers and markets. It also includes employment by sub-industry if appropriate,
average wages, location quotients, and regional concentrations.
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3. Montana firms – This analysis determined what percentage specific firms’ account for
the total industry in Montana and identified which firms are more successful relative
to the global, national, and state/regional trends.
Using a combination of interviews, literature, and statistics, the consultant team profiled
the local (non-transportation) advantages and disadvantages for each industry group.
These determinations addressed why the industry located in Montana and the benefits of
their location. This effort also identified other types of economic development investments, initiatives, and programs that are needed to improve the industry in the State (i.e.,
collateral activities). This information was usually verified with economic development
authorities.
Finally (and most important), the consultant team evaluated each industry’s transportation access/mobility issues. This analysis included:
•

What are the primary modes used by the industry to transport goods (inbound and
outbound shipments)? Are the industry’s transportation costs higher than the U.S.
average?

•

Assessments of the transportation access issues/problems facing the industry,
including multimodal and intermodal, and border crossing issues.

•

Determining what transportation improvements would benefit the industry. While
the focus of the Reconfiguration Study is on highways, it was deemed useful and
important to identify other transportation infrastructure that would be most critical to
an industry or would be needed in addition to highway improvements in order to
realize the benefits assumed with the highway investments (e.g., airports, rail, intermodal, cross-boarder or regulatory changes, etc.).

•

Describing the business owner’s expectations and the consultant’s conclusions
regarding the degree to which improved highway(s) would improve the competitiveness of the industry and potentially lead to business relocations.

Data Gathering
The profiles in general, and the structured interviews in particular, helped identify
local and regional concerns and expectations related to highway improvement and its
impact on business expansion, attraction, and development. General topics covered in the
interviews include:
•

Access to customers, suppliers, and workers;

•

Business impacts of proposed or potential highway improvements;

•

Factors influencing business location decisions;

•

Strengths and weaknesses of the highway corridor as a place to do business;
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•

Major trends in the regional economy;

•

Factors contributing to or impeding business growth;

•

Related economic development programs (collateral activities);

•

Characteristics of the regional tourism market and its reliance on the highway corridor
for tourist trips; and

•

Marketing and outreach efforts.

Prior to the actual interviews, the consultant team members prepared an interview guide
that emphasizes topics, such as industry mix, transportation investment programs, collateral economic development activities, socioeconomic trends, etc. This guide (which varied
depending on the audience) was then used to document each industry’s current condition, outlook, and dependence on transportation. HEAT contains a profile for each of
these industries.
The first interviews were with local economic development and tourism experts. These
economic development officials provided an important perspective concerning:
•

The region’s degree of success in retaining, expanding, and attracting business;

•

Factors enhancing or constraining economic development success, especially how nontransportation activities could be coupled to – or used in lieu of – transportation
investments to facilitate economic growth;

•

The relative importance of transportation infrastructure/access for Montana firms; and

•

The sources of any business attraction (i.e., whether gains in the study region are offset
by losses in other regions), and industries that regions of Montana are targeting for
growth opportunities.

The industrial profiles document the critical points from the interviews of economic
development officials, and were then used to set up personal or telephone interviews with
business representatives. Business owners are in the best position to determine the relative role of transportation and other factors in affecting their business expansion, contraction, or location decisions. Interviews with business owners provided information on the
role of transportation, among other factors, regarding:
•

Business ratings of the regional factors constraining or enhancing their continuation
and expansion opportunities;

•

The extent of reliance on roadways and other transportation services for labor access,
supplier access, or customer deliveries;

•

Transportation needs or deficiencies (if any) in Montana that constrain economic
opportunities; and
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•

The non-transportation constraints that would need to be resolved to allow transportation investments to provide the maximum benefit.

Summary of Findings
On the whole, business leaders were less likely to claim that new transportation investments were critical to their growth when they face larger impediments. They may
acknowledge that the likely success of transportation investments to spur development
will also depend on enabling collateral activities, such as private investment and business
attraction. Many industries felt that highways are generally strong and sufficient for their
needs, but limitations tend to be based on: 1) distance to markets; 2) labor force quality
and quantity; and 3) other non-highway factors such as global market competition, scale
economies, lack of rail competition, etc. Nevertheless, there are some instances of highway deficiencies that could improve economic opportunities.
The complete industry profiles are contained in Appendix A3. The following summaries
provide a brief synopsis of the potential transportation constraints to each industry group.
The context for these findings is provided in the full profile for each industry.

Mining (Coal, Metal, and Non-Metal)
Interviews with mining firms suggest that transportation is generally not an impediment
to industry growth in the State. The future prospects of the mining industry are largely
determined by world mineral prices and the development of new resources. Mining
industry sub-sectors, however, vary considerably in their use of transportation services.
Most important coal mines have direct access to rail transportation and ship all mined coal
by rail, although a few smaller mines use trucks to move coal to rail terminals. According
to the 1997 Commodity Flow Survey, 99 percent of coal shipments originating in the State
move by rail. Interviews with coal mining industry executives suggest that the cost and
reliability of rail transportation is an important transportation issue for the industry (4).
Some in the industry believe that the lack of competition causes high prices for rail
services.
Precious metals firms often ship product by expedited delivery service (such as FedEx).
Input supplies are frequently brought in by truck. Some Montana firms believe that they
pay higher freight rates than their out-of-state competitors, and this price differential is
due in part to the fact that they are more distant from their suppliers. Industry executives
also note that their freight rates often include a transportation fuel surcharge, assessing
them an additional fee for the cost of fuel in Montana and the low density of freight traffic
in the area. Montana metals mining firms suggest that the inability of workers to get to
work sites during bad weather can have significant effects on the cost of doing business.
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Oil (Petroleum Products and Extraction)
Interviews suggest that most Montana firms regard the transportation system as currently
serving their needs well. All output of the industry is moved by pipeline, and transportation is not viewed as a major impediment to the ability of the industry to grow. The most
important factor affecting industry prospects is the price of oil and gas in world markets.
Potential for industry growth in the near term appears robust as uncertainty in the Middle
East and OPEC supply curtailment has increased world prices.
Highway transportation is most important to the industry for the movement of small
quantities of input supplies, such as pipes or drilling equipment. It also affects the costs of
deploying teams into the field. A significant amount of this travel occurs on private property or on local roads in remote areas.

Food Processing
Interviews with Montana firms suggest that freight costs in the State often hinder access to
markets and supplies. Several firms report that transportation costs account for as much
as 25 percent of total production costs. This compares to the national industry average of
only 2.6 percent, as reported in the Transportation Satellite Accounts. Montana firms also
report paying more than out-of-state competitors for transportation.
All firms interviewed noted that improvements to the transportation infrastructure, especially roadways, would support business expansion. Lower freight rates would improve
market and supplier access as well as enhance competitiveness. One firm noted that it
would like to expand its markets in the eastern U.S., but that the lack of freight carriers
going east resulted in prohibitively high freight rates. If freight rates were lowered, it
would pursue expansion plans in this region.
Montana food manufacturers feel that there is potential for development of backward and
forward linked industries. One firm noted that improvements in regional access would
not only support development of related industries, but would also support general
growth of industries in the region, which could lead to lower transportation costs as more
companies could share the cost of freight.

Industrial Machinery
Nationally, transportation costs in the industrial machinery sector are not significant,
averaging just 2.0 percent of all production costs, which ranks it 41st of the
58 manufacturing and mining sectors for which data are collected.3 Two factors, though,
appear to make transportation costs more important for Montana’s firms. First, the
importance of export sales, both to the state and national industries, might be a particular
disadvantage for firms in Montana, where transport costs associated with exporting are

3

Based on data from the U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts.
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particularly high because of costs incurred in getting products to port. The high volume
of sales to European Union countries underscores the distance and logistics issues facing
Montana’s firms, but also suggests that they have been able to address some of these
successfully.
Second, the decline in demand from traditional local customers (e.g., mining firms) forces
Montana’s firms to transport products long distances even when they are destined for the
domestic market. Thus, it appears that relative to other industrial machinery manufacturers, Montana’s firms face a more dispersed and geographically remote customer base, a
factor that increases the importance of transportation costs. The largest transportation
challenges facing these firms appear to be tied to fixed costs in the form of issues such as
intermodal changes, securing return freight on out-going products, arranging over-sized
loads, and finding trucking services. Thus, while industry informants tend to think that
highway infrastructure is good, many report problems in accessing highway services.

Lumber/Wood Products (Including Forestry)
Industry informants in this sector report that supplies for companies (primarily logs)
arrive almost exclusively by truck. One company does report using rail as a back-up
transportation mode, but estimates that only 10 percent of logs come by rail. The heavy
reliance on trucks is due to the location of forests and logging activity, which tend to be
away from rail sources. The cost of transporting supplies was not apparent to the interviewees, because such costs are included in the log costs quoted by suppliers. For outgoing products, both truck and rail are used. These range from a truck to rail split of 65
versus 35 percent to 20 versus 80 percent. In the latter case, however, the firm is located
near two rail stations, so its reliance on rail might not be typical of firms in Montana.
The cyclical nature of the business causes other problems with transportation: in the
spring and summer, when industry activity is at its highest, it is difficult to obtain rail
cars, especially the types needed to move lumber products, and local “jobbers” who move
product in and out can be hard to find. The latter problem is especially acute for product
going to customers in remote areas; in these cases, it is difficult for truckers to secure
return freight, thus making them reluctant to accept out-going jobs. Because of these
problems, firms can experience delays of one to three weeks in securing the necessary
transportation services, thus making it difficult to get on-time deliveries.
Highways are of critical importance to the wood products industry, especially for incoming supplies of logs. Because of the nature of wood supplies, which are fixed by the
location of loggable forests, new supply channels are difficult to develop; and the logistics
associated with obtaining and transporting logs make trucks the most cost-effective means
of transport. Even firms with ready access to rail and high dependence on rail for shipping finished products use highways almost exclusively for bringing in supplies. Given
the nature of the industry, this is unlikely to ever change.
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Fabricated Metal Products
Transportation plays a significant role in determining the competitiveness and market
area of the fabricated metals manufacturing industry. All of the firms interviewed cite
transportation as a significant factor in competition. Montana firms report that
transportation-related costs and lack of proximity to their customers sometimes prevent
them from winning work. Nonetheless, most of the major Montana firms have a significant portion of out-of-state business.
Most Montana firms in this industry believe they are generally well served by the roadway infrastructure available to them. A number of interviewees suggested that widening
major highways would lower their transportation costs. Transportation costs (and freight
shipping rates) are perceived to be higher in the State due to the low density of freight
traffic and problems associated with moving oversized loads. Still, firms interviewed
expect to grow significantly in the near future, consistent with the increases in employment over the last decade.

High-Tech Products (Electrical/Electronic Equipment and Instruments)
Computer and electronics firms report having few local suppliers, largely because of the
specialized nature of the inputs they use. Supplies are often brought in by parcel. Hightech firms report that on a piece basis, 80 to100 percent of supplies are delivered by parcel
service. Informants report that distance from suppliers does not cause problems with
speed or timeliness of deliveries – “overnight is overnight wherever you’re located” – and
one informant noted that because of short lead times in his sector, his firm would rely on
overnight deliveries wherever the company is situated. Another firm, however, did note
that although on a piece basis his firm receives 80 to 90 percent of supplies by parcel, on a
weight basis, freight makes up a greater portion because it is used for heavy items like
steel, motors, and heavy plastics (1). 4
The reliance on parcel services in Montana makes it difficult for informants at high-tech
firms to estimate whether and how highway improvements would affect transportation
costs. They recognize that the economic geography of Montana likely results in higher
parcel rates than in high-tech areas like Chicago, California, Seattle, or Massachusetts: as
one informant noted, “FedEx and UPS drivers pick up as much freight in 10 minutes in
Seattle as they do in an hour in Montana.” Informants also note, however, that while
highway improvements might have a direct effect on the rates charged by smaller, local
couriers, it is not clear whether or how they would affect the rates charged by the major
couriers (e.g., UPS, FedEx) on which they rely.

4

Dependence on parcel service appears to be a common phenomenon in this and related sectors in
Montana: in 1997 (the most recent year for which data are available), 81 percent of shipments by
Montana’s precision instrument firms were shipped by parcel, compared to just 48 percent
nationally.
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One informant emphasized that the importance of highways for his firm lies in their role
in transporting workers, not goods. This company, a contract manufacturer in electronics,
has tried to stay competitive by focusing on customer service. As such, if workers have
difficulty getting to the plant, it can undermine the high levels of service the firm needs to
provide. Many of the roads on which the workers travel are unpaved arterial roads
maintained by the county, so inclement weather can have a large effect on employee turnout. Compounding this issue is the role of wages in the company’s competitive strategy:
although the company benefits from low wage rates in the area, many of its production
workers (who start at minimum wage) often cannot afford reliable transportation.
Montana’s agglomeration of hi-tech industries is small, and with the exception of
Semitool, is composed of small and scattered businesses. The infrastructure of parcel
delivery services, such as UPS and FedEx, in part mitigates Montana’s competitive
disadvantage of long distances. It appears, therefore, that roadway infrastructure in
Montana will be a critical factor in the State’s success or failure to build high-tech industries from its current base.

Furniture Manufacturing
Our interviews establish that supplies for the furniture industry, which include wood
products, hardware, and various materials (e.g., vinyl) for companies (primarily logs)
arrive by truck. Some of these goods are carried on suppliers’ trucks; some by LTL (lessthan-truckload) carriers; some by parcel service (e.g., UPS, FedEx); and other by local
contract carriers. The heavy reliance on trucks is due to the nature of the supplies – some,
like wood products, are large and bulky; others, like some hardware, is small enough to
ship by parcel – and cost considerations. Companies report only minor problems with
transportation of in-coming goods.
For outgoing products, primarily truck, but also air was reported as being used. The
absence of rail transport can be explained by a range of factors – in one case, an informant
at a producer of specialty medical tables reported that rail was the preferred transport
mode, especially for exports. His company had access to rail in the past, but the station
was closed. Without direct access to rail or water, the company has to go through an extra
step rather than ship directly overseas by loading containers onto rail, a process that raises
transportation costs on exports to two to three times what their competitors in California
pay. In other cases, informants report that cost and speed advantages – especially with
large, bulky items common in the furniture sector – make truck the preferred method.
One firm sends about 25 percent of its products by air. In this case, air is used to send larger products (small products are sent by FedEx ground), which costs “about $500 a pop,”
but ensures that goods get to their destination intact.
Some firms reported outsourcing trucking functions to a variety of carriers. Other firms,
though, keep trucking functions in-house. One of these firms is a specialty producer of
cabinet products for large, often public installations, such as stadiums, schools, and court
houses. Most of their work is outside Montana, concentrated in urban areas in Colorado.
This informant cited a number of reasons for keeping trucking in-house. First, as a small
firm ($5 million to $6 million in annual sales), the company is not so large that a small per-
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centage savings on transportation would generate significant cost savings. According to
this informant, “saving two percent on millions [in transport costs]” results in large savings, but for this firm, transport costs are not a “big deal.” Second, keeping trucking inhouse improves reliability and service: if a project required it, the firm could be unloading
a truck in Denver tomorrow morning. Third, outsourcing would mean greater reliance on
LTL carriers and as noted above, concerns were voiced about the service and quality provided by these carriers.
In general, informants did not attribute high transportation costs to highway conditions or
availability. Rather, all attributed high transportation costs to the long distances that supplies and final goods have to travel. In one case, in fact, an informant suggested that
improvements in highway infrastructure had hurt his firm’s business by making large
retailers, like Costco, accessible to greater portions of the Montana population, which has
decimated the small retail stores his company has historically served. One informant at a
firm with a national customer base said that his firm is in the process of setting up miniwarehouses across the U.S. in order to reduce transportation costs. Such warehouses, he
suggested, will allow his firm to re-distribute products from central warehouses, thus,
alleviating the need to ship every order from Montana, which will bring down delivery
costs. One informant did suggest that access to rails would improve his company’s position, especially in export markets, by allowing the firm to load containers in Montana and
shipping these to port by rail.
Taken together, state, national, and international trends paint a picture of an industry
increasingly threatened at the low-end by rising imports, advances in ready-to-assemble
furniture, and the reconfiguring of the retail sector towards large chains that sell these
types of products. These trends suggest that production-related costs, especially labor
and transportation costs, which are nationwide are high relative to other manufacturing
sectors, will become increasingly important vectors of competition. While firms in
Montana report that their geographic position (rather than quality or availability of highways) creates high transportation costs, geographic isolation has also slowed the influx of
the large retailers that challenge small, local producers. Together, these factors suggest
that improvement in highway infrastructure could have two distinct effects: while it
would improve the competitive position of high-end firms that export, it might also further undermine small, low-end producers that currently serve local, usually rural,
markets.

Primary Metals Products
Interviews with Montana firms suggest that transportation infrastructure is not a major
impediment to growth in the primary metals manufacturing industry. Industry executives feel that the firms generally have adequate access to highway transportation and are
satisfied with the quality of their trucking service. For the major smelters, growth in the
industry is constrained primarily by two non-transportation factors One is the expansion
of capacity in world production (mostly in China), which puts downward pressure on the
price of aluminum. The second factor is upward pressure on production costs because of
electricity prices.
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Some Montana firms in the primary metals manufacturing industry have noted that they
pay more for transportation services than out-of-state competitors. For instance,
Columbia Falls Aluminum notes that a competitor in the Ohio River Basin pays $4.50 per
ton to move a product from Point Comfort Texas to the Ohio River Basin by barge.
Moving the same product by rail to Montana costs $70 per ton. Indeed, the quality and
price of rail service was sited as a major concern by some shippers. Without significant
competition, BNSF has implemented a variety of user charges and raised rates. Columbia
Falls Aluminum Company feels that some new rail charges are unjustified and may contest them.
Art casting firms typically receive and ship all products by truck. These included inbound
supplies such as metals, foam packing, and molding materials, and outbound finished
statues shipped to galleries around the world. These firms often ship by parcel delivery
such as UPS. One firm noted that UPS allows them to ship or receive products anywhere
within two days, which is adequate for their needs. Although none of their shipments
have ever been late, they maintain buffers of critical supplies as an insurance policy.
Interviews with these smaller firms suggest that they are pleased with their transportation
service, and do not see transportation infrastructure as an impediment to growth. The
biggest limitation on growth in the art casting business is the overall health of the economy, which determines the demand for art.

Farming (Livestock and Grain)
Some Montana agriculture firms (though not all) believe their transportation costs to be
higher than out-of-state competitors and prohibit accesses to markets. A grower of specialized high-value crops reports the following freight rates as prohibiting competitive
access to out-of-state markets:
•

Less than 200 miles, freight rate is 10 percent of total purchase price;

•

Over 200 miles, freight rate is 12 percent of total purchase price; and

•

Over 400 miles, freight rate is 15 percent of total purchase price.

This firm also notes the expense of receiving supplies into Montana because of the lack of
direct routes. Often, supplies that arrive from Canada and California are delayed at a
cross-docking station in Billings.
Livestock producers report that freight costs are comparable with out-of-state competitors.
But one firm has noted that it is cheaper to ship to ranches in Kansas (approximately $2.20
per loaded mile) than to ranches in Montana ($2.50 per loaded mile). These costs may
deprive the State of value-adding processing facilities. Another livestock producer typically ships to North Dakota for processing because comparable facilities in Montana are
lacking. Still another Montana firm reports benefiting from subsidized transportation
rates, which result in relatively lower freight rates compared to its out-of-state
competitors.
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Interviews with Montana firms suggest that the State’s two-lane highways can increase
delivery time, driver hours, and thus total transportation costs for some agricultural
shipments. Some firms believe that limited north-south road access presents challenges
for accessing markets within Montana (for example between Bozeman and Kalispell) as
well as out-of-state markets in Idaho.
Some Montana firms believe that transportation improvements would support business
expansion. One firm reports that the cost of freight is preventing the firm from expanding
into potentially lucrative Western U.S. markets where demand already exists for its products. Factoring in freight costs as high as 17 percent of total purchase price, the firm cannot compete with Washington and Oregon companies that pay 15 percent of total
purchase price for freight. Given most products are perishable, rail is not an option for
this Montana firm. As such, the firm may have to redirect its expansion strategy, focusing
more on a localized Montana market.
At least one Montana firm believes that the distances in accessing Montana markets, combined with current limited transportation infrastructure, helps to protect Montana-based
firms from out-of-state competitors. Nevertheless, the same firm also commented that
improved transportation infrastructure would improve hauling products between farms
and processing plants and lower transportation costs.
A livestock producer reports that freight costs are not an impediment to business expansion or prohibitive to current operations. This firm is currently paying approximately five
percent of its gross sales value of animals towards transportation costs. The firm cites
limitations to growth as being tied more to land price and land availability than transportation issues.

Stone, Glass and Clay Products
Transportation costs can be traced, in part, to the industry’s heavy consumption of coal,
which is shipped by rail. One informant estimated that half of the total cost of coal (about
$11 per ton) is attributable to the cost of transporting coal. Most of these costs can be
attributed to high rail rates on the portion of Montana’s rail system run by national rail
companies which, in this case, charge 60 percent more than regional rail service for an
equivalent distance. This informant noted that for coal shipments, truck is becoming
almost as competitive as rail: if his firm could guarantee a backload on coal shipments, it
would cost about $13 per ton to ship coal by truck.5 It is hard to find backhaul loads from
the coal strips, though, and with no back haul, trucking costs for coal are likely $17 to $18
per ton. Other informants note that the use of multiple rail systems adds costs, as the firm
must pay each time product is shifted from one system to another (e.g., from Burlington
National to Montana Rail Link). One informant suggested that Canadian competitors

5

Normally a “backload” is the load transported by a trucking company that fills a truck returning
from a delivery destination.
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might be at an advantage because of better and more competitive rail and that his firm is
exploring bringing coal in from Canada for this reason.
With the exception of coal, however, most of the major supplies in the SCG industry are
brought in by truck. This accords with the transportation patterns of firms nationally,
which use trucks to meet 92 percent of transportation needs6. For some firms, production
is co-located with mining activities, which can greatly reduce transportation costs of these
products. However, one informant noted that his plant was intentionally established in
the “middle of nowhere,” in an unpopulated area two miles from the plant’s quarry. After
the firm built a road from the plant to the quarry, however, other development came and
traffic between the two spots has slowed considerably. There is now consideration of
setting up a rotary on the road, a project the firm supports – although rotaries tend to slow
down traffic, they also keep traffic moving, which is more important.
Out-going product is shipped by both rail and truck. One firm, whose customers are
located almost exclusively in Montana, reports that all product (ready-mix cement and
asphalt) is shipped by truck and that the firm handles most of the trucking internally.
Other producers of Portland cement, which sell to ready-mix operations and have customer bases that expand beyond state borders, report using a 50:50 mix of rail and truck
and note that when trucks are used, customers often provide the trucks and pick up product at the plant. One informant noted that the choice between rail and truck is based on
price and that rail can be cheaper, especially for longer distances. An informant at a mineral producer supported this claim, noting that unlike trucks, rail costs are not mileage
based, which makes rail more competitive when distances are greater than 500 or
600 miles.
Informants were more critical of rail service than highway conditions, citing a number of
specific problems: low levels of competition in rail; high prices charged by national railways; cost of intra-shipment goods transfer between railway carriers (e.g., MRL and BN).
Informants generally emphasized the importance of transportation costs as a competitive
factor in this industry. In one case, the informant noted that transportation costs were
especially important because his competitors generally operate more efficient, highervolume plants, which puts his firm at a cost disadvantage.
Cement and concrete, which dominate Montana’s SCG sector, are good examples of localserving industries: the nature of the product, which is very high weight and low value
added, means that local demand is most easily met by local suppliers. This appears also
to be the case in Montana’s industry, which is almost wholly dependent on sales within
the State. Given the proximity of Canadian markets and competitors, however, transportation costs within Montana could affect import and export patterns of cement and concrete, and some informants believe that Canadian competitors benefit from more
competitive rail service, a factor that could be offset by lower highway or rail transport
costs. One factor that affects the costs of using highways is difficulty in securing return
freight for trucks, an issue that also affects other sectors in Montana. The largest impact of
6

U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts.
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highway construction on the SCG sector, though, might be direct: highway and other
infrastructure spending is an important source of demand for local firms.

Transportation Equipment
Key destinations for Montana products include ports of Houston and Tacoma; car dealers
located between Illinois and the West Coast; and large core markets, such as Denver,
Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Chicago, and Salt Lake City. Supplies
flowing to Montana companies include steel, new, and used axles, aluminum sheeting,
wheels, suspensions, and tanker valves. Locations of suppliers are concentrated in the
Southeast and industrial Midwest, but supplies are also brought in from sites across the
U.S., and rest of the world.
Core suppliers for the industry and much of the customer base are located east of the
Mississippi River. In addition, reaching international customers requires access to shipping ports. Montana-based companies pay more than out-of-state competitors that are
located in the industrial Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states, or closer to ports, or where
there is more competition among freight companies. A significant segment of this industry, however, includes providing service to customers. In this respect, Montana provides
a locational advantage for servicing western customers (identified as an under-served
market). Montana-based companies are also located within a concentration of mining and
agriculture industries, which benefits heavy trailer manufacturers.

Tourism
Most nonresident visitors use road travel to access destinations within Montana.
Approximately one-fifth of nonresident visitors to Montana fly on some portion of their
trip, with 43 percent renting a car in Montana and 12 percent renting a car in Utah or
Wyoming. Amtrak provides rail transit service across the State, running the Empire
Builder train daily from Chicago to Seattle along the Hi-line parallel to U.S. Highway 2.
Amtrak ridership declined substantially between 1998 and 2001, with boarding and disembarkments falling by almost 15 percent. Nonetheless, some communities along the HiLine are developing local tourism strategies based on Amtrak service.
In the Yellowstone National Park region, firms have noted that the narrowness and poor
conditions of some two-lane highways can create problems for tourists trying to access
destinations. In the Custer region, tourism businesses have noted the poor (gravel) state
of highways and the lack of north-south connectivity. Some in the industry feel that
paving specific roads in that region would have a major economic impact by improving
accessibility to the region’s destinations, as well as promoting growth in other industries.
In the Missoula region, industry contacts have suggested that the road infrastructure is
not an impediment to tourism growth, although north-south connectivity is felt to be
inadequate. All Montana’s tourism regions recognize air travel as an important mode for
visitors. Finally, the lack of air traffic in the Missoula region has been cited as an impediment to tourism growth there.
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Military Activity
Transportation impediments reported by the military in Montana include:
•

Low overpasses on secondary roads, which at times impede hauling heavy equipment.

•

Congestion caused by farm implements on roadways. The farming vehicles are difficult to pass with semi-tractor trailers.

•

The winter roadway conditions of Highway 2 cause safety concerns.

•

Gravel roads in central Montana are a safety concern when transporting heavy
equipment.

•

U.S. routes (not Interstates) and state highways are important arteries for the National
Guard, but can be dangerous when using large vehicles. These roadways include
Routes 93, 200, 87, and 2.

National defense policies and geography appear more important than roadways in
Montana in terms of influencing location decisions of the United States military in the
State. However, it is clear that civilian roadways play a critical role in allowing the Air
Force and Montana Air and Army National Guards to efficiently accomplish their missions. In this respect, transportation costs were never mentioned as an important issue,
but safety and congestion were reported to be significant issues.
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4.0 Results
The first of three subsections summarizes the general conditions under which HEAT
would be more likely to provide a useful analysis. These general criteria may be helpful
to project stakeholders who are uncertain if their project has significant potential for fostering economic development. This section goes on to summarize the results from the
application of HEAT to specific roadway improvements. The purpose of this was twofold: First, it was intended as a direct test of HEAT. As described in Subsection 4.2, the
scenario testing helped the consultant team and MDT determine the accuracy of the analytical process, the degree of automation and need for manual or exogenous analysis and
data manipulation. Second, the economic impact analysis provides guidance to MDT and
other stakeholders regarding the long-term economic benefits of a few proposed highway
improvement scenarios. In Subsection 4.3, results from four scenario tests using HEAT
are presented. These four are:
1. U.S. Highway 93 from Missoula to Polson;
2. U.S. Highway 2 from the North Dakota Stateline to the Idaho Stateline;
3. MT 3 from Great Falls to Billings; and
4. Secondary 323 (S-323) from South of Ekalaka to Alzada.
The RSSC selected these four improvement scenarios in part because they varied in
length, cost, location, and amount of traffic affected.

 4.1 Overall Findings
Montana’s transportation network provides a critical foundation to the State’s economy.
The strategic decisions made by the State concerning transportation priorities and investments will have a bearing on the State’s future prosperity. Businesses rely on the speed
and reliability of the transportation system to ensure that supply streams are uninterrupted and finished products are delivered to customers in a timely fashion. Transportation provides access to scenery and sites that attract visitors from around the world. As
part of their travel experience, tourists expect safe and well-marked routes that allow
them to reach their destinations without spending inordinate amounts of time. Strategic
investments in Montana’s highway network represent a key tool in the State’s efforts to
better meet economic development goals.
Although the economic importance of the transportation system and transportation
investments may seem inherently obvious, the quantification of these effects is complex.
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Until now, obtaining objective and quantitative findings has required stand-alone or oneoff analyses that most agencies can only justify for large and politically controversial projects. HEAT offers MDT access to sophisticated and quantitative analysis tools to estimate
the potential economic benefits of transportation improvements without contending with
all the delay, cost, and complexity of such stand-alone analysis.
While the most reliable findings of this study will be the results from iterative applications
of HEAT to real proposals for transportation investment, this section of the report provides some general findings that may help MDT staff, the Transportation Commission,
and stakeholders in MDT’s investment decisions understand the general conditions under
which roadway investments may generate significant economic benefits. While this list
could include dozens of conditions, the following list summarizes the primary conditions
where highway investments are likely to generate measurable economic growth:
1. High volumes of travel – Multi-lane highways and existing two-lane highways where
current or projected traffic volumes are sufficient to require additional lanes and a significant percentage of the traffic is composed of on-the-clock travel, especially trucks
carrying high-value commodities.
2. Opportunity for diversion – Roadway improvements that provide a faster or more
reliable route between two or more large nodes of economic activity, thus, diverting
from a slower route, can provide travelers with significant time savings or make the
time of their trip more predictable.
3. Connecting centers of trade – Roadway improvements that provide a faster or more
reliable service between trade centers (defined as having large population, employment, industry diversity, property valuation, retail and service activity, and wholesale
trade).
4. Access to labor – Roadway improvements that provide employers access to more
potential employees enables firms to recruit from a larger and more diverse pool of
labor. This condition is most often found in highly congested urban areas or suburban
areas where the high cost of housing has forced many workers to live some distance
from major employment clusters.
5. Access to manufacturing centers – Roadway improvements that provide a faster or
more reliable route between manufacturing centers where companies need access to
raw materials or sub-assembles and must ship their output to customers.
6. Access of agricultural centers to markets – Improving the speed and/or reliability of
highway segments that connect areas of agricultural production (especially high value
crops) with customers and more competitive transshipment points (rail heads of competing railroads, barge loading facilities, air freight terminals for high value and perishable crops).
7. Access between raw materials and value-added manufacturing – Roadway improvements that provide a faster or more reliable route between mines, forests or pulp mills,
saw mills, or other facilities that produce semi-processed raw material and manufacCambridge Systematics, Inc.
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turing centers that utilize these inputs for fished goods such as food processing, furniture making, and machine fabrication.
8. Access to tourist activity – Highway segments that improve service between major
airports or population centers and recreation and tourism centers that include outlets
for tourist spending such as restaurants, lodging, campgrounds, seasonal dwellings,
marina berths and harbors, ski resorts, fishing, etc.
This list is by no means complete and it provides only the general conditions where highway improvements are likely to foster economic development. Furthermore, the potential
economic benefits derived from improving transportation are likely to be limited without
other non-transportation interventions, as transportation is often considered to be a tool to
enhance and promote economic development.

 4.2 Results from Scenario Testing
As a necessary step in testing the HEAT software, the Reconfiguration Study Steering
Committee requested that the consultants perform a number of economic benefit/cost
evaluations of actual proposals for roadway improvements. The HEAT methodology
includes a number of linked analysis modules focused on capturing the full range of economic benefits stemming from highway improvements. There are seven primary analysis
modules within HEAT:
1. Travel network model – Highway improvements are coded into the travel network
model to assess the driving conditions for autos and trucks (further separated into
non-freight trucks and commodity-based trucks), generating indicators such as traffic
volume and speeds.
2. User benefits – Based on the results of the travel network model, user benefits (travel
time savings, operating costs, and safety) are estimated in monetary terms due to
highway improvements (compared to the No-Build scenario).
3. Value of time – The value of time is varied depending on the type of highway trip and
the commodity being shipped. The value of time for auto trips is assumed to be $13.25
per hour based on recent data from the Texas Transportation Institute. Values of time
for truck trips vary by commodity from $38 to $66 per hour for higher value goods.
4. Business attraction – Upgraded highway facilities have the potential to lead to business attraction, especially to the extent that faster travel times increase market
accessibility.
5. Tourism – Improved highways also can generate additional visitation, either through
increased pass-by traffic (diversion of trips to an improved road), or by making key
destinations more accessible.
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6. Economic impacts – User benefits, business attraction, and tourism are all considered
to be direct economic effects, which can be input into an economic simulation model to
estimate the full economic impacts of a highway improvement on the Montana
economy.1
7. Cost estimation – Based on factors such as roadway miles and upgrade specifications,
a cost module developed for HEAT from MDT’s bid prices estimates both initial capital costs and ongoing maintenance and lifecycle costs.
8. Benefit/cost analysis – To ensure that economic benefits from highway improvements
are placed in the proper context, a benefit/cost analysis is conducted. Benefits include
gross state product (GSP) gains for Montana businesses (from the economic impact
analysis), as well as personal auto user benefits for Montana citizens (not included in
the economic impact analysis).
The results of the scenario testing and those from the eventual application of HEAT to real
projects are based on the premise of ceteris paribus, where the HEAT analysis measures the
economic effects of improving conditions on a single corridor, while holding conditions
throughout the larger transportation system constant. Thus, the results reflect an improbable situation where only a single corridor – or just a section of a corridor – is being
improved, while all the other highway in the State are assumed to remain as they are.
This type of analysis isolates the effects of each improvement being studied. In reality,
MDT is undertaking numerous improvement projects across the State simultaneously, and
these may bolster or diminish the benefits from the improvement being evaluated. In
practical terms, this means that the results from HEAT are most useful as a means of comparing one improvement to another (i.e., measurements of relative benefits) and less reliable as predictions of the future. The only way to be sure the HEAT results reflect reality
would be go back in time and re-run history with a different improvement scenario and
compare the results.
MDT selected four such improvement scenarios which varied in length, cost, location, and
amount of traffic affected. These four are:
1. U.S. Highway 93 from Missoula to Polson;
2. U.S. Highway 2 from the North Dakota Stateline to the Idaho Stateline;
3. MT 3 from Great Falls to Billings; and
4. Secondary 323 (S-323) from South of Ekalaka to Alzada.
The results of four possible roadway improvement projects are summarized below.

1

HEAT uses a five-region economic impact simulation model leased from Regional Economic
Models, Inc. (REMI).
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 4.3 Findings for Specific Roadway Improvements
U.S. Highway 93 from Missoula to Polson
HEAT analyzed the economic benefits and costs of MDT’s proposed highway investment
scenario for approximately 59 miles of U.S. 93 from Missoula to Polson, including some
sections of the existing traveled way that are not in MDT’s future construction program.
This summary also includes a brief overview of the key modeling assumptions.
(Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Existing and Improved Scenario for Highway U.S. 93

Existing Conditions

Improved Conditions

MT 35

MT 35

Polson

Polson
4.5 miles

4.5 miles
Pablo

4 miles

Ronan

Ronan

11.2 miles1

11.2 miles
St. Ignatious
4 miles

Pablo

4 miles

MT 200

Ravalli

8 miles
Arlee

4 Lane Divided
4 Lane Undivided
2 Lane Undivided1
2 Lane Improved

11 miles

Super 2

St. Ignatious
4 miles

MT 200

8 miles
Arlee

2 miles
9 miles

Evaro

Evaro

14 miles

2
1

Ravalli

14 miles
I-90

I-90

Missoula

Missoula

This 11.2-mile section between St. Ignatius and Ronan is being assessed through a supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS). Although the SEIS is not complete, the improvements proposed in the preferred alternative would include passing lanes and other amenities that would enhance the roadway’s
performance compared to the improvement scenario shown here, thus generating additional benefits.

Source:

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

This test involved calculating the economic impact and benefit/cost analysis for one
improvement scenario compared to the base case conditions under a no-project scenario.
Whenever conducting an impact analysis, it is important to have a clear definition of the
No-Build highway scenario. In this case, it is simply an extension of existing highway
infrastructure conditions into the future (i.e., same number of lanes and width of shoulders). The highway travel network projects future travel for the year 2025, based on
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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existing conditions; and determines the travel speed, cost, and safety characteristics of
U.S. 93 and all other Montana highways.

No-Build Base Case
The No-Build base case constitutes the existing conditions of U.S. 93 from Missoula to
Polson. MDT’s proposed improvements begin in Evaro (about 14 miles north of
Missoula) and continue to Polson on what is primarily a two-lane roadway. This segment
is approximately 48 miles, and has been designated for improvement detailed in a memorandum of agreement (MOA) between the MDT, the Salish and Kootenai Tribes, and the
FHWA. In this no-build base case, these existing highway conditions are assumed to
remain the same for future travel for the year 2025.

Improved Scenario
The main characteristics of the U.S. 93 improvement scenario are captured in the Safety
and Operations Report of the MOA, and for analysis within HEAT were grouped into
three categories:
1. Just over 29 miles of improved two-lane highway. An improved two-lane highway is
defined by expanding the width of roadway from 30 to 40 feet, essentially creating
significantly wider shoulders. The improved two-lane configuration is assumed to
allow for slightly higher travel speeds than the existing two-lane given the wider
roadway surface. This level of improvement may understate the speed and safety
benefits if the preferred alternative in the supplemental environmental impact
statement (SEIS) is implemented. This alternative includes passing lanes and other
amenities that would enhance performance compared to the improvements assumed
here.
2. About 7.5 miles of Super 2 roadway that includes two types of improvements to
increase safety and travel speed. Wider roadway surface (30 to 40 feet) and frequent
northbound and southbound passing lanes.
3. Roughly 11 miles of four-lane divided highway to assist in freeing highway capacity in
the most heavily traveled sections of U.S. 93, in particular the segment from Ronan to
Polson.

Summary of Results
The U.S. 93 highway improvement scenario produces a benefit/cost ratio of 1.2 and a net
present value (NPV) of $14.2 million. The primary reasons why this improvement scenario produces positive net benefits is the relatively high volume of truck and auto traffic
affected (producing significant user benefits) and the relatively modest costs associated
with a combination of improvements on this 48-mile highway segment. This highway
investment is expected to produce 120 additional jobs, $9 million additional gross state
product (GSP), and $6 million in personal income in the year 2025.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Key Modeling Assumptions for the U.S. 93 Alternative Analysis
Origin-destination patterns – The analysis was careful to assess the origin-destination
(O-D) patterns of trips on U.S. 93 to allocate user benefits to Montana and non-Montana
regions. It is estimated that about 81 percent of truck and auto trip benefits remain within
Montana, with the remainder representing pass-through traffic, such as long-haul truck
trips.
Tourism impacts – Given the lack of readily available data and uncertain causal linkages
between the U.S. 93 improvements and increased tourism for the State of Montana, this
analysis did not incorporate potential tourism impacts. In this sense, the analysis is conservative – if given more time to analyze the improvements and interview local tourism
experts, it is likely that these improvements would stimulate additional visitation to
Montana (especially to Flathead County).
Discount rate and period of analysis – Consistent with MDT guidance, HEAT used a four
percent discount rate. The time period for the benefit/cost analysis is 30 years from completion of the initial construction, and includes one significant overlay in addition to normal operating and maintenance costs.
Ceteris Paribus – This analysis measures the economic effects of improving conditions on
the U.S. 93 corridor, while holding conditions throughout the larger transportation system
constant. In reality, MDT will undertake numerous improvement projects across the
State, and these may bolster or diminish the benefits from the improvements along
U.S. 93.

Economic Impacts and Benefit/Cost Analysis
User benefits – For the forecast year of 2025, there are an estimated $4.3 million of user
benefits for truck trips and $2.8 million for auto trips. About 16 percent of auto trip benefits are assumed to accrue to business travelers (i.e., on-the-clock). Though there are more
individual auto trips on U.S. 93, the higher values of time result in larger truck benefits.
Business attraction – Despite helping connect two of Montana’s largest, growing cities
(Missoula and Kalispell), the accessibility analysis for the U.S. 93 improvements are fairly
modest and only expected to be experienced by a few western counties. This results in a
modest estimate of business attraction of roughly 20 direct jobs in the Kalispell and
Missoula areas.
Economic impacts – For this improvement scenario, in the forecast year of 2025, there will
be an estimated 120 additional jobs in Montana due to roadway improvements, along
with approximately $9 million additional GSP and $6 million in real personal income.
These results are from the REMI economic impact model, with user benefits and business
attraction as the inputs (user benefits are input as business cost savings and contribute
most of the total economic effect in this scenario). See Figure 4.2 for the economic impacts
by MDT district.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Costs – Costs for the 48 miles of improved roadway are estimated to be $125 million and
require roughly three years to construct (from 2004 through 2006, opening in 2007). In
present value terms, this cost is approximately $115 million in 2004 dollars. In addition,
maintenance and operations are expected to cost almost $16 million in present value terms
(discounted over the 25 years following construction), including the cost of a thin overlay
about 13 years after the improved highway opens (year 2018). About 88 percent of this
cost is for the initial construction. The construction estimates are based on the most recent
bonded projects, and the operations and maintenance costs are driven by the most recent
bid prices for highway maintenance available, with validation from MDT’s existing project cost information. Full details of the unit costs and other assumptions are embedded in
the HEAT cost module. Documentation for this module is in Appendix A5.
Benefit/cost analysis – The estimated benefit/cost ratio for the improved scenario is 1.2.
The NPV is $14 million. This ratio does not include benefits from tourism, which were
omitted until reliable data could be obtained. Such benefits, assuming the cost estimates
remain the same, would push the benefit/cost ratio higher. Nevertheless, these findings
show a benefit/cost ratio in excess of 1.0 and, thus, are indicative of a project that will
return higher benefits to the State as a whole than it will cost to construct and maintain.

Figure 4.2 U.S. 93 Scenario – Improved Conditions
(Benefits in Millions of Dollars by 2025)

District
1
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Missoula
Helena

Butte-Silver
District
2 Bow
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Source:

9
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$0.5

District 5Billings
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4
$0.3

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

This evaluation did not include comprehensive sensitivity testing. Sensitivity analysis
could test the outcomes of using different discount rates, phasing of construction, and
tourism impacts.
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U.S. Highway 2 Widening
HEAT was used to conduct an economic impact analysis of highway investment scenarios
for the full length of U.S. 2 in Montana. This test involved calculating the economic
impacts and benefit/cost analysis for two improvement scenarios compared to the base
case conditions under a no project scenario.
•

No-project base case – For these scenarios, the No-Build base case constitutes an
extension of existing highway infrastructure conditions into the future for the entire
border-to-border highway segment of U.S. 2. This segment is 666 miles from North
Dakota to Idaho, with approximately 613 miles currently two lanes, 13 miles of threelane roadway, and 40 miles of highway segments with four lanes. The highway travel
network projects future travel for the year 2025, based on existing conditions; and
determines the travel speed, cost, and safety characteristics of U.S. 2 and all other
Montana highways. According to the travel model, the average impedance speed for
the No-Build along the entire U.S. 2 highway segment is 56.4 miles per hour.

•

The Super 2 scenario has wider surface widths (from 30 feet of roadway width to
40 feet), and passing lanes approximately every five miles to allow for a smooth flow
of traffic on a generally uncongested highway. There are currently 613 miles of twolane roadway, and 154 of those miles are already 40 feet wide, so the additional roadway for upgrade to Super 2 classification is 459 miles, though some additional passing
lanes would also be needed for the existing 40-foot wide sections. This would result in
an estimated 61.2 miles per hour average travel impedance speed.

•

The four-lane scenario creates four lanes of roadway for the entire stretch of U.S. 2 in
Montana. The modeled scenario is for an undivided highway (which reduces costs),
and includes 613 miles of roadway upgraded from two to four lanes, and 13 miles of
roadway upgraded from three to four lanes. As mentioned above, there are already
approximately 40 miles of four-lane highway along U.S. 2 in Montana. The average
estimated impedance speed for this scenario is 61.7 miles per hour.

Figure 4.3 presents the base case (no-project conditions in the year 2025) and the two
improvement scenarios.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Figure 4.3 U.S. 2 Existing Conditions and Improvement Scenarios
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Source:

Cambridge Systematics, Inc. and Montana Department of Transportation.

The findings described below include a brief overview of the key modeling assumptions
and methodology.

Summary of Results
Both of the highway investment scenarios produce benefit/cost ratios below 1.0 and a
negative NPV. The estimated benefit/cost ratio for the Super 2 scenario is 0.3, while it is
0.2 for the four-lane scenario. Given the high costs of reconstructing over 600 miles of
roadway, the relatively low-traffic levels, and the lack of connections to major markets, it
should not be overly surprising that the results indicate benefits to Montana are unlikely
to exceed costs. These potential highway investments are expected to produce some economic benefits – in the case of the four-lane upgrade, an additional 290 jobs – but given
the low benefit/cost ratios, it is likely that other highway investments in the State would
produce more economic benefits per dollar of cost. On a relative basis, the Super 2 scenario is estimated to result in higher benefits compared to roadway construction cost than
a four-lane upgrade. To obtain a benefit/cost ratio approaching 1.0, extremely aggressive
assumptions would need to be made regarding economic development responses and/or
funding.

Key Modeling Assumptions for the U.S. 2 Alternatives Analysis
O-D patterns – The analysis was careful to assess the O-D patterns of trips on U.S. 2 to
allocate user benefits to Montana and non-Montana regions. It is estimated that about
73 percent of auto trip benefits remain within Montana, and 60 percent of truck benefits
stay in Montana (a lower percentage because of long-haul pass-through truck traffic).

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Tourism impacts – The tourism analysis module relies on estimates of new visitors to
Montana counties to calculate the spending effect on the State. For this analysis, CS
assumed that a new four-lane highway would create approximately five percent diversion
of trips from the Trans-Canada Highway to Montana. A Super 2 highway could also create tourism effects, but at a slightly lower rate (determined by the difference in travel
speeds).
Business attraction from a four-lane highway – In addition to the pure market accessibility effect provided by shorter travel times, an upgrade to a four-lane highway (for a region
that currently lacks a four-lane) is expected to generate extra potential for business attraction. This is due to the increased visibility for the State and to truckers, and the preferences of site selectors to choose four-lane highway areas to locate new businesses.
Consequently, the market accessibility effects were factored up appropriately based on
HEAT’s industrial profiles and previous interviews with economic development experts.
Discount rate and period of analysis – Consistent with MDT guidance and the recent
economic analysis for a 45-mile stretch of roadway on U.S. 2 as part of an EIS, HEAT used
a four percent discount rate. The time period for the benefit/cost analysis is 30 years from
completion of the initial construction, and includes one significant overlay in addition to
normal operating and maintenance costs.
Ceteris Paribus – This analysis measures the economic effects of improving conditions on
the U.S. 2 corridor, while holding conditions throughout the larger transportation system
constant. In reality, MDT will undertake numerous improvement projects across the
State, and these may bolster or diminish the benefits from the improvements along U.S. 2.

Economic Impacts and Benefit/Cost Analysis
User benefits – For the forecast year of 2025, there are an estimated $4.1 million of user
benefits for truck trips for a Super 2 scenario, and $6.6 million for the four-lane scenario.
In terms of auto benefits, CS estimated $2.2 million for auto trips for the Super 2 scenario,
and $3.6 million for the four-lane scenario. About 16 percent of auto trip benefits are
assumed to accrue to business travelers (i.e., on-the-clock). Though there are more individual auto trips on U.S. 2, the relatively longer distance of truck trips, along with higher
values of time, result in larger truck benefits. The difference between the Super 2 and
Four-Lane scenarios is primarily due to a fairly small difference in estimated travel speeds
and traffic diversion (Figure 4.4).

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Figure 4.4 User Benefits for U.S. 2 Super 2 and Four-Lane Scenarios
(Millions of 2000 Dollars)
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Business attraction – Due to three factors, the business attraction potential of U.S. 2 scenarios appears to be relatively modest, although further refinements to the business
attraction module may produce somewhat larger business attraction benefits. First, the
improvement in travel speeds is fairly modest, compared to the No-Build, given the lack
of congestion. Second, there are few large markets that are directly connected along the
U.S. 2 highway segment (Kalispell is one exception). Third, and because of the first two
effects, market accessibility gains are relatively small for each scenario (typically zero to
three percent), and that is the primary driver of business attraction potential. Correspondingly, the Super 2 scenario is expected to attract a net of 30 direct jobs to Montana,
and the four-lane scenario is projected to lead to an additional net of 85 direct jobs to
Montana. Both of these estimates are likely to be increased once final revisions are made
to the business attraction module.
Tourism – Diversion of auto trips from the Trans-Canada Highway to Montana is estimated to result in $4.9 million additional visitor spending in Montana for the four-lane
scenario, and just over $3.0 million for the Super 2 scenario on an annual basis.
Economic impacts – For the Super 2 scenario, in the forecast year of 2025, there will be an
estimated 140 additional jobs in Montana due to roadway improvements, along with
approximately $10 million additional GSP and $6 million in real personal income. It is

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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estimated that in 2025, the four-lane scenario will generate an additional 290 jobs,
$23 million in GSP, and $12 million in real personal income. These results are from the
REMI economic impact model, with user benefits, business attraction, and tourism
spending as the primary inputs (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 U.S. 2 Scenario – Improved Conditions
(Benefits in Millions of Dollars by 2025)

District
1
Kalispell
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$8.9
Great Falls
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$8.5

Missoula
Helena
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Butte-Silver
S-2
4-Bow
L
3
0
Jobs
Bozeman
$0.2
$0.0
GRP

S-2 Billings
4-L
-1
-6
$-0.2 $-0.5

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
Note: S-2 denotes Super 2 two-lane configuration and 4-L denotes four-lane roadway.

Costs – Costs for the Super 2 upgrade to 459 miles of roadway (in addition to passing
lanes on the existing 40-foot width sections) are estimated to be $510 million in present
value terms. About 85 percent of this cost is for the initial construction. The four-lane
improvements are estimated to cost $1.3 billion in present value terms. These estimates
are based on the most recent bid prices for highway construction available. Full details of
the unit costs and other assumptions are embedded in the HEAT cost module. Documentation for this module is in Appendix A5.
Benefit/cost analysis – The estimated benefit/cost ratio for the Super 2 scenario is 0.3, and
the benefit/cost ratio for the four-lane scenario is 0.2. The NPV for the Super 2 is negative
$180 million, and the NPV for the four-lane is negative $1.0 billion.
Like with all benefit/cost studies, it is possible that not all benefits and costs have been
incorporated. Nevertheless, these findings show a very lop-sided ratio between costs and
benefits. Thus, improving the entire segment of U.S. 2 to a continuous Super 2 or fourlane roadway does not return benefits to the State equal to total cost. Given time to
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conduct comprehensive sensitivity testing, HEAT could test the outcomes of using different discount rates and phasing of construction. The low benefit/cost ratios obtained in
this analysis, however, indicate that only very aggressive assumptions – to the point of
being unreasonable – would produce benefit/cost ratios approaching 1.0. For example,
the type of assumptions needed to reach a 1.0 benefit/cost analysis for the Super 2 scenario would include all the following:
1. Five times more traffic growth on U.S. 2 than what is projected;
2. An increase from five to 12 percent diversion of tourist traffic from Canada to
Montana; and
3. Four times more projected business attraction than what is estimated by HEAT in the
base case scenario.
The following assumptions would need to be made to achieve a benefit/cost ratio of 1.0
for the four-lane scenario:
1. Six to seven times more traffic growth on U.S. 2 than currently projected;
2. An increase from five to 15 percent diversion of tourist traffic from Canada to
Montana; and
3. Five times more projected business attraction than what is estimated by HEAT.

MT 3 Billings to Great Falls
HEAT analyzed the economic benefits and costs of proposed highway investment scenarios for 218 miles of MT 3 from Billings to Great Falls. This test involved calculating the
economic impact and benefit/cost analysis for two improvement scenarios compared to
the base case conditions in the year 2025 under a no-project scenario. The No-Build highway scenario represents the existing highway infrastructure conditions with demographic
and traffic conditions projected to the year 2025. The highway travel network in HEAT
projects future travel conditions for the year 2025 and determines the travel speed, cost,
and safety characteristics of MT 3 and all other Montana highways (Figure 4.6):
•

The No-Build base case – This constitutes the existing conditions of MT 3 from
Billings to Great Falls which is primarily a two-lane roadway. This segment is
approximately 218 miles, and would remain so for the next 20 years under current
MDT programming and long-range planning. In this No-Build base case, these
existing highway conditions are assumed to remain the same for future travel for the
year 2025.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Figure 4.6 Existing and Improved Scenario for Highway MT 3
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•

•

The Two-Lane Improvement scenarios – The main characteristics of the two two-lane
MT 3 improvement scenarios for analysis within HEAT are:
− 2-A

Maintain currently planned two-lane configuration for MT 3, but add
bypasses around Billings and Great Falls; and

− 2-B

Same as above, but just add a Billings bypass.

The Four-Lane Improvement scenarios – The main characteristics of the two four-lane
MT 3 improvement scenarios for analysis within HEAT are:
−

4-A Increase from two- to four-lane undivided highway from Billings to Great
Falls at RP 6.242 on N-53 to RP 86.911 on N-60; and

−

4-B Increase from two- to four-lane undivided highway from Billings to Great
Falls (same as above), but also include bypasses around Billings and Great
Falls consistent with Great Falls Feasibility Study. 2

The HEAT analysis of Scenarios 2-A and 4-B produced net present value (NPV) of
$110 million and $73 million. The estimated benefit/cost ratio is 1.4 for the two-lane

2

(http://www.hkminc.com/gfsa/gfsa.htm).

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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scenario 2-A, while it is 1.1 for the four-lane scenario 4-B. Since the results for the other
two scenarios are fairly similar, the remainder of this section presents results from
Scenarios 2-A and 4-B.

Key Modeling Assumptions for the MT 3 Alternatives Analysis
O-D patterns – The analysis was careful to assess the O-D patterns of trips on MT 3 to
allocate user benefits to Montana and non-Montana regions. It is estimated that about
95 percent of auto trip benefits remain within Montana, and 70 percent of truck benefits
stay in Montana (a lower percent representing long-haul pass-through truck traffic).
Tourism impacts – The tourism analysis module relies on estimates of new visitors to
Montana counties to estimate the spending effect on the State. For this analysis, CS
assumed that the two-lane improvement scenarios would create approximately 165,000
additional visitor days in Yellowstone County, and 68,500 visitor days in Cascade County.
A four-lane highway is assumed to create a 55 percent larger increase in tourism effects
due to the larger improvement in travel times and safety (consistent with a roughly five
percent increase in visitation to each county).
Discount rate and period of analysis – Consistent with MDT guidance and the recent economic analysis for an EIS of a 45-mile stretch of roadway on U.S. 2 as part of an EIS, HEAT
used a four percent discount rate. The time period for the benefit/cost analysis is 30 years
from completion of the initial construction, and includes one significant overlay in addition to normal operating and maintenance costs.
Ceteris Paribus – This analysis measures the economic effects of improving conditions on
the MT 3 corridor, while holding conditions throughout the larger transportation system
constant. In reality, MDT will undertake numerous improvement projects across the
State, and these may bolster or diminish the benefits from the improvements along MT 3.

Economic Impacts and Benefit/Cost Analysis
User benefits – For the forecast year of 2025, there are an estimated $4.9 million of user
benefits per year for truck trips for Scenario 4-B (four-lane scenario), and $2.6 million for
Scenario 2-A (two-lane scenario). In terms of auto benefits, HEAT estimated $3.2 million
in annual benefits for Scenario 4-B and $1.7 million for Scenario 2-A. 16.4 percent of auto
trip benefits are assumed to accrue to business travelers (i.e., on-the-clock). Though there
are more individual auto trips on MT 3, the relatively longer distance of truck trips, along
with higher values of time result in larger truck benefits. The difference between the twolane and four-lane scenarios is primarily due to the difference in estimated travel speeds
(Figure 4.7).
Business attraction – Three factors contribute to the business attraction potential of MT 3
scenarios. First, the improvement in travel speeds is fairly robust, compared to the NoBuild. Second, there are two major markets that are directly connected along the MT 3
highway segment. Third, and because of the first two effects, market accessibility gains
are relatively strong, especially for counties between Great Falls and Billings; and
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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accessibility is the primary driver of business attraction potential. Correspondingly, the
two-lane improved scenarios are expected to attract a net of 280 direct jobs to Montana,
and the four-lane scenarios are projected to lead to an additional net of 360 direct jobs to
Montana.

Figure 4.7 User Benefits for MT 3 Two and Four-Lane Scenarios
(Millions of 2000 Dollars)
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Tourism – An increase of 235,000 visitor days for the two-lane scenario is estimated to
result in $8.8 million additional visitor spending in Montana, and $13.8 million for the
four-lane scenario based on an additional 365,000 visitors on an annual basis.
Economic impacts – For the two-lane scenario, in the forecast year of 2025, there will be an
estimated 530 additional jobs in Montana due to roadway improvements, along with
approximately $34 million additional GSP, and $18 million in real personal income. It is
estimated that in 2025, the four-lane scenario will generate an additional 730 jobs,
$49 million in GSP, and $27 million in real personal income. These results are from the
REMI economic impact model, with user benefits, business attraction, and tourism
spending as the inputs (Figure 4.8).
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Costs – Costs for the two-lane upgrade to 40-foot width sections are estimated to be
$302 million in present value terms, including initial capital costs and ongoing maintenance costs. The four-lane improvements are estimated to cost $519 million in present
value terms. These estimates are based on the most recent bid prices for highway construction available as documented in Appendix A5, and include the costs of new bypasses.

Figure 4.8 MT 3 Scenarios – Improved Conditions
(GRP Impacts in Millions of Dollars by 2025)

District
1
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$51
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Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
Note: 4L denotes four-lane configuration with by-passes for Billings and Great Falls, and 2L
denotes two-lane roadway with the same by-passes for Billings and Great Falls.

Benefit/cost analysis – The estimated benefit/cost ratio for the two-lane scenario is 1.36,
and the benefit/cost ratio for the four-lane is 1.14. The NPV for the two-lane scenario is
$110 million, and the NPV for the four-lane scenario is $73 million. According to this
analysis, therefore, benefits are expected to exceed estimated costs for each improvement
type, with a slightly larger benefit to cost ratio and NPV for the improved two-lane
scenario.

Secondary 323 (S-323)
HEAT analyzed the economic benefits and costs of MDT’s proposed paving of about
48 miles of the existing two-lane gravel section of S-323 from South of Ekalaka at
RP 24.826 to Alzada at RP 71.739 (Figure 4.9):

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Figure 4.9 Existing and Improved Scenario for S-323
Ekalaka
18.5 miles
S-328

S-328

5 miles
S-277

S-277

34 miles

Albion
13.5 miles
Alzada
2 Lane Gravel
2 Lane Paved
Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

The highway travel network in HEAT projects future travel conditions for the year 2025
and determines the travel speed, cost, and safety characteristics of S-323 and all other
Montana highways.
•

The No-Build base case constitutes the existing conditions of S-323 from Ekalaka at to
Alzada, which is a two-lane gravel roadway for part of that stretch. The entire segment is approximately 71 miles, and would remain roughly as is for the next 20 years
under current MDT programming and long-range planning. In this No-Build base
case, these existing highway conditions are assumed to remain the same for future
travel for the year 2025.

•

The Two-Lane improvement scenario – MDT would pave the current 47.5-mile gravel
distance as a two-lane road.

The improvement scenario produces a benefit/cost ratio of 0.16 and a -$40.7 million NPV.
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Key Modeling Assumptions for the S-323 Alternatives Analysis
O-D patterns – The analysis was careful to assess the O-D patterns of trips on S-323 to
allocate user benefits to Montana and non-Montana regions. It is estimated that about
40 percent of auto trip benefits remain within Montana, and 81 percent of truck benefits
stay in Montana. According to the select link analysis for S-323, the majority of auto trips
using that stretch of roadway either begin or end outside the State.
Tourism impacts – Due to the improved roadway with paved conditions, it is assumed
that the Custer Country tourism region will experience an increase in visitation of
2.5 percent, representing 167,000 new visitors.
Discount rate and period of analysis – Consistent with MDT guidance and the recent economic analysis for an environmental impact statement (EIS) of a 45-mile stretch of roadway on U.S. 2 as part of an EIS, HEAT used a four-percent discount rate. The time period
for the benefit/cost analysis is 30 years from completion of the initial construction, and
includes one significant overlay in addition to normal operating and maintenance costs.
Ceteris Paribus – This analysis measures the economic effects of improving conditions on
the S-323 corridor, while holding conditions throughout the larger transportation system
constant. In reality, MDT will undertake numerous improvement projects across the
State, and these may bolster or diminish the benefits from the improvements along S-323.

Economic Impacts and Benefit/Cost Analysis
User benefits – For the forecast year of 2025, there is an estimated $118,000 of user benefits for truck trips for the paved two-lane improvement scenario. In terms of auto benefits,
HEAT estimated $225,000 for auto trips, where 16.4 percent of auto trip benefits are
assumed to accrue to business travelers (i.e., on-the-clock). The significantly larger auto
volumes on S-323 lead to higher user benefits, despite higher values of time for truck trips.
The difference between the gravel base case and paved scenario is primarily estimated
based on a significant increase in travel speed.
Business attraction – Based on relatively small market accessibility gains (i.e., not much of
a gain in accessibility to major markets, intermodal terminals, etc.), the estimated business
attraction results are not significant.
Tourism – Due to an assumed increase in visitation of 167,000 visitors, the tourism module estimates an additional $6.3 million in visitor spending for Montana.
Economic impacts – For the paved two-lane improvement scenario, in the forecast year of
2025, there will be an estimated seven additional jobs in Montana due to roadway
improvements, along with approximately $1.0 million additional GSP, and $0.6 million in
real personal income. These results are from the REMI economic impact model, with user
benefits, business attraction, and tourism spending as the inputs. These impacts are actually sufficiently small so as to worry about the stability of the results.
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Costs – Costs for the two-lane upgrade with 48 miles of paved roadway on the existing 28foot width sections are estimated to be $48.5 million in present value terms. These estimates are based on the most recent bid prices for highway construction available. Full
details of the unit costs and other assumptions are embedded in the HEAT cost module.
Documentation for this module is in Appendix A5.
Benefit/cost analysis – The estimated benefit/cost ratio for the paved scenario is 0.16 and
a NPV of -$40.7 million. As with all benefit/cost studies, it is possible that not all benefits
and costs have been incorporated. Nevertheless, these findings indicate costs that likely
exceed benefits. Given time to conduct comprehensive sensitivity testing, HEAT could
test the outcomes of using different assumptions of future traffic growth. For this scenario
in particular, assumptions of the effect that paving a roadway might have on future traffic
volumes are key to this analysis as the current level of activity is so small. More aggressive assumptions regarding future traffic volumes would produce more robust user benefit and economic impact results.

Reconfigure All of Montana Two-Lane Highways (Two-to-Four Scenario)
Section 1.1 of this report describes how the focus of the Reconfiguration Study changed as
the project evolved. As originally stated by Governor Martz, the intent of the study was to
assess the economic benefits of reconfiguring all of Montana’s two-lane highways as fourlane facilities (i.e., two-to-four scenario) in response to widespread interest in the economic
benefits of four-lane highways. Although the RSSC and MDT have directed and supported the change in scope, the original scope of work called for an analysis and estimate
of benefits of such a scenario. The RSSC and MDT have dropped this scenario from the
scope of work based on lessons learned through the scenario testing described above.
These lessons include the following:
•

Expanding all of Montana’s major two-lane highways to four lanes would be so costprohibitive as to be impractical. Developing an accurate cost estimate would be a significant undertaking and require MDT to devote significant staff time and divert a
large share of the consulting budget for the Reconfiguration Study from other tasks.

•

MDT would incur the high cost during the early, construction phase of the two-to-four
scenario, while the benefits would accrue incrementally after construction is completed and increase slowly over the next 20 to 30 years. Both costs and benefits must
be collapsed using a net present value calculation. As a result, near-term costs have
significantly more weight than long-term benefits. In order to outweigh large upfront
costs, the structure of benefits must have large amounts initially that growth rapidly.

•

Subsection 4.1 describes the general conditions under which roadway investments
may generate significant economic benefits. These include roadway projects that have
high volumes of travel, divert travel to a shorter route, connect centers activity of
trade, access more labor, improve access to manufacturing and agricultural centers,
improve access between raw materials and value-added manufacturing, and/or
increase tourist. While some of the expanded four-lane roads may have such
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characteristics, a great many more will not. Without selecting a subset of projects that
would generate significant benefits, the aggregate benefit-cost ratio of the all inclusive
scenario will be weighed down by the unproductive projects.
•

Absent a four-step statewide travel demand model, HEAT employs a network assignment module that approximates how travel will react to a proposed improvement.
This simple assignment routine is not sophisticated and would underestimate the full
range of travel behavior changes that may result when so many roadways are reconfiguration. HEAT would not take such synergies into account to the degree that they
exist.

As a practical matter, MDT may eventually accomplish the intended purpose of the twoto-four scenario as it analyzes four-lane expansion projects on a case-by-case basis over
time.
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5.0 Implementation
This section presents the following four general topics that MDT will most likely contend
with as HEAT is implemented:
•

P3 and HEAT Integration,

•

HEAT Software Installation and Training,

•

HEAT Maintenance, and

•

HEAT Upgrades.

These are not presented in any deliberate order.

 5.1 P3 and HEAT Integration
MDT has developed the Performance Programming Process or P3 as an optimal funding
allocation and investment plan based on strategic highway system performance goals, and
the continual measurement of progress toward these goals. The current process involves
the following steps:
1. Definition of performance targets consistent with the goals established in the statewide transportation policy plan (TranPlan 21 [1]). Current performance targets
include the number of structurally deficient and functionally obsolete bridges, the
average pavement ride quality, the percent of system miles with poor pavement
condition, and the degree of future congestion (as measured by level of service).
2. Investment analysis to examine performance tradeoffs associated with different allocations of resources across different investment categories and portions of the highway network. The categories currently used for this analysis are pavement
reconstruction, pavement rehabilitation, pavement resurfacing, and bridge replacement/rehabilitation. The pavement reconstruction category includes work both to
replace pavement that has deteriorated beyond the point where resurfacing or rehabilitation is a cost-effective option, as well as work to address capacity problems. P3
does not currently include safety work, work on the Urban and Secondary Highway
Systems, or work covered in the CMAQ and Enhancement funding programs. The
result of the investment analysis is a funding plan that recommends the distribution of
resources for year 6 of the capital program across districts, subnetworks, and the different categories of work listed above. The funding plan does not list individual projects; rather it displays the percentages of the available resources to be allocated to
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each district, for each work category, and on each portion of the network. This
funding plan is presented to the commission along with its associated predicted performance impacts.
3. The Commission allocates funding to the districts program areas based on the recommended funding plan and associated investment versus performance analysis.
4. Districts nominate projects. Guidance to the districts is provided to ensure that each
district’s set of nominated projects does not exceed their allocation of budget, and is
consistent with the mix of work in the approved funding plan. In addition, districts
are provided with information from pavement, bridge, and congestion management
systems so that they have access to the same base of information that was used for the
investment analysis. The P3 process does not require that the specific project locations
selected by management system simulations (as part of the investment analysis) be
selected by the districts. The premise is that, if the districts select projects with the
same distribution across highway networks (interstate, NHS, other); and work types
(bridge, pavement reconstruction, pavement rehabilitation, pavement resurfacing),
that the network-level performance results that were predicted in the investment
analysis will be approximately achieved, even if the specific project locations are different. Further, MDT’s pavement project selection procedures require that nominated
pavement projects are similar to those that the pavement management system has recommended. This provides a second level of consistency between the investment
analysis and the project nomination process.
5. Five Year Cost-Constrained Transportation Construction Program Development.
Project nominations are reviewed and staff compiles the TCP and Red Book for commission approval.
6. Project implementation and monitoring. Programmed projects proceed through the
project development process, and system performance results are monitored.

Integration of Economic Development Criteria into P3
HJR 30-2001 required that economic development criteria be included in MDT’s funding
apportionment process, and that the TranPlan 21 update include consideration of economic development issues. The TranPlan 21 update completed in 2002 included a commitment to incorporate tools from the Reconfiguration Study into MDT’s processes. Now
that HEAT has become another evaluation tool for MDT, policies are needed to incorporate economic development criteria into the planning, funding apportionment, and project
selection processes on an ongoing basis. As a starting point, MDT has adopted the following guiding principles to develop options for the HEAT/P3 integration strategy:
•

Make use of HEAT to better understand opportunities for using transportation investment as a method to enhance economic development in the State;
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•

Make use of HEAT in the long-range planning process to identify corridors where
additional investments are warranted based on a comparison of their full benefits
(including economic development benefits) to their costs;

•

Ensure that HEAT is not misused to promote transportation projects, which may produce some economic benefits without understanding these benefits in relation to the
project costs;

•

Ensure that economic development benefits are considered in the context of other
transportation benefits (e.g., safety, preservation, and system connectivity), rather than
in isolation;

•

Make sure that the investment analysis process provides a clear understanding of the
implications of increased investment in capacity projects on the ability to address the
State’s pavement and bridge performance goals; and

•

Continue to view economic development benefits as one of several factors to be considered in the process of selecting major capacity projects, and make use of a benefit/cost analysis framework to establish priorities among capacity projects.

New Process Incorporating HEAT
The recommended new process would use HEAT within the following steps of the P3
process:
•

Long-Range Policy Plan Updates. Use HEAT to do a series of corridor-level analyses,
which indicate which corridors are worthy of investment from an economic development perspective, and which investments have benefits greater than their costs. This
process has already been initiated with the U.S. 2 and U.S. 93 analyses as part of the
Reconfiguration Study, and will also include MT 3 and Secondary 323 evaluations.

•

Investment Analysis. Use HEAT initially to estimate the economic benefits of the recommended investment strategy and subsequently to evaluate packages of reconstruction work that add capacity to the highway system (see Use of HEAT for Investment
Analysis below).

•

District Nomination Process: Use HEAT to screen and rank projects that are suggested for the purpose of economic development.

•

Five-Year TCP Development: Use HEAT to examine the set of capacity projects not
currently funded (based on screening guidelines for HEAT use), and help prioritize
which projects should be advanced in the program. Once the entire program is set,
use HEAT to evaluate and then communicate the likely statewide economic benefits to
be gained from the program.
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•

Project Implementation: Use HEAT as the standard tool for economic impact assessment for EIS evaluations.

Each of these steps is discussed in more detail below.

Long-Range Policy Plan Updates
Prior to the detailed P3 investment analysis and project programming process, highway
corridor projects were often informally proposed by stakeholders throughout the state.
Sometimes, these highway improvement projects were suggested based on speculations
regarding potential economic development benefits. For example, proponents of fourlaning U.S. 2 throughout Montana or improving the corridor between Great Falls and
Billings (MT 3) point to the expectation of economic benefits as justification for highway
improvements. HEAT provides an objective, quantitative assessment of the actual economic benefits that can be expected from a highway corridor improvement, and place
these benefits in relation to project cost.
Though the Reconfiguration Study will address a few of the major corridor projects thus
far suggested by the RSSC and other stakeholders, it’s likely that other corridor projects
will continue to be proposed to MDT over time. HEAT will be run on these scenarios to
provide a screening of the highway improvement scenario (if any) that might be cost
effective given expected economic benefits. This will give MDT better direction regarding
additional detailed analyses needed to move a project forward, or provide analytical support to explain why an improvement project may not be justified.

Use of HEAT for Investment Analysis
There are two ways in which HEAT can be applied in the Investment Analysis step of the
P3 process: 1) reporting the economic benefits of a recommended investment strategy, and
2) analyzing the economic benefits of different investment scenarios and using this information to help select among alternative investment scenarios. Because HEAT is a new
tool for MDT, the initial application of HEAT for investment analysis (in the year 2004)
will be limited to the first of these (reporting). Use of HEAT for scenario testing can be
phased in the following year.
•

Benefit Reporting. Use HEAT to generate information about the economic impacts of
a package of capacity improvements identified based on congestion performance and
other criteria. Note that while HEAT can only produce results given the identification
of specific project locations, the investment analysis phase of P3 is concerned only with
the aggregate benefits associated with a particular investment level and distribution of
work. Therefore, the package of capacity projects included in the investment analysis
may suggest specific project locations for the district nomination process, but is not
intended to dictate or constrain these choices in any way, and HEAT results will be
presented for the aggregate package of capacity improvements within the investment
analysis. The six steps are:
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1. Run congestion management system to identify locations where congestion performance goals may not be met, and apply screening criteria for low-volume roads
and amber routes (no change).
2. Identify other capacity projects to meet additional performance goals (new).
3. Integrate these capacity projects into the pavement management system so that the
pavement simulation considers them (no change).
4. Run pavement scenarios to develop a work distribution that meets pavement condition objectives (no change).
5. Run HEAT with the capacity projects and generate aggregate estimates of economic benefits (new).
6. Report aggregate economic benefit measures for the package of capacity projects
along with description of other measures (new).
This is a logical starting point for MDT. It is straightforward to implement, involves the
least amount of change to the current process, and can be done this year.
•

Scenario Analysis. After the initial year of using HEAT as a benefit reporting tool, the
use of HEAT can be expanded to analyze and compare the economic benefits associated with different work mix scenarios. The results of this analysis can be used to
adjust the share of reconstruction work in the recommended funding plan as appropriate. The eight steps are:
1. Define two different packages of capacity projects. Package 1 includes those identified through congestion screening and Package 2 includes these plus an additional set of projects that have been identified through the long-range planning
process to address economic development objectives. Only projects with benefits
greater than their costs would be included.
2. Run HEAT for the two packages of capacity projects to produce estimates of economic benefits for the two packages (new).
3. Integrate the Package 1 (congestion) projects into the pavement management system (no change).
4. Run pavement scenarios to develop work distribution targets that meet pavement
condition objectives and prepare performance results (no change).
5. Make a final statewide pavement management run with increased reconstruction
budgets (and proportionally reduced rehab/resurfacing budgets). The increase in
the reconstruction budget would be the difference in cost between capacity project
packages 1 and 2. Prepare a report that contrasts pavement condition performance
measures for this run versus the base run with only Package 1 (new).
6. Prepare a summary graphic that contrasts the increase in economic benefit (from
Package 1 to Package 2) with the decrease in pavement condition (new).
7. Adjust the share of reconstruction upward for combinations of districts and systems where a compelling case can be made based on the tradeoff analysis results
(new).
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8. The list of specific projects that were included in the two packages could be published as part of the documentation of the analysis so that the Commission and
districts could understand the underlying assumptions. Districts would not be
obligated to select the same projects. Nevertheless, in the project nomination process, they could be asked to suggest projects with the same level of benefit (new).
This type of analysis can provide an understanding of tradeoffs between spending more
on capacity projects (to address economic development objectives) and less on preservation projects (which would affect the ability to achieve pavement condition targets.) The
specific method for developing scenarios may need to be adjusted based on how many
capacity projects are identified with benefits greater than costs, and the extent to which
reasonable economic development project candidates can be identified that are in locations that don’t coincide with those identified by the congestion management analysis.

District Nomination Process
HEAT will be used to assess the economic benefits of projects nominated by the districts
for state funding. HEAT would analyze those projects that increase highway capacity and
influence county-to-county trips. CS has begun a memo that details the project characteristics that suggest the use of HEAT, to give MDT direction regarding the conditions to
apply HEAT. This analytical step will have at least two benefits for MDT. First, when
districts nominate a capacity-enhancing project based on potential economic development
benefits, HEAT would assess actual benefits based on analytical analysis, rather than
anecdotal speculation. Second, as MDT approves nominated projects and allocates
funding to districts, HEAT can provide another check on the likely magnitude of benefits
and costs of individual capacity-enhancing projects.

Five-Year Transportation Construction Program (TCP) Development
There are two aspects of developing the five-year (cost-constrained) TCP where HEAT
could be useful to MDT. First, there is currently a backlog of capacity projects within the
TCP that are not funded. HEAT could be applied to these projects to help prioritize which
projects should be advanced in the program to receive funding. This prioritization could
be based on a ranking of benefit/cost ratios or net present value (NPV). To ensure that
HEAT is applied appropriately, without excessive time and effort from MDT staff,
screening guidelines (under development by CS) will be used to determine the best use of
HEAT.
Second, once the five-year TCP projects have been determined, HEAT could be run on the
entire program of capacity projects (throughout the state), to estimate the full-value of
economic benefits. This analysis would be performed to educate MDT and other stakeholders (e.g., the legislature) regarding the statewide economic development and productivity benefits of the five-year TCP. This type of information has been effective in other
states in debates regarding overall transportation funding, and could help MDT communicate the quantitative benefits of the proposed highway investments.
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Project Implementation
As highway capacity projects near implementation and the choice of specific alternatives,
it is often necessary to conduct an environmental impact statement (EIS). Though an EIS
does not necessarily require economic impact or benefit/cost analysis, that type of
assessment is frequently being applied across the country to determine the preferred
alternative. For example, HEAT could be applied to examine alternatives such as an
improved two-lane road, a Super 2 configuration, a four-lane scenario, or a combination of
configurations, similar to recent analyses for U.S. 2. HEAT, and its individual analysis
modules, could become the standard tool for all Montana EIS economic impact evaluations. HEAT’s modular structure should allow it to be applied for any project in the state,
even if more detailed highway network engineering analysis is conducted to determine
direct travel performance impacts (i.e., travel time, cost, safety). This would ensure consistent results for EIS analyses throughout the state, and by different consultants.

 5.2 HEAT Software Installation and Training
CS intends to devote sufficient time to install and train MDT staff in HEAT’s operation.
The exact level of effort for training is not known at this time, although MDT has identified staff as candidates for training. In addition, MDT is considering a consultant proposal to train staff from other state agencies, such as the Governor’s Office of Economic
Development and the Department of Commerce.
Training will not require expertise in ArcGIS software, REMI, or other software platforms
embedded in HEAT. Nevertheless, familiarity with these packages will be of significant
help in troubleshooting technical difficulties. A background in economics, especially
regional economic analysis, and commodity flow and goods movement analysis will be of
considerable help in interpreting the results, although these expertises are not necessary
for HEAT to be operated and to obtain correct results.
Training is expected to be conducted over a matter of days with the likelihood that CS
consultants will conduct training on multiple visits to Helena and make themselves available for technical support immediately following the on-site training sessions. On-site
training will be conducted on MDT computers which have ArcGIS installed.
Neither MDT nor CS has made formal provision for ongoing technical support. As must
be expected with any software package and especially new software, both MDT and CS
expect such support will be needed; however, the level of the support is unknown. A
separate contract and workscope should be negotiated.
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 5.3 HEAT Maintenance
HEAT uses five data sources and commercial analysis tools that must be periodically
updated. In order to keep HEAT up to date, MDT will need to consider purchasing these
data and software in the following list:
1. Reebie commodity flow data;
2. REMI economic impact and forecasting tool;
3. Woods & Poole county-level economic forecasts;
4. MISER international trade data; and
5. IMPLAN input/output and economic data.
Each data item and its relevance are briefly described, along with pricing options. It is
expected that the first four data items would only need to be updated once every five
years or so, while the IMPLAN economic data might be worth updating once every one to
three years. There are other elements that may need updating, but these are likely to
involve MDT staff and/or possible consultant support, rather than commercial
data/model purchases. The transportation network and the industrial profiles are two
examples.

Reebie Associates TRANSEARCH Commodity Data
Reebie is essentially the only provider of commodity flow data at a detailed county-bycounty level. The commodity flow data allowed us to model the origins and destinations
of goods movements within the State, to the State, from the State, and through the State.
We have imbed an internal forecasting routine in the tool that will use the other data
sources described below (REMI, Woods & Poole, and IMPLAN) to provide 10-, 20-, or 25year commodity flow forecasts. Purchasing such forecasts in the future could cost
upwards of $30,000 to $40,000; and it is unlikely that their accuracy would be much better
than what we’ve done on our own. Still, the current year Reebie TRANSEARCH data is
still needed to base these forecasts on.
Costs: 2001 data for truck movements only was $24,500. Since the project is focused on
highway improvements, it was determined that a purchase of truck-only data would be
sufficient for HEAT. Purchasing the data for all modes increases to $35,000. The cost for
future updates of Reebie base year commodity data would likely be in this range.

REMI Model
The REMI model is used in HEAT for both generating economic forecasts for regions of
the State, and determining the full economic impacts (employment, income, etc.) of highway investments. The model is fairly expensive, especially if purchased down to the
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county level, which is one reason why HEAT uses a five region model (rather than one
that would have 56 regions for each county in Montana) based on the five MDT districts.
Costs: The cost for the 14 industry sector, five region REMI model one year lease was
$13,650, plus additional costs for consultant use. This lease runs through the summer of
2004. MDT is currently considering options to purchase the model for continuous use.

Woods & Poole Economic Forecasts
After inquiries with the Department of Commerce and at the University of Montana (Paul
Polzin and Larry Swanson), there does not exist a state-sanctioned official long-term economic forecast for Montana. If a county-level forecast becomes available and has political
significance (and low cost), HEAT can use this source. In the meantime, however, HEAT
is using Woods & Poole (W&P). W&P is a commonly used, but relatively inexpensive
source of economic forecast data. The benefit to this project of W&P data is that it provides detail down to the county level. Since HEAT needs to forecast variables (employment, population, commodity flows, etc.) at the county level, and the five-sector REMI
model used in HEAT only offers forecasts at the five-region level, HEAT requires a supplemental county-level economic forecast. W&P provides 25-year forecasts of population,
income, retail sales, and one-digit SIC code employment data. The costs of W&P for the
State of Montana (and all its counties) data is $400 at present.

MISER International Trade Data
HEAT supplements Reebie’s international commodity trade data with international trade
data from the Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic Research (MISER). These
data are a frequently used source of international trade data and provide detail down to
all ports of entry and exit in Montana. The cost of the MISER international trade data is
roughly $600 at present.

IMPLAN Economic Data
IMPLAN provides employment, exports, and output data at the county level (in addition
to their input-output model) for detailed industries. It is a key source of data for the
industrial profiles, the GIS mapping system, and the business attraction industry trend
analysis component of the economic impact module. HEAT currently uses 2000 industry
employment data purchased specifically for this project. Purchasing annual updates will
increase the accuracy of the model, but depending on MDT budget constraints, less frequent updates would also be reasonable. The cost of annual updates to IMPLAN data for
all counties in Montana is approximately $1,000.
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 5.4 HEAT Upgrades
To make the use of HEAT as easy and transparent as possible, with user-friendly interfaces and data access, CS anticipates that upgrades to HEAT may be desirable. In addition, further research and model development will likely continue to improve and refine
the model’s responses and the accuracy of results. Consequently, the following data and
program upgrades illustrate a number of potential HEAT enhancements for MDT
consideration.
•

GIS assignment routine. The ArcGIS database and programming code developed for
Montana’s version of HEAT are highly specific to the State. CS developed this module
in the absence of a statewide travel demand model or any significant regional travel
demand model. This assignment routine works well in a state, such as Montana,
where the vast majority of roadways are through rural areas and there is little or no
foreseeable congestion. Nevertheless, the underlying base map and much of the
linked data on roadway conditions were imported from the NHPN database and initial testing has already turned up some inconsistencies. MDT has been developing its
own GIS for its roadway system, but had not completed this effort in time for its use in
HEAT. When this database becomes available, MDT may elect to upgrade the current
GIS data. The key challenge will be to format the Montana-specific data so that it can
be used for travel network models (link node topology).

•

Commodity flows database. CS has corrected many errors and omissions in the current commodity flow database used in HEAT. Nevertheless, errors remain, and
improvements and updates are provided from the original Reebie data on a regular
basis. Given the relatively slow pace of economic change in the State and its major
trading partners, the next upgrade may not be necessary for five years following the
2003 original database’s creation. Nevertheless, CS has embarked on a separate
national effort to develop Freight Tools. This web-based service will provide subscribers with access to commodity flow data for regions the user may specify. Access
to such highly specific, customized commodity flow data would provide HEAT with a
convenient source of the latest commodity flow data. CS intends to adapt future versions of Freight Tools as accessible upgrades for HEAT.

•

Commodity flows forecast. MDT’s current version of HEAT includes a 25-year forecast of the commodity flows prepared specifically for this project. The forecast used
sophisticated methods and represents the state-of-the-practice for regional commodity
forecasts. Nevertheless, improvements to this forecast are possible and updates are
likely and eventually necessary. Although the same five-year shelf life suggested
above for the commodity flow database applies to the forecast, CS is planning to provide customizable commodity flow forecasts as part of Freight Tools’ subscription services. Access to Freight Tools, therefore, may provide MDT with a convenient
mechanism to update and upgrade the original commodity flow forecast. Given
Freight Tools is not available at this time, the version of HEAT delivered to MDT is not
designed to download a commodity flow database or forecast from Freight Tools.
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Upgrades to MDT’s version of HEAT may be made when Freight Tools has been
completed.
•

Industry profiles. The 14 industry profiles were developed from extensive interviews
conducted during the spring and summer of 2002 and from economic data available at
that time from IMPLAN, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Census, etc. Given a relatively
stable state economy, most profiled industries are not likely to undergo significant
change and require updates or upgrades for another five years. Nevertheless, the
Governor’s Office of Economic Development and the Department of Commerce have
completed an industry cluster study and are embarking on a number of initiatives
intended to improve the competitiveness of existing Montana industries and recruit
new ones. The regional economic development agencies are also very active and have
frequent contact with the businesses in their areas. As these efforts advance, the
industries profiles may become outdated or incomplete. Therefore, all of this knowledge, which is being collected by agencies other than MDT, can and should be used to
improve, expand, and update the industry profiles in HEAT. MDT will look to these
agencies to help transfer their knowledge and may elect to move responsibility for
industry profile updates to another state agency.
At the present time, the industry profiles are intended as a background source of
information for a HEAT user or an audience of HEAT output to better understand the
results HEAT has generated. The software does not directly access information from
the industry profiles in order to calculate quantitative results. This separation may
change in future versions of HEAT, where the software could employ statistics,
parameters, data, or other information in the industry profiles.

•

Direct benefits module. HEAT has benefited from a recent and significant improvement in the parameters used to calculate direct user benefits. Central to converting
travel time savings into a change in business user costs is the value of time. Traditionally, this variable has been limited to two or three estimates based on the trip purpose:
on-the-clock travel; home-based work (i.e., commute); and other. No distinction was
made for the type of commodity being moved (e.g., sand and gravel versus fresh fish
or microchips). Furthermore, few modeling packages differentiated between the value
of time when travel time was due to normal congestion or road conditions (i.e., recurrent delay) and unexpected longer travel time caused by accidents (i.e., non-recurrent
delay). These distinctions have very significant effects on the value of time per hour of
delay. The parameters in HEAT represent the current state-of-the-practice by differentiating between recurrent and non-recurrent delay, seven types of commodities, and
three trip purposes.
Nevertheless, research is progressing that will further refine these estimates and further differentiate between commodity type; trip length; truck type; industry of origin
or destination; type of carrier (e.g., in-house shipper, common carrier, LTL, etc.); and
other important characteristics of a commodity move. As this research produces stable and vetted results, HEAT can and should be updated.
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•

Tourism module. The calculation of tourism benefits in HEAT from roadway
improvements is very dependent on exogenous estimates and analysis of tourist
behavior under the different roadway improvement alternatives. This dependence is
unlikely to change in the near term. Nevertheless, the State continues to collect
empirical data on tourism from visitor surveys, special studies, focus groups, and
other sources. This effort is led by the Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research
at the University of Montana. This information could and should be used to update
the industry profile of tourism, so a HEAT user could obtain more reliable estimates of
direct visitor benefits to input into HEAT. Furthermore, direct tourism benefits are
input into HEAT at present based on best judgments and local knowledge. A potential enhancement would automatically estimate alternative levels of visitor response to
a roadway improvement to see how much additional visitation is needed to drive up
the aggregate benefits of a proposed roadway improvement to generate a positive
benefit/cost ratio. To estimate a likely and reliable visitor response from a roadway
improvement, HEAT would require a separate, stand-alone module. If such a tool
became available, HEAT could be upgraded to interface with the tools output.

•

Business attraction module. The conceptual and arithmetic content of the business
attraction module in HEAT was developed by the Economic Development Research
Group, Inc. (EDR Group) with quality assurance and guidance from CS. This module
was coded into the HEAT software by CS. Both efforts represent a significant
advancement in the state-of-the-practice for economic impact analysis. Upgrades and
updates to this module are likely, and EDR Group and CS will make every effort to
offer these to MDT as they become stable. The most immediate upgrade likely may
involve making the results of the business attraction module accessible in a geographical format independently of the final results of a HEAT run. This functionality was
not suggested or requested under the Reconfiguration Study. Nevertheless, stakeholders for many of the proposed highway improvements that have or will be analyzed by HEAT have argued that the roadway improvement will attract new business
(i.e., “build it and they will come”). The business attraction module addresses this
assertion analytically and, thus, may be called upon to fully divulge its results. Such
transparency may help stakeholders and MDT understand the final outcomes.

•

REMI module and user interface. The REMI model is widely regarded as the state-ofthe-practice tool for analyzing the full economic impacts of monetized direct user
benefits. The REMI model incorporated in HEAT is based on data with a “last year of
history” of 2000, and MDT is currently assessing options to continue the use of REMI
for the next few years. At this time, CS does not anticipate any need to improve the
interface between REMI and other modules in HEAT. Further upgrades to HEAT,
however, may include enhancing access to some of the module’s internal data in REMI
(i.e., industry statistics, regional forecasts and socioeconomic data, etc.). Such access is
already possible to someone familiar with REMI.

•

Output and user interface. The effort to create the first version of HEAT was directed
at providing robust, reliable, and useful functionality to the user. CS did not divert its
resources to create an extremely user-friendly interface or devote time to aesthetic or
compelling graphical presentation of results. HEAT output, however, has been for-
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matted for easy import into Excel or other spreadsheet and database software, so a
user is able to graph and manipulate results as they see fit. User input screens have
been designed with a non-expert user in mind and are intended to be mastered with
minimum training. Nevertheless, CS expects that subsequent upgrades to HEAT will
devote more resources to the user interface and the graphical sophistication of the
outputs. This effort recognizes that the results of HEAT will often be presented to
policy and stakeholder audience who are not willing to interpret technical and cumbersome presentations.

 5.5 References
1.

Tran Plan 21 2002 Update, Montana Department of Transportation in conjunction with
Dye Management Group, Inc. (http://www.mdt.state.mt.us/tranplan21/).
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Appendix A1. Methods of Highway
Project Impact Evaluation
Literature Review
 1.0 Introduction
Montana’s transportation network provides a critical foundation to the State’s economy.
The strategic decisions made by the State concerning transportation priorities and investments will have a bearing on the State’s future prosperity. Businesses rely on the speed
and reliability of the transportation system to ensure that supply streams are uninterrupted and finished products are delivered to customers in a timely fashion. Transportation provides access to scenery and sites that attract visitors from around the world. As
part of their travel experience, tourists expect safe and well-marked routes that allow
them to reach their destinations without spending inordinate amounts of time. Strategic
investments in Montana’s highway network represent a key tool in the State’s efforts to
better meet economic development goals.
Although the economic importance of the transportation system and transportation
investments may seem inherently obvious, the quantification of these effects is complex.
As Montana considers the economic impacts of expanding the State’s roadways, this literature review offers an overview of the methodologies used to assess, quantitatively and
qualitatively, the potential economic benefits of transportation improvements. The types
of economic impacts that can be expected due to transportation investments are discussed,
and examples are provided showing other states’ experiences with using transportation as
part of an economic development strategy as well as their approaches for assessing economic benefits. Underlining the importance of transportation to economic development
efforts, literature also is reviewed that summarizes the importance of highways and transportation infrastructure as a consideration in the site selection process.

 2.0 Relationship Between Transportation and Economic
Development

There is fairly widespread acceptance of the notion that transportation infrastructure
plays a major role in the economy. At the national level, a well-maintained transportation
infrastructure system clearly is a fundamental part of a functioning economy. Local
transportation projects also can affect the economic fortunes of regions and states by
expanding customer or supplier markets; expanding labor markets; reducing business
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operating costs through lower direct expenses or increased economies of business
operation; and increasing the volume, visibility, and access of pass by traffic. These
impacts contribute to overall economic productivity and also local competitiveness.
This section provides a brief overview of some of the basic ways that transportation
investments affect the economic development of a state, region, or city.
•

Industry Competitiveness – Transportation efficiency improvements provide major
benefits for industries through reduced production and distribution costs. More specifically, properly-designed transportation investments increase access to varied and
specialized labor pools, improve connections to inventory and raw materials, and
expand customer bases. Impacts at an industry level are often concentrated in particular locations. Though they extend to the state and national level, these impacts are
a key example of how transportation investments impact a local economy. Growth of
a particular industry in a given area can yield extensive spill-over effects as the additional business and personal income generated create opportunities for other
businesses.

•

Household Welfare – Individuals and families benefit from a strong transport network through increased access to new or better jobs, goods, and services. Wellmaintained roads also reduce personal vehicle repair costs; efficient public transport
networks reduce costs associated with driving and automobile ownership.

•

Travel – Both business and leisure travelers depend on transportation infrastructure
for access to activities and destinations, such as conferences, trade shows, national
parks, beach resorts, and everyday business meetings and social events. Localized
travel impacts can occur if a particular area develops a major tourist or business
attraction. Business conference facilities, for example, can create the need for hotels,
restaurants, and other related facilities that can provide a base of economic growth for
an area. These facilities, however, may not be feasible in areas that do not already
attract business travelers.

•

Reduced Costs – Traffic accidents average $580 per capita in lost productivity, property damage, and medical expenses each year. Similarly, congestion-related time
delays and fuel consumption cost $78 billion for major U.S. urban areas in 1999 (1).
Investments that improve safety and increase capacity mitigate accident losses and
benefit businesses and households alike. These costs may not directly impact economic development in a particular area, but they decrease overall efficiency.

•

Direct Employment – Transportation investments provide employment in several
ways. First, construction spending provides employment in construction and support
industries, as well as increasing consumer spending due to increased earnings. Second, nearly 11 million people are employed in for-hire transportation and
transportation-related industries in the United States This includes some 236,000 people in the railroad industry; 147,000 school bus drivers; close to 1.9 million people in
motor freight; and nearly 1.3 million people in air transportation (2).

This list provides a basic overview of the direct connections between transportation
investments and economic development. For the purpose of economic development of
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disadvantaged areas, some items clearly are more important than others. This study ties
directly into the first factor, boosting industry competitiveness. The goal of programming
statewide funds to improve economic development should lead to a solid foundation for
private industry to develop or re-emerge, so that the area can sustain long-term growth.
The timing and duration of benefits generated from each of these connections will be different. The impacts of construction are short-lived and cannot be considered equivalent to
the subsequent impacts from industrial activity. If a transportation facility is built but
underused, the increased benefit from industry and tourist growth may lag the completion of the project for many years or never generate significant benefits. The timeframe,
therefore, becomes a critical element of evaluating potential benefits.
Monetary benefits to households also are important, but tend to occur when industrial
growth increases the incomes of residents in an affected area through direct employment
opportunities and the secondary and tertiary spending generated from business activity.
Nevertheless, benefits to residents of an economically depressed area may lag significantly
behind the transportation investments, are not necessarily as large, and may not flow to
existing residents at all. This latter outcome, simulating business activity that can hire
local residents, may require job training, initiate subsidies (e.g., welfare-to-work), and
other non-transportation interventions to ensure some of the original benefit from these
investments flow to the target population.

 3.0 Economic Impacts of Highway Investments
Most transportation/economic research and studies, both academic and project-specific,
have been focused on highway investments. Much of the initial impetus was the desire to
measure the economic benefits of building the interstate highway system. The research
typically has been divided into two methods. The first method attempts to measure the
national-level productivity enhancing benefits of transportation infrastructure using complex statistical modeling (3). This method sometimes groups all modes of transportation
infrastructure into a single measure of public capital, including roads, rail, air, water,
sewer, seaports, etc. The second method focuses on the regional competitiveness and
productivity benefits of improving the highway system as demonstrated through traditional user benefit measures and regional economic development indicators, often combining state or regional transportation models with economic impact models. While the
first approach has been attempted at the state level (see Maryland example provided
below), it is not a common approach for projecting the benefits of new highway investments at the subnational level.

Contributions of Highway Capital to Industry and National Productivity
Growth
Frequently cited by transportation practitioners, Ishaq Nadiri (3) has been involved with a
number of investigations into the links between transportation and U.S. economic growth.
The publication summarized here demonstrates a statistically valid relationship between
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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highway capital and industry productivity growth, which connects to overall growth in
national productivity. The study examines the contributions of total highway capital and
non-local highway capital to the output growth and productivity of 35 industry sectors
that comprise the U.S. economy, providing empirical evidence of the positive benefits of
public highway capital on private sector costs of production. For example, the study
found relatively large cost reductions (associated with an increase in highway capital) in
such industries as food and kindred products, trade, construction, and transportation and
warehousing. In addition to a “productivity effect,” the study also found an “output
effect” resulting from the cost reductions. The cost reductions permit products to be sold
at lower prices which, in turn, can be expected to lead to output growth. The cost saving
productivity gains from highway capital investments appear to “finance” a substantial
portion of the higher total production costs associated with the output expansion effect.

Transportation: An Investment in Florida’s Future
A 1996 study by the Florida Transportation Commission and Floridians for Better
Transportation examined the importance of transportation to the Florida economy (4).
The report found that for every additional dollar invested in public capital, Florida’s gross
state product (GSP) grew by $0.35, for a 35 percent return on investment. This analysis
included all modes of transportation (plus non-transportation public capital) and was performed using a production function, multiple regression methodology by the Center for
Urban Transportation Research (CUTR). In addition, CUTR focused an analysis on highway performance, using the Highway Economic Requirements System (HERS) model.1
This analysis found that investments to maintain current levels of highway conditions
(i.e., level of service) result in $2.86 in direct user benefits for every dollar invested. In
addition, the HERS model can help determine the appropriate share of capacity and noncapacity (preservation) spending needed to maintain various Present Serviceability
Ratings (PSR).

The Economic Impact of Maryland Highway Investment
This report focuses on the economic impacts of highway spending in Maryland from 1982
to 1996, showing: 1) the output and employment (direct and indirect) supported by the
highway system via its demand for labor, goods, and services; and 2) the long-run productivity effect resulting from an expanded and improved highway system (5). The
report seeks to answer three questions: 1) Why should the State invest in its highway
system?; 2) What short-term economic benefits flow from these investments?; and 3) How
does highway investment affect the economy in the long run?
The direct and indirect effects of highway investments (i.e., the economic activity associated
with highway spending through its purchases of labor, goods, and services) in the State are
shown in terms of jobs, output, and tax revenue. An input-output model of the regional
economy is used to trace each dollar spent on highways from the State Highway
1

HERS was developed by Cambridge Systematics for the FHWA.
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Administration’s (SHA) immediate vendors and employees to spending by their workers
and suppliers.
Beyond the direct and indirect effects associated with highway spending, the report also
measures the long-run productivity impacts of the State’s highway investments. This
includes the effects of transportation spending on the private costs of production, factor
productivity, and its overall contribution to state economic growth. The study analyzes
highways’ productive contribution by examining how costs in each of nine major industries change over time. Econometric techniques make it possible to separate the effects of
wage increases or changing prices of capital goods from the influence of other factors.
Among such additional factors, highway investment offers substantial savings. The public’s annual rate of return on its highway investment is the sum of such industry savings
per dollar of spending. The study found that highway investments were responsible for
almost 10 percent of Maryland’s productivity growth between 1982 and 1996.

Macroeconomic Analysis of the Linkages Between Transportation
Investments and Economic Performance
This report includes a thorough literature review and draws general conclusions about the
importance of transportation investments for economic performance (6). The report
explores ways in which infrastructure expands output and increases productivity,
specifically examining the “direct” and “attraction” effects that infrastructure has on
economic growth. Direct effects emphasize how infrastructure influences productivity
while the attraction effects of infrastructure stress how additional inputs (e.g., labor and
capital) entering a region stimulate its economy. The review concludes that infrastructure
investments have a modest positive effect on the nation’s private economic activity,
acknowledging that roads, airports, water, and other core infrastructure services are
important ingredients in a modern, productive economy.

NCHRP Synthesis 290, Current Practices for Assessing Economic
Development Impacts from Transportation Investments
The economic impact of transportation projects has become a relatively well researched
topic by transportation practitioners, consultants, and academics. NCHRP Synthesis 290,
as its name implies, provides an overview and assessment of the current practices
employed in tying transportation investments to economic development impacts (7). A
main feature of the study are the results of a survey which reviews the experiences of
52 transportation planning departments in applying economic impact analyses to transportation projects. As such, the report reviews the techniques used and the context in
which other transportation agencies have evaluated the economic development impacts of
transportation projects. The study defines several concepts that regularly are used by
practitioners, including a differentiation between “economic development impacts”
(development of an area’s economy) and “economic analysis” (any discrete elements of
benefit or cost to a society, such as impacts on the environment, quality of life, and transportation system users). These factors of economic analysis can be applied to determine
economic development impacts. Common variables that are applied in the measurement
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of economic development impacts, such as regional output, gross regional product
(GRP)/value added, wages, employment, productivity, capital investment, property value
appreciation, and tax revenue/public expenditures also are defined and put into a context
demonstrating how they result from a transportation project/program. As with the economic development concepts, a wide range of analytical methods and tools were
employed by transportation agencies to quantify economic development impacts. These
tools included dynamic simulation models of specific project or program scenarios, inputoutput models to assess impacts of specific project scenarios, and hybrid modeling systems
(e.g., combining a traffic model with an economic model, and combining a land-use model
with an economic model).

Guidance on Using Existing Economic Analysis Tools for Evaluating
Transportation Investments
This report presents the results of a study on the use of economic analysis tools in transportation, including their usefulness, reliability, and data requirements for specific types
of transportation projects (8). The objective of the study was to develop a practical guide
to commonly used economic analysis techniques and tools that address typical transportation decision-making problems. The research draws on practitioner interviews and case
studies, in conjunction with available literature, to illustrate how tools can be used by
practitioners to evaluate specific transportation projects. The report provides explanations
from case studies drawing the links between corridor improvements and economic benefits, including improved access, improved perceptions of region, reduced travel times, cost
reductions, increased local sales at roadside businesses due to increased traffic volume,
and additional visitors to an area due to improved access. These benefits then are tied to
changes in employment, population, wages, and value added. The report provides thorough profiles of the tools that frequently are used to analyze user benefits (e.g., HERS) and
economic impacts (e.g., REMI-Regional Economic Models, Inc.). Practitioners will find
this study to be a useful “survey” guide to the approaches that are used for evaluating
transportation projects. The report is made more accessible by several detailed descriptions of how these approaches and tools have been used in “real world” applications.

Freight Benefit/Cost Study: Compilation of the Literature
The goal of this study was to assist the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) with
taking a fuller account of the economic importance of freight in transportation planning
(9). In order to achieve this, the study focuses on a review of the approaches that have
been used to quantify and qualify the benefits and costs of investing in improvements in
intermodal links between the highway system and railroads, ports, and airports, as well as
in highway corridors where significant volumes of freight move. After a review of the
approaches that have been used to measure the freight benefits of transportation, the
study, in its next phase, will devise a new benefit/cost model for treating the benefits of
freight-transportation improvements.
The study cites several reasons for including the movement of freight as a key economic
consideration in transportation planning, and highlights how transportation
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improvements affect freight and logistics. Lower costs and improved service in freight
movement has a positive effect on firms engaged in the manufacture and distribution of
goods. Reducing per-mile cost of goods carriage means that any factory or distribution
point can serve a wider market area, with potential gains from scale efficiencies. It also
means a factory can draw supplies from a wider area with potential gains in terms of the
cost and/or quality of materials being used as inputs. Beyond lower costs to shippers,
reductions in transit time and improved schedule reliability also will have significant
impacts. These improvements allow firms to manage their inventories and supply chains
more efficiently. Increased reliability reduces the need for higher inventory levels to protect against delivery failure. Lower transit times reduce costs by allowing drivers’ time
(and associated costs) to be used more efficiently. Improvements in highway and intermodal freight carriage are one of the ways that governments can make a valuable contribution to the efficiency of a regional economy.

Using Empirical Information to Measure the Economic Impact of
Highway Investments
Improvements along existing highway corridors and new roadways designed to lower
travel times and improve connectivity are raising considerable interest as a means for
achieving economic development objectives. This study, through interviews and a literature review, documents the approaches used to determine the economic benefits associated with highway projects (10). By identifying and recording these benefits, quantitative
methods for estimating the economic impacts of transportation projects can be refined and
improved. Highway projects are not homogenous, and this study demonstrates that economic benefits vary on a project-by-project basis. The study also reviews the practices
(e.g., simulation models, qualitative assessments) and variables (e.g., population, income)
that are used to determine the economic benefits of transportation projects, showing the
advantages/disadvantages of the approaches and evaluating the reliability, accuracy, and
timeliness of the data sources used to measure the benefits. The interviews showed that
state departments of transportation (DOT) have a strong interest in using economic
impacts as part of the highway planning process. Job creation and the stimulation of new
investment were revealed as key interests for the DOTs in their efforts to more closely tie
projects to economic development.

 4.0 Evaluation of Economic Impact Analysis Tools and
Methods

4.1 Economics-Related Impacts
Economic development can be a complex, ambiguous concept often with varied meanings
for different people. For this reason, the definition of economic development impacts is
not always clear or consistent between academics, practitioners, and the general public.
But the consensus seems to suggest that economic development impacts relate specifically
to the development of a region’s economy and thus the flow of money (and/or jobs).
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Weisbrod (11) provided the following working definitions for key terms used in economic
analysis and explained how economic development impacts relate to these:
•

Transportation system user impacts are impacts on the value of travel time, expense, and
safety for travelers.

•

Economic development impacts are impacts on the level of economic activity in a given
area. In the context of transportation project evaluation, economic development
impacts most frequently are measured in terms of changes in business output (sales),
income generated (wages), and associated employment (jobs) in a given area.

•

Environmental and other external impacts include impacts on air pollution, noise, visual
blight, and other quality of life factors. These are often considered to be intangible or
non-monetary impacts, although they can be valued in monetary terms.

•

Social (or societal) impacts encompass all types of benefits and costs that have a value to
society and include transportation system user impacts, economic development
impacts and environmental and other external impacts.

In the transportation field, benefit/cost analysis is better known as transportation system
efficiency (or user benefit) analysis, which measures the monetary value of travel time,
safety, and travel costs savings of users, and compares it the with monetary costs used by
the project or program. Sometimes benefit/cost analysis is broadened to include the value
of other benefits to society beyond those accruing to users, such as environmental and
quality-of-life factors (e.g., air quality, water quality, noise, and visual blight). Benefit/
cost analysis can also include economic development impacts insofar as they are not covered by the user and environmental benefits. Impacts that do not directly change the flow
of money (such as time savings for personal travel) are usually not covered in economic
development impact studies, although values can be placed upon these in benefit/cost
studies.

4.2 Economic Development Impacts Measured
Most states that consider the economic development impacts associated with transportation improvements have focused on highway investments (12). The most popular measures of economic development impacts are employment, personal income, and tourism,
although property values, business attraction, and business output (sales)2 also are used:

2

Two related indicators are:
1. Gross regional product – The value of goods and services produced in the region that is not
purchased for further processing or resale within that region. Value added is calculated as
output minus the cost of purchasing intermediate products.
2. Business productivity – A ratio of output to the cost of some input (whether labor or capital).
This ratio measures the efficiency of production.
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•

Employment – the number of jobs associated with the investment;

•

Personal income – wages are the financial rewards paid to workers for the use of their
services, and are usually the primary component of personal income impacts;

•

Tourism – change in tourism visitor-days or visitor spending;

•

Effects on property values – an increase in property values reflects a growth in
demand for land and buildings as a result of business investment and growth in
population, personal income, and business activity;

•

Business attraction or location – total investment or new employment in an area.
When an area becomes more desirable for business activity, it often results in increases
in investment and economic activity associated with the relocation of outside businesses to the area and expansion of existing businesses; and

•

Business output – the value of all business sales of goods and services that take place
in an area.

The criteria for deciding which impacts to measure typically include:
•

Information/data available;

•

Staff resources available;

•

Analysis tools available;

•

Usefulness for public information; and

•

Usefulness for decision-making (11).

4.3 Tools and Methods – Brief Descriptions of Economic Impact
Analysis Tools
Among state DOT’s in the U.S., there is no standard approach to estimate the economic
development impacts associated with transportation projects, either in terms of the
method applied or the interpretation of the results. Also, states generally have not been
considering the economic development impacts associated with entire programs. One
example of a state that did consider program-level economic development impacts is
Maryland, who employed consultants to examine the impacts of the entire highway program over a historical period. More detail about this study is provided earlier in this
document.
The various approaches used by state DOT’s to account for economic development
impacts are highlighted below. States examine the economic development impacts of
transportation for a variety of reasons.
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Multi-Attribute Scoring/Ranking/Prioritizing System
Economic development criteria are identified and account for a certain percentage of the
maximum score of a project. An expert panel usually assigns the points to the various
projects as opposed to conducting a quantitative modeling exercise. Iowa, Ohio, and
Kansas follow this approach for their local economic development enhancement programs. This type of approach also is used to help define key corridors. The Minnesota
Interregional Corridor Study and Wisconsin Translinks 21/Corridors 2020 Highway Plan
are good examples of this approach. The focus is on using existing data regarding economic and traffic conditions, combined with local knowledge and trends, to define key
access/connectivity facilities linking to economic markets.

Surveys and Interviews
In this approach, the economic impacts of proposed projects are assessed through expert
interviews, business surveys, the collection of vehicle origin-destination (O-D) data, and
corridor inventory methods. In Indiana, for example, quantitative modeling of the economic development impacts of highway corridors is complemented by interviews with
professionals and stakeholders. This is an approach that can be used in any analysis.
Often times, local surveys and interviews complement and provide context to more quantitative analyses (Indiana, North Country). But with any analysis technique or task, it
usually is helpful to talk with local groups about the expected economic impacts. The
main concern for the analyst is determining when local individuals/organizations may
bias their response.

Comparable Case Studies
Case studies are used to identify the localized impacts of proposed projects by evaluating
the experiences of other communities or regions that had completed similar transportation
projects. Comparable case studies particularly are useful when presenting information to
the public, because they often are easier to understand than detailed economic analyses.
Wisconsin uses various methods to evaluate transportation projects and measure economic development impacts, including case studies to determine the specific impacts of
bypass projects. It typically is useful to consider how similar transportation investment
projects influenced economic development in other places, and this approach is most
commonly used for local economic development and corridor identification efforts. Care
must be taken to assess not only similarities, but also to understand the differences.

Checklist/Screening Tool
Some states have formal project priority formulas or ranking systems which include either
quantitative or qualitative factors related to economic development. Typically, economic
development considerations are one of multiple factors that enter into the project selection
process, and are given a weight relative to other factors, such as safety, time savings, etc.
The economic development impact or benefit often is rated based on a series of questions
or concepts. For example, in Kansas, economic development is a key consideration of its
“System Enhancement Program,” a program designed to fund state highway projects that
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improve safety, relieve congestion, improve access, or enhance economic development
(13). Some of the information applicants are asked to provide include:
•

A description of economic trends in the impact area (most recent five year trends
showing change in jobs, jobs resulting from local firm expansions, jobs resulting from
new companies or new locations, and the types of industries that created these jobs);

•

A subjective assessment of how the requested highway project will strengthen the
local economy; an explanation of additional infrastructure requirements that may be
associated with the project and how they may be funded;

•

A description of local economic development activities related to the requested highway project;

•

A listing of anticipated economic impacts resulting from the project; and

•

A description of how existing businesses in the impact area would be affected by the
project.

The valuation of each of these measures is determined by local experts, familiar with the
project and the local area. Applications for the System Enhancement Program are
reviewed by a state-selected panel of economic development experts. Another example of
the checklist/screening tool approach is used in Ohio.

Market Studies
These studies assess the current level of business activity in a given area to provide a basis
for forecasting changes under different future scenarios. Market data and forecasting
models are used to predict how proposed projects would change the size of the market
and or the cost of doing business in a specific area, impacting the area’s relative competitiveness and future economic growth. A Maryland study to assess the strategic investment requirements associated with emerging markets and technologies for the logistics
and distribution industry is a type of market study (7).

Regional Economic Simulation Models
User benefit models are the traditional method of assessing the economic impacts of
transportation investments. However, they do not estimate impacts in terms of standard
macroeconomic variables, such as employment, income, and GSP. Economic impact tools,
often linked with user benefit models, estimate impacts on these and other economic variables. The key is that economic impact tools require precise calculations of the “direct”
impacts of transportation investments, such as how travel time savings reduces the cost of
doing business. Dynamic (REMI) and static (IMPLAN and RIMS II) economic simulation
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models are described below. Other state and regional economic forecasting models do
exist, but they are typically not designed for policy analysis.3
REMI. The Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) model provides a representation of
regional economies and predicts demand and supply changes occurring as the result of a
policy change. The REMI model can be configured with any county or group of counties,
including entire states. The forecasts and simulation of policy change impacts are based
on a series of linked socioeconomic policy variables representing industry output, demand
for goods and services, labor supply, wages and prices, and industry market shares. For
example, the REMI model is capable of capturing detailed macroeconomic information on
53 industry sectors, 25 types of consumption demand, 94 occupations, and 202 age/sex
cohorts, along with impacts to personal income and GSP. The links between these many
input and output variables are based on observed interindustry relationships (inputoutput) and behavioral equations from economic theory.
Regional economic simulation models are used to forecast how future economic growth
would change in a given region if various policies or projects were to be implemented.
Input variables to the model are chosen to represent the direct impacts of an anticipated
change in the economy, such as an expansion to highway, rail, or airport service. The
REMI model then estimates the indirect and induced impacts throughout all sectors of the
regional economy based on these direct impacts. For example, the model would capture
key interrelationships within the economy such as the increase in competitiveness and
production (sales) due to reduced transportation costs in the economy.
IMPLAN and RIMS II. Input-output (I-O) models capture the interindustry linkages of a
regional economy and estimate economic multipliers. The most commonly used I-O
models are IMPLAN and RIMS II.4 The IMPLAN model is privately produced by the
Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc. and can be applied to any county or group of counties in
the country.5 The RIMS II model is produced by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
with geographic specificity down to the county level.6 Both models are reasonably priced
($200 to $600) and fairly easy to use. The RIMS II model simply produces multipliers by
industry, while IMPLAN allows a bit more flexibility and direct calculation of total
employment, output, and income impacts.
Standard economic multipliers produced by I-O models estimate two kinds of secondary
impacts from direct changes to an economy: 1) indirect; and 2) induced. Direct changes to
an economy usually are represented by employment, sales, or purchases (spending) due
to a firm attraction or expansion, or a change in tourism. Indirect impacts result from the
3

Examples of regional and state economic forecasting models include Global Insight
(www.globalinsight.com) and the University of Montana’s short-term forecasting model
developed by the Bureau of Economic and Business Research.

4

The REMI model is sometimes termed a dynamic I-O model, but has enough functionality to not
be considered a straight I-O model. It is discussed in the previous section. Further information
about this model can be obtained through their web site (www.REMI.com).

5

Further information about the IMPLAN model can be obtained through their web site
(www.implan.com) or at (651) 439-4421.

6

RIMS II information can be obtained at (www.bea.doc.gov/bea/regional/rims/) or (202) 606-5343.
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intermediate purchases necessary to operate a business. To the extent that local firms buy
from local suppliers, then the indirect impact will be larger. Induced effects stem from the
re-spending of wages in the local area earned by workers affected at the direct and indirect activity. In other words, if a new firm is attracted to the local area, the employees of
that firm will spend some proportion of their earnings at local shops, restaurants, etc.
Regional economic simulation models in practice:
Project-level – North Country, NY. The North Country Transportation Study assessed
transportation strategies that would improve economic conditions in the region between
Watertown and Plattsburgh, New York. The North Country is one of the slowest-growing
areas of the Northeast, and has struggled for many years with limited highway, air, and
rail access to key consumer and tourist markets. Key issues that were examined in the
study include the impact of limited highway access on freight and distribution industries;
the potential to attract additional tourists to regional casinos, other attractions, and the
Adirondack Mountains by improving highway or air service; and the potential to increase
international trade through improvements to bridge crossings between New York and
Ontario. There was an extensive economic development analysis for the project, including
an assessment of the impact on the economy if no additional transportation investments
are made as well as the relative benefits of alternative transportation strategies (14). The
analysis used a REMI econometric model in conjunction with a series of spreadsheet tools
to explicitly estimate the potential economic growth in the region related to transportation
investments in terms of jobs, income, and population.
Findings: Traditional analysis of user benefits determined that four-lane highway construction projects were not cost effective (i.e., costs exceed benefits) due to relatively low
traffic and congestion levels. However, an analysis of business attraction potential to the
region suggests that increased accessibility to major markets (e.g., Syracuse, Albany) could
increase economic activity in the study area enough to justify highway expansion. Full
economic impact analysis of the preferred route estimated roughly 3,800 new jobs.
Though the North Country is a fairly rural and isolated region, distance-wise, it’s not that
far from major markets. In contrast, Montana is relatively far from major markets, but
does provide important trade corridors with Canada and the rest of the northwestern U.S.
Program-level – Florida DOT Macroeconomic Analysis. This study for the Florida DOT
is an analysis of the macroeconomic effects of program-level transportation investments at
both the state and district level (15). The study includes a review of state and national
efforts to estimate the economic impacts of transportation improvements; a thorough data
collection process; the design of an analysis framework; and the development of a
macroeconomic model to examine highway, rail, air, and water transportation linkages to
Florida’s economy. Ultimately, the macroeconomic model will be applied at the state and
district level and be available for future analyses. The analysis approach will focus on a
combination of the Highway Economic Requirements System (HERS) model and the
REMI model. HERS is a tool that uses program-level spending (rather than projectspecific) to determine aggregate user benefits for a state (or the nation). The user benefits
then will be translated into inputs to the REMI model to determine macroeconomic
impacts of the five-year program and resource plan.
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Hybrid Modeling Systems
Indiana DOT’s Major Corridor Investment Benefit Analysis System (MCIBAS).
Indiana identified economic development as a key strategy with its 1986 statewide transportation plan, adding corridors in 1991. The Indiana DOT since has designed
sophisticated economic analysis tools to assess the impacts of major corridor improvements (16). These impacts are evaluated using a suite of planning tools, including a
statewide travel demand model, a user benefit/cost analysis tool, and a highway needs
analysis tool. Results from these tools are then fed into an economic analysis tool that
builds upon an Indiana-specific REMI model. The model captures the impacts resulting
from improved travel times, reliability and accessibility, as well as the geographical
dispersion of the benefits. The economic analysis tool has four categories of impacts that
sum to the macro-level impacts: 1) business competitiveness (user benefits); 2) business
attraction potential; 3) tourism attraction; and 4) dynamic multiplier and feedback effects.
MCIBAS was developed to be used for multiple highway investment projects, and
currently is being employed on the I-69 Evansville to Indianapolis Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS).

Pre/Post Case Studies
These studies typically gather “before and after” data on the localized development
impacts attributed to transportation investments and occasionally compare changes over
time in that region with economic changes in other regions. The Wisconsin DOT has
studied the statewide impacts of highway investments through a number of in-house
research reports that correlated growth in business locations and tourism with investments in new highways, rehabilitation projects, and bypass routes (5). There have been at
least two economic evaluations of the impact of the Appalachian Development Highways.
One used regression analysis (17) to isolate the economic growth impact of construction
roadways in the Appalachian region (by comparing economic growth to comparable
locations not experiencing highway construction), while another study used the REMI
model to simulate the impacts of the program over the past 25 years and assess potential
future impacts. The regression analysis study found that Appalachian counties with
highway investments benefited from statistically significant higher economic growth than
comparable counties outside the Appalachian area. The REMI model study indicates that
roughly 16,000 new jobs accrued to the Appalachian region by 1995 due to travel efficiencies gained through highway investments and that this corresponds to a 1.32 benefit/cost
ratio (18).

Sketch-Planning Tool
Another option to perform economic development impact analysis is to use a sketchplanning tool. Typically, this would be a more data-driven tool, relying on estimates of
the relationship between transportation investments and economic activity. The term
‘sketch’ largely refers to the idea that the model may incorporate more un-modeled
assumptions than a fully integrated traffic networked model/economic simulation model
(which would take modeled user benefits to apply to the economic simulation model).
The term ‘planning’ refers to the idea that the tool is designed to analyze many future
alternative scenarios, using average relationships, with less project-specific information.
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One example would be to input approximate travel time savings, truck trips, and
industries served into the sketch-planning tool and then calculate economic benefits in
terms of employment and sales. The Columbus, Ohio Freight Transportation Investment
Model (FTIM) example below provides more detail on this approach.
Columbus, Ohio Inland Port. The Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC)
has developed a sketch planning tool to analyze transportation projects (19). Recently, the
MORPC has made a concerted effort to develop the Columbus area into an “inland port”
for freight movements, primarily truck and rail. As part of the study to determine the feasibility of increasing freight movements and transfers in Columbus, Cambridge
Systematics developed the Freight Transportation Investment Model (FTIM) to be used as
a sketch-planning tool to quantify the economic impacts of freight-related projects. The
economic impact methodology used project-specific data on travel time savings to motor
carriers, annual truck trips, and value of time estimates to calculate direct and indirect
economic impacts. The key steps in the estimation procedure are:
1. Estimate annual truck trips by truck type by project;
2. Exclude external-to-external trips and externally owned trucks;
3. Allocate truck trips by industry in the local area;
4. Calculate estimated travel time savings per trip, the value of time savings, and assign
these savings to truck trips;
5. Distribute savings by private fleet versus for-hire trucks (using the Transportation
Satellite Accounts) and by inputs versus value-added; and
6. Run the economic model to obtain economic indicators such as employment, sales,
and income.
In the computerized version of FTIM, planners or engineers can determine the economic
impact of any proposed project with annual truck volumes of up to two million and with
estimated travel time savings of up to 30 minutes. Travel time savings can be estimated
by using several methods ranging from simple traffic engineer estimates based on local
knowledge to using sophisticated traffic network models. A three month lease of the
REMI simulation model was used to estimate average economic benefits accruing to specific industries due to cost savings, and this feature is built into FTIM for future analyses
of projects. Projects then can be prioritized based on economic benefits relative to costs.

 5.0 Review of Policies and Plans from Other States that
Link Transportation and Economic Development

The previous sections provide a basic overview of the types of economic impacts that
might be expected from transportation investments and common economic development
impact modeling methodologies. This section focuses on existing state and regional proCambridge Systematics, Inc.
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grams that attempt to link transportation and economic development, emphasizing
corridor strategies. Several states have existing approaches to incorporate economic
development considerations into their transportation planning activities. States have several ways of matching transportation investments to economic development, with a particular focus on the way they identify areas in need.
•

Promote Local Economic Development – Several states have special transportation
investment programs to facilitate and promote economic development in local areas,
often for specific business attraction/retention projects.

•

Corridor Identification – Some states consider the expected economic development
impacts as a factor in determining key economic corridors. Based on existing economic and population centers, traffic volumes, connections to other regions, etc., states
designate key corridors to focus transportation investments and maintain levels of
service.

•

Program-Level Assessment – A few state DOTs and other transportation agencies
consider the economic impacts of program-level investments.

•

Impact Assessment of Large Projects – Many states consider the economic development impacts of large proposed projects as part of their broader environmental impact
assessment process. For example, positive economic development impacts often are
considered as a response to local concerns about the potential adverse effects of proposed projects. Often, contractors leading the technical analysis of large projects use
sophisticated economic simulation models to both quantify the magnitude of proposed investments and compare/rank alternatives.

5.1 Promote Local Economic Development
These programs typically are geared to relatively small projects to help a specific firm or
locality. The State ranks or prioritizes local projects that are the most worthy based on
existing conditions and a qualitative assessment of future impacts.
There are two basic ways that states include economic development concerns into transportation planning efforts:
1. Transportation programs designed for economic development; and
2. Programs that include economic development as one of several criteria for prioritizing
funding.

Transportation Programs Designed for Economic Development
Iowa’s RISE (Revitalize Iowa’s Sound Economy) Program for Roads (20). The best
example of these programs is Iowa’s RISE Program for Roads, administered by the Iowa
DOT Office of Project Planning. This program includes $31 million worth of funding for
projects that show significant economic benefits, including economic diversification, new
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business attraction, small businesses development, increased exports or imports, and
tourism growth. Funding is available for both immediate opportunity projects that will
retain or attract a particular business or businesses and for longer-term local development
projects that may target an industry more than a particular business. The RISE projects
are evaluated against a number of criteria, including:
•

Effect on competition;

•

Economic benefits to the State;

•

Amount of private capital leveraged;

•

Number of jobs created or retained; and

•

Regulatory violation history of the businesses being attracted

Two types of RISE projects have been identified:
1. Immediate Opportunity Projects – These projects present a definite and immediate
opportunity for the creation or retention of permanent jobs. Jobs relocating from
another part of the State are not considered. A 20 percent local match is required.
These projects can be approved within a couple of weeks.
2. Local Development Projects – These projects have to demonstrate economic development benefits, but do not require an immediate commitment of funds. Examples
include industrial parks and tourist attractions. Projects are evaluated on their development potential, local initiative and transportation and economic need demonstrated
in the area of impact. Approval for development projects can take a few months.
Funding for the program comes from a dedicated fuel tax that yields approximately
$31 million annually. Almost two-thirds of the available funds are spent on the state
highway system, with the balance devoted to city and county roads. Job creation and
retention commitments are important criteria in the project selection process and the State
has subsequently tracked the extent to which those promised jobs actually have occurred.
Other Transportation Programs Designed for Economic Development. Several economic development programs provide targeted funding opportunities for specific, smallscale projects that attract employers. Wisconsin’s Transportation Economic Assistance
(TEA) Program provides 50 percent funding grants ranging from $300,000 to $1 million to
attract business. Eligible projects include railroad segments, access roads, widened intersections, airport runways, or harbor improvements. Applicants must show a measurable
and permanent impact on jobs within three years. Applications are ranked on the basis of
cost per job, local unemployment rate, benefits to regional transport, and proximity to
other economic assistance projects. TEA committed approximately $37 million in grants
to 152 projects in its first 11 years of operation.
New York’s Industrial Access Program provides funding for economic development using
combined grants and interest-free loans up to a total of $1 million per project. Projects are
for highway and bridge improvements that help create or retain non-retail jobs, but do not
have another source of public support. Projects are selected based on the cost per job
retained or created and the amount of private funds leveraged.
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Two states, Iowa and Maine, have specific industrial rail access programs that are targeted
towards economic development. Maine’s Industrial Rail Access Program provides grants
based on a project’s impacts on new employment, private investment, and new economic
markets (12). Iowa’s Railroad Economic Development Program provides up to $100,000
per project for projects that stimulate economic development by providing or maintaining
rail service.

Economic Development as Criterion
Several states address economic development as a criterion for project selection and their
programs vary significantly.
The Kansas “System Enhancement Program” uses economic development enhancement as
one of the criteria for selecting projects. Economic development constitutes 20 percent of
the total score given to projects. The scores are based upon several factors: a narrative
describing the benefits; estimates of business and job growth by industrial sector; a
description of economic trends; estimates of changes to time, cost, and safety of travel; and
descriptions of collateral infrastructure and other activities that will contribute to the
project.
Ohio incorporates economic development criteria into its evaluation of major new projects
(costs greater than $5 million) for inclusion in its statewide TIP. These criteria constitute
30 percent of the total score for these projects. Economic development criteria include
expected non-retail job creation or retention; a measure of the severity of economic distress; the cost effectiveness of investment; and the level of private sector, non-retail capital
attracted to the State by the project. Rankings are determined by an expert panel, but are
required to be quantitative rankings, rather than subjective statements of worth.
Pennsylvania considers economic development impacts during the needs assessment
stage of its long-range planning and programming process. The Pennsylvania DOT uses a
more informal calculation of economic development benefits and does not explicitly
include scores for economic development concerns when selecting projects. The State
incorporates economic development considerations through an examination of areas with
closing industries and communities lobbying for programs that attract new industries or
enhance job growth.

5.2 Corridor Strategies and Identification
Several states have identified major economic corridors that are used to target transportation investments. States have different sets of criteria for selecting corridors, but the overall focus is on ensuring state connections to regional, national, and international markets.
Program examples include the following:
•

Illinois’ transportation needs assessment and plan (Lifelines to the Economy) identifies
formal “economic corridors” (emphasis on industrial activity) that provide direct
access to rural areas and to national and international markets. In addition, an
Economic Development Program was established in 1990 that provides state assistance
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to local governments for highway improvements needed to provide improved access
to new or expanding industrial, distribution, or tourism developments. Originally,
$25 million was authorized for the period 1990 to 1994. The current needs of the program are estimated at $136 million.
•

The Indiana DOT identified economic development as a key strategy in its 1986 statewide transportation plan, adding corridors in 1991. The Major Corridor Investment
Benefit Analysis System (16) predicts the impacts of cost savings, business attraction,
and tourism and forecasts regional changes in total employment, output, and personal
income by industry.

•

North Carolina’s Economic Development Highways. The Highway Trust Fund is a
statewide program aimed at supporting “statewide growth and economic development objectives” by improving connections between population centers. Transportation
2001 aims to accelerate funding designated for “key economic development highways
through the State” and specific corridors within the North Carolina Intrastate
Highway System. To assess competing highway proposals, North Carolina incorporates economic development considerations in a benefit/cost matrix (12).

•

Oregon DOT maintains two separate highway funds: one for the operations, maintenance, and preservation of a “base system” of existing roads; and the other one for
improvements to enhance the livability and economic opportunity in the State.

Detailed descriptions of corridor strategies and programs for Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Mississippi, and Georgia are provided below.

Wisconsin DOT’s Translinks 21/ Corridors 2020 Highway Plan
Wisconsin DOT’s Translinks 21 planning document provides a multimodal framework for
evaluating transportation priorities (21).
In this process, alternative statewide
transportation strategies were ranked in terms of how they affect the State’s key
industries. Given this framework, more detailed plans were developed for highway,
airport, rail, bicycle, and transit modes for the year 2020. The highway plan, referred to as
Corridors 2020 designates 2,100 miles of roadway segments throughout Wisconsin that
provide essential links between key economic centers. Divided into “backbone” and
“connector” systems, these roadways link the State’s economic and tourism centers and tie
Wisconsin communities to the Interstate system for improved access to national and
world markets.
Ultimately, the objective is that nearly all towns in Wisconsin with a population of more
than 5,000 will be within five miles of one of these routes. Roadways that are designated
as corridors have performance standards regarding safety, comfort, width, passing
opportunities, and congestion levels (if congestion levels are high, bypasses, widening,
multi-laning, and alternative modes are considered).
Each highway considered for inclusion in Corridors 2020 was evaluated in terms of objective criteria that involved a combination of operational and economic factors. Highways
considered included:
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1. Multilane highways and existing two-lane highways with projected traffic volumes
sufficient to require additional lanes by 2020;
2. Highway segments that service trade centers (trade centers were classified using the
following factors: population, employment, employment diversity, property valuation, service receipts, retail trade, and wholesale trade);
3. Highway segments that service manufacturing centers (manufacturing centers were
designated through a county by county assessment of manufacturing employment,
value added by manufacture, and number of manufacturing establishments);
4. Highway segments that service agricultural centers (counties were ranked by agricultural production);
5. Highway segments that service forestry centers (forestry counties ranked by pulpwood, pulp mills, and saw timber);
6. Highway segments that service recreation and tourism centers (several factors were
used to determine the routes most critical to the recreation and tourism industry,
including tourism establishments, employees, restaurants, lodging establishments,
campgrounds, seasonal dwellings, marina berths and harbors, state parks, a number of
downhill ski runs, and miles of snowmobile trails); and
7. Highway segments with average daily truck volumes greater than 1,250 in 1994 or segments that are projected to have volumes greater than 2,100 by 2020.
The backbone system is intended to connect the top tier of economic and tourism centers
to their principal markets and to the Interstate system. Using similar criteria as the backbone system (but with lesser values), the connector system is intended to link lower tier
economic and tourism centers to the backbone system.
Economic development also is part of the criteria used by Wisconsin’s Transportation
Projects Commission when it considers bond financing for major transportation projects
(e.g., building of four-lane roadways) and also is accounted for when prioritizing major
highway projects in the State Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP). A multi-attribute
“scoring system” is used to prioritize all major highway projects for inclusion in the STIP.
Various methods are used to measure economic impacts, including the assessment of economic benefits using the REMI model, time series analyses to document how past highway investments have affected local or statewide development (e.g., did highway corridor
investments result in any industrial location decisions?), tracking business location and
growth (e.g., use of surveys and GIS applications to track spatial patterns of business
location and industrial concentration), and case studies (e.g., to determine the impacts of
specific bypass projects).

Minnesota’s Interregional Corridor Study
Minnesota established a system of interregional corridors that will guide future decisionmaking through its “Interregional Corridor Study” completed in 1999 (22). This study is
intended to guide the management of the important connections between the State’s
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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regional trade centers. The improvement and protection of these connections are viewed
as a strategic approach for enhancing the competitiveness and economic vitality of the
State.
The economic importance of the corridors and corridor system was determined through a
technical evaluation process, which provided an objective and quantitative basis for
selecting the corridors. The following steps were taken:
•

A set of routes to be analyzed as part of the Interregional Corridor Study was defined.
With a few exceptions, these included all state highway principal arterial routes, and a
limited number of minor arterial routes that were identified during initial small-group
meetings.

•

These routes were divided into different segments for which data on facility usage,
connectivity, and growth were collected – daily traffic volumes, daily heavy commercial vehicle volumes, seasonal peaking characteristics, and growth in traffic volumes.

•

A corridor connectivity factor was developed which gave a higher priority (importance) to corridors that connect many centers or regions as opposed to corridors that
serve fewer centers. Point weightings were established for connections to metropolitan areas (four points), primary centers (three points), secondary centers (two points)
and shopping centers (one point). The weighting points were added along the corridor. The total number of points was divided by the total miles in the corridor to
obtain the number of weighted points per mile.

•

The final evaluation factor was future population growth. This factor was included to
account for the location and magnitude of future population changes in Minnesota.

The above factors were used to analyze, group, and rank the corridors. A two tier
approach7 was used to prevent the Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area from dominating the
corridor rankings, because of higher volumes and overall activity. In addition, the interstate routes were selected as interregional corridors, because they are part of the national
system that links Minnesota to other parts of the country.
Grouping of the corridor segments into longer corridors was done through an iterative
process, involving a large number of stakeholders. It was found that:
•

Regional trade centers have population growth rates more than one-third higher than
the prevailing average for the State;

•

Regional trade centers are the primary generators of the State’s economic growth; and

•

The corridors linking the regional trade centers showed substantial growth in traffic
volumes over the past 10 years.

7

Two tiers, the Metro Link and Greater Minnesota Tier, were identified.
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This approach seeks to ensure that the connections between the identified centers provide
quick, safe, and predictable travel for individuals and businesses. To ensure future
mobility, the study also identified the interregional corridor segments that are now or are
at risk of performing poorly. Improving mobility on these short, but economically vital,
sections of roadway is becoming a focus of Minnesota’s programming discussions.

Mississippi’s Economic Development Highway Program
Mississippi has initiated a statewide highway investment program (the 1987 Highway
Program) largely for the purpose of economic development. This program aims to construct or improve highway segments in specific areas to encourage “high economic benefit
projects.” These projects tend to be transportation investments at large developments,
such as regional shopping malls, distribution centers, manufacturing process industries,
warehousing, research and development, large hotels and resorts, or any air transportation and maintenance facility.
Eligible economic projects leverage a new private investment of at least $50 million (or
$20 million if the company already has a statewide capital investment of at least $1 billion)
(23). Applicants also must show additional jobs and a positive benefit/cost analysis.
Mississippi thus analyzes and prioritizes investment alternatives in terms of the number
of additional jobs, and performs benefit/cost analyses based on user benefits. Investment
impacts are not translated into a total value to the economy. Since 1987, Mississippi has
built over 700 miles of four-lane highways. Cited benefits are improved safety and accelerated economic and commercial growth.
The program is regulated through the Department of Community and Economic
Development. Funds are administered through the Department of State Aid and the DOT
coordinates the roadway designs and any construction to the state highways. The DOT
also determines who will maintain the road(s) or transportation improvements once
constructed.

Georgia: Economic Development Highways
The Governor’s Road Improvement Program (GRIP) was initiated in the 1980s by the
Governor (Barnes) and represents a major state effort to widen two-lane roads and stimulate economic development by improving the transportation network. The program consists of 16 “economic development highways”8 that aims to place 98 percent of the State’s
cities (with a population of 2,000 or more) within 20 miles of a multi-lane highway. The
program also will provide access for oversized trucks to all cities with a population of
2,000 or more (24).
During 1996, the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) initiated a survey to
quantify the importance of the Road Improvement program on local economies. Questionnaires were sent to county commissioners and chamber of commerce officials of 100
8

The economic development highways consist of existing primary routes and truck-connecting
routes.
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counties on or near an economic development highway.9 The following questions were
included to measure the economic development impacts associated with these highways:
1) list any businesses that located in the county because of the highway; 2) pinpoint any
businesses that have expanded because of the highway; and 3) indicate any businesses
that did not locate in the county because the highway was not completed. Sixty-three of
the 200 surveys sent out were returned – a response rate of 31.5 percent. Because the program is still being executed, its total economic impact could not be determined yet, but the
preliminary study indicated substantial economic benefits associated with the Road
Improvement Program.

5.3 Economic Successes of Regional and Rural Transportation Projects
Regional economic growth typically occurs when a region sells its goods and services to
other regions, thereby, bringing new income into the region. Transportation provides
access to markets in other regions, acting as an important link for economic growth. There
also are more subtle links between the level of transportation service and the diversity of a
region’s economy, and between congestion and the perceived quality of life in a region.
For many rural regions, in particular, access to transportation networks can mean the difference between isolation and inclusion. Highways connect rural residents to jobs, shopping, health care, and educational opportunities. This section provides several examples
of how transportation investments have led to regional economic growth.
Appalachian Development Highway System (ADHS). The ADHS will improve access to
national markets and provide intraregional linkages for portions of 13 southern and midAtlantic states.10 With 12 corridors and 1,400 miles of the proposed 3,025-mile network
completed, the ADHS is creating thousands of new employment opportunities in retail,
industry, and tourism; improving safety; and improving access to social services, health
care, education, and shopping. These benefits, estimated to reach $5.5 billion over the life
of the project (1965 to 2025), exceed highway construction and maintenance costs by
$1.4 billion. These savings result from a greater number of lanes, improved road conditions, and higher speed limits. The ADHS corridors were estimated to have generated
16,000 jobs by 1995, and 42,000 jobs by 2015. These jobs are distributed across the construction, manufacturing, services, and retail trade sectors and would not have been created without the ADHS (18). Comparing counties in Appalachia with statistically paired
counties outside the region offers additional evidence of the positive economic impact of
highway building. Between 1969 and 1991, 110 Appalachian counties with development
highways grew 49 percent faster in earnings, 69 percent faster in income, and six percent
faster in population than their statistical twins (17).
Four Corners. A New Mexico highway widening project in the Four Corners – where
Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico come together – provides substantial economic
development potential. The project is the key to improving economic development and
9

There are 159 counties in Georgia.

10

The states are Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.
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tourism opportunities in San Juan County, which has income levels only two-thirds the
U.S. average (25). Widening of a 120-mile stretch of a two-lane highway (to be named
U.S. 550) will provide direct four-lane access to the Mexican border in Santa Teresa. San
Juan County expects a tourism boost from the project. Manufacturers in the Farmington
area (including producers of conversion vans, utility trailers, anti-aircraft missiles, and
hydrocoils) have already expanded in anticipation of the improved productivity that will
result from better access to suppliers and markets. Agricultural producers in the region
also expect to benefit from increased access to distant markets. In addition to promoting
tourism and economic development, the NM 44 project has had a high level of community
involvement and has generated jobs for underemployed workers. Contractors working on
NM 44 received various tax and rebate credits by hiring workers who qualify for welfareto-work programs. Training programs for commercial drivers’ licenses and the use of
heavy equipment were made available to local residents, so they could take advantage of
the income-generating opportunities offered by the project. By early 2000, more than
200 people had been trained with higher skill levels using these programs.11
West Virginia. In West Virginia, the construction of U.S. 19 between Sutton and Beckley
caused a tourism boom in the region. Average daily traffic counts on U.S. 19 increased
fourfold in the 16 years since its completion in 1978, from 2,800 vehicles to more than
10,000. By the mid-1990s, with traffic volumes well above official predictions, it became
necessary to widen the road in places where two lanes had been built instead of four.
New interchanges were added; further increasing tourism opportunities and the benefits
to the local economy. Today, tourists come from across the country to take advantage of
the region’s spectacular natural beauty and recreational opportunities, such as white
water rafting. Nearly 250,000 people a year raft the New River, the Gauley River, and
three other West Virginia rivers. In all, some 40 rafting businesses generate nearly
$75 million a year. The less adventuresome come to admire the New River Gorge Bridge,
the world’s longest single-arch steel bridge. A symbol of U.S. 19’s success as a tourist
magnet, the bridge began drawing curious tourists even before its completion (26).

5.4 Conditions for Success
The case studies provide key examples of locations that successfully linked transportation
investments to economic development opportunities. All of the examples involved more
than just transportation investments. This Appendix provides an analysis of those programs to demonstrate key sets of factors that helped lead to their success.
•

Collateral Activities – Providing economic development opportunities for needy
areas requires more than just investing in transportation. These areas often will need
collateral activities to make the transportation investments useful. The New Mexico
highway project in Four Corners included community involvement, job training, and
tax credits that, in combination with the highway upgrades, comprised a total package
of economic development. A complete economic investment package likely will

11

Cambridge Systematics interview with San Juan Economic Development Service, San Juan
County, New Mexico.
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include collateral activities like job training, business location or retention incentives,
water/sewer infrastructure, etc.
•

Access to Existing Markets – A key component of supporting economic development
is the existence of product or labor markets to absorb increased production or provide
appropriate labor. Transportation improvements that increase access to specialized
labor and suppliers can increase the competitiveness and innovation of firms.
Attracting the right mix of industries becomes especially important when the distances
to market are large and the target area exports primary products (crops, ores, and
other extraction products) without any value-added production. The North Country
project in New York will provide improved connections to major markets in Syracuse
and Albany. In New Mexico, the Four Corner’s project improved connections to
potential markets for products and raw materials in Mexico. In Indianapolis,
improvements to the downtown transportation infrastructure allowed existing
business to improve their customer base and led to the return of businesses in an overall economic development effort.

•

Tourism Opportunities – Another type of potential economic opportunity comes in
the form of tourism. Areas that have inherent tourism potential can use transportation
investments to improve access to these activities, creating potential spill-over effects.
In the North Country study, transportation improvements would provide better access
to local casinos and natural attractions in northern New York. A major river for
rafting was a major potential attraction in West Virginia. Further, a major bridge in
that project proved to be an attraction of its own. In the Four Corners project,
increased roadway capacity will improve access to natural features in the Southwest.
A transportation project targeting tourism, however, may need to preserve the rural
character and, thus, avoid widening a road or building an interchange.

•

Existing Industries – Areas that have some existing industries are often in the best
position to use transportation investments to expand those and related industries. In
Boise, Idaho, transportation investments allowed Micron to go ahead with expansion
plans that otherwise might have been much more difficult. These opportunities, however, may require more scrutiny at the competitive position of the existing industries.
Such scrutiny involves determining if they are losing market share to global competition, whether or not the transportation investments sufficiently improve their cost
structure, and if there is a potential to capture downstream value-added processing
that would make a transportation investment more effective.

•

Coordinated Investments – A commitment by private industries to invest in a particular area helps ensure economic benefits. In Central Ohio, a transit center included the
development of retail and service facilities to better ensure the potential for redevelopment in the area. In New Mexico, coordination with the private sector ensured that
local manufacturing plants began expansion plans to coincide with the opening of the
highway, instead of waiting for the investment to be complete.
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5.5 Other Economic Development Considerations
The studies analyzed above point to a set of factors that shape the conditions necessary for
transportation to positively affect economic development. Direct work in the field of economic development helps us to step back and consider broader conditions that define a
successful intervention. This broader view is based largely on Forkenbrock’s (1990)
review of economic development paradigms (27).
•

Generative Versus Redistributive Impacts – One of the major considerations is
whether the economic activity generated through investment creates new employment
or industrial activity, or shifts from pre-existing locations, what Forkenbrock calls
“raising the ante” (27, 28). Forkenbrock argues that states should not invest in an
improvement that would create local jobs by shifting them from another locale. Some
redistribution may be acceptable, however, if it shifts activities from high cost well-off
areas to lower cost areas in need of economic development. For example, providing
opportunities for back office employment in lower cost areas can shift jobs from highcost areas to areas more needing of employment. Furthermore, these shifts may produce generative impacts by lowering business costs.

•

Spreading Out Impacts – Forkenbrock notes that geographic diversity is a key public
policy dilemma for government. Spreading out public infrastructure investment can
reduce subregional income or unemployment discrepancies, but may be at the expense
of reducing the aggregate economic development potential of the region at large.

•

Stimulating Private Investment – The economic development purpose of building
transportation or other facilities is to facilitate private investment in an area. The level
of this investment should be proportional to the cost of providing a new facility.

•

Quality of Impacts – The studies reviewed rarely examine whether the economic
impacts were needed or desired locally. They typically do not examine if the local
population has the appropriate skills for newly created jobs or examine if wealth is
retained locally. Appalachian development programs, in particular, have received
some criticism for benefiting national corporations, rather than the local population
(17). Though it is difficult to measure the “quality” of economic development, this
should nevertheless be an important consideration in studying localized impacts.

•

Cost-Effectiveness or Benefit/Cost of Impacts – Few of the studies reviewed have
attempted to compare the actual impacts of the highway investments with their actual
costs. Wilbur Smith Associates (1998) (18) estimated benefit/cost and net present
value of the ADHS investments, although this was based on post-implementation
modeling rather than empirical data collection. Cost-effectiveness also could be
defined in terms of dollars spent per job created or unit of additional income, but
again, this has rarely been done.
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 6.0 Review of Site Location Literature/Importance of
Highways

There has been a great deal of research over the past decade focusing on how transportation affects business location decisions. This section of the literature review summarizes
the highlights of this research and is organized into four subsections:
1. Surveys of business location decision-makers;
2. Guides for local investment to attract new business;
3. Analyses of specialized business location needs; and
4. Academic Research on business location patterns.

6.1 Surveys to Identify General Factors in the Site Selection Processes
There are a number of published studies which identify key considerations that influence
business location decisions. Several themes concerning the basic requirements for business location and attraction (and hence conditions for economic development) consistently
emerge. These include the adequacy of the region in terms of: labor force, transportation
access, site infrastructure, and quality of life. These categories are interrelated, since
transportation infrastructure characteristics also can affect broader transportation access
patterns, as well as access to specific labor force skills. For instance:
•

A national survey of leading business executives by Site Selection magazine (29) found
that the top business location factors were: 1) labor availability and quality; 2) overall
operating costs; 3) business climate; 4) transportation infrastructure; 5) financial incentives; 6) workforce training; 7) quality of life; 8) labor costs; 9) energy/utilities; and
10) proximity to large markets.

•

A survey of development organizations by Site Selection magazine (30) focused on the
quality of life factors that have the greatest effects on local attractiveness for corporate
facilities. The survey found that recreation topped the list, followed by transportation
access.

•

A consortium of the nation’s major site selection consulting firms, working under the
auspices of the Site Selection Task Force of the International Economic Development
Council, developed “Site Selection Data Standards” (31). The standards provide models for inventorying all of the key factors in site location decisions. These factors
(unranked) include labor force access and costs, transportation access, utilities, education,
taxes, and quality of life.

•

The International City/County Management Association’s (ICMA) Guide to Business
Attraction (32) lists site location requirements as labor force, location, transportation,
site-specific infrastructure/utilities, financing, higher education, and quality of life.
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•

The Business and Industrial Development Handbook (33) identifies the requirements
for a successful industrial park as labor force (availability and quality); transportation
service (access to expressways and airports); site conditions (topography, infrastructure,
utilities, contamination); and quality of life (including housing affordability).

•

The Council for Urban Economic Development’s (CUED) “Guide to What is Economic
Development” (1997) (34) lists the top requirements (in rank order) as: labor availability; workforce skill levels; site and land availability; and transportation access and sound
infrastructure.

•

The PHH Fantus Benchmarking Study (1996) (35) listed the key factors (in rank order)
to be used in site location screening as: labor availability; market access; utility service/
capacity; site and building availability; local infrastructure; and quality of life.

•

An empirical survey reported in the CUED Strategies Report, Developing Strategies for
Economic Stability and Growth (1987) (36), found that access to markets was the number
one consideration for headquarters and R&D facilities while access to people was number one for production facilities.

•

A survey of research studies (37) concluded that, “the traditional location factors –
markets, labor, raw materials, and transportation – remain the most important location
factors.”

•

An economic development guide for practitioners (38) identified 11 features of a productive economy: 1) land; 2) access to markets and materials; 3) labor; 4) capital;
5) energy; 6) finance; 7) management; 8) taxes; 9) regulatory climate; 10) research; and
11) quality of life.

•

A study (39) on the components of “quality of life” noted that transportation-related factors such as access to airports, colleges, and hospitals, as well as short commutes, were
all leading influences on quality-of-life.

The relative importance of specific location factors differs by industry, so facilities, infrastructure, and access must be tailored to meet industry needs. A key point repeated by
most of the reviewed studies is that these factors often represent necessary preconditions
and each is necessary, at some level, for successful economic development.

6.2 Guides for Successful Attraction of Business to Local Industrial and
Office Parks
Guidebooks on the development of office parks, industrial parks, technology parks, and
other types of business parks are clear on common site location needs. Not surprisingly,
the key needs for successful business parks bear a strong resemblance to the categories of
individual firm needs that were cited previously. These considerations are specified in the
industrial park guide, Business and Industrial Development Handbook (33). It is notable that
highway access emerges as a crosscutting factor affecting three different elements of successful industrial parks: 1) labor force availability; 2) transportation service; and 3) quality
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of life. Access to airports with good flight service also emerges as a key location factor for
office parks.
•

The ULI Guide for Industrial Park Development notes the importance of analyzing the
transportation network in terms of how well it provides access not only to markets
and suppliers, but also to commercial services and residential neighborhoods. It further notes that, “One of the most important location considerations for a business park
or a large, single-industrial site is the array of transportation services available at the
site. The major difference between earlier planned industrial districts and parks, and
modern business parks has been the new freedom in choice of locations made possible
by the ‘clean’ uses now found in parks and by improved roads, especially the freeway
network and the large trucking industry.” The guide also notes a general trend
toward freeway locations for planned business parks.

•

The ICMA guide to Business Attraction and Retention (32) specifies that “transportation is necessary for corporate survival. To be attractive to business, a community
must have access to the interstate and major state highways, easy access from highways to the site, guaranteed rail service with appropriately zoned adjacent lands, an
airport within 30 minutes of the site and a modern telecommunications network. With
respect to highways, the standard often put forth by corporate officials is that the site
must be 15 to 30 minutes from an interstate or major highway.”

The general finding from the previously-noted studies and guides is that good highway
access by itself is not sufficient for business attraction to occur, but that highway investments – when accompanied by the continuation, upgrading, and/or strategic targeting of
job skill and local site/infrastructure development – can make a difference. Explicitly recognizing this fact, the Appalachian Regional Commission developed a business attraction
targeting guide that is designed specifically for communities and regions receiving major
highway improvements (40). The guide provides tools to assess improvements in highway access to labor markets, customer markets, and supplier markets as well as incorporate other elements related to business attraction (e.g., labor force). The guide also
includes software that allows local and regional agencies to identify potential industry
attraction targets and the needs that must be addressed in order to attract these industries.

6.3 Analyses of Specialized Labor and Product Delivery Needs for
Business Attraction
Additional Role of Labor Force Market Access. Prior research is quite clear in establishing that access to a workforce of “appropriate” size and skill level is a necessary location condition for most every type of business. In general, access to a trained and costcompetitive labor force requires: transportation access for workers; appropriate education
levels for workers; and competitive labor rates for workers. Highway access defines the
size of potential labor markets, while lack of highway access constrains it. Or, as bluntly
stated by the ICMA Guide “Businesses will not go to places where they cannot get
workers…”
Additional Role of Multimodal Freight Movement. The previously cited handbooks
generally identify railroad freight handling as a consideration that is not uniformly
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applicable in business site location decisions, but is important for selected (rail-intensive)
industries.
•

The ULI’s Business and Industrial Development Handbook states that “depending on
the type of industry served, transportation needs could center on a regional freeway
network, railway links, air transport, or all three modes.”

•

The ICMA Guide states, “Rail access is important only if a community wishes to
attract firms that deal in bulk goods.”

•

The Rating of Logistics Industry Sites in Expansion Management magazine (41) identifies 10 key factors, including industry climate, workforce, road infrastructure, congestion/safety, road conditions, interstate highways, taxes, railroads, water ports, and air
service. It further notes, “The key to success is to be above average in the road transportation categories and to be strong in one or more of the others (air, sea, or rail).
That pretty well mirrors what most companies are looking for when they scout out
sites for a new distribution facility.”

•

The IEDC Site Selection Standards (31) includes such transportation factors as motor
carrier services, railroad services, commercial and general aviation airport services,
and port services as critical measures in the site selection process.

Role of Reliability. Schedule reliability can be an issue for highway, rail, air, or water
transportation. The research literature confirms that business sectors in which goods are
perishable, costly or difficult to warehouse, high value, or subject to rapid changes in
value are most sensitive to transport reliability (e.g., see Blackburn, 1991 (42)). For example, retail sellers of foods and other perishable items must use costly transport methods
and cannot always stockpile goods to compensate for potential delays in incoming or outgoing deliveries. Firms that produce high-technology goods face similar problems –
because of rapid changes in the value of inventory, these firms and their suppliers attempt
to minimize inventory levels and hence are more sensitive to the cost of delivery delays.
Firms such as Federal Express and UPS, which serve these time-sensitive industries, have
been locating many of their facilities outside of major cities and major commercial airports
to avoid congestion, increase reliability, and better serve their customers. A study by
Small et al. (1999) (43) also found that shipper and carrier surveys show dependability of
service to be one of the most significant factors in the choice of carrier or mode.

6.4 Academic Studies of Highway Access and Business Location Patterns
There is a separate line of academic studies that do not look at individual business location decisions, but instead discern aggregate patterns or shifts in business location across
the United States. These studies identify differences in the business attraction and growth
among regions by using econometric models (44, 45, 46). The studies have found empirical evidence demonstrating that shipping costs for specialized products and accessibility
to specialized workforce skills explain wide differences in regional business location and
productivity patterns.
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Some of these interregional studies have focused on the fact that it is total transportation
costs rather than merely vehicle operating costs that affect business location and productivity. Total logistics costs include the cost of ordering and inventory, as well as absolute
travel costs (46). McCann shows that firms using heavy and bulky goods will be located
close to the supplier or market, although a wider range of business location patterns also
are affected by total transportation costs.
Another line of academic research studies has used statistical controls and comparisons to
examine how highway access improvements affect business expansion and attraction in
rural counties. Broder (1992) (47) found that most counties with new developmental
highways benefited, although some were unaffected and a few experienced decline.
Rephann and Isserman (1994) (48) found that the most growth occurred in counties with
interstate highways and some degree of proximity to large cities or with some degree of
prior urbanization.

 7.0 Montana-Specific Transportation and Economic
Development Documents

FHWA Economic Development Corridors Project – U.S. Route 2 –
Roosevelt County/Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Montana
A 2001 study conducted by ICF Consulting for the FHWA Economic Development
Corridors Project (49) describes the economic and transportation conditions in the Fort
Peck Indian Reservation region and describes options for additional analysis of the
impacts of transportation investment on economic development. The study examines the
need for economic growth in the region, some of the challenges facing the region (e.g.,
high unemployment and environmental obstacles), and highlights some of the proactive
measures taken by local tribes (e.g., promotion of Indian owned small businesses). The
transportation infrastructure of the region is outlined along with its significance to the
economy, particularly U.S. Route 2 – the east-west transportation corridor through the
Reservation. Transportation issues, such as safety, planning, and current and future
needs, are identified. The study concludes with the identification of multiples sources of
government assistance for the funding of transportation investments in the region.

FHWA Economic Development Corridors Project – U.S. Highway 93 –
Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana
Prior to the decision by the FHWA to cease all evaluation of the economic consequences of
an expansion of U.S. 93 to a four-lane highway, ICF Consulting was retained to analyze
the economic conditions and planned investments in the region (50). This report
documents the findings of ICF’s study by describing the economic conditions of the
region, particularly within the Flathead Indian Reservation, and outlining the economic
benefits that would result from this particular transportation investment. The report
documents the tribes’ successful economic achievements, despite being below the national
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and state economic standard of living, through the growth of their agricultural and
tourism industries. The report further documents the significance of transportation to the
economy, as well as the role U.S. Highway 93 plays in attracting and sustaining economic
activity. The study found: that expansion of U.S. Highway 93 would stimulate the local
economy through increased job opportunities during and after the construction; road
improvements that would sustain the increased business generated during the summer
tourism season and the growth of agricultural and lumber industries; and safety
improvements that would reduce accidents and their associated societal costs.

An Economic Review of the Travel Industry in Montana
The Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research at the University of Montana studied
the contribution of the travel industry to the Montana economy (51). The study examines
how as the tourism industry grows, so does its impact on the State’s employment, income,
tax revenue, and GSP. Residential and nonresident travel within the State is reviewed as
well as the State’s contribution to the national tourism industry. The study found that the
State achieved multiple economic benefits from the tourism industry, including a steady
increase in nonresident travel expenditures which generated approximately 29,900 jobs,
and 30 cents in personal income and eight cents in local tax revenue for each dollar spent
by nonresident visitors. The State’s air and rail traffic also increased steadily, contributing
to the overall benefits of tourism to the State.

Comprehensive Economic Development Strategies
Counties and regions within the U.S., under the guidance of the Economic Development
Administration, prepare Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) plans.
The CEDS incorporate an economic profile of the region, as well as an analysis of
strengths, weaknesses, threats, recommendations, etc. Two CEDS documents, Beartooth
and Bear Paw, are profiled here with respect to transportation issues (52, 53). Similar
transportation strengths and issues are highlighted in each. For example, Interstate and
state highways tend to be in good condition, though the regions do have some struggles in
maintaining their rural road systems. It is noted that Montana receives $1.59 in Federal
outlays for highways for every $1.00 paid by the State in Federal taxes. On the other hand,
freight rail, dominated by Burlington Northern, is considered a hindrance as rates remain
very high, largely due to a lack of competition. This has a big impact on Montana, whose
considerable commodity and natural-resource based industries rely on rail as a lessexpensive mode to ship their products. A final concern is that the trucking industry in
Montana is dominated by inbound (import) shipments, and that there are not outbound
(export) shipments for truckers to consistently have full truckloads for each leg of a trip.
The CEDS indicates that higher levels of manufacturing activity in Montana would help
alleviate this problem.
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Appendix A2. A Comparison of
Commodity Flow Forecasting
Techniques in Montana
 Abstract
A comparison is described for two methods of developing commodity flow forecasts at a
sub-state level of geography. The first process is a simplified method that relies entirely
upon the commodity percentage increases provided at the state level in the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) database. The second method uses a combination of sub-state employment data and input-output analysis
to distribute the forecasted growth for each commodity to each zone in the study area.
The differences between these two methods are shown geographically and in table form at
the county-level of detail. Additionally, a chi-squared goodness-of-fit test is used to
determine whether the two forecasting methods are statistically different for inbound,
outbound, and internal flows. The majority of the analysis in this paper is taken from the
commodity flow freight forecast created for the Montana Department of Transportation
Highway Reconfiguration Study. The results of this comparison are then discussed in the
context of the transportation planning decisions that are potentially improved by using
the enhanced rather than simplified forecasting method.

 Introduction
This paper compares two commodity flow forecasting procedures to determine the benefits of using an enhanced forecasting technique that takes into account the relative growth
rates of different industries at the county level as compared to simply applying state level
commodity forecasts to all county-level flows. The simplified methodology is of interest,
because state-to-state commodity flow forecasts are now available from the FHWA FAF.
If these growth rates can effectively be applied to county-to-county base year commodity
flow data (which many states are now obtaining from commercial sources), it will be possible to easily develop commodity flow trip tables for sketch planning freight forecasting
models, something that many states are interested in doing. On the other hand, if it is
possible to enhance this methodology with generally available employment forecast
information at the county level and inexpensive input-output tables, states will be able to
apply the enhanced methods and improve their forecasting capabilities. The objective of
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this methodology is to compare the two approaches to see how different the results
achieved may be so that states can make informed choices about which approach may be
best for them.

 Background on Freight Forecasting
A literature review of recent work in freight forecasting shows several examples of the
allocation methods described in this paper. In 1983 an NCHRP report first discussed
many of the basic methods for freight forecasting, including a schematic of the simplified
and enhanced freight forecasting techniques described in this paper (1). Pendyala et al. (2,
3) and Stammer et al. (4) later provided comprehensive reviews of the development of
freight modeling, including regional freight forecasting. In 1993, a separate NCHRP
report surveyed the extent of freight forecasting, finding that neither freight forecasting,
nor planning was major elements in the state transportation planning practices (5).
However, since 1993 a number of developments have been underway to incorporate
freight forecasting into state transportation plans. Some states such as Indiana (5),
Wisconsin (6), and California (7) employed simplified freight forecasting techniques into
long range transportation plans. In Indiana, Black and Palmer describe how 1993
Commodity Flow Survey data was used to estimate both truck (and rail) trips to be distributed throughout the State. In Wisconsin, forecasted freight flows were disaggregated
from the state to the county level using an approach similar to the approach described in
this paper. In California, historical trends from the 1995 TRANSEARCH Database by
Reebie Associates were used to predict future freight movements for the Intermodal
Transportation Management System (ITMS) database.
In parallel with the forecasting methods cited above, freight modeling applications began
to employ the geographic allocation methods described in this paper as part of the
“enhanced” freight flow analysis. Examples of some of the initial work using geographic
allocation techniques are in Pennsylvania (8) and in the Southern California Association of
Governments truck model (9, 10). Marker and Goulias included a description of disaggregating data in urban areas by employment and household data to Traffic Analysis Zones
(TAZs) for the State of Pennsylvania. In Southern California, Fischer et al describes a
process to aggregate county-level data to TAZs using employment, land use, and commercial facility data. Additionally, input-output modeling techniques were employed to
determine allocation of inbound flows to both consumer demand and producing industries. Similar regional freight modeling work has been done in Seattle (11), Portland (12),
Ohio (13) and Montana (as described in this paper), and are currently underway in
California for the ITMS forecast update.
This sample of available literature across several states suggests that freight forecasting
and planning methods are becoming more widespread. This paper furthers research in
freight forecasting by statistically quantifying the differences between the simplified and
enhanced forecasting techniques.
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 Description of Forecasting Methodologies
Existing Base and Future Year Commodity Flow and FAF Data
The base year commodity flow data for the Montana Highway Reconfiguration study is a
truck trip table originating from the Reebie TRANSEARCH Database, and modified to
represent county-to-county daily truck tons for the year 2001. This dataset used two-digit
Standard Transportation Commodity Code (STCC) values to represent commodities for
each trip record. The commodity flow data are at the county level within Montana,
although outside the State, trips are grouped into external regions. Because Reebie routes
county-to-county flows on a national network, a unique route is designated for each O-D
pair. Based on these routings, external counties are grouped by specific routes entering or
leaving the State. In total, there were 6 external regions. There are three links in the west,
two in the east, and one directly south into Wyoming. These regions spread across all
geographies that would most likely be served using the particular state highway that provides access to each region.
The FHWA FAF systems analysis tool includes estimates of commodity flows at the state
level by mode for 1998, 2010, and 2020 at the two-digit STCC code level. These commodity flow data were created by Reebie Associates and Global Insight as part of a major effort
to quantify the freight flows in the country.
The base and forecast year for the Montana Highway reconfiguration study were 2001 and
2025 respectively. Therefore, the FAF data growth rates were modified by a straight-line
method from 1998 to 2001 for the base year data and 2020 to 2025 for the long-term forecast data for application within the Montana study.

Simplified Forecasting Methodology
In the simplified forecasting methodology, commodity-specific growth rates from the FAF
data in Montana are applied directly to the tonnages in the base year county-to-county
commodity flow database. For example, forecasted truck tons for agriculture from
Missoula County to Cascade County are estimated by taking the base year truck tons of
213 tons and applying the forecasted growth rate of 29 percent for internal truck tons for
agriculture in the State of Montana from the FAF data. Forecasted truck tons for
agriculture from Missoula County to regions outside of Montana are estimated by taking
the base year agricultural truck tons of 78,085 tons and applying the growth rate of
30 percent for external truck tons for agriculture in the State of Montana. For the forecast
of inbound data, a similar process was used based on the growth rates of the inbound
commodities from the FAF data. Table 1 shows the calculation of the outbound growth
rates for each commodity from the FAF data. Table 2 shows the calculation of the forecast
of agriculture for a selection of origin-destination combinations for the Montana
commodity flow database.
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Truck trips through the State of Montana (without an origin or destination inside the
State) are estimated by applying the national FAF growth rates for each commodity rather
than the state-level commodity forecasts.

Enhanced Forecasting Methodology
The enhanced forecasting methodology was employed in the creation of a commodity
flow forecast for the State of Montana for the Montana Department of Transportation
Highway Reconfiguration Study. Montana is currently examining the potential economic
benefits of reconfiguring several two-lane rural highways into four-lane highways. Some
citizens and business leaders in the State believe this will provide for improved freight
mobility thus leading to business attraction and retention opportunities. In order to study
this option and provide capability to examine other transportation/economic development issues, the State has commissioned the development of an analytical tool that builds
on commodity flow analysis. The forecasting methodology described below was developed as part of the analytical tool.

Internal and Outbound Truck Trips
The enhanced forecasting methodology uses sub-state level economic demographic data
to geographically allocate the future year tonnages estimated from the FAF data to each of
the sub-state zones. Forecasted growth in tons, as estimated in the FAF data, are used as a
control total for the geographic allocation procedure. For the Montana freight forecast, the
state-level FAF data were allocated to counties using county-level employment and
population data.
Employment data was obtained from Woods and Poole Economics, Inc. and are summarized for each county in Montana by 13 industry categories from 1970 to 2025. For each
county in the state, the change in employment for each industry over the study period was
calculated. There are far fewer industry categories in the Woods and Poole employment
data relative to the two-digit STCC codes in the commodity flow tables. Therefore, a conversion table was created to match each of the commodities in the truck trip table to one of
the 13 industry categories in the employment data. The conversion table was created
based on the primary commodities produced by each of the industries. Applying this
conversion table to the existing employment data resulted in a distribution of employment
for each commodity across each county.
The distribution of employment for each commodity across each county is then used to
distribute the forecasted tons of each commodity to each county. A conceptual example of
this process is shown in Table 3. The 300 tons of growth in outbound production of
STCC A are distributed to each county, based on the distribution of employment in
STCC A. The process is performed separately for outbound and internal trips.
It should be noted that the mechanics of this forecast process occasionally produce negative forecast tons for cases when the growth in a commodity is negative. In this case, a
correction was applied of setting the negative forecast to zero, and proportionally
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decreasing all of the positive flows for that commodity (for either internal or outbound
trips). This eliminated any negative commodity flow forecasts, and ensured that the
growth in tonnage was consistent with the control totals in the FAF data.

Inbound Truck Trips
For trips coming into the state of Montana, a modified methodology was applied to take
into account the fact that the inbound goods are consumed in the state rather than produced in the state. A particular commodity is often consumed by multiple industries and
sometimes by individual consumers. As noted above, for internal and outbound flows,
each commodity was matched to a single producing industry. For inbound flows, for each
commodity, the distribution of this commodity to its consuming industries (and personal
consumption) must be created. Therefore, the first step in the forecast process for inbound
flows is to determine what share of an inbound commodity is consumed by each of the
consuming industries and by personal consumption. These consumption shares can be
calculated using an economic input-output (I/O) model.
In Montana, a one-digit industry I/O table was used to develop the distribution for each
commodity. For each commodity, there is a matching consuming industry and consumption percentage. For example, if 20 percent of all STCC 1 inbound flows are consumed by
the Agriculture Industry, then this percentage will be used to convert the total inbound
commodity flows.
After allocating each commodity to consuming industries, the distribution of each
inbound commodity to each county was calculated based on county-level employment
data similar to the internal and outbound procedure described in the previous section.
The commodities assigned to personal consumption were allocated to counties based on
the relative growth in population from each county based on Woods and Poole population
forecasts. The Woods and Poole population data came in the same format as the employment data, for consecutive years between 1970 and 2025, where 2001 and 2025 data was
used to determine growth rates.

 Comparison of Forecasting Methodologies
Geographic Comparison of Two Forecasting Methodologies
The enhanced forecasting process creates a different future year commodity flow database
compared to the simplified method. Figures 1 and 2 spatially show the difference by
mapping the growth in tonnage for each county between the base year and forecast year
for the simplified and enhanced methodologies, respectively. Because the simplified
method allocated equal increases to all existing base year tons, the allocation method is
proportional to the existing base year tonnages. The counties with the highest amount of
base year tons (Yellowstone, Missoula, and Gallatin Counties) and the lowest existing
tonnage (Golden Valley, Petroleum, and Deer Lodge) are represented proportionally in
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the forecast. In Figure 2, tonnage allocation based on the enhanced forecasting is based on
employment changes in each county. Therefore, counties with the highest employment
growth between 2001 and 2025 (Ravalli, Richland, and Gallatin) have the highest tonnage
allocations. Additionally, the counties with the largest employment declines are allocated
the fewest amounts of tons, such as in Sweet Grass, Roosevelt, and Cascade Counties.

Tabular Comparison of Two Forecasting Methodologies
The two forecasting methodologies produce different results for the final forecasts for the
Montana truck trip table. For the inbound trips, the difference between the enhanced and
simplified forecast methods was within 50 percent for only 12 of the 56 counties. Thirtytwo of the 56 counties had differences greater than 100 percent between the two methodologies. For outbound trips, 31 of the 56 counties had differences greater than 100 percent.
While for internal trips 28 of the 56 counties had differences greater than 100 percent.
Table 4 shows the base year tons and forecast tons for each of the two methodologies for
outbound trips from each county.
From existing Montana truck trip data, the following counties had the highest commodity
flow movement percentages: Yellowstone (30 percent), Missoula (15 percent), Gallatin
(12 percent), Cascade (eight percent), and Jefferson (eight percent). These five counties
currently comprise over 72 percent of the total state truck movements; while the top three
counties account for over half of all statewide flow. Table 5 provides summary
information regarding the base year, simplified forecast, and enhanced forecast for these
five counties. The table shows that for these counties, the projected forecast allocations
significantly differ over all trip types.
For the enhanced forecasting methodology, the counties with the largest tonnage allocation are those with the highest employment growth between 2001 and 2025. Gallatin
County, currently third in commodity flow movements, has a large employment growth
between the study period base and future years. As shown in Table 5, Gallatin also has a
high allocation of future year truck tons from the enhanced methodology forecast.

Statistical Comparison of Two Forecasting Methodologies
Chi-Squared tests were used to determine whether or not the distribution of tonnage from
each of the two forecasting methods produced distributions that were statistically different. These tests were performed separately for internal, inbound, and outbound trips.
The null hypothesis tested in each chi-squared test was that the distribution of tonnage
from the simplified forecast was the same as the distribution of tonnage from the
enhanced forecast.
The first distribution was sectioned from 56 counties (Yellowstone National Park County
was not included), into four growth categories of 14 counties each. By splitting the initial
forecast distribution into four uniformly-sized categories, the expected cell frequency into
each category, for the second distribution being tested, would be 14 occurrences. The chiCambridge Systematics, Inc.
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squared test statistic for each test performed possessed three degrees of freedom.
Therefore, with 90 percent confidence (α = 0.10), the null hypothesis would be rejected
whenever X2 > 6.25. Table 6 has results of each of the chi-squared tests performed.
In each the internal, inbound, and outbound tests, the null hypothesis was rejected. The
sums of squared errors for each trip type were 28.71, 38.57, and 48.99, respectively. Since
none of these test had chi-squared results less than 6.25, the simplistic and enhanced forecasts could never be assumed to have the same distribution. The varying forecast allocation methods statistically produce significantly different results.

Commodity-Specific Comparison of Two Forecasting Methodologies
This section provides a commodity-specific comparison between the two noted forecasting methods. The simplified and enhanced forecasts for the largest-volume commodity in Montana (agriculture/STCC 1) are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The total forecasted
agricultural growth is 7.4 million tons for each method. In the simplified forecasting procedure, the tonnage growth is distributed evenly, increasing each existing county total by
30.2 percent (the growth rate projected in the FAF). In the enhanced procedure, the
growth is allocated across all the counties based on the distribution of employment
growth in agriculture for each county. Table 7 shows the outbound base year and
forecasted agricultural tons for five counties (with the highest existing agricultural
tonnage movements).
The counties with the highest outbound tonnage in the base year are Lake, Gallatin, and
Beaverhead Counties. The lowest base year movements are in Petroleum, Golden Valley,
and Hill Counties. Figure 3 shows that for both the high- and low-volume counties, the
simplified forecast allocates proportionally to the existing values. Similarly, the forecast
patterns shown in Figure 2 (for all commodities) are similar to Figure 4 (commodityspecific). The highest outbound tonnage values are allocated to the counties with the
largest growth in agricultural employment: Stillwater, Gallatin, and Flathead Counties.
The white space on the map shows that the counties with the largest employment decline
also have the lowest allocations.
These commodity-specific maps (Figures 3 and 4) look slightly different than the outbound total commodity tonnage allocation maps (Figures 1 and 2). These differences may
be due to the data sources used in the agricultural forecasts. The base year tonnage data
was from the State of Montana Agricultural Commissioners Data, collected by crop across
counties. Therefore, the simplified forecast method (and allocation) is very representative
of agricultural movements across the state. The employment data from Woods and Poole,
however, may be biased in agricultural employment locations. Some data may be misallocated from rural production areas to the urban centers where company headquarters are
based. The map showing the outbound enhanced forecasting allocation shows future year
tonnage concentrated in western Montana where the majority of population and employment opportunities reside rather further east where many of the farms are actually
located. Conceptually, this problem of headquarter-bias can be corrected by using a surrogate variable other than employment (such as farm acreage) to distribute the tons.
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Comparison of Enhanced Forecast by Truck Trip Type
Chi-squared comparisons already determined that the simplified and enhanced method
forecasts differ slightly. Finally, to augment the analysis, a question among trip types –
asking if forecasts across outbound, inbound, and internal trip forecasts had similar distributions – was considered. Three chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests were preformed comparing the distribution of growth between the base year and the enhanced forecast
method for each trip-type combination. Tests were performed between internal and outbound, internal and inbound, and outbound and inbound commodity flow forecast distributions. The null hypothesis tested in each of the respective chi-squared tests, was that
the second distribution in each set of trip type combinations would match the distribution
of the first noted allocation distribution.
The set-up for these chi-squared tests was similar to that of the comparative forecast allocation tests noted above. The initial forecast distribution was split into four categories,
with 14 occurrences expected for each cell frequency, for the second distribution being
tested. The chi-squared test statistic for each test performed possessed three degrees of
freedom, and with α = 0.10, the null hypothesis was rejected if X2 > 6.25. Table 8 has
results of each of the chi-squared tests performed.
The first result of the three chi-squared tests showed that the internal and outbound forecasts have similar distributions. Because the same methodology of allocating tonnage by
destination-county employment was used for each of these trip type forecasts, the similar
distribution patterns are expected. The sum of squared errors was 1.28 (which is < 6.25),
saying that the outbound forecast fits the same enhanced-method internal forecast with a
90 percent confidence interval. Additional analysis found that each of these trip type forecasts also matched the distribution of the statewide employment growth across counties
(where compared to the employment distribution, the outbound forecast X2 = 3.85, and
the internal forecast X2 = 1.14).
The second finding, as shown in Table 8, revealed that the inbound forecast distribution
did not match the distribution for neither the internal nor outbound forecast. The respective sums of squared errors for these tests were 25.43 and 23.14. In each of these cases, X2
is greater than 6.25 and the hypothesis that the respective distributions are similar is
rejected. In the enhanced forecasting methodology, inbound trips were allocated based on
both employment and population, in order to allocate commodities consumed by producing industries, as well as those used for personal consumption. An initial comparison
of the employment and population distributions for growth between 2001 and 2025 found
that these datasets did not have similar distributions either (where X2 = 12.43). The differences in the employment and population data, and the methodology of forecasting
inbound trips, employing each of these varying datasets, explains the previous results,
where the inbound forecast distribution does not match neither the internal nor outbound
forecasts. These findings indicate that by using the enhanced forecasting methodology,
there will be statistical variation in the final allocation results by trip type.
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 Conclusion
The analyses in this paper show that the enhanced methodology for forecasting freight
flows which includes geographic allocation of growth based on employment growth produces statistically different results from the simplified method that has no geographic
allocation. This was found to be true for all trip types: outbound, inbound, and internal.
Tabular results of the agricultural commodity also indicate that there are significant differences in the allocation of the forecasts at the commodity level between the two methods. A separate statistical test indicates that the use of input-output data in the enhanced
methodology for inbound trips results in a different distribution than the outbound and
internal flows which do not require the use of input-output data to allocate the growth.
Overall, the enhanced methodology produces a freight forecast that is statistically different from the simplified methodology in terms of both geography and trip type.

Implications for Transportation Planning
The significant differences between the two freight forecasting methods indicate that for
transportation planning purposes the enhanced forecast methodology will provide a more
accurate picture of freight flows for a region. The extent of the difference between the two
forecasts depends on the spatial variability of employment in the region of concern relative to the size of the internal zone structure, given that employment is used as a surrogate
for goods production in a zone. In Montana, the differences were significant enough that
it could influence the estimated impacts of various projects, and potentially influence
project selection. However, because applying the enhanced forecasting method requires a
significant amount of analytical resources, transportation agencies will need to tradeoff
the planning benefits derived from the enhanced forecasting methodology with the time
and resources needed to develop the enhanced forecast. Ultimately, incorporation of the
enhanced forecasting method is more useful for long-term and larger regions. Further
research could compare these forecasting methods for past data to see which forecast
would most closely resemble current commodity flow values. An examination of the
validity of forecasts in freight planning applications in general would be of interest.

Potential Improvements to Enhanced Methodology
An improved methodology for estimating through trips could determine the statewide
outbound commodity growth rates for each unique origin-state record that passed
through Montana rather than a single national growth rate. This improved method for
forecasting tonnage to other states is currently being applied in other forecasting procedures such as for the ITMS Forecast Update for the California Department of
Transportation. Another improvement on the enhanced methodology would include a
more-detailed two-digit STCC I/O conversion application. This method has been
employed in some other commodity flow calculations such as the development of the
commodity flow table for the San Joaquin Valley truck model. Although we used Reebie
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statewide data, a final improvement could incorporate purchased county-level Reebie
data in the methodology, as well.
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Figure 1.

Change in Montana Base Year and Simplified Forecast Total
Commodity Flow Outbound Tonnage between 2001 and 2025
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Figure 2.

Change in Montana Base Year and Enhanced Forecast Total
Commodity Flow Outbound Tonnage between 2001 and 2025
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Figure 3.

Change in Montana Base Year and Simplified Forecast
Agricultural Outbound Tonnage between 2001 and 2025
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Figure 4.

Change in Montana Base Year and Enhanced Forecast Agricultural
Outbound Tonnage between 2001 and 2025
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Table 1.

Commodity
by STCC

FAF Base Year and Forecast Tonnages for Montana Outbound
Flows

Commodity Description

1

Farm Products

8

Forest Products

10

Metallic Ores

11
14
20

Food and Kindred Products

22

Textile Mill Products

23

Apparel or Related Products

Change
Between Future
and Base Year
Flows
Growth
(Thousands of
Percentage
Tons)

Base Year
Outbound
Flows
(Thousands of
Tons)

Future Year
Outbound
Flows
(Thousands of
Tons)

9,158

11,927

2,768

30%

0

0

0

0%

25

30

5

19%

Coal

290

307

17

6%

Nonmetallic Minerals

230

280

50

22%

1,060

2,624

1,564

148%

0

1

1

310%

9

24

16

177%

4,063

9,506

5,443

134%

36

79

43

119%

244

478

234

96%

17

42

25

147%

24

Lumber or Wood Products

25

Furniture of Fixtures

26

Pulp, Paper, or Allied Products

27

Printed Matter

28

Chemicals or Allied Products

29

Petroleum or Coal Products

724

1,911

1,187

164%

2,910

8,368

5,457

188%

30

Rubber or Misc. Products

31

Leather or Leather Products

72

211

138

191%

1

3

2

149%

32
33

Clay, Concrete or Glass

915

2,462

1,547

169%

Primary Metal Products

299

525

226

76%

34

Fabricated Metal Products

2

6

4

200%

35

Machinery

9

66

57

651%

36

Electrical Equipment

5

23

18

406%

37

Transportation Equipment

146

292

146

100%

38

Instruments, Photo Equipment

8

30

22

274%

39

Misc. Manufacturing Products

3

7

5

169%

40

Waste or Scrap Material

0

0

0

0%

41

Misc. Freight Shipments

0

0

0

0%

42

Shipping Containers

0

0

0

0%

43

Mail or Contract Traffic

3

10

7

263%

46

Misc. Mixed Shipments

23

49

26

117%

48

Hazardous Waste

0

0

0

0%

50

Warehousing and Distribution

Total
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Table 2.

Montana Simplified Future Year Forecast Calculation for
Outbound Flows (Select Counties)

Base Year (2001)
Totals for STCC A
(Tons)

Percent Growth
for STCC A1

Growth for
STCC A (Tons)

Calculated Future
Year (2025)
Forecast Flows
(Tons)

Cascade

131,780

30%

39,534

171,314

Jefferson

600

30%

180

780

Missoula

78,085

30%

23,426

101,511

Yellowstone

202,999

30%

60,900

263,899

Totals

413,464

30%

124,039

537,503

County

1 Simplified

Forecast grows at the same rate for each county in the State, based on the FAF statewide
growth percentage.

Table 3.

County

Calculation of Future Outbound Flows with Enhanced Forecast –
Conceptual Example
Change
Between 2001 –
2025
Employment for
STCC A

STCC A
Employment
Distribution

Allocation of
Statewide FAF
Growth for
STCC A1

Base Year
(2001) Tons
for STCC A

Future Year
(2025)
Forecast for
STCC A

1

40

20%

60

200

260

2

100

50%

150

600

750

3

60

30%

90

50

140

4

0

0%

0

150

150

200

100%

300

1,000

1,300

Totals
1 Use

300 tons of total statewide growth for allocation, equal to the calculated conceptual statewide FAF
total.
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Table 4.

Montana Outbound Base and Future Year Tonnage for Each
Forecast Methodology
Employment
Growth in
GoodsGrowth from Growth from Percentage of Percentage of
Producing
Simplified
Enhanced
Growth from Growth from
Sectors
Forecast
Forecast
Simplified
Enhanced
(Number of Methodology Methodology
Forecast
Forecast
Employees)
(Tons)
(Tons)
Methodology Methodology

Outbound
County

Base Year
(2001)
Tons

Beaverhead

423,935

160

160,764

Big Horn

235,002

307

Blaine

117,015

-46

Broadwater

237,356

Carbon

25,483

38%

560,309

20,250

238%

9%

41,943

-111,618

36%

-95%

28

167,358

4,659

71%

2%

147,586

169

61,197

220,611

41%

149%

Carter

132,977

-34

39,630

-108,286

30%

-81%

Cascade

952,378

513

1,377,534

-16,978

145%

-2%

82,118

-121

35,545

-68,517

43%

-83%

Custer

121,770

123

48,695

181,826

40%

149%

Daniels

61,228

-3

20,123

-32,354

33%

-53%

Dawson

113,685

21

63,343

33,060

56%

29%

Deer Lodge

26,025

64

11,564

42,458

44%

163%

Fallon

81,473

44

24,961

-22,260

31%

-27%

Fergus

164,563

-98

68,851

-147,572

42%

-90%

Flathead

597,460

3,254

658,179

3,180,106

110%

532%

Gallatin

1,156,019

7,751

1,221,280

8,499,050

106%

735%

Garfield

43,039

16

13,954

31,960

32%

74%

Glacier

53,425

25

17,260

-50,532

32%

-95%

Golden Valley

16,544

1

5,013

-1,560

30%

-9%

Granite

53,512

50

45,555

35,244

85%

66%

Hill

38,650

-20

39,191

-18,159

101%

-47%

397,767

292

579,361

120,577

146%

30%

Chouteau

Jefferson
Judith Basin

6%

61,284

-36

19,777

-59,732

32%

-97%

Lake

691,044

761

296,786

2,656,722

43%

384%

Lewis and
Clark

157,717

778

114,719

657,826

73%

417%

Liberty

41,658

-26

14,059

-10,351

34%

-25%

Lincoln

125,240

211

147,724

253,814

118%

203%

Madison

366,199

-12

23,297

102,690

30%

134%

McCone

76,863

129

110,957

-79,217

30%

-22%

Meagher

109,762

-17

55,856

-78,605

51%

-72%

Mineral

62,119

74

61,776

118,439

99%

191%
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Table 4.

Montana Outbound Base and Future Year Tonnage for Each
Forecast Methodology (continued)

Outbound
County

Base Year
(2001)
Tons

Missoula

2,442,830

Musselshell

Employment
Growth in
GoodsGrowth from Growth from Percentage of Percentage of
Producing
Simplified
Enhanced
Growth from Growth from
Sectors
Forecast
Forecast
Simplified
Enhanced
(Number of Methodology Methodology
Forecast
Forecast
Employees)
(Tons)
(Tons)
Methodology Methodology
1,703

3,468,077

518,205

142%

21%

49,730

52

56,121

32,639

113%

66%

156,440

241

106,380

536,077

68%

343%

Petroleum

18,692

-11

36,083

-9,078

193%

-49%

Phillips

68,510

-25

22,926

35,342

33%

52%

Pondera

106,273

-53

56,294

-71,322

53%

-67%

47,462

-49

14,496

-32,072

31%

-68%

121,202

106

142,709

147,402

118%

122%

Park

Powder River
Powell
Prairie

67,975

0

20,740

-7,111

31%

-10%

Ravalli

242,153

2,230

176,716

2,688,343

73%

1110%

Richland

207,013

235

118,797

375,440

57%

181%

Roosevelt

195,636

55

71,257

50,137

36%

26%

Rosebud

100,451

295

55,634

92,196

55%

92%

Sanders

134,980

182

118,029

221,858

87%

164%

Sheridan

97,207

85

59,688

-52,773

61%

-54%

Silver Bow

251,301

435

568,300

507,358

226%

202%

Stillwater

92,982

605

36,784

1,314,954

40%

1414%

Sweet Grass

63,851

57

28,053

53,563

44%

84%

Teton

183,486

-58

76,517

-165,213

42%

-90%

Toole

26,115

22

10,272

-22,147

39%

-85%

Treasure

37,919

-6

11,542

-17,330

30%

-46%

187,463

21

58,521

21,913

31%

12%

Valley
Wheatland

43,857

-26

28,504

-29,175

65%

-67%

Wibaux

50,590

-24

15,298

-30,566

30%

-60%

Yellowstone

6,451,540

1,615

11,352,330

1,283,087

176%

20%

Totals

18,391,072

22,045

22,816,625

22,820,764

124%

124%
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Table 5.

County by
Trip Type

Forecast Summary Data for Five Largest Montana Counties

Base Year
(2001)
Commodity
Flow Total
(Tons)

Future Year
Future Year
(2025)
(2025)
Commodity
Commodity
Percent Growth
Flow Total
from
Flow Total
between Future
Simplified
from Enhanced and Base Year
Forecast
Forecast
for Simplified
Method (Tons) Method (Tons)
Forecast

Percent Growth
between Future
and Base Year
for Enhanced
Forecast

Outbound
Yellowstone

6,451,540

17,803,870

7,734,626

176.0%

19.9%

Missoula

2,442,830

5,910,907

2,961,034

142.0%

21.2%

Gallatin

1,156,019

2,377,299

9,655,069

105.7%

735.2%

Cascade

952,378

2,329,912

935,400

144.6%

-1.7%

Jefferson

397,767

977,128

518,344

145.7%

30.3%

Yellowstone

5,441,244

12,177,799

8,267,043

124%

52%

Missoula

4,423,426

12,125,325

5,563,586

174%

26%

Gallatin

4,766,628

12,054,788

21,514,149

153%

351%

Cascade

2,123,612

5,902,688

2,119,594

178%

0%

Jefferson

2,791,897

7,678,785

3,035,838

175%

9%

2,677,375

5,946,466

3,056,539

122%

14%

Missoula

968,354

2,031,197

1,167,501

110%

21%

Gallatin

200,595

461,044

2,436,109

130%

1114%

Cascade

567,609

1,227,327

555,030

116%

-2%

Jefferson

21,912

54,742

53,292

Internal

Inbound
Yellowstone
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Table 6.

Distribution
Category1

Chi-Squared Results for Each Trip Type for Simplified and
Enhanced Forecast Comparisons
Expected
Occurrence of
Enhanced
Forecast Method
Distribution

Resulting
Internal
Distribution

Resulting
Outbound
Distribution

Resulting
Inbound
Distribution

1

14

30

34

23

2

14

3

0

1

3

14

9

5

3

4

14

14

17

27

28.71

48.99

38.57

X2 Total
1Category

ranges vary for each of the three comparisons.

Table 7.

County by
Trip Type

Agriculture Forecast Summary Data for Five Montana Counties

Base Year
(2001)
Agriculture
Flow Total
(Tons)

Future Year
(2025)
Agriculture
Flows from
Simplified
Forecast
Method (Tons)

Future Year
(2025)
Agriculture
Flows from
Enhanced
Forecast
Method
(Tons)

Percent
Growth
between
Future and
Base Year for
Simplified
Forecast

Percent
Growth
between
Future and
Base Year for
Enhanced
Forecast

Outbound
Lake

592,860

772,141

283,158

30%

-52%

Gallatin

418,133

544,577

1,118,096

30%

167%

Beaverhead

322,283

419,742

255,279

30%

-21%

McCone

272,349

354,707

188,263

30%

-31%

Yellowstone

202,999

264,385

541,853

30%

167%
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Table 8.

Chi-Squared Results for Comparing Distributions of Enhanced
Forecast Growth Across Trip Types
Expected
Occurrence of
Enhanced
Forecast Method
Distribution

Resulting
Internal –
Outbound
Distribution

Resulting
Internal –
Inbound
Distribution

Resulting
Outbound –
Inbound
Distribution

1

14

11

1

1

2

14

17

27

25

3

14

14

17

19

4

14

14

11

11

1.29

25.43

23.14

Distribution
Category1

X2 Total
1Category

ranges vary for each of the three comparisons.
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Appendix A3. Industrial Profiles
 1.0 Introduction
As part of the Highway Reconfiguration Study, the consultant team prepared industrial
profiles which incorporated standard data analysis and industry surveying. The industrial
profiles report three types of background information: 1) industry trends, 2) nontransportation local advantages and disadvantages, and 3) transportation access or
mobility issues. The preparation followed a three-step procedure:
1. The consultants selected major industries present in Montana that could be expected to
benefit in some way from improved transportation based on the two-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes and minimum thresholds on size (measured in
output and employment). The industrial profiles focused on industries that are part of
Montana’s economic base (i.e., those that tend to export goods and/or services outside
the State). This selection process netted industries accounting for 16 percent of
Montana’s employment and output.
2. The consultant team performed extensive research on each industry’s competitive
position in the global, national, multi-state regional, and state level; and included these
findings in each industry profile.
3. Consultant team members were assigned individual industry groups and economic
development regions throughout the State and conducted face-to-face and telephone
interviews with business leaders, lead agency personnel, and other economic
stakeholders to synthesize the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to each
industry, considering both transportation and non-transportation factors.
The resulting industrial profiles were used to provide guidance regarding the business
attraction model and its parameters, and are also available to users of HEAT through the
user interface for industry trend context while performing an economic impact evaluation
of a highway improvement.

Industry Identification
The consultant team used in-state employment and number of firms according to the twodigit SIC to determine which Montana industries should be profiled. The consultant team
sought the review and advice of the RSSC, MDT, and the economic development agencies
throughout the State of Montana. On the final selection, the consensus was to limit the list
to the industries listed in Table A3.1. This ranking scheme identified 13 preliminary major
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industry groups, and was subsequently supplemented by a profile of the military industry
in Montana.

Table A3.1

Major Industry Groups in Montana
Output in
Millions

Industry Groups

Employment

Number
of Firms

1.

Mining (coal, metal, and non-metal)

$800

3,700

56

2.

Oil (petroleum products and extraction)

$191

1,561

78-84

3.

Food processing

$818

2,654

162

4.

Industrial machinery

$368

2,018

46

5.

Lumber/wood products (include forestry)

$1,417

8,991

~154

6.

Fabricated metal products

$92

1,023

130

7.

High-tech products (electrical/electronic
equip. and instruments)

$9

863

~96

8.

Furniture manufacturing

$69

815

84

9.

Primary metals products

$263

1,107

26

$2,365

32,112

n/a

11. Stone, glass & clay products

$218

1,306

90

12. Transportation equipment

$110

581

33

$1,767

57,741

10. Farming (livestock and grain);

13. Tourism
Source:

n/a

IMPLAN 1998 and 2000, except tourism, which is from ICF Consulting.

Some additional industries were dropped, such as printing and publishing (which does
include some large companies in Montana), because their sales were limited to major
urban areas and not dependent on out-of-state roadway transportation. The list of
potential, smaller industries included the following with the approximate number of
establishments in parenthesis:
•

Chemicals (42),

•

Rubber/plastics (30),

•

Printing/publishing (253),

•

Paper products (5),

•

Leather products (17), and

•

Apparel/textiles (53).
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Industry Trends and Competitive Analysis
Before conducting its fieldwork, the consultant team researched each industry group based
on available economic analysis literature and databases. The result was a set of layered
trend analyses which helped interview teams understand the context of each business
interviewed. The three-layered trends analysis consisted of:
1. National and global trends – Recent historical data (at least five years, but longer if
necessary) on geographical concentration of production/activity, including historical
or current shifts, reasons for this concentration with other not easily quantifiable
industry trends highlighted (i.e., competition, trading patterns, location of significant
suppliers and markets (customers)).
2. State/regional trends – These include size of industry (i.e., employment, output, and
share of national/global market), recent performance, etc. and location of primary
suppliers and markets. It also includes employment by sub-industry if appropriate,
average wages, location quotients, and regional concentrations.
3. Montana firms – This analysis determined what percentage specific firms account for
the total industry in Montana and identified which firms are more successful relative
to the global, national, and state/regional trends.
Using a combination of interviews, literature, and statistics, the consultant team profiled
the local (non-transportation) advantages and disadvantages for each industry group.
These determinations addressed why the industry located in Montana and the benefits of
their location.
This effort also identified other types of economic development
investments, initiatives, and programs that are needed to improve the industry in the State
(i.e., collateral activities).
This information was usually verified with economic
development authorities.
Finally (and most important), the consultant team evaluated each industry’s transportation
access/mobility issues. This analysis included:
•

What are the primary modes used by the industry to transport goods (inbound and
outbound shipments)? Are the industry’s transportation costs higher than the U.S.
average?

•

Assessments of the transportation access issues/problems facing the industry,
including multimodal and intermodal, and border crossing issues.

•

Determining what transportation improvements would benefit the industry. While the
focus of the Reconfiguration Study is on highways, it was deemed useful and
important to identify other transportation infrastructure that would be most critical to
an industry or would be needed in addition to highway improvements in order to
realize the benefits assumed with the highway investments (e.g., airports, rail,
intermodal, cross-boarder or regulatory changes, etc.).
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•

Describing the business owner’s expectations and the consultant’s conclusions
regarding the degree to which improved highway(s) would improve the
competitiveness of the industry and potentially lead to business relocations.

Data Gathering
The profiles in general, and the structured interviews in particular, helped identify
local and regional concerns and expectations related to highway improvement and its
impact on business expansion, attraction, and development. General topics covered in the
interviews include:
•

Access to customers, suppliers, and workers;

•

Business impacts of proposed or potential highway improvements;

•

Factors influencing business location decisions;

•

Strengths and weaknesses of the highway corridor as a place to do business;

•

Major trends in the regional economy;

•

Factors contributing to or impeding business growth;

•

Related economic development programs (collateral activities);

•

Characteristics of the regional tourism market and its reliance on the highway corridor
for tourist trips; and

•

Marketing and outreach efforts.

Prior to the actual interviews, the consultant team members prepared an interview guide
that emphasizes topics, such as industry mix, transportation investment programs,
collateral economic development activities, socioeconomic trends, etc. This guide (which
varied depending on the audience) was then used to document each industry’s current
condition, outlook, and dependence on transportation. HEAT contains a profile for each
of these industries.
The first interviews were with local economic development and tourism experts. These
economic development officials provided an important perspective concerning:
•

The region’s degree of success in retaining, expanding, and attracting business;

•

Factors enhancing or constraining economic development success, especially how nontransportation activities could be coupled to – or used in lieu of – transportation
investments to facilitate economic growth;

•

The relative importance of transportation infrastructure/access for Montana firms; and
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•

The sources of any business attraction (i.e., whether gains in the study region are offset
by losses in other regions), and industries that regions of Montana are targeting for
growth opportunities.

The industrial profiles document the critical points from the interviews of economic
development officials, and were then used to set up personal or telephone interviews with
business representatives. Business owners are in the best position to determine the
relative role of transportation and other factors in affecting their business expansion,
contraction, or location decisions. Interviews with business owners provided information
on the role of transportation, among other factors, regarding:
•

Business ratings of the regional factors constraining or enhancing their continuation
and expansion opportunities;

•

The extent of reliance on roadways and other transportation services for labor access,
supplier access, or customer deliveries;

•

Transportation needs or deficiencies (if any) in Montana that constrain economic
opportunities; and

•

The non-transportation constraints that would need to be resolved to allow
transportation investments to provide the maximum benefit.

Summary of Findings
On the whole, business leaders were less likely to claim that new transportation
investments were critical to their growth when they face larger impediments. They may
acknowledge that the likely success of transportation investments to spur development
will also depend on enabling collateral activities, such as private investment and business
attraction. Many industries felt that highways are generally strong and sufficient for their
needs, but limitations tend to be based on: 1) distance to markets; 2) labor force quality
and quantity; and 3) other non-highway factors such as global market competition, scale
economies, lack of rail competition, etc. – Nevertheless, there are some instances of
highway deficiencies that could improve economic opportunities
The complete industry profiles are provided in the following subsections.

 2.0 Mining (Coal, Metal, and Non-Metal)
Overview
Mining is a significant industry in Montana, accounting for 3.6 percent of gross state
product. The mining industry is composed of three distinct segments – coal mining, metal
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ore mining, and nonmetallic mineral mining. Mining establishments are those engaged in
extracting minerals, developing mine sites, and preparing minerals (e.g., crushing,
grinding, washing, screening, sizing, etc.). Coal mining is Montana’s largest industry subsector, accounting for over 40 percent of state mining production value.
Montana’s mining industry experienced strong growth in output value during the 1990s,
increasing 70 percent for metals mining and more than doubling for coal mining. In the
last two years, however, portions of the metals mining industry have suffered from low
market prices, and several large facilities in the State have recently closed or are scheduled
to do so soon. Coal mining output, though, remains strong.
Due to increasing productivity, mining employment in Montana has been declining, from
over 4,000 employees in 1990 to 2,753 in 2000. The industry relies heavily on railroads to
transport mined products, particularly coal and metal ore mining.

National Trends
Nationally, the mining industry has seen rising production value but declining
employment in recent years. Employment in the U.S. mining industry declined 32 percent
from 1990 to 2000. A number of factors have contributed to the decline. Increases in
productivity have allowed companies to achieve the same level of production with fewer
employees. Declining world prices for coal and metal ores have caused some firms to
curtail or discontinue production. And environmental regulations have reduced the
attractiveness of investment in some new domestic production.
Sector-level trends mask some differences within mining industry sub-sectors.
Employment in the coal mining and metal mining sub-sectors decreased 51 percent and
34 percent between 1994 and 2000, respectively, as shown in Table A3.2. Non-metallic
mineral mining employment fell only slightly during same period.

Table A3.2

Summary of U.S. Mining Trends
Employment
1990

Coal mining

2000

Output ($1996 billion)
Change

1990

2000

Change

144,182

70,666

-51%

7.5

13.5

79%

53,033

34,820

-34%

4.4

7.4

69%

Nonmetallic mineral mining

102,737

98,843

-4%

8.1

12.4

53%

Total

299,952

204,329

-32%

20.0

33.3

66%

Metal ore mining
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Despite the overall reduction in employment, U.S. mining output grew by 66 percent
during the 1990s. These trends indicate that the industry is becoming more capital
intensive, increasing output per employee. Mining currently accounts for 0.36 percent of
the nation’s total economy.
Nationally, the mining industry is heavily dependent on rail transportation. More than
99 percent of coal tonnage moves by rail in the U.S. Railroads also haul about 95 percent of
the ton-miles of metallic ores and 50 percent of the ton-miles of non-metallic ores,
according to the 1997 Commodity Flow Survey.

Montana Trends
Mining employment in Montana has fallen significantly over the last 10 years, even as
output value has risen. As shown in Table A3.3, 2000 employment in mining was 2,753, a
32 percent drop since 1990 (same as the U.S.). Montana mining wages are higher than the
U.S. average.

Table A3.3

Montana and U.S. Mining Industry Summary
Montana
1990

Employment
Annual Payroll (000)
Number of Establishments
Average Wage
Employees per Establishment

U.S.
2000

1990

2000

4,065

2,753

299,952

204,329

$146,139

$143,725

$10,394,678

$9,344,103

83

56

9,781

7,231

$35,951

$52,207

$34,654

$45,731

49

49

31

28

Mining output value has grown strongly, particularly coal. Figure A3.1 shows Montana
mining output trends for the three industry sub-sectors. During the 1990s, coal output
increased nearly 150 percent in inflation-adjusted terms, nearly twice the national rate.
Metal mining output grew nearly 70 percent, and non-metallic mineral mining grew
35 percent – both of these figures are slightly less than national growth rates. Mining
accounts for 3.6 percent of Montana’s economy, up from 2.5 percent in 1990. With such
strong output growth, but slight declines in overall payroll, it is clear that expanded
mining sales are the result of increased capital inputs.
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Output ($million)

Figure A3.1

Montana Mining Output by Industry Segment ($1996)
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Montana is active in mining a number of different mineral resources. Table A3.4 shows
the value of minerals produced in the State in 1999. Because of the small number of firms
involved, production values are not reported separately for some significant commodities
(such as copper). By value, coal is Montana’s leading mineral, followed by palladium,
copper, and gold. Each of these mining sectors is discussed in more detail below.

Table A3.4

Mineral Industry Annual Production Value (1999)

Mineral
Coal
Palladium
Gold
Sand and Gravel (Construction)
Platinum
Zinc
Stone (Crushed)
Lead
Stone (Dimension)
Gemstones
Others *
Total

Value ($)

Percent

362,519,640
114,000,000
68,100,000
50,700,000
35,600,000
26,100,000
13,300,000
7,660,000
1,440,000
294,000
180,000,000
859,713,640

42%
13%
8%
6%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
0%
21%
100%

* Others include cement, clays, copper, garnet, iron ore, lime,
molybdenum, peat, industrial sand and gravel, silver, talc, and
pyrophyllite.
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Twenty-five Montana counties have employment in mining, but most employment is
concentrated in five counties. Stillwater County has the State’s largest number of mining
employees, primarily due to palladium mining at the Stillwater Mine. Big Horn and
Rosebud Counties contain the State’s most important coal mines. Jefferson and Silver Bow
Counties are home to significant gold, copper, and other metal mining.

Coal Mining
Coal is the State’s most important mining commodity, accounting for over 40 percent of
the value of Montana mineral production. Montana has an estimated 120 billion tons of
coal reserves, 25 percent of the U.S. total. In 1999, 41 million tons of coal were produced in
Montana. Most Montana coal is low sulfur coal drawn from the Powder River Basin (Big
Horn and Rosebud Counties) in the southeastern part of the State. The largest mine in the
State is the Rosebud Mine operated by the Western Energy Company. Montana’s only
lignite producer is the Savage strip mine, operated by Knife River Coal Company in
Richland County. Coal production expanded rapidly in the 1970s and 1980s. Production
volumes have been relatively stable during the 1990s, with an average annual growth rate
of about one percent.1

Palladium/Platinum Mining
The Stillwater Mining Company produces almost all of the palladium and platinum in
Montana. In fact, the company is the only significant primary producer of palladium in
the world.
Stillwater Mining’s principal facility is the Stillwater Mine, located
approximately five miles west of the town of Nye in Stillwater County. Stillwater Mining
is also developing the East Boulder Project (approximately 13 miles west of the Stillwater
Mine). The company’s smelter and base metals refinery are located in Columbus along
Interstate 90.
Palladium and platinum production volumes increased significantly in the late 1990s.
However, the company has been hurt recently by substantial decreases in palladium prices
and production volumes have been lower than expected in 2002. The Stillwater Mining
Company estimates that approximately 85 percent of its product is purchased for use in
catalytic converters. Price increases for palladium have caused some manufacturers of
catalytic converters to switch back to using platinum. This reduction in demand for
palladium has caused prices to decline by as much as 75 percent. As price differentials
between the two metals stabilize, the company expects demand to increase again in the
future.

1

A 1998 canvas of mining operations found production volumes increasing at the Rosebud Mine
and the Spring Creek Mine (Spring Creek Coal Company). Significant production decreases were
found at the West Decker Mine near Decker (Decker Coal Company) and the Big Sky Mine, near
Colstrip (Peabody Coal Company).
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Copper Mining
In the late 19th century, Montana was the largest producer of copper in the world. Butte,
Montana and the Anaconda Copper Company held a virtual monopoly position in copper
production. While no longer the dominant player, Montana is one of the top five copper
producing states in the U.S. Major copper mines in Montana include the following:2
•

The Troy Mine, located in Lincoln County and owned by Grupo Mexico SA de CV;

•

The New World Mine, located near Cooke City (Park County) and owned by Crown
Butte Resources Ltd. The mine produces both gold and copper;

•

The Montanore Mine, located in Libby (Lincoln County) and owned by Noranda, Inc.;
and

•

The Continental Mine, located in Butte and owned by Grupo Mexico SA de CV.

Over-capacity and low prices have plagued the industry in recent years. Noranda
announced in August 2002 that it would abandon the Montanore copper-silver project in
Montana due to a slump in world prices.

Gold Mining
Montana gold production has declined significantly in recent years, from 321,000 ounces in
1997 to 212,000 ounces in 2000. Major Montana gold mines include:3
•

The Beal Mountain Mine, located in the Pioneer Mountains, between Butte and
Anaconda, and owned by Pegasus Gold Inc.

•

Golden Sunlight Mine, located near Butte in Jefferson County and owned by Placer
Dome Inc.

•

The McDonald Mine, located near Lincoln (Lewis and Clark County) and owned by
Canyon Resources Corporation.

•

The Mineral Hill Mine, located in Gardner and owned by TVX Gold Inc.

•

Montana Tunnels Mine, located 25 miles km south of Helena. It produces gold, lead
and zinc and is owned by the Apollo Gold Corporation.

•

New World Mine, located near Cooke City (Park County). It produces gold and
copper and is owned by Crown Butte Resources Ltd.

2

Clementine database, AME Research.

3

Clementine database, AME Research.
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Excess supply in world gold markets has put downward pressure on gold prices over the
last five years. The only major gold production currently occurring in Montana is at the
Golden Sunshine Mine. This mine produced 195,000 ounces in 2001, but is slated to close
when its operating permit expires. The 1998 state ban on open pit mining and the use of
cyanide for mineral processing will likely discourage future investment in new
production.

Industry Purchasing Patterns
Table A3.5 shows the purchasing patterns in mining industry sub-sectors. These values
indicate the percentage of industry output made up of intermediate inputs purchased from
other industries, and the percent of value added. Non-metallic minerals have the highest
value added among the mining sectors at 61.2 percent. Coal has the next highest value
added component with 47.2 percent, followed by metal mining with 38.3 percent.
Table A3.5 also shows the percentage of output comprising purchases of transportation
from outside firms in motor freight, rail, air, and water transportation. Metallic and nonmetallic minerals mining both rely on the purchase of trucking services equal to two
percent of industry output. The Transportation Satellite Accounts provide a more accurate
measure of each industry’s use of trucking services, since they include the value of the
service provided by in-house private fleets. When in-house transportation services are
included, 9.4 percent of the non-metallic minerals industry output is made up of purchases
of trucking services.

Table A3.5

Mining Industry Purchasing Patterns

Input Source

Coal

Metals

NonMetallic
Minerals

Value added

47.2%

38.3%

61.2%

Motor freight transportation and warehousing

1.8%

2.0%

2.0%

Railroads and related services

3.7%

0.7%

0.4%

Air transportation

0.5%

0.4%

0.3%

Water transportation

0.3%

0.1%

0.0%

46.5%

58.6%

36.0%

52.8%

61.7%

38.8%

5.1%

5.1%

9.4%

Other
Total intermediate inputs
Transportation Satellite Accounts
Trucking Services
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Transportation Needs
Interviews with mining firms suggest that transportation is generally not an impediment
to industry growth in the State. The future prospects of the mining industry are largely
determined by world mineral prices and the development of new resources.
Mining industry sub-sectors vary considerably in their use of transportation services.
Most important coal mines have direct access to rail transportation and ship all mined coal
by rail, although a few smaller mines use trucks to move coal to rail terminals. According
to the 1997 Commodity Flow Survey, 99 percent of coal shipments originating in the State
move by rail. Interviews with coal mining industry executives suggest that the cost and
reliability of rail transportation is an important transportation issue for the industry. Some
in the industry believe that the lack of competition causes high prices for rail services.
Precious metals firms often ship product by expedited delivery service (such as FedEx).
Input supplies are frequently brought in by truck. Some Montana firms believe that they
pay higher freight rates than their out-of-state competitors, and this price differential is
due in part to the fact that they are more distant from their suppliers. Industry executives
also note that their freight rates often include a transportation fuel surcharge, assessing
them an additional fee for the cost of fuel in Montana and the low density of freight traffic
in the area. Montana metals mining firms suggest that the inability of workers to get to
work sites during bad weather can have significant effects on the cost of doing business.

 3.0 Oil (Petroleum Products and Extraction)
Overview
The oil and gas extraction industry develops and operates oil and gas field properties.
These activities may include: exploration for crude petroleum and natural gas; drilling,
completing, and equipping wells; operating separators, emulsion breakers, desilting
equipment, and field gathering lines for crude petroleum; and all other activities in the
preparation of oil and gas up to the point of shipment from the producing property. This
industry includes the production of crude petroleum, the mining and extraction of oil from
oil shale and oil sands, and the production of natural gas and recovery of hydrocarbon
liquids.
As a whole, the oil and gas extraction industry has been declining in Montana. The
industry currently employs approximately 600 people and accounts for 1.4 percent of gross
state product (GSP). However, this trend masks important differences within industry
sub-sectors: a steep decline in petroleum production (concentrated in northeastern
Montana) and growth in natural gas production (concentrated in north-central Montana).
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Industry growth is largely driven by market prices for oil and gas. All output of this
industry is transported by pipeline, and thus the State’s surface transportation system is
not viewed as a significant impediment to industry growth.

National Trends
Oil and gas extraction activity is driven heavily by world prices for the commodities.
After a slowing decline through the 1990s, both world crude oil prices and imported
natural gas prices have risen in recent years, as shown in Figure A3.2.

Trends in World Oil and Gas Prices
9
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Figure A3.2
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Source: Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy.

Nationally, the number of employees in the oil and gas industry and the level of
exploration and production has fluctuated over time, driven by changes in the price of oil
and gas. As shown in Table A3.6, employment in the industry dropped 14 percent at the
national level and 17 percent in Montana between 1998 and 2000. The average annual
wage in the industry is $65,000 nationally and $53,000 in Montana. Within the oil and gas
sector, U.S. crude oil production has been falling over time, while U.S. natural gas
production has experienced gradual growth.
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Table A3.6

U.S. and Montana Oil and Gas Extraction Industry
Summary
U.S.
1998

Employment
Annual Payroll (1000)
Number of Establishments
Average Wage

Montana
2000

1998

2000

97,039

83,012

739

608

$5,316,178

$5,393,011

$34,547

$32,193

7,926

7,740

75

78

$54,784

$64,967

$46,748

$52,949

12

11

10

8

Employees Per Establishment

Source: County Business Patterns (CBP), 2000, U.S. Census Bureau.

The value added of oil and gas extraction activity in the U.S. has risen from $87 billion in
1990 to $99 billion in 2000. The economy as a whole has grown faster, and thus as a share
of the entire economy, the sector has diminished in importance. In 1990 oil and gas
represented 1.5 percent of GDP; in 2000 that portion had fallen to one percent.

Montana Trends
The contribution of oil and gas to total gross state product (GSP) for Montana has declined
in both real production value terms and as a percent of Montana’s total GSP. Oil and gas
extraction GSP has declined 30 percent in real dollars from $383 million in 1990 to
$268 million in 2000. It has also declined as a percent of total state GSP, falling from
2.9 percent in 1990 to 1.4 percent in 2000.
Montana produced 15.7 million barrels of oil in 2000, ranking 15th in terms of oil
production among U.S. states.4 Oil production in the State has been falling since the mid1960s, and production levels dropped significantly in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Production levels may be stabilizing and actually increased slightly (2.7 percent) between
1999 and 2000. But overall oil production levels are still down 11 percent over the last five
years.
Most oil production in the State occurs in northeastern Montana. The top four oil
producing counties account for over 70 percent of the production in the State: Fallon
County (5.7 million barrels), Richland County (2.6 million barrels), Sheridan County
(1.6 million barrels), and Roosevelt County (1.5 million barrels). Other counties with

4

Independent Petroleum Association of America.
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significant oil production (more than 250,000 barrels) include Carbon County, Dawson
County, Glacier County, Musselshell County, Toole County, and Wibaux County.
Montana produced 71.3 million cubic feet (MCF) of natural gas in 2000, ranking 20th
among U.S. states.5 In contrast to oil, natural gas production has been increasing in the
State. Production of non-associated gas is up 25 percent over the last five years.6 The top
five gas producing counties produce 75 percent of Montana’s total gas volume, and the top
12 counties account for 95 percent of production. Table A3.7 below shows gas production
for those 12 counties.

Table A3.7

Natural Gas Production Top Producing Counties
(in Thousand MCF)

County

Gas

Associated Gas

Total

Blaine

17,076

0

17,076

Phillips

12,799

0

12,799

Hill

11,620

1

11,621

Fallon

6,149

1,693

7,842

Toole

4,509

130

4,639

Big Horn

3,495

0

3,495

Richland

1

2,125

2,126

Glacier

1,782

178

1,960

Liberty

1,751

22

1,773

Chouteau

1,539

0

1,539

Carbon

916

309

1,225

Wibaux

1,009

156

1,165

Source: Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 2000 Annual Review.

Tables A3.8 and A3.9 show the top producers of oil and gas in Montana. While some of
these entities are subsidiaries or partnerships established by larger corporations, the data
provide a measure of the industry’s concentration. The top three gas producers account
for approximately 60 percent of production, while the top three oil producers account for
about 50 percent of production.

5

Independent Petroleum Association of America.

6

The term “associated gas” refers to natural gas that is found in contact with significant quantities
of oil, but not dissolved in that oil.
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Table A3.8

Top Montana Oil Producing Companies

Company

2000 Production (Barrels)

Encore Operating LP

4,810,671

Burlington Resources Oil & Gas Company LP

1,678,012

Nance Petroleum Corporation

1,234,137

Howell Petroleum Corp.

600,997

Berco Resources, Inc.

448,328

Headington Oil LP

393,639

Flying J Oil and Gas, Inc.

385,165

Nexen Oil & Gas USA, Inc.

360,943

Continental Resources Inc

338,532

Whiting Petroleum Corporation

279,875

Source: Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 2000 Annual Review.

Table A3.9

Top Montana Gas Producing Companies

Company

2000 Production (MCF)

Ocean Energy, Inc.

19,671,018

Fidelity Exploration & Production Co.

16,083,701

PanCanadian Energy Resources

6,279,853

Klabzuba Oil & Gas, Inc.

6,198,216

Samedan Oil Corporation

5,675,844

Brown, J Burns Operating Company

1,729,366

Fulton Fuel Company

814,831

Jurassic Resources Development NA LLC

764,599

NRC Development, LLC

576,750

Western Natural Gas Company

564,699

Source: Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 2000 Annual Review.
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Approximately one-half of the employment in the oil and gas industry is reported to be
located in Yellowstone County.7 This is primarily because most energy companies in
Montana are headquartered in Billings. Other counties with over 20 employees include
Toole County, Silver Bow County, Hill County, and Fallon County.

Industry Purchasing Patterns
The 1998 Input-Output Accounts provide a measure of how production in the oil and gas
industry requires inputs from other industries. Table A3.10 shows that 85.5 percent of the
value produced by the industry represents purchases from other industry sectors, while
only 14.5 percent represents value added. The two most important industry inputs are
purchases from other firms in the oil and gas sector and payments for real estate and
property leases. Payments to pipelines and distribution facilities are a significant
transportation cost, representing 5.7 percent of the value of production. Purchases of
motor freight transportation are a relatively small input to industry production,
representing only 0.3 percent of the total industry output.

Table A3.10 Oil and Gas Extraction Industry Purchasing Patterns

Input Source

Percent of Total
Industry Output

Value added

14.5%

Real estate and royalties

31.8%

Crude petroleum and natural gas

27.8%

Gas production and distribution (utilities)

5.7%

Air transportation

0.3%

Motor freight transportation and warehousing

0.3%

Other

19.6%

Total intermediate inputs

85.5%

The Transportation Satellite Accounts, which measure the total value of transportation,
including services provided by private fleets of vehicles owned in-house, estimates that
truck transportation accounts for 1.5 percent of total business costs in the oil and gas
extraction industry. These data are consistent with industry interviews – firms generally
do not perceive transportation costs to be a major factor in their competitiveness. Some

7

County Business Patterns (CBP), 2000, U.S. Census Bureau.
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firms in this sector are more sensitive to transportation costs than others, however. For
instance, a firm that specializes in geological mapping and conducting seismic surveys
reports that long transit time to job sites often imposed significant costs on their
operations.

Transportation Needs
Interviews suggest that most Montana firms in this industry perceive that the
transportation system currently serves their needs well. All output of the industry is
moved by pipeline, and transportation is not viewed as a major impediment to the ability
of the industry to grow. The most important factor affecting industry prospects is the
price of oil and gas in world markets. Potential for industry growth in the near term
appears robust as uncertainty in the Middle East and OPEC supply curtailment have
increased world prices.
Highway transportation is most important to the industry for the movement of small
quantities of input supplies, such as pipes or drilling equipment. It also affects the costs of
deploying teams into the field. A significant amount of this travel occurs on private
property or on local roads in remote areas.

 4.0 Food Processing
Overview
The food manufacturing industry includes firms such as dairies, pasta plants, bakeries,
and sugar refineries that transform livestock and agricultural products into food products
for intermediate or final consumption. In Montana, the industry is large, accounting for
almost 10 percent of the State’s manufacturing jobs and nine percent of the total value of
its manufacturing shipments. Nationally and in Montana, food manufacturing has
experienced consolidation, reflected in declining employment and output over the long
term. However, since 1990, the industry in Montana has stabilized to some extent and has
recently demonstrated increasing value added per shipment. The industry relies heavily
on truck transportation for accessing both supplies and consumer markets. Many in the
industry feel that insufficient truck service and high freight rates in Montana hinder
business growth.

National and Global Trends
In 2000, the food manufacturing industry accounted for 8.1 percent of the nation’s
manufacturing sector gross domestic product and 1.4 percent of total gross domestic
product. While output value of the food products industry increased during the 1990s by
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eight percent in real terms, the industry’s portion of total gross domestic product has
declined from its 1990 level of 1.7 percent. This trend mirrors the national decline in the
importance of the manufacturing sector as a whole.
Domestic exports of food manufacturing products increased (2.8 percent) during the
period 1997 to 2001, with the biggest increase (6.1 percent) occurring between 2000 and
2001, at a time when most manufactured products exhibited decline in export value. In
2001, food manufacturing exports made up four percent of all domestic exports.
All stages of the vertical food production process are becoming more concentrated as
larger operations increase their size. The processing stage has the fewest number of
establishments in this system, but the processor/food manufacturer is often considered the
most influential firm in the system. About 80 percent of all raw domestic food products
pass through this stage, with only produce and eggs avoiding processing since they only
require minimal market preparation services. According to a recent study, the largest
100 food and tobacco processors accounted for nearly 80 percent of the industry’s value
added in 1995, almost doubling their share since 1954. The top 100 is itself skewed toward
very large firms, with the top 20 accounting for over 50 percent of total value-added in
1995 (1).
Food processor location decisions involve a tradeoff between various production costs,
including input costs and the costs of delivering finished products to consumers. Since
most of the country’s consumers live near the coasts and most of the raw agricultural
foodstuffs come from the middle of the country, the location decision is not
straightforward. Over time, with modern transportation and refrigeration technologies,
the balance has shifted to locating where the inputs are produced rather than where
consumers live.

Montana Trends
The food manufacturing industry in Montana plays an important role in the State’s
economy. In 2000, the industry accounted for nine percent of the total value of the State’s
manufactured shipments (see Table A3.11). Food manufacturing output accounts for
0.5 percent of Montana’s gross state product. Montana’s food manufacturing industry has
similar characteristics to the national industry. Both demonstrated increasing value added
per shipment for the 1997 to 2000 period, with food manufacturing increasing from 32 to
43 percent. This contrasts with the manufacturing sector as a whole in Montana, which
has exhibited declining value added per shipment from 38 to 30 percent during the same
period.
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Table A3.11 Comparison of Value Added for Montana and U.S. Food
Manufacturing, 2000
Value
% Value
Value
Number
Added by Value of
Added Added per
of
Payroll Average
Mfg
Shipments
per
Employee
Employees (Million) Wage
(Million) (Million) Shipment
(1,000)
Montana Food
Manufacturing
Montana Manufacturing
U.S. Food Manufacturing

2,540

$66

$25,816

$218

$507

43%

$86

21,406

$644

$30,068

$1,687

$5,628

30%

$79

1,507,617

$42,671

$28,303

$183,482

$434,261

42%

$122

Source: Annual Survey of Manufacturers.

Food products are one of Montana’s five largest manufacturing industries in terms of
exports. According to the office of the U.S. Trade Representative, in 1999 the value of food
products ($13.1 million) accounted for six percent of the State’s manufactured exports.
The value of this industry’s exports increased 180 percent over the 1993 value ($4.7
million).
According to the most recent Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) estimates (2000),
employment in the food manufacturing industry numbers 2,854, representing an 11.9
percent increase over 1990, or an annualized increase of one percent. As shown in
Figure A3.3, employment in the industry has been growing slowly and steadily after a
decline in the late 1980s. As a proportion of the State’s manufacturing jobs, employment
in food manufacturing is a substantial component, accounting for 9.8 percent of jobs in
2000. The industry accounts for 0.5 percent of all state jobs.
Despite gradual employment growth, Montana food manufacturing output value has
declined in real terms since the mid-1990s, also shown in Figure A3.3. Industry output in
2000 was valued at 20 percent less than 1990 output.
As shown in Table A3.12, food manufacturing industries in Montana comprise several
large subcomponents, including dairy product manufacturing, grain and oilseed milling,
bakeries and tortilla manufacturing, and meat product manufacturing. Bakery and tortilla
manufacturing is the largest sub-sector in terms of employment and shows the highest
value added per shipment. Dairy products claim the highest shipment value but involve
relatively little value added per employee.
According to Montana’s Research and Analysis Bureau, employment in food processing is
forecast to decline by 800 to 900 jobs between 1996 and 2006, despite the opening of a new
pasta plant in Great Falls in 1997. The decline may be related to in-state sugar refining,
milk processing, and other food manufacturing becoming less competitive.
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Accounts Data.

Table A3.12 Profile of Montana Manufacturing Industry and
Subcomponents, 1997

Value
Added by
Mfg (000)

Value of
shipments
(000)

Value
Added
per
Shipment

$560,115 $1,732,158

$4,866,279

36%

$88

Value
Added
per
Employee

Industry Sector

Total
Estab.

Estab.
w/ 20+
Emp.

Manufacturing

1,160

179

19,611

Food
Manufacturing

145

18

2,024

$52,348

$151,410

$466,563

32%

$75

17

2

133

$3,192

$10,019

$31,202

32%

$75

9

3

151

$4,946

$23,214

$76,525

30%

$154

Sugar &
confectionery

14

2

250-499

Dairy product
mfg

11

4

330

$10,389

$4,241

$89,833

5%

$13

Meat product
mfg

40

2

303

$5,738

$14,948

$53,190

28%

$49

Bakery &
tortilla mfg

35

4

618

$14,682

$36,970

$53,759

69%

$60

Animal food
mfg
Grain & oilseed
milling

Employees

Payroll
(000)

D

D

D

Source: U.S. Economic Census, 1997.
D: Withheld to avoid disclosing data of individual companies; data are included in higher-level totals.
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Regional Concentration
Much of Montana’s food manufacturing industry is concentrated in the State’s major
metropolitan areas. The Billings MSA (Yellowstone County) and the Great Falls MSA
(Cascade County) together account for more than one-half of the food manufacturing
shipment value and 43 percent of annual payroll.8 Great Falls is home to Pasta Montana,
one of the State’s largest food manufacturing firms. Table A3.13 shows the top six
counties in terms of annual payroll and employment. These six counties are home to
approximately 60 percent of food manufacturing jobs and annual payroll.

Table A3.13 Comparison of Food Manufacturing in Top 6 Montana
Counties, 2000

Rank

County

Annual Payroll
(000)

Employees

Establishments

$18,898

602

24

1

Yellowstone

2

Cascade

$9,418

298

15

3

Missoula

$5,797

269

9

4

Flathead

$3,203

127

11

5

Gallatin

$2,290

110

16

6

Lewis and Clark

$1,410

82

8

Source: County Business Patterns (CBP).

Accessing Market and Supplies
Interviews with large Montana-based food manufacturing firms confirm that location is
determined to a large extent by proximity to the raw agricultural input(s). As a
consequence, the firms rely heavily on the transportation infrastructure to ship products to
customers, often located far from the production and processing centers. Food
manufacturing firms in the State note primary markets in the Midwestern U.S., the U.S.
East Coast, as well as international markets such as Japan.
Montana food manufacturers generally receive supplies by truck, in part because of the
perishability of supplies and also because of poor railhead access. Outgoing supplies
move to markets using both truck and rail. Manufacturers of lower value, bulk foods often
ship the majority of their product by rail, while higher value and perishable products (such
8

U.S. Economic Census; CBP.
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as baked goods) are shipped entirely by truck. Some firms report using a combination of
truck and rail for outbound shipments. Firms may depend on highway transport in order
to access distant railheads. One firm reports trucking food products to the closest railhead
90 miles from their processing facility.
Some Montana firms report being hampered by insufficient truck service. With so few
goods coming into parts of the State, there are few trucks that can be loaded for outgoing
shipments, which means that firms pay more to transport products via road. Firms have
responded to this situation by shipping via rail to distribution centers in the eastern U.S.,
and then transferring goods to trucks in order to reach markets.

Transportation Needs
Interviews with Montana firms suggest that freight costs in the State often hinder access to
markets and supplies. Several firms report that transportation costs account for as much
as 25 percent of total production costs. This compares to the national industry average of
only 2.6 percent, as reported in the Transportation Satellite Accounts. Montana firms also
report paying more than out-of-state competitors for transportation.
All firms interviewed noted that improvements to the transportation infrastructure,
especially roadways, would support business expansion. Lower freight rates would
improve market and supplier access as well as enhance competitiveness. One firm noted
that it would like to expand its markets in the eastern U.S., but that the lack of freight
carriers going east resulted in prohibitively high freight rates. If freight rates were
lowered, it would pursue expansion plans in this region.
Montana food manufacturers feel that there is potential for development of backward and
forward linked industries. One firm noted that improvements in regional access would
not only support development of related industries, but would also support general
growth of industries in the region, which could lead to lower transportation costs as more
companies could share the cost of freight.

 5.0 Industrial Machinery
Industry Overview
The machinery sector in Montana includes firms that make machinery for specific and
general industrial applications, as well firms that serve the agricultural and mining sectors.
Manufacturers in Montana have experienced strong growth in exports in the last few
years. Both the increased reliance on industrial sales and the growth in exports appear to
be tied to the decline in the mining sector in Montana. Some companies interviewed
report that they do not currently have sales in Montana, though Montana’s agriculture and
mining industries were the original reason for establishing industrial machinery
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companies in the State. Machinery firms in Montana have expanded their markets across
national borders, and the largest companies in the State export 40 to 50 percent of their
products.
The machinery industry as a whole has been stable, or has shown a slight decline
depending on data source used. The machinery industry represents about seven percent
of Montana’s manufacturing employment, and accounts for nine percent of value added in
the State. Montana’s machinery industry employed 1,372 persons across 46 establishments
in 2000 (see Table A3.14). The average size of 30 employees per establishment is
significantly larger that the State manufacturing average of 18, but is lower than the
national average of 47 for this industry. In Montana, the machinery industry accounts for
about 6.5 percent of the State manufacturing base. Industrial machinery, the largest single
sub-sector has seen rapid growth by a handful of establishments; the industry employed
over 500 people in 4 establishments in 2000, and fewer than 99 people in 1995.9
Montana’s machinery companies rely almost exclusively on trucks to ship goods to
customers and to ports, and to receive supplies. Various companies did report, however,
that they occasionally use air transportation for shipments and rail for deliveries.
Montana’s industrial machinery sector is composed of larger firms, with an average firm
size of over 100 employees (see Table A.3.15.).

Table A3.14 Montana’s Machinery Industry, 2000
Establishments

1,372

46

333

Machinery mfg

3331

Ag, construction & mining machinery mfg

100-249

17

3332

Industrial machinery mfg

500-999

4

3333

Commercial & service industry machinery mfg

0-19

3

3334

HVAC & commercial refrigeration equipment mf

0-19

1

3335

Metalworking machinery mfg

20-99

4

3339

Other general purpose machinery mfg

250-499

17

Source:

9

Employment

County Business Patterns.

CBP data contains disclosures (i.e., suppressed data) when precise estimates would compromise
the confidentiality of individual firms, and in these cases, provides a range of values.
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Table A3.15 Industrial Machinery Characteristics, U.S., and Montana
1995

2000

179,617

183,398

Establishments

4,649

4,544

Payroll/employee (‘000s)

39.7

52.1

Employee/establishment

38.6

40.4

20-99

500-999

Establishments

3

4

Payroll/employee (‘000s)

na

na

Employee/establishment

na

125-250

U.S.
Employment

Montana
Employment

Source:

County Business Patterns.

International, National, and State Trends in Trade
Over recent years, Montana’s machinery exports have been relatively stronger than
national trends. Trade patterns are different, as the State is more reliant on exports to the
European Union and less dependent on trade with NAFTA countries as the U.S.
Machinery exports from Montana grew by 68 percent in constant dollars between 1997 and
2001, compared to a national decline of 11 percent (see Table A3.16).

Table A3.16 Export Growth in the U.S. and Montana, 1997-2001 –
Machinery
(In Thousands of 1997 Dollars)
Montana

U.S.
%
Growth

Market

1997

2001

World

$69,505

$116,900

68%

1997

2001

%
Growth

$82,874,444

$73,872,274

-11%

European Union

$17,711

$39,739

124%

$15,817,819

$16,612,374

5%

NAFTA

$20,336

$13,844

-32%

$25,356,382

$24,209,447

-5%

ASEAN

$3,749

$6,521

74%

$5,738,652

$4,226,580

-26%

Middle East

$1,105

$3,748

239%

$2,876,366

$2,370,452

-18%

Source:

U.S. ITA.
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Despite the growth in exports from Montana in the late 1990s, average exports per
employee of nearly $63,000 remained well below the national average of $149,000.
Although domestic sales per employee were higher in Montana than nationally, the
difference did not fully compensate for lower export figures since overall sales per
employee are lower in Montana than nationally (see Table A3.17).

Table A3.17 Domestic Sales and Exports Per Employee in the Industrial
Machinery Industry in 2000, U.S. and Montana
U.S.
Export Sales/EMP
Domestic Sales/EMP
Source:

Montana

$149,433

$62,729

$65,700

$105,263

U.S. ITA and U.S. Department of Census.

National Industry Characteristics
About one-half the income generated by companies in the special industrial machinery
sector and the general industrial machinery sector are profits and wages (value added) and
one-half are purchases of goods and service from outside suppliers (intermediate inputs),
of which eight to 10 percent are from other companies within the industry. This relatively
high percentage of profits and wages indicate that the machinery industry in Montana
generates a lot of its income within the State. Together, about 60 percent of each sector’s
value of final goods is produced by firms within the industry (see Tables A3.18 and A3.19).
Data from the Annual Survey of Manufactures (ASM) suggest that in 2000, wages in
Montana’s entire machinery sector were almost 20 percent lower than the U.S. average
($33,512 versus $39,948). In 2000, just 44 percent of Montana’s machinery workers were
engaged in production, compared with an average of 65.6 percent nationally (see
Table A3.20).
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Table A3.18 Purchasing Patterns in Special Industrial Machinery and
Equipment Sector, 1998
(Value in Millions Dollars)

Value

% of
Value

T

Total Industry Output

$32,818

VA

Value added

15,261

46.5%

I

Total intermediate inputs

17,557

53.5%

$2,439

7.4%

Key Purchases by Commodity
69A

Wholesale trade

48

Special industry machinery and equipment

2,241

6.8%

37

Primary iron and steel manufacturing

1,783

5.4%

38

Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing

1,338

4.1%

50

Miscellaneous machinery, except electrical

1,204

3.7%

53

Electrical industrial equipment and apparatus

1,145

3.5%

42

Other fabricated metal products

933

2.8%

49

General industrial machinery and equipment

732

2.2%

32

Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products

560

1.7%

40

Heating, plumbing, and fabricated structural metal products

539

1.6%

73C

Other business and professional services, except medical

443

1.3%

41

Screw machine products and stampings

359

1.1%

71B

Real estate and royalties

321

1.0%

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, I-O Accounts.
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Table A3.19 Purchasing Patterns in General Industrial Machinery and
Equipment Sector, 1998 (Value in $ Millions)

Value

% of
Value

T

Total Industry Output

$42,237

VA

Value added

21,731

51.5%

I

Total intermediate inputs

20,506

48.5%

$3,289

7.8%

Key Purchases by Commodity
49

General industrial machinery and equipment

37

Primary iron and steel manufacturing

2,931

6.9%

69A

Wholesale trade

2,529

6.0%

53

Electrical industrial equipment and apparatus

1,414

3.3%

50

Miscellaneous machinery, except electrical

1,311

3.1%

38

Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing

1,096

2.6%

32

Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products

997

2.4%

73C

Other business and professional services, except medical

666

1.6%

42

Other fabricated metal products

574

1.4%

40

Heating, plumbing, and fabricated structural metal products

506

1.2%

41

Screw machine products and stampings

493

1.2%

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, I-O Accounts.

Table A3.20 Industry Structure in the Machinery Industry, U.S., and
Montana, 2000
U.S.

MT

Employment

1,402,534

1,583

Value Added

148,798,108

148,431

Shipments

295,753,646

230,486

56,028,282

53,049

920,112

696

Value Added/shipments

50.3%

64.4%

Value Added/employee

106.1

93.8

Production as % of Employment.

65.6%

44.0%

Payroll/employee

39,948

33,512

Payroll
Production workers

Source:

Annual Survey of Manufactures, 2000.
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Sub-State Locational Patterns10
Data on machine industry establishments, with 10 or more employees indicate that Southcentral Montana, specifically, the area in and around Billings in Yellowstone County,
dominates the manufacturing (rather than machining) portion of the State’s activity,
accounting for 10 the 17 large firms in this sector. The State’s machining strength is
clustered in western Montana (see Tables A3.21 and A3.22).

Table A3.21 Establishment Characteristics, Montana’s Industrial
Machinery and Equipment Industry
(Establishments of 10 or More Employees)
Location

# EST

Ave. – Emp

Ave. Sales

Sales/Emp

Northwest

3

19

5,517,667

290,404

Southwest

2

51

3,734,000

73,216

North-central

2

20

4,844,000

242,200

South-central

10

39

12,063,600

310,918

-

-

-

-

17

35

9,079,118

262,939

East
Total
Source:

10

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

This section uses data from CBP and Establishment Database to examine substate locational
patterns in the wood products industry. Both data sources have limitations: CBP employment
data are often suppressed at the country level and establishment data record only those firms with
10 or more employees. Together, though, they can provide an overview of the location of the
machinery industry within Montana. Because CBP county data might be suppressed in one year
but not another, locational patterns are shown for each year in the 1990 to 1997 period along with
an average for that period and for 2000.
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Table A3.22 Establishment Characteristics, Montana’s Machine Shops,
and Equipment Industry
Establishments of 10 or More Employees
Location

# Est

Ave. – Emp

Ave. Sales

Sales/Emp

Northwest

4

22

2,675,250

123,000

Southwest

5

17

2,115,600

123,000

North-central

-

-

-

-

South-central

2

15

1,783,500

123,000

East

-

-

-

-

11

18

2,258,727

123,000

Total
Source:

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

More than one-third of the State’s “large” firms are located in Yellowstone County, which
also accounts for 45 percent of the State’s employment (Table A3.23). This supports the
conclusion that the most recent CBP data underestimate the importance of south-central
Montana and overestimate the importance of western Montana to the machinery industry.
Establishment data do suggest that activity is concentrated in a few places: just three
counties – Yellowstone and the western counties of Gallatin and Missoula – account for
over 70 percent of the State’s establishments and over 65 percent of the State’s
employment in the machinery industry.

Table A3.23 Machinery Industry Employment by County
Number of
Establishments

County
Yellowstone

Employment

Average
Employment

10

352

35.2

Gallatin

6

98

16.3

Missoula

4

74

18.5

Cascade

2

40

20.0

Fergus

2

65

32.5

Deer Lodge

1

90

90.0

Flathead

1

23

23.0

Lincoln

1

13

13.0

Sanders

1

34

34.0

28

789

28.2

Totals
Source:

InfoUSA Establishment Data.
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II.

The Role of Transportation in Performance in the Machinery
Industry

Companies rely exclusively on trucks to ship goods to customers and to ports, and
interviewees note that their transportation costs are high because in-coming and outgoing
goods must be shipped such long distances. This means that Montana’s firms are often
shipping goods farther than their competitors and thus, incurring higher transportation
costs. One informant noted that his company’s competitors are serving mostly local
customers.
Informants reported other transportation- and non-transportation related impediments to
firm growth. Issues related to transportation include:
•

Restrictions on one-ton trucks. According to one informant, DOT regulates its sales
people who drive one-ton trucks, including requirements that they log their hours.
Companies that obey these regulations are at a competitive disadvantage with the
firms that don’t comply.

•

Finding independent truckers for small loads.

•

Difficulty in arranging over-sized loads. One informant reports that it can be difficult
in Montana to get permits to carry these loads. However, the informant acknowledged
that there are states in which it’s easier and some states where it’s harder, to get these
permits than it is Montana.

Non-transportation business impediments include:
•

The decline of the customer base in Montana, especially mining. One informant
explains this decline by reference to changing environmental ethics: little did the
company know that the “the State would become so green.”

•

Limited access to capital.

•

Overseas competition, including by firms that have developed “copycat” products.

Transportation in the Machinery Industry
Changes in the mining and lumber industries have had a direct effect on transportation
costs. The losses of local customer bases for firms that serve the mining industry mean
that these companies must ship goods farther than their competitors to remain viable. As
a result, their transportation costs are higher. The decline of the lumber industry was also
cited as having an important, if indirect, effect on transportation costs. One informant
reports that its biggest transportation problem is finding independent truckers to carry its
loads, which are small by trucking standards. The company’s shipments aren’t large
enough to fill a truck and truckers are generally unwilling to take a partial truckload. In
the past, the company would split truckloads with other firms, usually lumber firms. The
decline in the lumber industry, though, makes such load-sharing more difficult today. As
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a result, the firm must “pay for a truck that is one-half full,” a practice that increases its
transportation costs.
One industry interviewee believes that his company’s transportation costs are lower than
most of its competitors, an advantage attributed to the company’s location. In 1990, this
company moved from Wolf’s Point, MT to its current location near Billings. After
operating with the transportation in Wolf’s Point, Billings seems “almost optimal”: pricing
is a lot better, as is speed of shipments. At its previous location, the company did not
receive discounts from carriers on its shipments. Now, the company now typically
receives about 60 percent discounts on outgoing freight – much of which is sent by UPS –
and “average” discounts on in-coming freight. The large discounts on outgoing freight are
due to low demand: “nothing goes out of Billings,” so carriers are willing to offer
discounts. According to this informant, his company’s shipments travel faster now, as
well: from its previous location, the company had to ship everything through Billings
anyway, which added a day or two to shipment time.
Some of these same adverse conditions, however, have been turned into competitive
advantage for individual firms. One informant suggests that low demand for freight space
in trucks leaving Montana makes trucking firms willing to negotiate low rates for outgoing
freight. This results in huge discounts for firms sending shipments out of central sites like
Billings. Similarly, the decline in traditional industries in Montana has created pockets of
under- and unemployment that can be used to the advantage of individual firms. One
mining machinery firm reported that it has been able to survive because of the low wages
workers will accept: “I hate to say it, but we have survived because we pay our workers
less…but we’d like to pay them more.”
Firms report that they ship 70 to 100 percent of product by truck. Exporting firms have
reported using air shipment for up to 30 percent, depending on the required speed of
delivery. Far more frequently, product is trucked to distributors in Los Angeles, Chicago,
and New York, or to ports in California, Texas, and Florida for international shipment.
One company reported flying 20 percent of his company’s shipments directly to
customers, some in foreign markets, thus by-passing distributors and speeding up
delivery.
Supplies arrive almost exclusively by truck. One company, though, did report receiving a
few shipments from local firms by rail. The heavy reliance on trucks may be due to
limited rail alternatives but also because rail services don’t fit well with the company’s
transportation needs: rail “isn’t that inexpensive,” it takes a month to get goods to
customers, and rail shipments require 100-ton blocks of freight, which is too much freight
for his company.

Conclusion
Nationally, transportation costs in the industrial machinery sector are not significant,
averaging just 2.0 percent of all production costs, which ranks it 41st of the
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58 manufacturing and mining sectors for which data are collected.11 Two factors, though,
appear to make transportation costs more important for Montana’s firms. First, the
importance of export sales, both to the State and national industries, might be a particular
disadvantage for firms in Montana, where transport costs associated with exporting are
particularly high because of costs incurred in getting products to port. The high volume of
sales to European Union countries underscores the distance and logistics issues facing
Montana’s firms, but also suggests that they have been able to address some of these
successfully.
Second, the decline in demand from traditional local customers (e.g., mining firms, forces
Montana’s firms to transport products long distances even when they are destined for the
domestic market).
Thus, it appears that relative to other industrial machinery
manufacturers, Montana’s firms face a more dispersed and geographically remote
customer base, a factor that increase the importance of transportation costs. The largest
transportation challenges facing these firms appear to be tied to fixed costs in the form of
issues such as intermodal changes, securing return freight on outgoing products,
arranging over-sized loads, and finding trucking services. Thus, while industry
informants tend to think that highway infrastructure is good, many report problems in
accessing highway services.

 6.0 Lumber/Wood Products (Including Forestry)
I.

Global, National, and State Industry Trends in Wood Products

Overview
Montana’s wood products industry is large, with over 5,300 people employed in over
150 establishments across three sectors – sawmills, veneer and plywood, and “other” wood
products manufacturing.
This industry represents more than 25 percent of all
manufacturing employment in Montana and almost 25 percent of all manufacturing
payroll, but roughly 19 percent of value added from manufacturing. Relatively,
Montana’s percentage of concentration in the wood products industry is 10 times that of
the nation, but in absolute size represents about one percent of the U.S. industry. Eighty
percent of Montana’s workers are employed in either sawmills or veneer and plywood
manufacturing, which is unlike the national industry, where almost 60 percent of wood
products workers are employed in “other” wood product manufacturing and only
20 percent are employed in each of sawmills and veneer and plywood, 80 percent.
Wood products manufacturers in Montana rely heavily on sales to U.S. and in a few cases,
Canadian customers, and rely on both truck and rail to move goods. Truck is used almost

11

Based on data from the U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts.
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exclusively to receive supplies, mostly logs, and both truck and rail are used to ship
product.
The wood products industry has been stable over the past decade. Despite changes in the
trade balance over the past few years, industry employment has declined only modestly
and wages have risen thanks to a growth in domestic sales. The sector includes a number
of large lumber firms, as well as smaller firms that make specialty items like log cabins and
cabinets. According to industry informants, customers for Montana’s firms include
lumber wholesalers and other middlemen; large retailers, such as Home Depot; and direct
consumers, for goods like log cabins. Lumber manufacturers report shipping all over the
U.S., but in some cases, sales are concentrated in western and northwestern states. The
major supply to the lumber sector is logs, most if not all of which typically come from
Montana forests. Proximity to forests is the primary competitive advantage for wood
products firms in Montana.
Although the size of wood products firms in Montana declined relative to the national
average in the 1990 to 1997 period – according to CBP data, the average wood products
firm in Montana was about 20 percent smaller than the average national firm in 1990 and
about 30 percent smaller in 1997 – wages in Montana’s industry have historically been 10
to 15 percent higher than the national average (see Table A3.24).

Table A3.24 Montana’s Wood Products Industry
1990

1995

2000

U.S.
Employment

706,949

730,144

597,684

Average wage (‘000s)

$19.8

$22.9

$27.6

Average wage (fixed $1990)

$19.8

$19.6

$20.9

34,788

37,601

17,328

Employment

8,047

6,593

5,309

Average wage (‘000s)

$22.2

$26.7

na

Average wage (fixed $1990)

$22.2

$22.9

na

439

453

154

90%

75%

100%

112.1%

116.6%

na

# Establishments
Montana

# Establishments
Montana as % of U.S.
Employment per Establishment
Average wage (‘000s)
Source:

County Business Patterns; 1990 and 1995 data are compiled on an SIC basis; 2000 data on
an NAICS basis, and does not include logging.
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Wood products before 1997 included logging as a component. In 1997, Montana hosted
1,194 logging jobs of 6,441 employed in the total industry. From 1998 on, Montana’s
logging employment has been reported as a range of 1,000 to 2,499. Thus, declines in the
wood products industry from 1997 is primarily due to changes in Federal “counting”
systems. Thus over logging 1,000 jobs need to be added back to employment totals after
1997 for employment in Montana’s wood products industry to be compatible with
employment in the industry during previous years.

International, National, and State Trends in Trade
In 2001, Montana accounted for only 0.4 percent of U.S. trade in wood products, which is
less than one-half of its relative concentration compared to the nation when measured by
employment, wages and value added. Exports per employee averaged about $7,831 (in
1997$) in the U.S. wood products industry in 2000 compared with only $3,105 per
employee in Montana. From 1997-2000, exports per employee were 2.5 to 3.0 times higher
in the U.S. than in Montana, though the differences have been declining (see Table A3.25).
Montana’s domestic sales per employee, though, are about 20 percent higher than the
average across the U.S.12 (see Table A3.26).

Table A3.25 Exports Per Employee in the Wood Products Industry, U.S.,
and Montana
(In 1997 Dollars)
1997

1998

1999

2000

U.S.

$7,411

$7,892

$7,864

$7,831

Montana

$2,449

$2,773

$3,020

$3,105

Source:

12

Calculated by the author from data from U.S. ITA and U.S. Department of Census.

Exports per employee calculated by the author using data from U.S. ITA (export data) and
Department of Census, County Business Patterns (employment data). Domestic sales per
employee were calculated by the author using data from U.S. ITA, County Business Patterns, and
Department of Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures (value of shipments data).
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Table A3.26 Domestic Sales and Exports Per Employee in the Wood
Products Industry in 2000, U.S. and Montana
U.S.
Export Sales/EMP
Domestic Sales/EMP
Source:

Montana

$8,402

$3,331

$148,483

$176,089

Calculated by the author from data from U.S. ITA and U.S. Department of Census.

National Industry Characteristics
In the wood products industry, 38 percent of income generated is profits and wages (value
added) and 62 percent are purchases of goods and service from outside suppliers
(intermediate inputs). Among these purchases, however, about 37 percent of the total
industry output is in purchases from companies in the lumber and wood products or
forestry industries. Thus 75 percent of the income of this industry is traced to companies
with a strong presence in Montana, indicating that the wood products industry directly or
indirectly generates a lot of its income within the State (see Table A3.27).

Table A3.27 Purchasing Patterns in Wood Products, 1998
(Value in Millions Dollars)

Total Industry Output

Value

% of
Value

$118,243

100%

VA

Value added

44,774

38%

I

Total intermediate inputs

73,469

62%

35,867

30%

Key Purchases by Commodity
20+21

Lumber and wood products

3

Forestry and fishery products

8,652

7%

69A

Wholesale trade

7,955

7%

65B

Motor freight transportation and warehousing

3,264

3%

73C

Other business and professional services, except medical

1,518

1%

42

Other fabricated metal products

1,173

1%

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, I-O accounts.

Montana’s wood products industry has a similar industry structure as the national profile.
Both industries have an average value added per employee of about $60,000; production
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workers comprise 83 to 88 percent of all workers; and value added per shipments, while
slightly higher in the U.S., is similar in the State and national industries. In this way, the
wood products industry is different than some other manufacturing sectors in Montana,
such as transportation equipment, which exhibit fundamentally different wage and value
added structures than the national industry (see Table A3.28 below). Note that data in
Tables A3.27 and A3.28 are not strictly comparable because they refer to different years
and are compiled by different agencies.

Table A3.28 Industry Structure of U.S. and Montana Wood Products
Industries, 2000
(In Thousands Dollars)
U.S.

MT

Employment

585,035

5,300

Production Employment

486,720

4,670

Value Added

$36,093,437

$319,514

Shipments

$93,767,402

$952,538

Payments ( wages)

$16,135,745

$158,277

VA/Shipment

38.5%

33.5%

VA/Employee

$61.7

$60.3

83.2%

88.1%

% Production Employment
Source:

Department of Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures.

Sub-state Locational Patterns
The wood products industry to be heavily concentrated in northwest Montana, where
about 75 percent of all wood products workers were employed throughout the 1990 to
1997 period, and a reported 93 percent were employed in 2000 (see Table A3.29). The
difference in the 1990 to 1997 and 2000 patterns likely attributable to a combination of a
change in sector definition – data for 2000 are based on NAICS codes which, unlike SIC
codes used for earlier years, do not include logging under the wood products sector – and
problems caused by data suppression in the 2000 CBP.)
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Table A3.29 Employment in Montana’s Wood Products by Sub-state
Region
NorthCentral

SouthCentral

Northwest

Southwest

1990

77%

13%

4%

4%

2%

1995

74%

15%

8%

3%

0

1997

72%

13%

5%

9%

1%

2000 (does not
include logging)

93%

5%

0%

3%%

0

Average, 19901997

75%

14%

5%

5%

1%

Source:

East

County Business Patterns.

Companies in the wood products-logging industry that employ 10 or more people provide
more than 5,000 jobs in the State (see Table A3.31). These data are SIC based and include
logging). Missoula County accounts for almost 23 percent of all Montana employment,
but less than 11 percent of establishments among these larger wood products companies.
Moreover, the northwestern counties of Missoula Flathead, Lincoln, and Ravalli, account
for 65 percent of state employment in the industry among large establishments, and about
54 percent of the number of large establishments in this industry. Twenty counties in
Montana are home to at least one company in this sector with 10 or more workers (see
Table A3.30).
Fifteen of these 104 establishments are logging companies, and they are heavily
concentrated in the northwest, with six in Lincoln County, four in Flathead, and single
establishments in Missoula, Sanders, and Lake Counties (see Table A3.31). Overall the
15 largest logging establishments average 17 employees, and $3.7 million in sales, while
the remaining 89 large establishments in the wood products industry average 56 workers
and $13.3 million in sales.
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Table A3.30 Wood Products Employment by County
Establishments of 10 or More Employees

County
Missoula
Flathead
Lincoln
Ravalli
Gallatin
Lake
Powell
Sanders
Yellowstone
Cascade
Custer
Mineral
Stillwater
Broadwater
Richland
Granite
Lewis Clark
Carbon
Jefferson
Park
Total
Source:

Number of
Establishments
11
16
12
19
9
7
1
4
6
4
1
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
104

Employment
1,189
917
714
604
384
286
200
152
123
113
115
105
105
87
45
40
35
26
21
10
5,271

Average
Employment
108
57
60
32
43
41
200
38
21
28
28
35
53
87
45
40
18
26
11
10
51

InfoUSA Establishment Data Base.

Table A3.31 Logging Employment by County
Establishments of 10 or More Employees (Subset of Table A3.30)

County
Lincoln
Flathead
Missoula
Ravalli
Sanders
Gallatin
Lake
Total

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

Number of
Establishments

Employment

6
4
1
1
1
1
1
15

86
93
25
12
16
12
17
261

A3-39

Average Employment
14
23
25
12
16
12
17
17
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II.

The Role of Transportation in Industry Performance: Wood Products
Industry

Companies report only minor problems with transportation of in-coming goods. For
example, in some cases, logs must be transported through secondary (and not always wellmaintained) roads, thus slowing delivery of goods. Other stated concerns were traffic on
Route 93, which can cause bottlenecks; and the lack of secondary roads into forests, which
depresses the availability of forest products. Issues raised concerning outgoing product
reflect the supply of trucks and rail cars, and not the conditions of roadways.
Informants reported both additional transportation- and non-transportation related
impediments to growth and/or maintenance. Issues related to transportation include:
•

Tight transportation supply during peak season, especially availability of rail cars. All
informants, who noted that the cyclical nature of the industry plays a large role in
creating transportation bottlenecks during some periods, mentioned this problem.
Rail, which is reported to be cheaper and quicker for transporting finished products,
seems to suffer from the most acute shortages, perhaps because wood products firms
demand not only rail service, but also particular types of cars. Still, informants report
difficulty with the availability of trucking services in the spring and summer, as well.

•

Construct more secondary roads near logging activity. Informants mentioned
availability, price, and stability of raw material supplies as critical to current
competitiveness and future growth. Two specific factors that affect raw material
availability were mentioned: the inability of the Forest Service to get successful timber
sales out for bid; and the difficulty of accessing more remote sources of logs. The latter
problem, an informant suggested, could be remedied by investments in secondary
roads close to logging activity.

Issues not related to transportation include:
•

Poor state industry conditions: One informant suggested that any future growth
would have to come through productivity improvements, because the wood products
market can’t absorb any more products.

•

Industry mix in Montana: Overall industry performance nationally has been stronger
than in Montana: between 1990 and 1997, when Montana’s wood products
employment fell by 20 percent, overall employment growth in the U.S. was over five
percent. This suggests that there exist significant competitive issues specific to
Montana. One such issue is industry mix. Historically, sawmills have comprised a
much larger portion, and “other” wood products (e.g., containers) a smaller portion of
the industry activity in Montana compared to the rest of the nation. This can likely
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explain some of the difference in performance: during the 1990s, sawmill activity
experienced a decline in the U.S., while “other” wood products grew rapidly.13
•

Availability of workers: Various, often unrelated factors appear to be converging to
create labor force issues for firms. First, one informant suggested that values are
changing, making young workers less willing to accept industrial jobs in lieu of
alternatives like travel. This informant also complained that younger workers who
have accepted jobs sometimes skip – or even quit – work without notifying the firm.
Second, the influx of second-home buyers into Montana has pushed the cost of living
up in some areas, thus keeping potential employees from moving into such areas.

Cost of Transportation
According to the U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts, companies in the wood products
sector pay 4.2 percent of their total production costs for transportation services.14 At first
glance, 4.2 percent might seem low given the nature of the industry, which tends to be in
high-weight, low-value added goods.
Interviews with companies in Montana, though, dissected the cost of transportation.
While interviewees believed that their transportation costs were no higher than either
4.2 percent or the costs borne by their direct competitors, some also reported that their
customers handle transportation arrangements, suggesting that related costs are borne by
the purchasing rather than supplying firm. Because of the seeming prevalence of this
arrangement, it is possible that transportation costs in MT are in fact different than in other
states. A precise estimate of these differences, however, would require a comparison the
costs of moving final goods out of Montana relative to moving similar goods out of other
states with wood products industries. In any case, it is likely that costs differ from site to
site and influence purchasing patterns of major buyers. These costs, though, are not
transparent and might not be apparent to the supplying firms but only to purchasing
firms.

13

Because of the change in sectoral definitions between SIC and NAICS, it is difficult to make
sectoral comparisons for the 1990s. However, SIC-based data for 1993 to 1997 show that logging
and sawmill activity experienced almost no employment growth, while millwork employment
grew by 9.1 percent, and “other” wood sector employment grew by 24.2 percent. By 1997, almost
one-half (49.7 percent) of Montana’s wood products employment was in sawmill activity,
compared to just 26.7 percent nationally. According to (NAICS-based) CBP data, by 2000,
“sawmills and wood preservation” accounted for 41 percent of employment in Montana,
compared to just 22 percent nationally.

14

The U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts are generated jointly by the U.S. Bureau of
Transportation Statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis to assess each industry’s use
of transportation services in the production process.
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Transportation in the Wood Product Industry
Industry informants in this sector report that supplies for companies (primarily logs)
arrive almost exclusively by truck. One company does report using rail as a back-up
transportation mode, but estimates that only 10 percent of logs come by rail. The heavy
reliance on trucks is due to the location of forests and logging activity, which tend to be
away from rail sources. The cost of transporting supplies was not apparent to the
interviewees, because such costs are included in the log costs quoted by suppliers.
For outgoing products, both truck and rail are used. These range from a truck to rail split
of 65 percent and 35 percent to 20 percent and 80 percent. In the latter case, however, the
firm is located near two rail stations, so its reliance on rail might not be typical of firms in
Montana.
Some firms reported outsourcing transportation functions to local haulers, both to bring in
supplies (here, logs) and for other purposes. According to these informants, it is not costeffective to maintain in-house trucking capabilities because: 1) it is difficult to keep trucks
busy; 2) the source of logs can change rapidly (i.e., suppliers vary and are geographically
dispersed); and 3) industry demand is cyclical.
The cyclical nature of the business causes other problems with transportation: in the
spring and summer, when industry activity is at its highest, it is difficult to obtain rail cars,
especially the types needed to move lumber products, and local “jobbers” who move
product in and out can be hard to find. The latter problem is especially acute for product
going to customers in remote areas; in these cases, it is difficult for truckers to secure
return freight, thus making them reluctant to accept outgoing jobs. Because of these
problems, firms can experience delays of 1 to 3 weeks in securing the necessary
transportation services, thus making it difficult to get on-time deliveries.

Conclusion
Highways are of critical importance to the wood products industry, especially for incoming supplies of logs. Because of the nature of wood supplies, which are fixed by the
location of loggable forests, new supply channels are difficult to develop; and the logistics
associated with obtaining and transporting logs make trucks the most cost-effective means
of transport. Even firms with ready access to rail and high dependence on rail for
shipping finished products use highways almost exclusively for bringing in supplies.
Given the nature of the industry, this is unlikely to ever change.
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 7.0 Fabricated Metal Products
Overview
Manufacturers of fabricated metal products transform metal into intermediate or end
products. Important fabricated metal processes are forging, stamping, bending, forming,
and machining, used to shape individual pieces of metal, and other processes, such as
welding and assembling, used to join separate parts together. The sector excludes the
manufacture of machinery, computers and electronics, and metal furniture. It also
excludes firms that make fabricated metal products from raw materials. For example, an
establishment that manufactures steel, draws it into wire, and makes wire products would
be classified in the primary metal manufacturing sector.
In Montana, the fabricated metal products industry is relatively small but growing rapidly.
Industry employment in Montana has increased 2.5 times since 1990 to approximately
1,900 workers, and payroll more than tripled during that period. Fabricated metals firms
in the State rely heavily on the highway network to receive supplies and ship products.

National and Global Trends
Nationally, the fabricated metal products industry is growing on par with the overall U.S.
economy. The value of output from the industry increased 31 percent between 1990 and
2000 in real terms. The industry accounts for 6.2 percent of U.S. manufacturing output and
1.1 percent of total output. The industry’s share of manufacturing output has declined
somewhat in recent years, from 6.7 percent in 1990.
Employment in the U.S. fabricated metal industry has grown by 21 percent between 1990
and 2000. Table A3.32 shows trends in the number of establishments and employees in the
industry for the U.S. and Montana. Output per employee is rising in the industry,
indicating that the industry has become more productive and capital intensive.
The market for fabricated metal products is becoming more global. Firms in the
developing world are increasingly able to compete with U.S. firms for the manufacture of
metal products. Some U.S. firms are outsourcing components of their production to
developing countries. Overall, global demand for fabricated metal products has remained
relatively strong. U.S. firms that manufacture customized products or products not easily
shipped long distances (including some major Montana firms) have been less affected by
global competition.
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Table A3.32 U.S. and Montana Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing
Industry Summary
U.S.
1990
Employment

Montana

2000

Change

1990

2000

Change

1,483,334

1,790,817

21%

552

1,911

246%

$39,637,787

$64,244,450

62%

$10,758

$47,629

343%

Number of
Establishments

37,683

61,144

62%

52

130

150%

Average Wage

$26,722

$35,874

34%

$19,489

$24,924

28%

Employees Per
Establishment

39

29

-26%

11

15

38%

Annual Payroll (000)

Source: County Business Patterns.

State Trends
In Montana, the fabricated metal products industry is growing rapidly, though it remains
relatively small. Industry employment in Montana increased 2.5 times since 1990 as
shown in Table A3.32. Montana payroll more than tripled during that period.
Figure A3.4 shows the real value of fabricated metal manufacturing output over time in
Montana and the U.S. Output in the industry has grown by 59 percent, nearly twice the
growth rate of Montana’s total economy. Still, fabricated metal output remains only
0.17 percent of Montana’s total output. Although Montana’s fabricated metal industry is
relatively small, its share of total economic activity has grown over the last decade.
Montana’s fabricated metal industry includes a number of different types of
manufacturers, including industrial metal fabricators, consumer product manufacturers,
and integrated fabrication and design operations. Brief profiles of two major employers
are provided below.
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Trends in U.S. and Montana Fabricated Metal Products
Output Value
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Jore Corporation
Jore Corporation is Montana’s largest employer in the fabricated metals industry, with
nearly 400 employees. Located on U.S. 93 in Ronan (Lake County), the firm manufactures
a variety of fabricated metal products, including drill bits and drive systems. Its primary
customers are Home Depot, Sears, and Lowe’s. It has three primary competitors, all of
which are located outside of Montana. The company reports being significantly
disadvantaged by its location in Montana, since most of its customers and suppliers are
located on the East or West Coast. They estimate that transportation costs comprise about
15 percent of their production costs, and believe their competitors pay less for
transportation.
Most of Jore Corp.’s outbound shipments are moved by truck to distribution centers in
Atlanta or Chicago. Supplies, such as metals, are also brought in by truck. They report
their largest transportation problem as being located too far away from suppliers and
customers. Additionally, Montana has higher freight rates than other states because
trucking companies have difficulty filling empty backhauls leaving the State.
Despite these distance to market issues, company officials forecast substantial growth in
the near future. Revenue is expected to more than double to $100 million in the next five
years. Jore Corp. recently emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings in April. The
financial prospects of the company have improved after an outside firm purchased them.
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Jore Corp. believes that the transportation infrastructure available to them is generally
adequate. However, access to reliable rail service could benefit the firm by making it
easier to purchase in bulk from suppliers and receive discounts. The firm also feels that
widening U.S. 93 to a four-lane road might also benefit travel time and safety for their
transportation providers.

Selway Corporation
Selway Corporation is an important employer in the fabricated metals industry in
Montana, with 130 employees. Located in Stevensville (Ravalli County), the firm forms
flat steel into tanks, hoppers, and other shapes. Most of its customers are in the mining
industry in western states such as Utah and Nevada. Recently, the firm expanded into
conveyer systems manufacturing. The firm is the only integrated designer and
manufacturer of conveyer systems in the country. Several other U.S. firms design
conveyer systems, but these companies outsource the manufacturing. Most of Selway’s
conveyer systems are used in mining operations. The company expects to achieve
substantial sales growth, driven primarily by expansion in their conveyer system products.
Selway Corp. came to be located in Montana primarily because a large industrial building
was vacant and could be obtained at reasonable cost. Selway was able to use an industrial
revenue bond to finance their operations. The firm imports raw steel from Oregon, Utah,
and Washington. Supplies from the West are shipped by truck. Some steel is also brought
in from the southeast U.S. and can be shipped by rail.
Finished products are moved by truck and are often oversized loads. Transportation is
important to their competitiveness. In some cases, competitors in Utah and Nevada have
an advantage in winning work because of their proximity to customers. Selway estimates
that transportation is 8 to 10 percent of their total costs. They subcontract out the
movement of freight to trucking companies.
Selway has a number of unique transportation problems because many of their loads are
oversized. Selway finds the procedures for obtaining special permits to operate trucks
over 80,000 lbs. cumbersome. Montana is fairly flexible in issuing permits, but Selway is
also required to obtain permits from every state that a load moves through.
It is difficult to move oversized loads on narrow roads. Selway believes that roadway
improvements, such as widening U.S. 93 to four lanes, would lower their freight costs by
requiring the use of fewer pilot cars for moving oversized loads. Another problem
associated with moving oversized loads is that utility lines sometimes need to be raised.
Recent changes in the law have moved the burden of paying for these changes from the
utility to the shipper. There is currently no standard for line height that all utilities are
required to adhere to.
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Purchasing Patterns
Table A3.33 shows purchasing patterns in the heating, plumbing, and fabricated structural
metal products industry. The data is drawn from the 1998 input-output accounts for the
U.S. These figures specify the percentage of industry output made up of intermediate
inputs purchased from other industries, and the percent of value added. Fabricated metal
products industry has a relatively high value added component of 46 percent of output.
Table A3.33 also shows the percent of output made up of transportation purchases from
outside firms in rail, air, and motor freight transportation. Nationally, the fabricated metal
industry spends 1.4 percent of output on outsourced motor freight transportation and
warehousing, 0.33 percent on air transportation, and 0.27 percent of output on rail service.
The Transportation Satellite Accounts provide a more accurate measure of each industry’s
use of trucking services, since they include the value of the service provided by in-house
private fleets. This data show that when in-house transportation services are included,
8.2 percent of the fabricated metals industry output is comprised of purchases of trucking
services, indicating that this industry typically provides much of its own trucking services.

Table A3.33 Purchasing Patterns for Heating, Plumbing, and Fabricated
Structural Metal Products
Percent of Total
Industry Output

Input Source
Value added

46.1%

Primary iron and steel manufacturing

15.2%

Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing

7.7%

Wholesale trade

5.4%

Heating, plumbing, and fabricated structural metal products

5.2%

Other fabricated metal products

3.3%

Other business and professional services

2.5%

Motor freight transportation and warehousing

1.4%

Air transportation

0.3%

Railroads and related services

0.3%

Other

12.5%

Total intermediate inputs

53.9%

Transportation Satellite Accounts
Trucking Services
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Regional Concentrations
There are 28 counties in Montana with employment in fabricated metals manufacturing.
Table A3.34 shows the number of establishments and employees in the top nine counties.
Due to the small number of establishments in many counties, the data provide high and
low ranges for the employment data in some counties to avoid disclosing proprietary
information. The top five counties have approximately 80 percent of the State’s
employment in the industry.
Lake County leads the State in fabricated metal
manufacturing employment because of the location of Jore Corp. In Yellowstone County,
Roscoe Steel & Culvert Company is a major fabricated metals employer, with
140 employees. A large fraction of fabricated metals employees in Ravalli County work
for Selway Corporation, which employs 130 people. Midwest Industries is an important
employer in Gallatin County, with 50 employees.

Table A3.34 Tops Counties with Fabricated Metal Products
Manufacturing Employment
County

Establishments

Lake County

Employment

2

500 – 999

Yellowstone County

22

337

Ravalli County

12

159

Gallatin County

16

144

Missoula County

12

131

Flathead County

17

96

Sweet Grass County

3

20 – 99

Silver Bow County

2

20 – 99

Fergus County

4

20 – 99

Role of Transportation and Future Growth
Transportation plays a significant role in determining the competitiveness and market area
of the fabricated metals manufacturing industry. All of the firms interviewed cite
transportation as a significant factor in competition. Montana firms report that
transportation-related costs and lack of proximity to their customers sometimes prevent
them from winning work. Nonetheless, most of the major Montana firms have a
significant portion of out-of-state business.
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Most Montana firms in this industry believe they are generally well served by the roadway
infrastructure available to them. A number of interviewees suggested that widening major
highways would lower their transportation costs. Transportation costs (and freight
shipping rates) are perceived to be higher in the State due to the low density of freight
traffic and problems associated with moving oversized loads. Still, firms interviewed
expect to grow significantly in the near future, consistent with the increases in
employment over the last decade.

 8.0 High-Tech Products (Electrical/Electronic Equipment
and Instruments)

I.

National and Global Trends

Industry Overview
For this analysis, we consider a group of technology industries together under the general
label of “high-tech.” Over the past decade, Montana has seen new and emerging economic
activity in communication equipment, semiconductor machinery manufacturing,
semiconductors, and other electronic components, and instruments, including medical
devices. We grouped these sectors together because singularly they are small industries in
the State, but share some important characteristics. With one exception, the industries are
composed of small businesses that employ far fewer people per establishment than
equivalent “high-tech” industries nationally, and pay significantly lower wages than
national industry norms. The industries also tend to produce high value-low weight
output, which presents a profile different from the goods that have been traditionally
produced by Montana industries. High-tech establishments in Montana use parcel
services to deliver goods domestically and internationally. Companies also use less-thantruckload (LTL) trucking and air-ride trucks to ship their heavier goods.
Over 1,200 people work in 26 “high-tech” establishments in Montana, which account for
slightly less than six percent of Montana’s manufacturing employment, but more than
one-half of this employment is in one company. Companies in this sector are located in
the western and central regions of the State, are spread-out among counties, and are not
geographically clustered. Starting with a very small base, employment in Montana’s hightech industries increased over the 1998-2000 period, while employment in similar
technologies declined across the nation.15 In addition, the rate of growth of exports from
Montana’s high-tech industries far exceeded national averages. Similar to other U.S. firms
15

With the dramatic changes in sectoral definitions among high-tech industries initiated by the
change from SIC to NAICS definitions in 1998, it is difficult to compile time series data for the
computer and electronics industries. Instead, Table A3.35 compares basic characteristics of the
computer and electronics industries in Montana and the U.S. for 1998 to 2000.
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in these sectors, Montana’s firms rely heavily on exports for business, a dependence that
has grown significantly in the past few years. Electronics and computer companies
interviewed report having both domestic and international sales, but few sales within
Montana.
Over 500 persons were employed in 25 computer and electronic establishments in
Montana in 2000 (see Table A3.35). In addition, one company, Semitool, employs over 700
people in the sector “special industrial machinery, not elsewhere counted” (SIC) or “other
industrial machinery” (NAICS).16 Income data for this sector is suppressed and
employment for the one establishment is listed as 500 to 999. Contact with the University
of Montana and the Montana Department of Commerce confirms the existence and scale of
this company is in the 700 to 750 range. The sector “other industrial machinery” (NAICS
333298) has been falling slightly both nationally and in Montana (see Table A3.36).

Table A3.35 Montana’s Computer and Electronics Industry, 1998-2000
Montana

2000

Employment

1999

1998

527

534

480

Payroll ($000s)

$18,911

$15,986

$14,340

Establishments

26

30

24

Payroll/Employee (000s)

$35.9

$29.9

$29.9

Employee/Establishment

20.3

17.8

20.0

Employment

1,557,087

1,615,177

1,680,833

Payroll (000s)

$90,397,471

$83,841,985

$79,684,845

17,148

17,279

19,625

$58.1

$51.9

$47.4

Employee/Establishment

90.8

93.5

85.6

Montana as a % of the U.S.

2000

1999

1998

Average Wage

61.8%

57.7%

63.0%

Employees Per Establishment

22.3%

19.0%

23.4%

U.S.

Establishments
Payroll/Employee

Source:

16

County Business Patterns.

Semitool designs, develops, manufactures, and supports high performance wet chemical
processing equipment for use in the fabrication of semiconductor devices. The company is
alternately designated by primary classification as “industrial machinery” or part of the
“semiconductor” sector.
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Table A3.36 Other Industrial Machinery, Montana, and the United
States, 1997-2000
Employment
Year

Montana

U.S.

1997

1,000-2,499

53,106

1998

1,000-2,499

57,009

1999

500-999

50,906

2000

500-999

50,852

Source:

County Business Patterns.

International Production and Trade
In recent years, exports from Montana grew much faster than exports from the rest of the
U.S. Although Montana and the U.S. suffered a large decline in exports in 2001, overall
export growth for the 1997 to 2001 period was 90 percent for Montana in constant dollars,
compared to one percent for the U.S. During this period, Montana’s exports to Europe
rose much faster than U.S. exports to Europe (161 percent versus two percent), and to
NAFTA countries (55 percent versus 16 percent) (see Table A3.37). Despite Montana’s
strong export performance in the late 1990s, exports per employee were still just slightly
more than one-half the national average in 2000 (the last year for which comparable state
and national data are available) (see Table A3.38).
The computer and electronic products industry has, over the past decade, driven much of
the economic growth of the advanced economies in Europe, Asia, and North America, as
well as in developing and emerging economies across the globe. Computers and related
products and the components used in their manufacture accounted for 5.7 percent of total
global trade in 1999, an increase from 3.8 percent in 1990. Much of the growth in global
exports has come from developing economies which now account for 25 percent of world
exports of office machines and 44 percent of the components used to make computers and
other data-processing and office machines. Moreover, accessories and component exports
(Sector 759) from developing economies grew from 17.5 to 43.8 percent of global exports
between 1990 and 1999.
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Table A3.37 Computer and Electronics Exports from the U.S. and
Montana, 1997-2001
(In Thousands of 1997 Dollars)
Montana
Market

1997

2001

$12,064

$22,972

628

European Union

U.S.
%
Growth

%
Growth

1997

2001

90%

$152,896,164

$ 154,110,967

1%

291

-54%

21,806,376

18,523,119

-15%

4,759

12,405

161%

35,070,009

35,862,688

2%

NAFTA

2,886

4,461

55%

37,742,803

43,773,865

16%

Other

2,992

13,685

357%

39,108,656

38,828,662

-1%

World
ASEAN

Source:

U.S. ITA.

Table A3.38 Exports Per Employee in the High-Technology Industries –
U.S. and Montana in 2000
U.S.

$119,335

Montana
Source:

$65,338
U.S. ITA and U.S. Department of Census.

National Industry Characteristics
About 13 percent of income generated in the computer and electronics industry are profits
and wages (value added) and almost 87 percent are purchases of goods and service from
outside suppliers (intermediate inputs), including about 31 percent from other companies
within the industry. The low percentage of value added demonstrates the high degree of
outsourcing that characterizes the industry. Given that computers and electronics are
small industries in Montana, the State is probably not significantly helped by the high
proportion of the value of final goods that is purchased from other firms in these
industries. Purchases made from other technology companies in the computer and
electronics sectors account for over 45 percent of the total value of final goods (30.6 percent
plus 14.8 percent, Table A3.39). This is almost three and one-half times the value of
product produced in-house at computer and electronics firms and suggests the importance
of either co-locating with other firms in the industry or having access to transportation
networks that can serve these supply needs.
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Table A3.39 Purchasing Patterns in the Computer and Electronics
Industry, 1998
(Value in Millions Dollars)

Value

% of
Value

T

Total Industry Output

104,722

VA

Value added

13,989

13.4%

I

Total intermediate inputs

90,733

86.6%

Key Purchases by Commodity
57

Electronic components and accessories

32,051

30.6%

51

Computer and office equipment

15,474

14.8%

VA

Value added

13,989

13.4%

69A

Wholesale trade

13,306

12.7%

80

Noncomparable imports

6,544

6.2%

53

Electrical industrial equipment and apparatus

2,517

2.4%

73C

Other business and professional services, except medical

1,941

1.9%

32

Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products

1,749

1.7%

73A

Computer and data processing services, including ownaccount software

1,674

1.6%

71B

Real estate and royalties

1,622

1.5%

73D

Advertising

1,378

1.3%

38

Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing

1,194

1.1%

73B

Legal, engineering, accounting, and related services

1,173

1.1%

70A

Finance

1,108

1.1%

41

Screw machine products and stampings

1,095

1.0%

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, I-O Accounts

The value of shipments in different high-tech sectors increased nationally during the 19972000 period in the specific computer and electronics sectors of most interest to Montana –
optical instruments, medical equipment and devices, and semiconductors. Employment,
however, shows mixed trends among the various sectors. General employment in optical
instruments is rising, but the levels of production workers are falling. Employment in
other instrument sectors is declining for both production and non-production workers.
Employment in medical devices and the semi-conductor industry is growing (see
Table A3.40).
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Table A3.40 Recent Trends in Computer and Electronic Products in the
U.S., 1997-2000

1997

2000

% Change
1997-2000

Optical instrument & lens mfg (NAICS 333314 )
Value of Shipments ($1997)

3,140

3,722

18.5%

Employment

20.4

22.1

8.3%

Production Workers

12.1

11.4

-5.8%

Semiconductor machinery mfg (NAICS 333295 )
Value of Shipments ($1997)

11,163

20,834

86.6%

Employment

40.1

51.4

28.2%

Production Workers

20.9

26.7

27.8%

Medical equipment & supplies mfg
(NAICS 3391)
Value of Shipments ($1997)

44,894

51,724

15.2%

Employment

292

307

5.1%

Production Workers

185

192

3.8%

89,466

107,995

20.7%

Employment

484

469

-3.1%

Production Workers

209

197

-5.7%

Navigation/measuring/medical/control
instruments mfg (NAICS 3345 )
Value of Shipments ($1997)

Source:

County Business Patterns.

Sub-state Locational Patterns
High-tech industries in Montana are primarily found in the western region of the State,
with some activities scattered elsewhere. All of the State’s 7 “large” establishments (those
with 10+ employees) in semiconductors and circuit boards are located in western
Montana, with 92 percent of employees located in northwest Montana due to the location
of Semitool in Kalispell. Other electronics firms are found in southwestern Montana and
north-central Montana, each of which include about 40 percent of the State’s employees in
these sector, not including Semitool and the semiconductor sector (see Tables A3.41 and
A3.42.)
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Table A3.41 Montana’s Semiconductor and Circuit Board Establishments
(With 10 or More Employees by Region)
Region

# Establishments

Employment

Circuit Boards, Semi-Conductors: 367*
Northwest

4

1,281

Southwest

3

114

Total

7

1,395

Note: The counts Semitool in this sector at an employment level that is approximately 400 greater
than Montana sources indicate. In this table, we use the employment level and SIC
classification provided in the Establishment Database.
Source: InfoUSA Establishment Data

Table A3.42 Montana’s Electronics Establishments (Except
Semiconductors and Circuit Boards) with 10 or More
Employees by Region
Region

# Establishments

Employment

Other Electronic Equipment: 36*, Except 367
Northwest

–

–

Southwest

3

48

North-central

3

48

East

1

15

South-central

1

10

Total

8

121

Source:

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

County-Level Activity
The 23 high-tech establishments in Montana with 10 or more employees are scattered over
the western third of the State (16 establishments), the central counties of the State (six
establishments) and in the east (one establishment). With two exceptions, single counties
do not house establishments from more than one of these three industries: semiconductors
and circuit boards, other electronics, and medical instruments. The exceptions are Gallatin
County, which is home to at least one firm in each of the three sectors, and Yellowstone
County, which is home to one electronics and two medical device firms (see Tables A3.43,
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A3.44, and A3.45.) High-tech activity in Gallatin County and Bozeman benefits from the
engineering school at Montana State University.

Table A3.43 Electronic Components and Accessories (SIC 367)
Establishments with Employment of 10 or more by County
County

Number of Establishments

Flathead

2

1,157

Gallatin

1

49

Lake

2

124

Park

1

25

Silver Bow

1

40

Total

7

1,355

Source:

Employment

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

Table A3.44 Electronics (SIC 36 Other than SIC 367)
Establishments with Employment of 10 or more by County
Number of
Establishments

County

Employment

Cascade

2

20

Gallatin

2

20

Lewis Clark

1

25

Madison

1

12

Valley

1

15

Yellowstone

1

10

Total

8

102

Source:

InfoUSA Establishment Data.
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Table A3.45 Medical Instruments Industry, NEC (SIC 384)
Employment of 10 or more by County

County

Number of
Establishments

Gallatin

1

45

Missoula

3

73

Ravalli

1

40

Sanders

1

25

Yellowstone

2

240

Total

8

423

Source:

II.

Employment

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

The Role of Transportation in High-Tech Industries

Informants suggest that the disadvantages associated with a remote location in Montana
are mitigated by two major factors. First, the availability of parcel deliveries acts as a great
equalizer in high-tech sectors, many of which produce high value added, low-weight
products that must be shipped on tight schedules regardless of firm location. Thus,
although firms in Montana might pay higher parcel rates than their competitors, they can
receive and ship goods just as quickly. Second, firms that ship goods by truck cite
proximity to Route 93 as an advantage. One informant, whose firm is located on Route 93,
notes that while tourism can affect traffic on the road, the maximum delays created by this
traffic are only 15 to 20 minutes during peak season. Such a short delay, according to the
informant, doesn’t really affect business. Another informant noted that while his firm is in
a rather remote location in Montana, his firm does not experience trucking delays, a fact he
attributes to being “only 2 ½ hours off Route 93.”

Business Impediments
Informants reported impediments to competitiveness, some of which are directly or
indirectly affected by transportation. Transportation-related impediments include:
•

High-tech industries do not have a large enough presence to draw suppliers or even
supplier warehouses to Montana. As a result, supplies must be shipped longer
distances. Although supplies usually arrive on time, the long distances result in higher
transportation costs. The lack of supplier warehouses in Montana precludes buying in
volume, which leads to higher per unit costs.
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•

Low levels of economic activity in rural areas can make it difficult to find specialized
trucks, which can slow deliveries, and also contributes to higher transportation costs
because of “dead heading.”

•

Parcel rates are probably higher because of low-density economic geography.

•

Poorly maintained arterial roads increase weather-related work absences.

•

Low-wage workers without access to public transportation often cannot afford reliable
transportation, which is exacerbated by poor road conditions in rural areas.

Non-transportation business impediments include:
•

Lack of buying power. One informant reported that the biggest impediment to growth
for his firm is its lack of buying power for materials, a problem related to the size of his
firm, although the firm has been able (so far) to leverage some of their customers’
buying clout. An informant in the telecommunications sector made a similar point: as
the firm’s size has declined with the rest of the industry, it has had to pay a lot more
for supplies. In some cases, for example, the minimum order for a part might be 1,000
units, while the firm needs only 500 units. As a result, the firm has to buy thousands of
dollars in supplies that it doesn’t need.

•

Difficulties in finding specialized technical and professional help, including
management. These workers have to be recruited from outside of Montana, which is
expensive, and they often demand the same salaries they make elsewhere. Unlike in
Silicon Valley, “These people are never working across the street…specialized skills
can’t be found locally.”

Cost of Transportation
Firms in computers, electronics, and medical devices spend, on average, one to two
percent of total production costs on transportation-related services.17 Although informants
could not specify how much they spent on transportation, most believe that because of the
distances goods must travel, their costs are likely higher than competitors elsewhere.
In addition, firms believe that distance from suppliers probably puts them at a cost
disadvantage vis-à-vis their competitors. This disadvantage can be traced to costs of
delivering parcels to the relatively remote, low-density areas in which these firms are
located, as well as direct purchasing costs in Montana relative to other sites. In major hubs

17

Based on data from the U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts, which are generated jointly by the
U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis to assess each
industry’s use of transportation services in the production process. Transportation costs for
specific industries are as follows: “scientific and controlling instruments,” 1.1 percent; “computer
and office equipment,” 1.0 percent; “electronic components and accessories,” 1.4 percent; and
“miscellaneous electrical machinery and supplies,” 1.9 percent.
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like Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City, and Denver, suppliers set up warehouses and bring
in large shipments. Purchasing firms in these areas benefit from the advantages generated
by these large volumes.

Transportation in the Montana’s High-Tech Industries
Computer and electronics firms report having few local suppliers, largely because of the
specialized nature of the inputs they use. Supplies are often brought in by parcel. Hightech firms report that on a piece basis, 80 to 100 percent of supplies are delivered by parcel
service. Informants report that distance from suppliers does not cause problems with
speed or timeliness of deliveries – “overnight is overnight wherever you’re located” – and
one informant noted that because of short lead times in his sector, his firm would rely on
overnight deliveries wherever the company is situated. Another firm, however, did note
that although on a piece basis his firm receives 80 to 90 percent of supplies by parcel, on a
weight basis, freight makes up a greater portion because it is used for heavy items like
steel, motors, and heavy plastics (2). 18
The reliance on parcel services in Montana makes it difficult for informants at high-tech
firms to estimate whether and how highway improvements would affect transportation
costs. They recognize that the economic geography of Montana likely results in higher
parcel rates than in high-tech areas like Chicago, California, Seattle, or Massachusetts: as
one informant noted, “FedEx and UPS drivers pick up as much freight in 10 minutes in
Seattle as they do in an hour in Montana.” Informants also note, however, that while
highway improvements might have a direct effect on the rates charged by smaller, local
couriers, it is not clear whether or how they would affect the rates charged by the major
couriers (e.g., UPS, FedEx) on which they rely.
One informant emphasized that the importance of highways for his firm lies in their role in
transporting workers, not goods. This company, a contract manufacturer in electronics,
has tried to stay competitive by focusing on customer service. As such, if workers have
difficulty getting to the plant, it can undermine the high levels of service the firm needs to
provide. Many of the roads on which the workers travel are unpaved arterial roads
maintained by the county, so inclement weather can have a large effect on employee
turnout. Compounding this issue is the role of wages in the company’s competitive
strategy: although the company benefits from low wage rates in the area, many of its
production workers (who start at minimum wage) often cannot afford reliable
transportation.

18

Dependence on parcel service appears to be a common phenomenon in this and related sectors in
Montana: in 1997 (the most recent year for which data are available), 81 percent of shipments by
Montana’s precision instrument firms were shipped by parcel, compared to just 48 percent
nationally.
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Conclusion
Montana’s agglomeration of hi-tech industries is small, and with the exception of
Semitool, is composed of small and scattered businesses. The “infrastructure” of parcel
delivery services, such as UPS and FedEx, in part mitigates Montana’s competitive
disadvantage of long distances. It appears, therefore, that roadway infrastructure in
Montana will be a critical factor in the State’s success or failure to build high-tech
industries from its current base.

 9.0 Furniture Manufacturing
I.

Global, National and State Industry Trends in the Furniture Industry

Industry Overview
Montana’s furniture industry is small, but rapidly growing. The industry accounts for
about four percent of the state manufacturing base, but has gown four-fold in employment
since 1990. The Montana industry employs 914 people in 84 establishments, and is
dominated by producers of household and institutional furniture, which account for 75 of
the establishments. This industry is composed of small businesses; the furniture industry
in Montana averages 11 workers per establishment, compared to 32 employees nationally
in this industry and 18 overall per manufacturing establishment in the State. Furniture
manufacturers in Montana rely heavily on domestic sales and do not show a high export
profile. Customers for Montana’s firms include large local and regional institutional
buyers, such as schools and other public organizations; wholesalers and other middlemen;
purchasers of specialized furniture used in medical and therapeutic applications; and local
consumers of economy goods, like cabinets or bookshelves. Companies in the State ship
product primarily on truck, and secondarily by air, and rely almost exclusively on truck
for receiving supplies.
Montana’s employment grew from 226 in 1990 to 527 in 1997 and 914 in 2000, an increase
of more than 300 percent for this small industry. Nationally, employment increased
25 percent over this period, though all manufacturing employment declined by 14 percent.
Wage growth in furniture establishments in Montana, however, did not keep pace with the
national average. In 1990, Montana wages were 95 percent of the national rate per worker,
but averaged only about 75 percent of the national rate during 1995 to 2000. Moreover,
purchasing power of wages in Montana declined during the 1990s, while rising in the
national industry. In part explaining low wage rates, Montana furniture establishments
tend to be much smaller than the national average (see Table A3.46).
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Table A3.46 Montana’s Furniture Industry, 2000
1990

1995

2000

510,423

505,956

640,444

12,141

11,611

19,848

Average Wage

$19.7

$23.3

$28.0

Average Wage (Fixed $1997s)

$19.7

$20.0

$21.3

Employees per Establishment

42.0

43.6

32.3

226

370

914

21

32

84

Average Wage

18.8

18.0

20.4

Average Wage (Fixed $1997s)

18.8

15.4

15.5

Employees per Establishment

10.8

11.6

10.9

Average Wage

95%

77%

73%

Employees per Establishment

26%

27%

34%

U.S.
Employment
# Establishments

Montana
Employment
# Establishments

Montana as % of U.S.

Source:

County Business Patterns.

International, National, and State Trends in Trade
Montana’s furniture manufacturers are less export-oriented than the average company in
the U.S.19 In 2000, exports per employee were $4,399 (in 1997$) in the U.S. furniture
industry compared with $802 per employee in Montana (see Table A3.47). Information on
domestic sales per employee was not available.) However, at least part of this gap is likely
due to high levels of national exports of motor vehicle seats, a sector in which Montana
appears to have no presence. If motor vehicle seats were removed from the furniture trade
data, the gap between Montana and the rest of the nation would shrink.

19

U.S. production and employment levels are only weakly tied to exports, though both will be
affected by increasing imports. In 1997, furniture exports supported an estimated 27,000 jobs, the
equivalent of only 4.5 percent of all employment in the U.S. furniture industry. This percentage
ranks furniture as the U.S. manufacturing sector least dependent on exports.
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Given its relatively low levels of exports, future growth in Montana could depend on two
factors. First, how well its composition of capabilities matches with furniture consumption
patterns in the U.S., where currently 55 percent of purchases are in household furniture,
16 percent in office furniture, 10 percent in motor vehicle seats, and 19 percent in “other.”
Second, whether Montana firms are exposed to the growth in international competition,
especially from China and other East Asian countries, in ready-to-assemble furniture, a
segment that has seen rapid expansion of global capabilities.

Table A3.47 Exports Per Employee in the Furniture Industry, U.S. and
Montana
(In 1997 Dollars)

U.S.
Montana
Source:

1997

1998

1999

2000

$4,850

$4,264

$3,959

$4,399

$860

$660

$838

$802

Calculated by the author from data from U.S. ITA and U.S. Department of Census.

National Industry Characteristics
Almost 50 percent of income generated by furniture companies in Montana is profits and
wages (value added) and slightly more than 50 percent are purchases of goods and service
from outside suppliers (intermediate inputs), including over seven percent from lumber
and wood product companies. This relatively high percentage of industry profits and
wages, combined with purchases from an industry that is particularly strong in Montana,
indicate that furniture manufacturing generates a lot of its income within the State (see
Table A3.48).

Sub-state Locational Patterns
The furniture industry is concentrated in the western part of Montana. Together, northand southwestern regions accounted for more than 70 percent of all establishments in 1990
and 1997. South-central Montana accounted for almost 20 percent of all establishments in
1990 and more than 15 percent in 1997. Eastern and north-central Montana were home to
less than 10 percent of the State’s furniture establishments in 1997 (see Table A3.49). Data
for 2000 show similar trends and underscore the continued concentration of the industry
in the western regions of the State.
Eight of nine furniture manufacturing establishments in Montana that are identified with
10 or more employees are located in the western part of the State (see Table A3.50).
Companies in the north- and southwestern regions differ in terms of firm size, with the
average employment size in southwestern Montana almost twice as large as in
northwestern Montana.
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Table A3.48 Purchasing Patterns in Furniture and Fixtures Industry, 1998
(Value in $ Millions)

Value

% of
Value

T

Total Industry Output

$65,889

VA

Value added

31,888

48.4%

I

Total intermediate inputs

34,001

51.6%

$4,845

7.4%

Key Purchases by Commodity
20+21

Lumber and wood products

69A

Wholesale trade

4,259

6.5%

42

Other fabricated metal products

3,203

4.9%

16

Broad and narrow fabrics, yarn and thread mills

2,843

4.3%

32

Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products

2,539

3.9%

37

Primary iron and steel manufacturing

2,308

3.5%

17

Miscellaneous textile goods and floor coverings

2,003

3.0%

73C

Other business and professional services, except
medical

1,295

2.0%

65B

Motor freight transportation and warehousing

915

1.4%

25

Paperboard containers and boxes

885

1.3%

41

Screw machine products and stampings

836

1.3%

38

Primary nonferrous metals manufacturing

682

1.0%

71B

Real estate and royalties

671

1.0%

73D

Advertising

665

1.0%

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, I-O accounts.

Table A3.49 Montana’s Furniture Establishments by Region

Northwest

Southwest

NorthCentral

SouthCentral

East

1990

52%

19%

10%

19%

na

1997

44%

29%

7%

16%

4%

2000

50%

30%

13%

7%

0%

Average, 19901997

45%

29%

10%

13%

6%

Source:

County Business Patterns.
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Table A3.50 Characteristics of Montana Furniture Manufacturing
Establishments
With 10 or More Employees
Location

# Est

Ave Empl.

Sales

Sales/Empl

Northwest

6

31.7

2,777,000

87,695

Southwest

2

56.0

8,512,000

152,000

North Central

1

49.0

7,448,000

152,000

East

–

–

–

–

South Central

–

–

–

–

All

9

39.0

4,570,444

117,191

Source:

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

The nine furniture manufacturers in Montana with 10 or more employees are located
across five counties, with almost one-half of the establishments in Missoula alone (Table
A3.51). All except for a 49-person firm in Carbon are located in the western part of the
State. Together, these nine firms account for 320 jobs in the furniture industry, or more
than one-third of total furniture employment in the State.

Table A3.51 Furniture Industry Employment by County
Establishments of 10 or More Employees

County

Number of
Establishments

Employment

Average Employment

Carbon

1

49

49.0

Flathead

2

49

24.5

Gallatin

1

12

12.0

Missoula

4

110

27.5

Park

1

100

100.0

Total

9

320

42.6

Source:

InfoUSA Establishment Data.
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II.

The Role of Transportation in Industry Performance in the Furniture
Industry

Furniture manufacturers interviewed exhibit a broad range of customer bases – in some
cases, all sales are to local consumers through small retail shops scattered throughout
Montana; in others, producers report selling no products within the State and relying
instead on sales throughout the U.S. and in some cases, the world. With the exception of
some wood products, many of the supplies used in furniture production are reported to
come from outside Montana, sometimes as far away as China and Taiwan. Informants
reported other transportation- and non-transportation related impediments to firm
growth. Issues related to transportation include:
•

Service and quality of LTL carriers. One informant reported that goods are often
damaged by these “less-than-truckload” carriers and that quality and service tends to
be low. Another suggested that packaging requirements of outside trucking firms
precludes outsourcing shipping of low-cost products.

•

Traffic around state and national park areas can be congested. This raised concerns
about the safety of truckers and visitors driving in these areas.

•

Lack of direct rail service makes exporting overseas costly, as it generally requires
three transportation modes: truck, rail, and ship. Greater availability of rail would
allow firms to load cargo containers near their plants, thus obviating the need for
trucking.

One informant suggested that Federal government regulations impede good construction.
For one local project, the widening of an 11-mile road, Federal regulations required that
the old road be ripped up before a new one could be installed. The informant believes that
the widening could have been achieved without ripping up the old road and that the costs
would have been much lower.
Issues not related to transportation include:
•

The rise of large retailers, like Costco, has hurt small local retailers and the firms that
traditionally serve them.

•

Availability of workers, due to out-migration; changing values among the young; and
different demands by the high-tech industry.

•

Growth in demand for ready-to-assemble furniture and the rise of imports from China.

Labor markets were cited as both a large competitive advantage and a large disadvantage:
some firms report that low wages and low turnover have improved their companies’
competition position; others lament the difficulty of finding specific types of workers and
fear that labor shortages could eventually threaten the existence of their firms.
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Cost of Transportation
According to the Transportation Satellite Accounts, U.S. furniture companies pay an
average of 4.8 percent of their total production costs for transportation services.20 Some
informants could not estimate transportation costs, but two that could estimate that costs
were seven and 10 percent. All informants believed that their transportation costs were
higher than their out-of-state competitors, because of the long distances that supplies and
final goods had to travel.
Firms cited high transportation costs as a difficulty of operating in Montana, but noted that
these costs are a function of geographical distance from suppliers and customers and not
of poor quality or availability of highways. Mention was made, however, of the danger
posed to truckers and other drivers by the congestion near state and national park areas.
Another transportation impediment reported was the quality of service provided by LTL
carriers (though satisfaction was generally reported regarding local contract carriers).
Though LTL shipments might be most advantageous, a lack of confidence in the service
may lead companies to ship product by more expensive modes.

Transportation in the Furniture Manufacturing Industry
Our interviews establish that supplies for the furniture industry, which include wood
products, hardware, and various materials (e.g., vinyl) for companies (primarily logs)
arrive by truck. Some of these goods are carried on suppliers’ trucks; some by LTL (lessthan-truckload) carriers; some by parcel service (e.g., UPS, FedEx); and other by local
contract carriers. The heavy reliance on trucks is due to the nature of the supplies – some,
like wood products, are large and bulky; others, like some hardware, is small enough to
ship by parcel – and cost considerations. Companies report only minor problems with
transportation of in-coming goods.
For outgoing products, primarily truck, but also air was reported as being used. The
absence of rail transport can be explained by a range of factors – in one case, an informant
at a producer of specialty medical tables reported that rail was the preferred transport
mode, especially for exports. His company had access to rail in the past, but the station
was closed. Without direct access to rail or water, the company has to go through an extra
step rather than ship directly overseas by loading containers onto rail, a process that raises
transportation costs on exports to two to three times what their competitors in California
pay. In other cases, informants report that cost and speed advantages – especially with
large, bulky items common in the furniture sector – make truck the preferred method.
One firm sends about 25 percent of its products by air. In this case, air is used to send
larger products (small products are sent by FedEx ground), which costs “about $500 a
pop,” but ensures that goods get to their destination intact.

20

Based on data from the U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts, which are generated jointly by the
U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis to assess each
industry’s use of transportation services in the production process.
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Some firms reported outsourcing trucking functions to a variety of carriers. Other firms,
though, keep trucking functions in-house. One of these firms is a specialty producer of
cabinet products for large, often public installations, such as stadiums, schools, and court
houses. Most of their work is outside Montana, concentrated in urban areas in Colorado.
This informant cited a number of reasons for keeping trucking in-house. First, as a small
firm ($5 million to $6 million in annual sales), the company is not so large that a small
percentage savings on transportation would generate significant cost savings. According
to this informant, “saving two percent on millions [in transport costs]” results in large
savings, but for this firm, transport costs are not a “big deal.” Second, keeping trucking inhouse improves reliability and service: if a project required it, the firm could be unloading
a truck in Denver tomorrow morning. Third, outsourcing would mean greater reliance on
LTL carriers and as noted above, concerns were voiced about the service and quality
provided by these carriers.
In general, informants did not attribute high transportation costs to highway conditions or
availability. Rather, all attributed high transportation costs to the long distances that
supplies and final goods have to travel. In one case, in fact, an informant suggested that
improvements in highway infrastructure had hurt his firm’s business by making large
retailers, like Costco, accessible to greater portions of the Montana population, which has
decimated the small retail stores his company has historically served. One informant at a
firm with a national customer base said that his firm is in the process of setting up miniwarehouses across the U.S. in order to reduce transportation costs. Such warehouses, he
suggested, will allow his firm to re-distribute products from central warehouses, thus
alleviating the need to ship every order from Montana, which will bring down delivery
costs. One informant did suggest that access to rails would improve his company’s
position, especially in export markets, by allowing the firm to load containers in Montana
and shipping these to port by rail.

Conclusion
Taken together, state, national, and international trends paint a picture of an industry
increasingly threatened at the low-end by rising imports, advances in ready-to-assemble
furniture, and the reconfiguring of the retail sector towards large chains that sell these
types of products. These trends suggest that production-related costs, especially labor and
transportation costs, which are nationwide are high relative to other manufacturing
sectors, will become increasingly important vectors of competition. While firms in
Montana report that their geographic position (rather than quality or availability of
highways) creates high transportation costs, geographic isolation has also slowed the
influx of the large retailers that challenge small, local producers. Together, these factors
suggest that improvement in highway infrastructure could have two distinct effects: while
it would improve the competitive position of high-end firms that export, it might also
further undermine small, low-end producers that currently serve local, usually rural,
markets.
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 10.0 Primary Metals Products
Overview
The primary metal manufacturing industry is engaged in smelting and/or refining ferrous
and nonferrous metals from ore and scrap, using electrometallurgical processes and other
techniques. Establishments in this sector also manufacture metal alloys by introducing
other chemical elements to pure metals. The output of smelting and refining, usually in
ingot form, is used in rolling, drawing, and extruding operations to make sheet, strip, bar,
rod, or wire, and in molten form to make castings and other basic metal products. This
sector excludes establishments primarily engaged in metal forging and stamping, which
are classified as fabricated metal product manufacturing.
The primary metal manufacturing industry is relatively small in Montana, employing
approximately 1,000 people and accounting for 0.42 percent of the State’s economy. The
industry is dominated by a handful of large companies, including the Columbia Falls
Aluminum Company, located in Flathead County, and Asarco, which operates lead
smelting in East Helena. Throughout the 1990s, industry output remained fairly constant,
and employment rose slightly. In the last two years, however, high electricity rates and a
slump in prices for primary metal products have forced closure or curtailment at several
large Montana plants. The future of the industry in the State depends heavily on these two
factors.

National Trends
Nationally, output value in the primary metal manufacturing industry grew 31 percent
between 1990 and 2000 in real terms. As a share of the nation’s total economy, the
industry fell from 0.66 percent to 0.62 percent during that period. Employment in U.S.
primary metal manufacturing decreased by 16.7 percent during the 1990s as the industry
became more productive and capital intensive. Table A3.52 shows trends in the number of
establishments and employees in the industry for the U.S. and Montana.
Aluminum is the most important component of Montana’s primary metals manufacturing
industry. The global market for aluminum has been growing at a 2.9 percent annual rate
over the last decade. However, production capacity increases in Europe, Russia, and
China are adding to the excess production capacity that already exists in the industry,
putting downward pressure on prices.
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Table A3.52 Montana and U.S. Primary Metal Manufacturing Industry
Summary
U.S.

Employment
Annual Payroll (000)
Number of Establishments
Average Wage
Employees Per Establishment

Montana

1992

1999

1992

1999

664,576

597,623

1,114

1,245

$22,321,850

$24,765,637

$40,959

$56,026

6,818

5,900

13

22

$33,588

$41,440

$36,768

$45,001

97

101

86

57

Source: County Business Patterns. Note that 2000 data are not shown because they present only
a range for Montana employment.

Montana Trends
Employment in Montana’s primary metal manufacturing industry remained fairly
constant over the last decade, although market forces have recently forced closure or
curtailment at the State’s two largest operations. Meanwhile, the number of firms has
doubled, indicating a smaller average firm size. As of 1999 (the most recent year with data
available), employment in the industry was 1,245, up 12 percent from 1992. Current state
employment is estimated to be in the range of 900 to 1,000. Wages in the industry remain
about nine percent higher than the national average (see Table A3.52).
Figure A3.5 shows output from Montana’s primary metal manufacturing industry. With
the exception of a spike in 1998 (possibly due to rapid price fluctuations), output has
remained fairly constant. Primary metals manufacturing accounts for 0.42 percent of
Montana’s economy. As at the national level, this share has been falling in recent years.
Montana’s primary metal manufacturing industry is concentrated in a small number of
firms. While the State is home to 26 establishments and approximately 1,200 employees,
more than 875 employees are concentrated in the two largest companies. The Columbia
Falls Aluminum Company is the largest employer in the industry, with approximately
600 workers when operating at full capacity. Asarco (lead smelting) is the second largest
employer with 275 employees. A variety of smaller firms make up the remainder of the
State’s industry, including bronze foundries, steel foundries, and a number of art casting
firms. Columbia Falls Aluminum, Asarco, and the art casting industry segment are
discussed in greater detail below.
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Figure A3.5

Montana Primary Metal Manufacturing Output ($1996)
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Thirteen Montana counties had employment in primary metals manufacturing in 2000.
Most jobs are located in Flathead County (Columbia Falls Aluminum), Lewis and Clark
County (Asarco), and Silver Bow County (smelting operations associated with various
mines, including the Continental Copper Mine).

Columbia Falls Aluminum Company
The Columbia Falls Aluminum Company, located in Flathead County, is the largest
employer in the primary metals industry, with about 600 employees. Its aluminum
smelting plant was originally built by the Anaconda Copper Mining Company in 1955,
and is currently owned by Glencore, AG, a Swiss-based commodity trading firm. At full
capacity, the plant produces 185,000 tons of aluminum ingot per year and uses 479,000
tons of raw materials. Raw materials include aluminum fluoride, alumina, pitch, and
coke. All of these commodities are moved by the BNSF railroad. Some products, such as
alloys, brick, and soda ash are brought in by truck.
The aluminum smelting process requires intensive use of electricity, and the Columbia
Falls Aluminum plant can consume as much as 342 megawatts of power, the amount used
by Billings, Butte, and Great Falls combined. The plant was originally located in Montana
because proximity to hydroelectric facilities provided cheap power. This is no longer an
advantage and the company pays market prices for electricity. The plant has long-term
contracts with the Bonneville Power Administration to purchase electricity. With rising
electricity prices in 2000, aluminum production became unprofitable. The plant began to
curtail operations and sell power back to the market, and ceased operation completely in
January 2001. As electricity prices have fallen more recently, production at the facility has
been brought back on-line. Plant utilization is currently at roughly 60 percent.
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Asarco
Asarco was organized in 1899 as American Smelting and Refining Company. Originally a
consolidation of a number of lead-silver smelting companies, the company has evolved
over the years into an integrated producer of copper as well as a producer of other metals.
Asarco now operates as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Grupo Mexico’s Americas Mining
Corporation.
Asarco has two operations in Montana. One is a lead smelting operation in East Helena
whose operations were suspended in April 2001. When operational, the East Helena
smelter employed 275 full-time employees, a significant fraction of the primary metals
manufacturing employment in the State. In conjunction with Montana Resources, Asarco
also operates the Continental open pit copper mine in Butte, although this facility
suspended operations in July 2000.
A number of factors have made it difficult to profitably operate smelters in Montana
recently, including rising electricity prices, sluggish demand and over-supply in world
markets, and environmental regulations that are more stringent than those faced by
overseas competitors. Future industry growth will require a recovery of the global
economy and world demand for smelted metals.

Art Casting
There are 15 art casting firms in Montana. These small businesses account for over onehalf of the establishments in the State’s primary metals industry. Art casting firms
produce metal sculptures from artist renderings. Typically, artists send items they want
caste in bronze or some other metal. From these, molds are created into which molten
metal is poured and caste into statues or other forms. Location in Montana is
advantageous for these types of firms because of the State’s low labor costs.

Purchasing Patterns
Table A3.53 shows purchasing patterns in the non-ferrous metal manufacturing industry
segment, the primary metals industry segment that is most representative of those in
Montana. The data indicate the percentage of industry output made up of intermediate
inputs purchased from other industries, and the percent of output made up of value
added. The data show that non-ferrous metal manufacturing has a relatively small value
added component of 31 percent of output.
Table A3.53 also shows the percent of output comprising purchases of transportation from
outside firms in rail and motor freight transportation.
The non-ferrous metal
manufacturing industry spends about 2.95 percent of output on outsourced motor freight
transportation and warehousing and about 0.75 percent of output on rail service. The
Transportation Satellite Accounts provide a more accurate measure of each industry’s use
of trucking services, since they include the value of the service provided by in-house
private fleets. This data shows that when in-house transportation services are included,
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7.1 percent of the primary metals industry output is made up of purchases of trucking
services.

Table A3.53 Primary Metal Manufacturing Purchasing Patterns
Percent of Total Industry
Output

Input Source
Value added

30.9%

Motor freight transportation and warehousing

3.0%

Railroads and related services

0.8%

Other

65.4%

Total intermediate inputs

69.1%

Transportation Satellite Accounts
Trucking Services

7.1%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis 1998 input-output accounts for the U.S

Transportation Needs
Interviews with Montana firms suggest that transportation infrastructure is not a major
impediment to growth in the primary metals manufacturing industry. Industry executives
feel that the firms generally have adequate access to highway transportation and are
satisfied with the quality of their trucking service. For the major smelters, growth in the
industry is constrained primarily by two non-transportation factors. One is the expansion
of capacity in world production (mostly in China), which puts downward pressure on the
price of aluminum. The second factor is upward pressure on production costs because of
electricity prices.
Some Montana firms in the primary metals manufacturing industry have noted that they
pay more for transportation services than out-of-state competitors. For instance, Columbia
Falls Aluminum notes that a competitor in the Ohio River Basin pays $4.50 per ton to
move a product from Point Comfort Texas to the Ohio River Basin by barge. Moving the
same product by rail to Montana costs $70 per ton. Indeed, the quality and price of rail
service was sited as a major concern by some shippers. Without significant competition,
BNSF has implemented a variety of user charges and raised rates. Columbia Falls
Aluminum Company feels that some new rail charges are unjustified and may contest
them.
Art casting firms typically receive and ship all products by truck. These included inbound
supplies such as metals, foam packing, and molding materials, and outbound finished
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statues shipped to galleries around the world. These firms often ship by parcel delivery
such as UPS. One firm noted that UPS allows them to ship or receive products anywhere
within two days, which is adequate for their needs. Although none of their shipments
have ever been late, they maintain buffers of critical supplies as an insurance policy.
Interviews with these smaller firms suggest that they are pleased with their transportation
service, and do not see transportation infrastructure as an impediment to growth. The
biggest limitation on growth in the art casting business is the overall health of the
economy, which determines the demand for art.

 11.0 Farming (Livestock and Grain)
Overview
Agriculture is Montana’s largest industry, generating over $2 billion annually and
supporting more than 32,000 jobs in the State. Only Texas has more land devoted to farms
and ranches. Livestock and wheat are the State’s principal products, accounting for over
three-quarters of Montana agricultural cash receipts. Other significant products include
barley, hay, sugar beets, and dairy products. Outgoing shipments of livestock are
transported exclusively by truck. Grain tends to be shipped via rail, but typically requires
road transport to railheads. The bulk of Montana wheat goes to the western U.S.,
principally to Pacific Northwest ports for export.
Given the growth forecast for wheat and livestock, the agriculture outlook for the State is
strong. Montana has embarked on a program to substantially increase income from its
agricultural sector, including focusing on higher value products such as beef, for which
domestic and international demand is expected to increase. The road transportation
network is critical in supporting the operation of the industry, particularly in the
movement of livestock.

National and Global Trends
The U.S. agricultural sector currently generates $79 billion in gross domestic product and
supports more than 3 million jobs. The sector has experienced increasing output and
declining employment for many years. Since 1990, agriculture output value has grown at
an annual rate of three percent in real terms, while the number of farm jobs has declined
by more than 40,000. More than 688,000 U.S. farm jobs have been lost since 1980. As
shown in Figure A3.6, the gains in agricultural output have occurred as the level of inputs
has declined. The resulting rise in productivity has been one of the most important
developments in farming during the second half of the twentieth century. New
technologies have accelerated the mechanization of the industry and reduced demand for
farm labor.
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Figure A3.6

U.S. Agricultural Productivity Index, 1980-1996 (1987 = 1)
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Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.

In terms of the global market, the export value and market cash receipts to U.S. farmers
have improved since the late 1990s when large global production and weak global demand
depressed prices and trade.
According to a recent report by the USDA, the long-term outlook for U.S. agriculture is
promising (3). For the period 2002 to 2011, strengthened domestic and international
growth is expected to result in gains in trade and U.S. agricultural exports, rising market
prices, elevated farm income, and improved financial conditions for the U.S. agricultural
sector.

National Crops Trends
Wheat output value and production is closely linked with wheat prices. The wheat market
has experienced volatility over the last two decades. After falling to a low of $2.48 per
bushel in 1999, a reduction in global stocks has led to a partial recovery of wheat prices.
National wheat production in 2001 was 1.96 million bushels, significantly lower than the
1990 peak of 2.7 million bushels.
In the future, economic growth is expected to support increases in consumption, trade, and
exports for most U.S. field crops, though gains in exports are constrained by a strong U.S.
dollar and continued strong trade competition. The domestic market is the main source of
demand for most major field crops, but the export market is projected to increase for
several commodities, including wheat and sorghum.
The U.S. wheat production is expected to rise during the period 2002 to 2011. The key
growth markets for global wheat imports are China, Pakistan, Brazil, North Africa, and the
Middle East. The U.S. will face steady competition from Australia, Canada, and the EU,
with competition expected to increase from Eastern Europe, Ukraine, and Russia.
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Continued competition is forecast to hold the U.S. share of global wheat trade below the
levels of the late 1990s.

National Livestock Trends
After considerable growth during the post-WWII period, U.S. livestock production (cattle,
broilers, hogs, and turkeys) has remained relatively constant since 1970. In contrast, the
dairy industry has achieved production gains in recent decades, with 1999 milk
production 39 percent higher than 1970 levels, and annual average production per cow
increasing 82 percent for the same period.
In the future, domestic increases in demand and in meat exports are expected to encourage
higher total red meat and poultry production, with poultry production growing more
rapidly than cattle. Trends toward larger and more commercialized livestock and dairy
systems are expected to continue throughout the period.
Beef production is forecast to continue shifting toward a larger proportion of higher
quality fed beef and a higher graded product being directed toward the export and
domestic hotel-restaurant markets. The U.S. is forecast to become a net exporter towards
the end this decade, with beef exports rising from about eight percent of all production to
10 percent. High-quality beef exports are projected to continue to increase through the
period, primarily to Pacific Rim nations. As strong demand for higher quality beef
continues, vertical alliances are expected to increase in the beef sector.

State Agriculture Trends
Agriculture is Montana’s largest industry, generating more than $2 billion annually for the
last five years, as shown in Table A3.54. Direct government payments to the sector have
been substantial and increasing over the period.

Table A3.54 Agriculture Output

Final Agriculture Sector Output
Net Government Transactions
Total

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

$2,187

$2,274

$2,044

$2,100

$1,967

$108

$95

$223

$362

$336

$2,295

$2,368

$2,267

$2,462

$2,303

Source: Montana Agricultural Statistics Service.

There are 28,000 farms and ranches in Montana, accounting for 63 percent of the State’s
land. As shown in Table A3.55, farming employment in the State increased 6.3 percent
during the 1990s, although personal income fell 5.2 percent. Farming as a percent of total
employment has also fallen, from 7.5 percent in 1990 to 6.1 percent in 2000.
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Table A3.55 Trends in Farm and Total Employment in Montana
1990

2000

Change

Total employment

436,574

562,600

29%

Farm employment

30,576

32,501

6%

405,998

530,099

31%

7.5%

6.1%

Nonfarm employment
% Farm
Source: U.S. BEA Regional Accounts Data.

As shown in Table A3.56, Montana is an important U.S. producer of many agricultural
commodities, including the following (Montana’s rank in the nation is noted in
parentheses):
•

Wheat, particularly durum wheat (2nd) and spring wheat (3rd)

•

Barley (4th)

•

Other crops such as lentils (4th), dry edible peas (4th), and flaxseed (3rd)

•

Calves (7th), lambs (3rd), and wool (5th)

•

Honey (5th)

Montana Livestock and Animal Products
Livestock and animal products accounts for a rapidly growing share of the market value of
Montana’s agricultural products, increasing from 39 percent in 1996 to 61 percent in 2000.21
Table A3.57 shows that cattle and calves now earn the highest cash receipts in Montana,
surpassing wheat. There are currently 2.45 million head of cattle in Montana, ranking the
State 12th in the nation. About 1.45 million of these are beef cattle. Calf crop production in
2001 was substantial (1.55 million head). Montana’s 335,000 head of sheep and lambs
produced 2.98 million pounds of wool, the 5th largest such production in the nation.22

21

1997 Census of Agriculture, State Profile; United States Department of Agriculture; Montana
Agricultural Statistics Service.

22

Montana Agricultural Statistics Service; USDA.
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Table A3.56 Montana’s Rank in the Nation’s Agriculture (2001)

Land in farms and ranches
Number of farms and ranches

Number

Unit

Rank

56,500,000
26,600

Acres
Farms/ranches

2
31

6%
1%

1,806
704
1,102

Million dollars
Million dollars
Million dollars

34
33
29

1%
1%
1%

Income from cash receipts, excluding
government payments
Total
Crops
Livestock

% U.S. Total

Livestock Inventory
All Cattle & Calves
All Cows
Beef Cows
Milk Cows
Cattle on Feed
Sheep and Lambs
Hogs and Pigs
Chickens

2,450,000
1,470,000
1,451,000
19,000
70,000
335,000
170,000
480,000

Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Birds

12
9
7
42
21
7
26
40

3%
4%
4%
0%
1%
5%
0%
0%

Livestock Production
Calf Crop
Lamb Crop
Pig Crop
Wool Production
Egg Production
Honey Production

1,550,000
340,000
341,000
2,978,000
95,000,000
13,872,000

Head
Head
Head
Pounds
Eggs
Pounds

7
3
26
5
40
5

4%
8%
0%
7%
0%
8%

Crop Production
All Wheat
Winter Wheat
Durum Wheat
Spring Wheat other than Durum
Barley
Oats
All Hay
Alfalfa Hay
Dry Beans
Pinto Beans
Garbanzo Beans
Lentils
Dry Edible Peas
Potatoes (fall)
Sugar Beets
Flaxseed

96,570,000
19,140,000
11,880,000
65,550,000
29,520,000
2,400,000
4,445,000
3,045,000
332,000
200,000
127,000
220,000
294,000
3,040,000
1,150,000
180,000

Bushels
Bushels
Bushels
Bushels
Bushels
Bushels
Tons
Tons
CWT
CWT
CWT
CWT
CWT
CWT
Tons
Bushels

6
17
2
3
3
13
15
12
11
8
6
4
4
13
6
3

5%
1%
14%
13%
12%
2%
3%
4%
2%
2%
8%
8%
8%
1%
5%
2%

Source: Montana Agricultural Statistics Service.
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Table A3.57 Cash Receipts from Marketings by Commodities, Montana,
1996-2000
1996
Value (1000)

2000
% of Total

Value (1000)

% of Total

Livestock and Products
Cattle and calves

$655,770

32.1%

$966,017

53.5%

Dairy products

$44,688

2.2%

$38,656

2.1%

Sheep and lambs

$28,797

1.4%

$24,244

1.3%

$3,727

0.2%

$1,227

0.1%

$37,900

1.9%

$30,527

1.7%

$5,940

0.3%

$3,220

0.2%

Wool
Hogs and pigs
Eggs
Honey

$6,178

0.3%

$7,510

0.4%

$15,138

0.7%

$30,655

1.7%

$798,138

39.1%

$1,102,056

61.0%

Wheat

$847,134

41.5%

$410,313

22.7%

Barley

$147,532

7.2%

$92,228

5.1%

$62,530

3.1%

$53,368

3.0%

All other livestock
Subtotal
Crops

Sugar beets
Hay

$100,234

4.9%

$72,795

4.0%

Potatoes

$24,571

1.2%

$15,035

0.8%

Oil crops

$7,457

0.4%

$12,433

0.7%

Oats

$3,966

0.2%

$1,631

0.1%

Dry beans

$4,283

0.2%

$8,601

0.5%

Corn

$4,980

0.2%

$4,084

0.2%

$893

0.0%

$1,569

0.1%

Cherries
All other crops

$38,034

1.9%

$32,258

1.8%

Subtotal

$1,241,614

60.9%

$704,315

39.0%

Total All Commodities

$2,039,752

100%

$1,806,371

100%

Source: Montana Department of Agriculture.

The increase in cash receipts for cattle and calves has been associated with increasing
prices for these commodities. As shown in Figure A3.7, 2000 prices for beef cattle and
calves were at their highest point in a decade, despite relatively constant production.
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Production and Price for Montana Cattle and Calves, 19912000
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Montana Crops
Crops accounted for 39 percent of the market value of Montana’s agricultural products in
2000. Cash receipts have fallen 43 percent since 1996. Wheat makes up the majority of
cash receipts (23 percent), with State production of all wheat ranking 6th in the nation.
However, cash receipts from wheat in 2000 are 52 percent lower than 1996 receipts, though
commodity production and prices have varied considerably over time. As shown in
Figure A3.8, this decline in cash receipts is associated with a considerable drop in wheat
prices from 1995, and a decline in Montana wheat production.
Barley is the State’s second largest crop, accounting for 5.1 percent of cash receipts, and
ranking third in U.S. production. Other important crops in terms of cash receipts include
sugar beets, and hay.
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Figure A3.8

Production and Price for Montana Wheat, 1991-2000
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Exports
The State’s agricultural exports reached an estimated $260 million in 2000, or 14 percent of
farm cash receipts. Montana’s top five agricultural exports in 2000 were:
•

Wheat and related products ($180 million);

•

Feed grains and products ($33 million);

•

Feeds and fodders ($33 million);

•

Live animals and red meats ($11 million); and

•

Seeds ($4 million).

Montana Agriculture Forecasts
Montana is attempting to substantially increase income from its agricultural sector over
the next several years through a growth program, Vision 2005. The goals of the program
are to:
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•

Increase domestic and international Montana agricultural product sales by 500 percent;

•

Increase Montana irrigated acres by 500,000;

•

Develop new niche and foreign markets, including promoting valued added
opportunities for Montana’s nearly 700 food producers;

•

Market 1 million hogs annually by 2005 and 2 million hogs annually by 2010;

•

Double the value of Montana’s beef cattle industry through adding value to the current
production and increased marketing efforts, with a view to expanding current market
to Canada, Japan and China;

•

Double the value of the State’s sheep industry through adding value to current
production and increasing marketing efforts; and

•

Develop marketing and production of alternative livestock (e.g., bison and emu) and
crops (e.g., organic products).

Long-term projections available from the Montana Department of Commerce show that
farm employment is expected to drop by 13 percent but real income from farming is
expected to rise by 25 percent, closely tracking national trends. 23 24

Regional Concentrations
The most productive Montana counties for livestock production are concentrated in the
central part of the State (see Table A3.58). Wheat growing occurs throughout the eastern
one-half of the State, with the most productive counties located along the Hi-Line.
Table A3.59 shows the counties with the most agriculture employees. While some of these
counties also rank high in terms of cash receipts, others (such as Ravalli and Lake
Counties) do not.

23

Provided by NPA Data Services.

24

TranPlan 21, Montana DOT.
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Table A3.58 Highest Ranking Counties in Agriculture Cash Receipts,
1999

Livestock and
Livestock Products

Crops
Value
(000)

Total Cash Receipts

County

Value
(000)

Value
(000)

Value
(000)

Yellowstone

$65,047

1

$28,583

9

$93,630

1

$9,899

$103,529

Chouteau

$14,477

29

$58,058

1

$72,535

2

$45,722

$118,257

Fergus

$39,163

3

$22,632

14

$61,795

3

$14,570

$76,365

Beaverhead

$51,345

2

$9,524

28

$60,869

4

$1,406

$62,275

Gallatin

$29,125

6

$29,076

8

$58,201

5

$5,210

$63,411

Hill

$10,759

38

$46,783

2

$57,542

6

$37,626

$95,168

Cascade

$32,474

5

$24,917

11

$57,391

7

$14,530

$71,921

Big Horn

$35,543

4

$20,883

18

$56,426

8

$10,178

$66,604

Teton

$23,105

15

$32,805

5

$55,910

9

$21,591

$77,501

Richland

$20,759

20

$33,961

4

$54,720

10

$14,340

$69,060

Rank

Rank

Value
(000)

GovernAll Cash
ment
Payments Receipts

Rank

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Table A3.59 Highest Ranking Counties in Farm Employment, 2000
County

Farm Employment

Yellowstone

1,436

Cascade

1,320

Ravalli

1,237

Lake

1,227

Gallatin

1,190

Fergus

1,096

Flathead

1,049

Chouteau

1,015

Carbon

901

Valley

834

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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Accessing Markets
Outgoing shipments of livestock are transported exclusively by truck. Table A3.60 shows
that the states receiving the most Montana cattle are Nebraska, South Dakota, Colorado,
Iowa, and Wyoming.

Table A3.60 Cattle Movement to Out of State Destinations, 2000
Cattle Shipped for
Destination

Slaughter

Feedlots

Pasture

8,051

3,478

167,915

99,774

279,218

80,998

15,211

38,784

68,029

203,022

Colorado

1,521

33,662

72,941

50,711

158,835

Wyoming

17,937

344

22,724

80,013

121,018

Iowa

3,832

1,008

70,135

42,885

117,860

Minnesota

4,062

4,322

44,521

35,568

88,473

26,667

147

9,014

41,293

77,121

472

224

45,306

19,830

65,832

3,561

2,611

7,883

31,487

45,542

413

16,792

22,097

34,279

39,302

147,955

78,570

562,930

542,003

1,331,458

Nebraska
South Dakota

North Dakota
Kansas
Idaho
Other States
Total

Markets

Total

Source: Montana Department of Livestock.

Grain tends to be shipped via rail, but typically needs to be transported to railheads by
road. As shown in Table A3.61, the majority of wheat shipped out of state is coming from
the north-central (38 percent) and northeast (38 percent) regions of Montana. Over
93 percent of wheat is shipped by rail. The bulk of Montana wheat goes to the western
U.S., principally to Pacific Northwest ports for export. Only 20 percent of Montana wheat
is shipped to locations other than the Pacific Northwest, with 12 percent remaining instate. Barley is also shipped primarily by rail, with an almost even split between eastern
and western destinations.
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Table A3.61 Wheat and Barley Shipments by Origin, Destination, and
Mode, 2000
Crop Year 2000 (in Thousand Bushels)
Winter Wheat

Spring Wheat a

All Wheat

1,296

10,065

11,361

2,270

20,623

30,263

50,886

16,189

Northeast

1,463

49,187

50,650

453

Central

5,872

2,671

8,543

1,019

South Central

6,056

2,023

8,079

24

Southeast

1,584

1,873

3,457

-

36,894

96,082

132,976

19,955

23

664

687

251

3,667

3,328

6,995

1,644

Trucked Other

266

1,343

1,609

113

Total By Truck

3,956

5,335

9,291

2,008

93

4,557

4,650

6,498

32,743

80,380

113,123

8,140

102

5,810

5,912

3,309

Total by Rail

32,938

90,747

123,685

17,947

Total

36,894

96,082

132,976

19,955

Barley

District of Origin
West b
North Central

Total Shipped
Mode and Destination
Trucked East
Trucked West

Rail East
Rail West
Rail Other

Source: Montana Agricultural Statistics, 2001.
Notes:
a. Includes durum wheat; and
b. Northwest and Southwest are combined to avoid disclosing individual operations.

Although rail is the primary mode for shipping grains, the road infrastructure is important
for providing access to grain elevators on rail lines. In the Hi-Line area, for example, BSNF
has consolidated grain terminals in recent years, making the feeder road system an
increasingly important component in facilitating the transportation of grain from field to
these elevators.
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Transportation Costs, Business Expansion and Transportation
Improvements
Some Montana agriculture firms (though not all) believe their transportation costs to be
higher than out-of-state competitors and prohibit accesses to markets. A grower of
specialized high-value crops reports the following freight rates as prohibiting competitive
access to out-of-state markets:
•

Less than 200 miles, freight rate is 10 percent of total purchase price;

•

Over 200 miles, freight rate is 12 percent of total purchase price; and

•

Over 400 miles, freight rate is 15 percent of total purchase price.

This firm also notes the expense of receiving supplies into Montana because of the lack of
direct routes. Often, supplies that arrive from Canada and California are delayed at a
cross-docking station in Billings.
Livestock producers report that freight costs are comparable with out-of-state competitors.
But one firm has noted that it is cheaper per mile to ship to ranches in Kansas
(approximately $2.20 per loaded mile) than to ranches in Montana ($2.50 per loaded mile).
These costs may deprive the State of value-adding processing facilities. Another livestock
producer typically ships to North Dakota for processing because comparable facilities in
Montana are lacking. Still another Montana firm reports benefiting from subsidized
transportation rates, which result in relatively lower freight rates compared to its out-ofstate competitors.
Interviews with Montana firms suggest that the State’s two-lane highways can increase
delivery time, driver hours, and thus total transportation costs for some agricultural
shipments. Some firms believe that limited north-south road access presents challenges
for accessing markets within Montana (for example between Bozeman and Kalispell) as
well as out-of-state markets in Idaho.
Some Montana firms believe that transportation improvements would support business
expansion. One firm reports that the cost of freight is preventing the firm from expanding
into potentially lucrative Western U.S. markets where demand already exists for its
products. Factoring in freight costs as high as 17 percent of total purchase price, the firm
cannot compete with Washington and Oregon companies that pay 15 percent of total
purchase price for freight. Given the perishability of its products, rail is not an option for
this Montana firm. As such, the firm may have to redirect its expansion strategy, focusing
more on a localized Montana market.
At least one Montana firm believes that the distances in accessing Montana markets,
combined with current limited transportation infrastructure, helps to protect Montanabased firms from out-of-state competitors. Nevertheless, the same firm also commented
that improved transportation infrastructure would improve hauling products between
farms and processing plants and lower transportation costs.
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A livestock producer reports that freight costs are not an impediment to business
expansion or prohibitive to current operations.
This firm is currently paying
approximately five percent of its gross sales value of animals towards transportation costs.
The firm cites limitations to growth as being tied more to land price and land availability
than transportation issues.

 12.0 Stone, Glass, and Clay Products
I.

Global, National and State Trends in the Stone, Clay, and Glass
Industry

Industry Overview
The stone, clay, and glass (SCG) industry includes clay products; glass and glass products;
cement and cement products; lime and gypsum; and other nonmetallic mineral products.
With 1,333 people employed in 90 establishments, SCG in Montana is relatively small,
comprising six percent of Montana’s manufacturing employment base and seven percent
of its value added. Within Montana, this industry is concentrated in the cement and concrete
manufacturing sector, which accounts for over 1,000 jobs and 65 establishments.
Employment per SCG establishment in Montana averages 15, which is less than one-half of
the national average of 32 employees, and less than the average employees per
manufacturing establishment in the State (18). From an employment perspective, the
industry is growing in Montana at a much faster rate than the nation, but wages per
worker are falling relative to the national industry (see Table A3.62).
Characteristics of cement and asphalt, which are relatively high weight and low value
added, dictate that most sales are within a fixed area around a company’s plants.
However, the emergence of countries like Thailand and Indonesia as major international
exporters illustrates that cement and asphalt products can be shipped long distances.
Firms in Montana report that their primary sales areas can extend hundreds of miles from
the plant and often include sites in Canada, where virtually all of Montana’s exports are
sent. The industry uses truck and rail to transport product, and is dependent on rail for
supplies of coal.
Firms in this sector reported that they face congestion in and close to state and national
parks, and raised concerns about the safety of truckers and visitors driving in these areas.
They also noted development near existing plants, especially increased population density,
which trigger a lowering of speed limits and an increase in congestion.
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Table A3.62 The Stone, Clay, and Glass Industry – Montana and the U.S.
U.S.

1990

1995

2000

522,856

491,795

523.698

16,155

16,214

16,537

Average Wage (‘000s)

$26.3

$30.6

$36.5

Average Wage (fixed $1997s)

$26.3

$26.2

$27.7

Employees per Establishment

32.4

30.3

31.7

792

1,093

1,333

83

89

90

Average Wage (‘000s)

$27.2

$30.0

$31.6

Average Wage (fixed $1997s)

$27.2

$25.7

$24.0

Employees per Establishment

9.5

12.3

14.8

103.7%

97.9%

86.7%

29.5%

40.5%

46.8%

Employment
# Establishments

Montana
Employment
# Establishments

Montana as % of U.S.
Average wage
Employees per Establishment
Source:

County Business Patterns.

International, National, and State Trends in Trade
In the SCG sector in which Montana’s industry is concentrated – cement – the percentage
of world exports originating in developing economies grew by nine percent in the 1990s,
from 27 to 36 percent. Indonesia and Thailand, for example, have become large exporters
of cement (4). Thus, it is likely that Montana’s firms are facing increased competition from
low-wage countries around the globe. Still, at least one source suggests that the U.S. will
need more rather than less capacity to meet expected future demand (4). The demand for
capacity is likely tied to the strong internal demand for cement: the U.S. ranks second,
behind only China, in consumption of cement (4). At the same time, reliance on strong
internal demand also makes the industry vulnerable to domestic economic cycles,
especially spending on housing and infrastructure, including road, construction.
Dependence on domestic activity is high in the SCG industry, and Montana’s companies
are less export-oriented than the average firm in the U.S. This may be a reason that wages
are lower in Montana than the U.S., but it also might better insulate Montana’s industry
from international competition from low-wage nations (see Tables A3.63 and A3.64).
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Table A3.63 Exports Per Employee in SCG Industry, U.S., and Montana
(in 1997 Dollars)

U.S.
Montana

1997

1998

1999

2000

$12,800

$12,013

$12,331

$14,540

$9,500

$7,680

$7,900

$8,109

Table A3.64 Domestic Sales and Exports Per Employee in the SCG
Industry in 2000

Export Sales/EMP
Domestic Sales/EMP
Source:

U.S.

Montana

$15,600

$8,700

$170,535

$135,124

Calculated by the author from data from U.S. ITA and U.S. Department of Census.

National Industry Characteristics
About 50 percent of income generated in the SCG sector are profits and wages (value
added) and 50 percent are purchases of goods and services from outside suppliers
(intermediate inputs), including about 11 percent from other companies within the
industry. This relatively high percentage of profits and wages indicates that the Montana
SCG industry generates much of its income within the State. Together, about 60 percent of
each sector’s value of final goods is produced by firms within the sector (see Tables A3.65
and A3.66).
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Table A3.65 Purchasing Patterns in Stone and Clay Sector, 1998
(Value in Million Dollars)
Value
T
Total Industry Output
VA
Value added
I
Total intermediate inputs
Key Purchases by Commodity
36
Stone and clay products
65B
Motor freight transportation and warehousing
9+10
Nonmetallic minerals mining
69A
Wholesale trade
27A
Industrial and other chemicals
73C
Other business and professional services, except medical
68A
Electric services (utilities)
68B
Gas production and distribution (utilities)
65A
Railroads and related services; passenger ground transportation
24
Paper and allied products, except containers
Source:

% of Value

68,172
34,718
33,455

50.9%
49.1%

7,798
4,144
3,813
2,530
1,493
1,211
1,205
1,007
678
677

11.4%
6.1%
5.6%
3.7%
2.2%
1.8%
1.8%
1.5%
1.0%
1.0%

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, I-O Accounts.

Table A3.66 Purchasing Patterns in Glass Products Sector, 1998
(Value in Millions Dollars)

VA
Value added
I
Total intermediate inputs
Key Purchases by Commodity
35
Glass and glass products
27A
Industrial and other chemicals
69A
Wholesale trade
25
Paperboard containers and boxes
68A
Electric services (utilities)
32
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products
65B
Motor freight transportation and warehousing
73C
Other business and professional services, except medical
36
Stone and clay products
68B
Gas production and distribution (utilities)
20+21
Lumber and wood products
65A
Railroads and related services; passenger ground transportation
9+10
Nonmetallic minerals mining
12
Maintenance and repair construction, incl. Own-account
construction
Source:

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, I-O Accounts.
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Value

% of
Value

$10,474
11,840

46.9%
53.1%

$2,515
1,298
1,261
807
524
508
449
431
425
342
309
300
224
217

11.3%
5.8%
5.7%
3.6%
2.3%
2.3%
2.0%
1.9%
1.9%
1.5%
1.4%
1.3%
1.0%
1.0%
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National and State Trends
Montana’s employment grew more rapidly than national employment, rising from 792 in
1990 to 1,060 in 1997 and grew again in the 1998-2000 period. With the exception of 2000,
when reported wages at Montana firms were only 85 percent of the national average,
Montana wages generally have matched national wages. However, it is possible that the
wage decline reported in 2000 reflects a downturn in Montana’s industry, which has
experienced slow export growth relative to the rest of the U.S. in recent years. The most
significant difference between Montana firms and those in the rest of the nation is in firm
size. Although firm size in Montana grew over the period, from about 9 workers per firm
to almost 15, firm size at the end of the decade was less than one-half the national average.
Along other metrics, though, the state and national industries exhibit similar industrial
structures. The state and national industries have an average value added per employee of
about $107,000; production workers comprise 78 percent of the workforce; and value
added per shipment is 57 percent in the U.S. and 63 percent in Montana (see Tables A3.67).

Table A3.67 Industry Structure of U.S. and Montana SCG Industries in
2000
U.S.

MT

Employment

522,265

1,120

Value Added

55,721,859

120,668

Shipments

97,483,765

191,713

Payroll

18,532,738

35,621

407,994

872

Value added/Shipment

57.2%

62.9%

Value added/employee

106.7

107.7

78.1%

77.9%

Production Workers

Production workers as % of EMP
Source:

Annual Survey of Manufactures.

Sub-state Locational Patterns
Montana’s SCG firms are primarily in the western part of the State, but with some
presence in all regions (see Table A3.68).
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Table A3.68 Montana’s SCG Establishments Within Montana
Distribution of
Establishments by
District

Northwest

Southwest

NorthCentral

East

SouthCentral

1990

20%

25%

18%

16%

20%

1997

24%

32%

17%

11%

17%

2000

22%

57%

6%

0%

15%

Average 1990-97

24%

31%

22%

11%

12%

Source:

Calculated by the author based on County Business Patterns.

The 29 establishments in Montana with 10 or more employees show slightly different
trends and are found more proportionally in the Southwest and the South Central area of
the State (24 percent of large establishments but only 12 percent of all establishments).
Moreover, fewer large establishments are in eastern Montana relative to all establishments
(three percent of larger establishments and 11 percent of all establishments) (see
Table A3.69).

Table A3.69 Characteristics of Firms with 10 or More Employees,
Montana’s SCG Industry

District

# EST

Average –
EMP

SALES

% of EST

% of EMP

Northwest

7

34.9

8,435,429

24%

17%

Southwest

10

98.0

17,130,500

34%

70%

North Central

4

11.5

1,846,750

14%

3%

East

1

10.0

2,420,000

3%

1%

South Central

7

17.7

5,742,571

24%

9%

29

48.4

9,667,517

na

All
Source:

Na

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

Among establishments of 10 or more employees, four counties – Yellowstone, Missoula,
Lewis Clark, and Jefferson – account for two-thirds of the state employment in the SCG
industry (see Table A3.70). These counties house only 38 percent of the larger employers
in Montana, meaning that the firms in these counties are, on average, about two times
bigger than firms in other counties in the State. Gallatin County houses the highest
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proportion of the State’s firms of 10 or more employees (14 percent), but accounts for just
eight percent of employment in the State among those companies.

Table A3.70 SCG Industry Employment by County Among
Establishments
(With 10 or More Employees)
Number of
Establishments

County

Employment

Average
Employment

Yellowstone

5

232

46

Missoula

2

173

87

Lewis Clark

2

156

78

Jefferson

2

96

48

Gallatin

4

82

21

Lake

1

60

60

Cascade

2

42

21

Broadwater

1

28

28

Ravalli

2

21

11

Lincoln

1

17

17

Fergus

1

16

16

Big Horn

1

14

14

Flathead

1

14

14

Beaverhead

1

11

11

Park

1

11

11

Deer Lodge

1

10

10

Phillips

1

10

10

Source:

II.

InfoUSA Establishment Database,.

The Role of Transportation in Industry Performance: Stone, Clay and
Glass Industry

In general, the nature of the product and the importance of transportation costs for firm
competitiveness strongly shape sales and export patterns of cement and asphalt producers.
Mining products are also very sensitive to transportation costs; one specialty mining
company notes that transportation costs are two to three times the value of the product
itself, making the choice of transportation mode a critical competitive factor. In this case,
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limited international supply of the particular mineral creates worldwide demand for the
company’s product, which is mined and manufactured in Wyoming, but sold and
managed out of Montana.
Informants reported other transportation- and nontransportation related impediments to firm growth. Issues related to transportation
include:
•

Low levels of freight rail competition and high prices charged by national railways.

•

Cost of intra-shipment goods transfer between railway carriers, e.g., Montana Rail Link
(MRL) and Burlington Northern (BN).

•

Development, especially increased population density around existing plants, which
can trigger a lowering of speed limits and an increase in congestion.

•

Traffic and congestion around state and national parks. This raised concerns about the
safety of truckers and visitors driving in these areas.

Issues not related to transportation include:
•

State budget deficits, which could reduce new construction and transportation projects.

•

Anti-growth initiatives.

•

Overall market conditions.

•

Foreign competition, especially for mining products.

•

One informant noted that the prevalence of state budget deficits around the U.S. bodes
poorly for his firm, as it suggests that state governments are likely to cut back on new
highway construction, a typical end-market for his firm’s products. Thus, in this
sector, transportation infrastructure improvements have both a direct and indirect
effect on local firms: highway and other infrastructure development will directly affect
demand for product, as well as improve the availability and ease of transporting
goods.

Cost of Transportation
Nationally, transportation accounts for 9.3 percent of all production costs of firms in the
stone and clay products industry.25 Generally costs in Montana appear slightly lower. At
the extreme, one informant estimated that transportation consumes only one to three
percent of all production costs, but noted that his plant is located on the site of its major
quarry, thus eliminating transport costs of one major material.
25

Based on data from the U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts, which are generated jointly by the
U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis to assess each
industry’s use of transportation services in the production process.
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Transportation in the Stone, Clay and Glass Industry
Transportation costs can be traced, in part, to the industry’s heavy consumption of coal,
which is shipped by rail. One informant estimated that one-half of the total cost of coal
(about $11 per ton) is attributable to the cost of transporting coal. Most of these costs can
be attributed to high rail rates on the portion of Montana’s rail system run by national rail
companies which, in this case, charge 60 percent more than regional rail service for an
equivalent distance. This informant noted that for coal shipments, truck is becoming
almost as competitive as rail: if his firm could guarantee a backload on coal shipments, it
would cost about $13 per ton to ship coal by truck.26 It is hard to find backhaul loads from
the coal strips, though, and with no back haul, trucking costs for coal are likely $17 to $18
per ton. Other informants note that the use of multiple rail systems adds costs, as the firm
must pay each time product is shifted from one system to another, e.g., from Burlington
National to Montana Rail Link. One informant suggested that Canadian competitors
might be at an advantage because of better and more competitive rail and that his firm is
exploring bringing coal in from Canada for this reason.
With the exception of coal, however, most of the major supplies in the SCG industry are
brought in by truck. This accords with the transportation patterns of firms nationally,
which use trucks to meet 92 percent of transportation needs.27 For some firms, production
is co-located with mining activities, which can greatly reduce transportation costs of these
products. However, one informant noted that his plant was intentionally established in
the “middle of nowhere,” in an unpopulated area two miles from the plant’s quarry. After
the firm built a road from the plant to the quarry, however, other development came and
traffic between the two spots has slowed considerably. There is now consideration of
setting up a rotary on the road, a project the firm supports – although rotaries tend to slow
down traffic, they also keep traffic moving, which is more important.
Outgoing product is shipped by both rail and truck. One firm, whose customers are
located almost exclusively in Montana, reports that all product (ready-mix cement and
asphalt) is shipped by truck and that the firm handles most of the trucking internally.
Other producers of Portland cement, which sell to ready-mix operations and have
customer bases that expand beyond state borders, report using a 50:50 mix of rail and
truck and note that when trucks are used, customers often provide the trucks and pick up
product at the plant. One informant noted that the choice between rail and truck is based
on price and that rail can be cheaper, especially for longer distances. An informant at a
mineral producer supported this claim, noting that unlike trucks, rail costs are not mileage
based, which makes rail more competitive when distances are greater than 500 or 600
miles.

26

Normally a “backload” is the load transported by a trucking company that fills a truck returning
from a delivery destination.

27

U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts.
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Informants were more critical of rail service than highway conditions, citing a number of
specific problems: low levels of competition in rail; high prices charged by national
railways; cost of intra-shipment goods transfer between railway carriers (e.g., MRL and
BN). Informants generally emphasized the importance of transportation costs as a
competitive factor in this industry. In one case, the informant noted that transportation
costs were especially important because his competitors generally operate more efficient,
higher-volume plants, which puts his firm at a cost disadvantage.

Conclusion
Cement and concrete, which dominate Montana’s SCG sector, are good examples of
“local” industries: the nature of the product, which is very high weight and low value
added, means that local demand is most easily met by local suppliers. This appears also to
be the case in Montana’s industry, which is almost wholly dependent on sales within the
State. However, given the proximity of Canadian markets and competitors, transportation
costs within Montana could affect import and export patterns of cement and concrete, and
some informants believe that Canadian competitors benefit from more competitive rail
service, a factor that could be offset by lower highway or rail transport costs. One factor
that affects the costs of using highways is difficulty in securing return freight for trucks, an
issue that also affects other sectors in Montana. The largest impact of highway
construction on the SCG sector, though, might be direct: highway and other infrastructure
spending is an important source of demand for local firms.
The stone, clay, and glass sector in Montana is dominated by cement and asphalt firms.
There is also some activity in nonmetallic mineral production. Demand for cement and
asphalt is tied strongly to overall economic demand, as well as spending on highway and
residential construction. As such, impediments to growth are often found in the overall
conditions of the economy and fiscal health of state and local governments. Impediments
to growth in mineral mining and processing can be tied to a more specific set of factors,
including the cost of mining, the demand for specific mining products, and the strength of
foreign competitors.

 13.0 Transportation Equipment
I.

Global, National and State Trends in the Transportation Equipment
Industry

Overview
Transportation equipment manufacturing is an export industry for Montana, and is based
on national and international business to business commerce. Customers for Montana’s
firms in this sector include oil companies, mining companies, and car dealerships.
Products include trailers used to transport petroleum, heavy trailers that transport mining
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and agriculture products, as well as helicopter parts and truck bodies (such as standard
van body or a customized body, flatbed or grain box). This is a small industry in the State,
representing about two percent of manufacturing employment. Within this industry, the
dominant sector in Montana is motor vehicle body and trailer manufacturing; the second
largest sector is the aircraft industry. This industry relies on motor freight to transport
products to customers or ports and to receive in-coming supplies, with some deliveries
arriving by parcel services and air freight.
Although the average transportation equipment manufacturing establishment size in
Montana has increased from 10 to 15 workers since 1990, the average in-state company in
Montana’s transportation sector is only about one-eight the size of the average U.S.
company in the industry (Table A3.71). Moreover, wages in Montana’s transportation
sector have climbed relative to the national average, but remain about one-third lower.
The average wage in Montana’s transportation sector was just over one-half the national
average in 1990, but by 1997, wages had risen to more than 64 percent of the national
average. In that same time span, industry employment nearly doubled. Since 1997,
however, statewide transportation equipment employment has decreased from over 500 to
fewer than 500. (Due to data suppression issues, 1997 is the last year that Montana’s
employment counts and wages are readily available in transportation equipment
manufacturing.)

Table A3.71 Montana’s Transportation Equipment Sector
U.S.

1990

1995

1997

2000

1,797,524

1,543,731

1,573,789

1,872,630

# of Establishments

10,787

11,256

12,677

12,766

Average Wage (‘000s)

$ 35.1

$ 41.9

$ 44.6

$47.3

Average Wage (Fixed $1990s)

$35.1

$ 35.9

$ 36.3

$35.9

Employees per Establishment

166.6

137.1

124.1

146.7

282

520

531

250-499

21

30

35

33

Average Wage (‘000s)

$ 18.5

$ 24.8

$ 28.6

na

Average Wage (Fixed $1990s)

$ 18.5

$ 21.3

$ 23.3

na

Employees per Establishment

13.4

17.3

15.2

7.6-15.1

52.9%

59.2%

64.1%

–

8.1%

12.6%

12.2%

–

Employment

Montana
Employment
# of Establishments

Montana as % of U.S.
Average Wage
Employees per Establishment
Source:

County Business Patterns.
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International, National, and State Trends in Trade
Montana’s trade in transportation equipment products is relatively low and has
experienced only modest growth in the past five years. Between 1997 and 2001, Montana
experienced a six percent growth while the U.S. transportation products trade grew by
10 percent. As shown in Table A3.72, exports per employee averaged almost $64,000 (in
1997 dollars) in the U.S. transportation sector in 2000 compared with only $20,505 per
employee in Montana. (Information on domestic sales per employee was not available.)
Although Montana exports within NAFTA, it is not strongly integrated into the rest of the
global economy: in 2001, only one-third of Montana’s exports were outside of the NAFTA
region, compared with over one-half nationally.
The transport sector is one of the most global of all industrial sectors. The transport
industry accounted for 11.5 percent of global trade in 1999, and is dominated by three
sectors: passenger motor vehicles; parts and accessories for vehicles, and aircraft and
associated equipment.28 Despite its significance to global trade, vehicle parts and
accessories declined as a proportion of total global trade in the 1990s, a shift likely due to
the trend towards co-location of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and suppliers,
especially in the automotive sector. The other sectors that experienced a relative decline in
the 1990s were “motor vehicles for the transport of goods” and “trailers and other vehicles,
not motorized.”
In Montana, the majority of transport-related manufacturing is in trailer and vehicle body
manufacturing, and therefore changes in the economies of developing countries could
have strong implications for the State. The rapid rise in developing country capabilities
suggests that Montana firms in trailer and vehicle body manufacturing could be forced to
reduce costs further, in order to compete with lower-wage economies; enter high value
added, niche product lines, in order to avoid direct competition; or face the prospect of
losing sales and employment to these new competitors. Those firms that sell mainly
aircraft and related products could remain sheltered from such competition, given that to
date, developing countries have made few inroads in this global market, accounting for
only 5.6 percent of world exports.

28

Except where noted, data on trends in global trade are derived from the United Nations trade
database; data on state and national trends are from U.S. International Trade Administration’s
state export database.
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Table A3.72 Exports Per Employee in the Transportation Equipment
Industry
U.S. and Montana (in 1997 Dollars)
1997

1998

1999

2000

U.S.

$75,000

$67,941

$66,762

$63,752

Montana

$14,300

$12,013

$28,997

$20,505

Source:

Calculated by the author from data from U.S. ITA and U.S. Department of Census.

National Industry Characteristics
Trailers and motor vehicle parts are classified as “truck and bus bodies, trailers, and motor
vehicles parts.” About 29 percent of this sector’s income is generated by companies
through value added activity (wages and profits) and 71.4 percent of the value of products
is represented by purchases from outside firms (intermediate inputs). The largest
suppliers are in its own “bodies, trailers, and parts” industry, which accounts for
9.5 percent of all purchases and various metals manufacturing sectors, including iron and
steel manufacturing, nonferrous metals manufacturing, and various metal products.
Together, these metals sectors provide 24 percent of the value of final goods produced by
the sector and about one-third of all outside purchases. This means that even though there
is a low level of value-added within the truck and body sector, purchases in industries
where Montana has a presence provides opportunity for income to remain in the State (see
Table A3.73).
The aircraft sector, with a very different purchasing pattern than trucks and trailers,
produces two-thirds of its value in-house (50.6 percent) or purchased by firms in the same
sector (17.2 percent). Other major purchases are for scientific and controlling instruments,
which account for 6.6 percent of the value of final goods and over 10 percent of the all
outside purchases. Thus, in contrast to the “bodies, trailers, and parts” sector, which relies
on a range of manufactured products, including basic metals products, purchases by
aircraft firms tend to be produced in-house or purchased from a small number of other
high-tech sectors.

Sub-state Locational Patterns
The transportation sector is concentrated in western Montana, which accounted for nearly
70 percent of establishments in 1997, the last year that county-specific data are available
(see Table A3.73).
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Table A3.73 Montana’s Transportation Manufacturing by Region

Northwest

Southwest

NorthCentral

Southcentral

East

1990

38%

10%

29%

24%

na

1995

40%

40%

20%

na

na

1997

40%

31%

14%

11%

3%

2000

na

na

na

na

na

41%

28%

20%

17%

3%

Region:

Average, 19901997
Source:

Calculated by the author based on data from County Business Patterns.

Employment activities in transportation equipment are concentrated in eight companies
that together employ 292 persons and generate more than $46 million in business sales.
The employment in the companies represents at least 60 percent of Montana’s total for
these industries. Two of the three firms in northwestern Montana are in the automotive
parts sector, the third in aircraft manufacturing. The two firms in the southwestern region
include a truck-trailer manufacturer with 130 and a bicycle parts manufacturer with
12 employees. These eight firms are spread across eight countries. Despite establishments
that are dispersed across countries, however, employment remains concentrated in three
countries – Yellowstone, Pondera, and Ravalli – which account for over 70 percent of large
firm employment in the transportation sector in Montana (see Tables A3.74 and A3.75).

Table A3.74 Characteristics of Establishments of 10 or More Employees
by Location Montana’s Transportation Equipment Sector

Sub-state Area

No. of
Establishments

Empl. Per
Establishment

Sales

Sales/Empl

Transportation equipment: sic 37*
Northwest

3

18

$6,310,333

344,200

Southwest

1

27

6,318,000

234,000

North Central

2

34

8,645,000

254,265

South Central

2

71

1,918,000

27,014

East

–

–

–

–

Total

8

37

$ 5,796,875

158,818

Note:

Calculated by the author based on InfoUSA Establishment Data.
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Table A3.75 Characteristics by County of Establishments with 10 or
More Employees Transportation Industry
County

Number of Establishments

Employment

Yellowstone

1

130

Pondera

1

50

Ravalli

1

29

Gallatin

1

27

Cascade

1

18

Missoula

1

15

Sweet Grass

1

12

Flathead

1

11

Total

8

292

Source:

II.

InfoUSA Establishment Data.

The Role of Transportation in Industry Performance in the
Transportation Equipment Industry

Cost of Transportation
Companies in Montana’s transportation equipment industry rely on motor freight to
transport final product and to bring in supplies, with some deliveries arriving by parcel
services and air freight. These patterns are similar to national trends, where about threefourths of transportation expenditures of transportation manufacturing firms are for
trucking (rather than rail or air) services.29 All companies reported a reliance on highways
for both receiving supplies and shipping products. Smaller parts may be brought in by
parcel services and/or airfreight. Companies reported that they do not experience
transportation bottlenecks and that the roadway system works fine: speed is adequate,
and no problems were reported with access to, or operating conditions of, highways in the
State.

29

This statement refers to motor vehicle, truck, and “other” transportation firms. Firms in the
aircraft sector rely less heavily (about 40% of expenditures) on trucks and more heavily on air
transportation. Calculations assume that in-house expenditures go to truck (rather than rail or air)
services. Numbers based on data from the U.S. Transportation Satellite Accounts, which are
generated jointly by the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis to assess each industry’s use of transportation services in the production process.
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According to the Transportation Satellite Accounts, companies in the transportation
manufacturing equipment sector (except for aircraft and parts) pay about three percent of
their production costs for transportation services.30 Companies in Montana, however,
estimate much higher transportation costs: the range of reported costs was from five
percent to more than nine percent. Transportation costs, according to informants, exceed
out-of-state competitors because competitors are located closer to ports and/or core
customer and supplier concentrations in the Midwest. Distance from suppliers in the
“rust-belt” area can, at times, force companies in Montana to wait for supplies. In
addition, the distance from key suppliers requires companies to choose between carrying
large inventories or purchasing low volumes of supplies, for which they must pay higher
unit costs.
In addition to high costs, informants reported transportation- and non-transportation
related impediments to firm growth. Issues related to transportation include:
•

Freight rates charged by distribution companies are higher than the rest of U.S. A
related problem reported is in coordinating schedules with shipping companies
(causing delays referred to above).

•

One company reported that sometimes it experiences delays in getting permits from
State.

•

Indirectly, Montana’s heavy trailer manufacturing industry could be boosted by an
expansion in the state highway network. Montana’s extractive companies are potential
customers for heavy trailers. These industries could be best helped by developing
north-south highways to improve flows to and from Denver and north to Great Falls,
essentially requiring the connection between Great Falls and Billings. One informant
commented that the current route of Highway 3 to 12 to 89 is not conducive to nighttime driving.

Non-transportation business impediments:
•

The availability of skilled labor: Companies in this sector need highly-skilled labor (or
workers that can be trained for highly-skilled jobs). One company reported that it
would not locate in MT now–it would instead look for a more central location. This
company, though, will not relocate because of the strong, highly skilled labor that has
been nurtured at the plant. Other companies reported that skilled labor is in short
supply.

•

Costs of fuel and aluminum.

30

According to the TSAs, transportation costs as a percent of total production costs in 196 were:
motor vehicles, 3.4 percent; truck and bus bodies, trailers, and motor vehicles parts, 3.2 percent;
aircraft and parts, 1.6 percent; other transportation equipment, 2.8 percent.
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•

Overall economic conditions: When overall demand is high, trucks are active and
large amounts of fuel are consumed, requiring fuel tankers. Also, high levels of
trucking activity cause wear and tear on roadways, requiring repairs and increasing
demand for heavy trailers that can haul road supplies and debris. With a weak
economy, less gasoline is being consumed, fewer tax dollars are flowing into the
highway trust fund, and less repair work is being contracted.

•

Access to fast telecommunications.

Transportation in the Furniture Manufacturing Industry
Key destinations for Montana products include ports of Houston and Tacoma; car dealers
located between Illinois and the West Coast; and large core markets, such as Denver,
Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Chicago, and Salt Lake City.
Supplies flowing to Montana companies include steel, new and used axles, aluminum
sheeting, wheels, suspensions and tanker valves. Locations of suppliers are concentrated
in the Southeast and industrial Midwest, but supplies are also brought in from sites across
the U.S., and rest of the world. Locations of key suppliers mentioned include Davenport
Iowa; Parkersburg, West Virginia; Montgomery, Alabama; Cleveland OH; Springfield MO;
and Kansas City, KS. One company reported an effort to buy locally, and reported that
about 50 percent of all supplies are purchased from Montana businesses. A second
company reported that suppliers in Montana and neighboring states provide services,
welding supplies and fasteners.

Conclusion
Core suppliers for the industry and much of the customer base are located east of the
Mississippi River. In addition, reaching international customers requires access to
shipping ports. Montana-based companies pay more than out-of-state competitors that are
located in the industrial Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states, or closer to ports, or where there
is more competition among freight companies. A significant segment of this industry,
however, includes providing service to customers. In this respect, Montana provides a
locational advantage for servicing western customers (identified as an under-served
market). Montana-based companies are also located within a concentration of mining and
agriculture industries, which benefits heavy trailer manufacturers.

 14.0 Tourism
Overview
Tourism is Montana’s third largest industry, supporting 32,440 jobs in the State. Tourism
establishments include hotels and lodging facilities, eating and drinking places, and
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amusement and recreation services. Tourism in Montana continues to grow in terms of
travel volume, total spending, and employment. The State received over 9.55 million
nonresident visitors in 2001, a 27 percent increase since 1990. Yellowstone National Park
and Glacier National Park are by far the most popular visitor destinations in Montana,
drawing more than 4.3 million visitors annually.
Montana receives 90 percent of visitors from other U.S. states, eight percent from Canada,
and two percent from foreign countries. Most U.S. visitors to Montana come from near-by
states, with Washington sending the largest number followed by California, Idaho, North
Dakota, and Wyoming. At least one-fifth of non-resident visitors fly to Montana, most of
them renting a car to travel in the State.

National Trends
As shown in Table A3.76, the direct and indirect impacts of the travel and tourism
economy in the U.S. generated $1.2 trillion in output in 2001, or 11.3 percent of total gross
domestic product. The industry supports 16.4 million jobs, 12 percent of total U.S.
employment. The U.S. is the largest consumer in absolute terms of travel and tourism in
the world. In 2000, international visitors accounted for 14.5 percent of total travel
expenditures in the United States.
The tourism industry has experienced substantial growth in recent years. Between 1992
and 1997, final domestic demand for travel and tourism grew at an annual average rate of
6.9 percent. Tourism employment increased during this period at an annual rate of
2.7 percent, exceeding the two percent growth in total U.S. employment. Between 1997
and 2000, travel and tourism demand increased at an annual rate of 5.1 percent.
Although the events of September 11, 2001 have had a negative impact on the tourism
sector, the outlook is still one of growth. Sales in the first quarter of 2002 have increased
5.6 percent, lead by hotels and lodging places and air transportation.31 This follows three
consecutive quarters of significant declines. Travel and tourism demand is expected to
grow by 3.0 percent per annum in real terms over the next 10 years, and the industry’s
contribution to gross domestic product is forecast to rise to 11.5 percent by 2012. Total
international visitors are forecast to increase six percent between 2000 and 2004, and
domestic person trips are forecast to increase 8.4 percent for the same period. Arrivals
from Canada are expected to remain around 30 percent of total international arrivals.

31

BEA Travel and Tourism Satellite Accounts, Sales of U.S. Tourism Industries.
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Table A3.76 Direct and Indirect Impacts of U.S. Travel and Tourism
Industry, 2001

Employment
16,474,700

Industry Output
(Billion)

Employment as
% of U.S. Total

Output as
% of U.S. GDP

$1,153

12.2%

11.3%

Several key trends in the U.S. tourism market will likely benefit the industry in Montana,
given the State’s tourism assets:
•

Visitors will continue to look for pristine nature experiences: outdoor recreation
and/or visiting national or state parks is one of the top activities for U.S. travelers
taking leisure trips within this country, and camping is the number-one outdoor
vacation activity.32

•

Future tourists will demand more family-oriented travel.

•

Because of less leisure time, there is expected to be greater emphasis placed on short
trips, mini-vacations, weekend escapes, instead of the long vacations of the past.

•

Vacationers increasingly want to concentrate on educational and recreational activities
that renew them either mentally or physically.

State Trends
Tourism is Montana’s third largest industry and continues to grow in terms of travel
volume, total spending and employment, despite declines in tourism seen by other states.
In 2001, estimated travel expenditures by nonresident travelers totaled $1.75 billion. The
industry supports 32,440 jobs in the State and $563 million in personal income. Travel by
Montana residents added approximately $275 million to the travel spending total.

Visitation
Over 9.55 million nonresident visitors traveled in the State in 2001. Reasons for this travel
include vacation (49 percent), business travel (11 percent), visiting family and friends
(22 percent), traveling through the State (nine percent), and shopping, conventions, or

32

Outdoor recreational activities occur on 21 percent of leisure person-trips. One-third of U.S.
adults reported that they went on a camping vacation in the last five years.
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other purposes (nine percent). Over the last 10 years, travel volume to Montana has
grown by 2.2 million visitors, a 27 percent increase, as shown in Figure A3.9.

Figure A3.9

Montana Travel Volume, 1991-2001
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Source: Institute of Tourism and Recreation Research.

Direct and Indirect Impacts and Spending
Direct and indirect economic impacts of nonresident travel in 2001 totaled $1.75 billion for
Montana. Travel spending has steadily increased over the last decade; spending in 2001
was 25 percent higher than spending in 1992. Montana ranks 43rd in the nation in terms of
total spending by tourists but ranks 13th in terms of per capita tourism spending.
Montana residents spend $1.02 billion annually on pleasure travel, equal to 4.8 percent of
personal income. Of this amount, $275 million (27 percent) is spent within the State. Of all
pleasure trips taken by Montana residents, 44 percent are day trips within the State,
29 percent are overnight trips within the State, and 27 percent of trips are to destinations
outside of Montana.

Employment
Nonresident travel expenditures directly and indirectly contributed to the generation of
32,440 Montana jobs during 2000 (six percent of all jobs in State). Table A3.77 shows that
travel-related jobs have increased by almost 5,000 over the last decade, though the
industry’s share of total state employment has fallen slightly.
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Table A3.77 Travel-Generated Vs. Total Montana Non-Farm
Employment, 1992 and 2000

Year

Travel-Generated
Employment

Total Non-Farm
Employment

Travel Employment as
% Total Employment

1992

27,780

430,400

6.5%

2000

32,140

530,100

6.1%

Revenue
Nonresident travel generated over $346 million in revenue for Federal, state, and local
governments in 2001, an increase of nine percent over 1995. In 1987, Montana’s legislature
created a four percent Lodging Facility Use Tax, or “bed tax,” that is intended to support
the State’s tourism promotion and development efforts as well as contribute funds to state
parks, historic sites, and other programs. No additional money for tourism funding comes
from Montana’s general fund.
Figure A3.10 shows that revenue from the bed tax has increased substantially since it was
first implemented. In 2001, the bed tax generated $11.5 million, more than doubling in just
over a decade and an annualized increase of 10.6 percent.

Figure A3.10 Montana Gross Lodging Tax Revenue
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Visitor Origin
Montana receives 90 percent of its visitors from other U.S. states, eight percent from
Canada and two percent from foreign countries. Most U.S. visitors to Montana come from
near-by states, with Washington sending the largest number. Figure A3.11 shows the state
of residence for Montana’s domestic visitors.

Figure A3.11 Domestic Visitors to Montana by State of Residence, 2001
Washington
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Institute of Tourism and Recreation Research.

Montana Tourism Industries
The tourism industry consists primarily of three sub-sectors. Each is discussed in greater
detail below.
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Hotel and Lodging
The Montana hotel industry generated a record high of $289 million in room revenues
during 2000 (Table A3.78). Since 1995, total hotel room revenues have grown over
30 percent and average daily room rates are up more than 20 percent. Despite increasing
room rates and increasing room revenues, employment in the lodging industry increased
by only eight percent between 1995 and 2000.

Table A3.78 Montana Hotel Industry Performance, 1995 and 2000
1995
Occupancy Rate

2000

59.0

59.0

Room Nights Demanded (thousands)

4,090

4,646

Room Nights Supplied (thousands)

6,934

7,905

$47.80

$57.38

$221,099

$289,211

10,890

11,800

$124,440

$164,010

Average Daily Rate
Room Revenues (thousands)
Employment
Personal Income (thousands)

Amusement and Recreation
Employment growth in Montana’s amusement and recreation industry has outpaced all
other travel-related service industries.
This industry includes amusement parks,
recreation facilities, public golf courses, commercial and membership sports, bowling
centers, and theatrical producers. Between 1991 and 2000, employment generated in this
industry has increased by over 86 percent, reaching 14,160 jobs in 2000. Personal income
from amusement and recreation services increased by 51 percent between 1995 and 2000.

Eating and Drinking
The food service industry includes restaurants, ranging from fast food to full-menu table
service establishments, as well as places primarily serving alcoholic beverages.
Employment in this industry has increased seven percent between 1995 and 2000, with
salaries and wages paid to employees increasing by 16 percent for the same period.

Regional Trends
The State’s tourism industry is supported by a network of partners, including the Tourism
Advisory Council, six tourism regions, and 10 funded convention and visitor bureaus. In
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addition, the Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research (ITRR), which receives bed tax
funding, conducts tourism research for Montana.
The tourism regions in Montana are private, non-profit organizations that submit
marketing plans to the Tourism Advisory Council each year. Tourism data is often
grouped by region. The regions and their respective major cities are as follow:
•

Glacier Country (north west): Missoula;

•

Gold West Country (south west): Helena, Butte;

•

Russell Country (north central): Great Falls;

•

Yellowstone Country (south central): Bozeman;

•

Missouri River Country (north east): Glasgow; and

•

Custer Country (south east): Billings.

Visitor Destinations
Table A3.79 shows the top 10 most visited destinations in Montana. Yellowstone National
Park and Glacier National Park are by far the most popular visitor destinations in
Montana. While top tourist destinations are distributed throughout the State’s six tourism
regions, these two parks account for 30 percent and 29 percent, respectively, of total state
bed tax revenue (Figure A3.12).

Table A3.79 Montana’s Top 10 Tourist Destinations, 2001
Rank

Destinations*

Tourism Region

Visitors

1

Yellowstone National Park**

Yellowstone Country

2,758,526

2

Glacier National Park

Glacier Country

1,605,000

3

Little Bighorn Battlefield

Custer Country

320,921

4

Fort Peck Lake

Missouri Country

156,989

5

National Bison Range

Glacier Country

103,500

6

Museum of the Rockies

Yellowstone Country

73,923

7

Big Hole Battlefield

Gold West Country

56,282

8

Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center

Russell Country

54,443

9

Lewis and Clark Caverns State Park

Yellowstone Country

50,590

10

Montana Historical Society

Gold West Country

47,798

*Includes only attractions that keep consistent visitation counts.
** Yellowstone National Park spans Montana and Wyoming. Roughly 88 percent of Yellowstone
visitors are Montana visitors.
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Figure A3.12 Lodging Tax Revenue by Tourism Region, 2001
Custer
$2,019,523
Yellowstone
$3,334,238

Glacier
$3,487,764

Russell
$1,070,945
Missouri River
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Gold West
$1,421,377

Given the huge draw of Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks, it is important to explore
the visitor characteristics of these two parks in more detail. A recent report by the Institute
of Tourism and Recreation Research found 62 percent of nonresident visitors to Montana
visit Glacier, Yellowstone, or both parks. Although most of Yellowstone is located in
Wyoming, most visitors to the park (88 percent) stay in Montana, with an average stay of
four nights.
Visitors to Glacier National Park tend to come from the west, with 43 percent from
Alberta, California, Washington, Idaho, Oregon, and British Columbia. Visitors to
Yellowstone National Park represent more states and provinces than Glacier, with the
largest portion from California (13 percent) and Washington (10 percent). At both parks,
one fifth of the visitors fly on a portion of their trip. Of the fly-in visitors to Glacier
National Park, 16 percent rent cars, mostly in Montana or Washington. Of the fly-in
visitors to Yellowstone, 23 percent rent cars, mostly in Montana or Utah.
Many visitors to Glacier National Park also visit Flathead Lake (49 percent), the Lewis and
Clark Interpretive Center (10 percent), the National Bison Range (nine percent), and Little
Bighorn Battlefield (eight percent). Many visitors to Yellowstone National Park also visit
Little Bighorn Battlefield (19 percent), the Museum of the Rockies (eight percent), Bighorn
Canyon Recreation Area (seven percent), and the Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center (six
percent).
Nonresident visitors who did not visit either of the national parks (38 percent) typically
spend their time along the Interstate corridors. First-time visitors tend to “do it all” while
in Montana, visiting both parks and many attractions between them. As such, the Institute
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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of Tourism and Recreation Research report concludes that it is important to develop travel
corridors to promote the ease of visiting both parks.

Tourism and Transportation
Most nonresidents visitors use road travel to access destinations within Montana.
Approximately one-fifth of nonresident visitors to Montana fly on some portion of their
trip, with 43 percent renting a car in Montana and 12 percent renting a car in Utah or
Wyoming. Amtrak provides rail transit service across the State, running the “Empire
Builder” train daily from Chicago to Seattle along the Hi-line parallel to U.S. Route 2.
Amtrak ridership declined substantially between 1998 and 2001, with boarding and
deboardings falling by almost 15 percent. Nonetheless, some communities along the HiLine are developing local tourism strategies based on Amtrak service.
Interviews with tourism-related businesses in the State confirm that visitors are using both
air and roadway to access destinations in the State, with limited use of rail. In the
Yellowstone National Park region, firms have noted that the narrowness and poor
conditions of some two-lane highways can create problems for tourists trying to access
destinations. In the Custer region, tourism businesses have noted the poor (gravel) state of
highways and the lack of north-south connectivity. Some in the industry feel that paving
specific roads in that region would have a major economic impact by improving
accessibility to the region’s destinations, as well as promoting growth in other industries.
In the Missoula region, industry contacts have suggested that the road infrastructure is not
an impediment to tourism growth, although north-south connectivity is felt to be
inadequate. All Montana’s tourism regions recognize air travel as an important mode for
visitors. Finally, the lack of air traffic in the Missoula region has been cited as an
impediment to tourism growth there.

 15.0 Military Activity
Industry Overview
The military sector employs over 8,200 workers in Montana (see Table A3.80) and directly
accounts for about two percent of the Montana economy measured by employment and
gross state product (GSP). Moreover, although the impact of direct military spending in
the State has declined in the last decade, the most recent defense appropriation bill
provides for $15.6 million for military construction and another $26 million in defenserelated projects in the State.
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Table A3.80 The Military in the Montana’s Economy, 2000
Year

1990

1995

2000

Employment

10,516

9,540

8,263

$263

$259

$249

GSP (millions of $1990s)
Source:

County Business Patterns, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

The major military installation in Montana is the Malstrom Air Force Base (MAFB) in
Great Falls, which directly employs almost 3,700 of the 8,000 plus uniformed and civilian
defense employees in the State. The mission of the MAFB is to maintain and be ready to
operate 200 ICBM-3 missiles, which are spread over 23,500 square miles in nine counties of
central Montana. In addition to the main base, Malstrom includes 20 missile alert facilities.
Malstrom is in continuous operation 24 hours per day, every day of the year.
Other concentrations of military employment include the 120th Fighter Wing of the
Montana Air National Guard co-located at the Great Falls International Airport and Fort
Harrison outside of Helena. Fort Harrison is the headquarters of the State’s Army and Air
Force National Guard, and is a major training center. Statewide, the army National Guard
employs 477 full-time staff and has a total strength of 2,500, of which 889 are based at Fort
Harrison.33

National and State Trends
Military spending is a function of national policy, and therefore the distribution of military
employment and income among the states depends on policy-makers and administrators
in Washington D.C. more than local inducements. Montana’s western location, spacious
land area, and sparse population provide advantages for certain military activities. Even
following the closure of the Glasgow Air Force Base, the military has a stronger presence in
the Montana economy than overall in the nation when measured by employment and gross
state product (see Table A3.81).

33

These employment numbers do not include civilian contractors. Over 950 contractors in various
industries are employed at Malstrom Air Force Base, for example. Some of these workers are
counted in other industry profiles.
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Table A3.81 Military Employment and Gross State Product in the United
States and Montana 1990 – 2000
Military Employment as
Percent of Overall
Economy

1990

1995

2000

Military
Employment
Change 1990-2000

% of Montana Economy

2.4%

1.9%

1.5%

-21.4%

% of U.S. Economy

1.9%

1.5%

1.2%

-23.7%
GSP Change
1990-2000
(in 1990 Dollars)

Military Gross State
Product As Percent of
Overall Economy

1990

1995

2000

% of Montana Economy

2.0%

1.7%

1.5%

-5.3%

% of U.S. Economy

1.4%

1.2%

1.0%

-10.1%

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

National defense budgets in real terms, and therefore military employment, declined
annually from 1989 through 1998, with the exception of the Gulf War period in 1991 to
1992, and began increasing again in small increments. National defense spending has been
growing significantly in the aftermath of 9/11, however, and Montana’s portion of the
most recent defense appropriation represents approximately a 12 percent boost above
recorded 2000 GSP levels for the State. In addition, the Department of Defense projects
real increases though 2007 (see Table A3.82).

Table A3.82 Department of Defense Outlays for the United States

Year
1990

$409,471

1995

$316,410

2000

$305,160

2003

$360,693

2007

$384,209

Source:

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

Outlay in Millions
of 2003 Dollars

National Defense Budget Estimates for
FY 2003, U.S. Department of Defense.
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Sub-state Locational Patterns
The core of the military presence is in Great Falls (Cascade County) and secondarily in
Helena (Lewis and Clark County). The two largest military establishments in Montana are
located in Great Falls. MAFB, headquartered at the outskirts of the city, includes 3,670
uniformed and civilian employees and also houses 953 private contract workers. However,
the 200 Intercontinental Ballistics Missiles overseen by MAFB personnel are spread in silos
across 23,500 acres in nine counties of central and northern Montana. The 120th fighter
wing of the Montana Air National Guard is based at the Great Falls Airport, and employs
350 full-time personnel, which swells to over 1,000 during periodic Guard drills. Nine
counties in Montana are associated with the Malstrom Air force Base:
1. Cascade,

6. Pondera,

2. Choteau,

7. Teton,

3. Fergus,

8. Toole, and

4. Judith Basin,

9. Wheatland.

5. Lewis and Clark,
Fort Harrison in Helena (Lewis and Clark County) is the headquarters of the Montana’s
Army National Guard (ANG). The strength of the ANG in Helena is 889 (full and parttime) out of a total force of 2,500 statewide.
Outside of concentrations in Great Falls and Helena, regional installations are relatively
small, including small units and Army National Guard armories with a core of full-time
staff augmented by periodic call-ups and drills.
National Guard employment is spread across Montana. In addition to the state
headquarters at Fort Harrison, key guard armories (of 30 armories in the State) are located
in Sidney and Culberston in eastern Montana and Libby in the northwest corner of the
State. The following 10 locations of key units and armories of the Army National Guard
are:
1.

Helena

6.

Kalispell

2.

Billings

7.

Libby

3.

Butte

8.

Malta

4.

Culbertson

9.

Miles City

5.

Great Falls

10. Missoula

During the peak of the cold-war, Montana also housed the Glasgow Air Force Base in
northeastern Montana on Highway 2, which was part of the Strategic Air Command.
When the base closed, 16,000 people left the Glasgow area.
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The Role of Civilian Transportation in Performance of Military Activities
The military relies on Montana highways to move personnel and heavy equipment.
Informants note that the condition of Montana’s roadways are generally good, but need
improvement. They also note that military presence in Montana, meaning the stationing
of troops and investments in military installations, is a function of national policy and is
not directly dependent on the adequacy of the State’s roadway network. With recent
defense appropriations, MAFB is now modernizing its facilities; as one informant put it,
“we’re not going anywhere.”
In many ways, the military sector is like any other sector of the economy. Suppliers ship
products by truck such as furniture, paper, computers, and tools. Employees, both
civilian and uniformed, drive to work. In addition, the size of Montana and dispersion of
some auxiliary units and facilities induces considerable roadway travel for employees and
suppliers.
The major difference between civilian and military transportation needs on public roads is
that the missions of Malstrom Air Force Base and the Army and Air National Guards
inherently require substantial intrastate transportation over Montanan highways and
other roadways. With reserves, major transportation needs include moving equipment
and personnel from Fort Harrison in Helena and the 120th Fighter Wing in Great Falls to
armories and recruiting locations across the State, as well as between locations that do not
involve the main bases. Products moved over Montana’s roadways can range from
mundane supplies and light arms to heavy equipment. An informant from the Air
National Guard mentioned that the Guard hauls airplanes overland to set up recruiting
expeditions. Malstrom Air Force Base relies on public roadways to administer its facilities
that extend for 23,500 square miles.
Base personnel stationed at the Malstrom Air Force Base drive 7.2 million miles per year
in heavy vehicles on civilian roadways. The lightest vehicles used are Ford Expeditions
and the heaviest are 18 wheeler “transporter erectors” that can transport an ICBM-3
missile. Roadway transportation is critical to transport personnel for work-shift rotations,
security, maintenance crews and to provide for other operational needs (which might
include transporting goods and staff for routine needs such as bringing meals or office
supplies to the field). In addition, roadways are used to transport missiles from their silos
to maintenance and repair facilities when warranted.
Over its nine-county operational area, MAFB uses 6.2 million linear miles of civilian
roadways, of which two million are paved and 4.2 million miles are gravel roads. For
safety concerns, informants at the base report that paving additional roadways is an
important need, and is the most significant “civilian” transportation priority for the base.
As a backup, Malstrom uses helicopters for transportation if the gravel roadways are not
passable due to poor surface conditions induced by weather.
Informants at the Great Falls-based 120th Fighter Wing of the Montana Air National Guard
report that routine supplies are delivered by out-of-state commercial carriers. The base
owns semi-tractor trailer tucks to haul heavy goods, including jet engines and other air
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support equipment. About 50 percent of traffic generated by the 120th Fighter Wing is
north-south along I-15. Other major traffic flows are east-west from Great Falls to Billings.
The Army National Guard transports soldiers and equipment along Montana’s roadways
in trucks. The Guard heavily uses Interstates 15, 90 and 94, and an informant notes that
the stretch of I-94 between Billings and Glendive is particularly important.
The Guard armories in Montana are close to small cities, but out of town, or as one
informant put it, “off the beaten path.” As a consequence, the Guard relies on state
highways and county roads more than established Interstates, although in an informant’s
opinion the roadways between Helena and the armories are in “as close to a straight line
as could be hoped.” Key non-Interstate roadways for the Army National Guard include
Routes 93, 200, 87, and 2.

Potential Transportation Constraints to Military Activity
Transportation impediments reported by the military in Montana include:
•

Low overpasses on secondary roads, which at times impede hauling heavy equipment.

•

Congestion caused by farm implements on roadways.
difficult to pass with semi-tractor trailers.

•

The winter roadway conditions of Highway 2 cause safety concerns.

•

Gravel roads in central Montana are a safety concern when transporting heavy
equipment.

•

U.S. routes (not Interstates) and state highways are important arteries for the National
Guard, but can be dangerous when using large vehicles. These roadways include
Routes 93, 200, 87, and 2.

The farming vehicles are

National defense policies and geography appear more important than roadways in
Montana in terms of influencing location decisions of the United States military in the
State. However, it is clear that civilian roadways play a critical role in allowing the Air
Force and Montana Air and Army National Guards to efficiently accomplish their
missions. In this respect, transportation costs were never mentioned as an important
issue, but safety and congestion were reported to be significant issues.
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Appendix A4. Business Attraction
Model
 1.0 Objectives
Concept Definition
The analysis of economic benefits within HEAT makes a distinction between “business
expansion” and “business attraction.” The difference between these terms is quite important, though the words in these labels can be misleading. Basically,
•

“Business expansion” impacts, in the context of this study, refer to economic growth
that is due solely to transportation cost savings associated with reduced time and
expense – for existing trips on Montana roads that are generated by existing business
activities located within Montana.

•

In contrast, “business attraction” impacts, in the context of this study, refer to additional economic growth that is above and beyond that itemized above. This is specifically referring to business growth attributable to improved strategic connections and
accessibility to locations, allowing for wider supply and product delivery areas, larger
labor market areas, and economies of scale in business production because of those
expanded markets. (All of these effects can lead to additional business investment in
Montana to create business activity that is not currently occurring, though that business growth may actually occur either at new business entities moving into the State
or at existing business entities in the State.)

Methodology Approach
The business expansion analysis developed prior to the development of HEAT and the
Business Attraction Model in HEAT use very different methods. The business expansion
impacts are automatically estimated by the REMI economic simulation model as a result
of changing business operating costs – specifically changing the dollar magnitude of
highway system user costs for the affected business sectors in the affected areas. The
business attraction impacts, in contrast, are estimated separately. They are dependent on
the location of highway investments, the linkages such investments create, and the effect
of such investments on market reach of businesses located in affected areas. These estimates of direct impacts on business attraction are analyzed independently and then input
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to the economic simulation model in order to calculate the total (direct, indirect, and
induced) impacts on the economy analysis.
The business attraction module embedded in HEAT was designed by Economic
Development Research Group to consider how highway investments will influence business location decisions, given that a variety of other (non-highway) factors also affect
business location decisions. The analysis utilizes a combination of inputs, including data
on highway and non-highway business location attraction factors and trends in the local
and national economies. The information is then used as a basis for calculating potential
highway impacts on business attraction. HEAT includes the automated business attraction analysis tool to conduct these calculations. That tool formalizes a series of calculations, each consistent with accepted economic development analysis practices.
Figure A.4.1 shows the position of the business attraction analysis in the sequence of steps
used to generate the direct economic benefits that fed into the REMI model.

Figure A.4.1 Elements of the Economic Impact Analysis System

Highway
Highway
Network
Network
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Existing Business
Business
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Savings
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Bridge
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Info System
System

Source:
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 2.0 Estimation of Business Attraction Impacts
Overview of Business Attraction Analysis
The business attraction model is comprised of eight modules (see Figure A.4.2). They are:
•

TDG – Transportation Data and GIS,

•

PIN – Primary Impact Nodes,

•

MAR – Market Access Rating,

•

ACS – Attraction Competitiveness Screener,

•

EPS – Economic Performance Screener,
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•

ICM – Industry Characteristics Module,

•

DGO – Direct Growth Opportunity, and

•

CAO – Cluster & Agglomeration Opportunity.

The sequence of calculations used to derive business attractions estimates is as follows:
1. Based on transportation data (imported from the TDG module) and the location of
primary input nodes (imported from the PIN module), the MAR module calculates a
series of market access ratings that describe the highway project’s impact on access to
labor, customer, just-in-time delivery markets, and intermodal connections.
2. The ACS module identifies the potential for business attraction growth by identifying
industries that are under-represented in the affected areas, yet well-represented in the
“linkage” areas, i.e., areas to which the affected area is being linked by the highway
project. These assessments are made based using data on the economic structure of
affected areas imported from the PIN module. Industries that are under-performing
in the affected area, but performing well elsewhere, may also represent potential categories for business attraction. This calculation process assumes that there is no additional business attraction potential for a particular industry if: a) the affected area
lacks the required natural resources, or b) that particular type of business is already
highly represented in the affected area and growing at typical rates for that industry.
3. The EPS module assesses the magnitude of the business attraction potential for each
industry in the affected area based on the market access ratings imported from the
MAR module and the affected area’s relative advantages or disadvantages (defined as
the costs and availability of manual and professional labor, materials, utilities, and
transportation imported from the PIN module).
4. Using data imported from the ICM module, the ACS module characterizes industries
based on their sensitivity to costs and availability of manual and professional labor,
materials, utilities, and transportation. Using industry characterizations and economic
characteristics of the affected areas, preliminary business attraction estimates are
generated.
5. The DGO module then estimates direct business attraction for each area and industry
based on the preliminary business attraction estimates from ACS module and the
magnitude of business attraction potential (calculated in EPS).
6. The CAO module calculates the total business attraction effects by estimating the
amount of secondary activity that will be generated by the initial growth in business
attraction.
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Figure A.4.2 Basic Elements of the Business Attraction Analysis
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 3.0 Data Requirements
As described above, the business attraction model analysis method (and the computerized
tool that formalizes it) allows for consideration of a set of factors affecting business attraction and business relocation decisions. These include:
•

Market Access (inputs imported from TDG module; calculated in MAR module):
Access to labor, customer, and “just-in-time” supplier markets. Access measures are
calculated using a GIS-based analysis tool that estimates changes in accessible workers, customers, and suppliers within a fixed radius of the affected areas.

•

Intermodal Connections (inputs imported from PIN module; calculated in EPS module): Distance to the closest airport, river port, rail connection, and grain elevator.
Distance calculations and percentage improvement from highway investments are calculated within GIS.

•

Industrial Cost Structures (inputs imported from ICM module; calculated in ACS
module): Labor, energy, tax, and transportation costs per unit of output for 71 industries. These data capture unique production structures of each industry and hence,
their sensitivity to improved access to various production inputs. These cost
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structures were developed from publicly available information from the U.S. Bureau
of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Energy, and studies of business locations.
•

Location Cost Considerations (inputs imported from PIN module; calculated in EPS
module): Costs per unit for energy, labor, taxes, and transportation for each county in
Montana; the States of Idaho, Wyoming, North Dakota, and South Dakota; and the
entire U.S. Data sets were developed from publicly available information like U.S.
Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of Energy.

•

Business Mix Considerations (inputs imported from PIN module; calculated in ACS
module): Captures strengths, weaknesses, and specialties of the economic areas. Data
set includes current and past employment in 71 industries and demographic information (e.g., population, labor force participation rates, education levels) for each county
in Montana; the States of Idaho, Wyoming, North Dakota, and South Dakota; and the
entire U.S. Data sets developed from publicly available information, including the
U.S. Department of Census, and data purchased from private sources.

•

Input-Output Relationships (inputs imported from ICM module; calculated in CAO
module): Captures the second-round effects of an increase in business attraction. Specifically, calculates the growth in demand for inputs generated by the predicted
increase in business attraction. Input-output data were gathered from publicly available information released by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

 4.0 Model Calibration for Montana
The model was calibrated for Montana by incorporating economic information for the
counties of Montana and the surrounding states. The model was then tested by running
highway investment scenarios and analyzing the outputs from each sub-module in the
BAM to assure the each sub-module was working correctly. After sub-modules were
tested for accuracy and consistency, scenario results were compared with versions of the
BAM created for other areas. Results from the MT BAM were then analyzed closely to
ensure that differences in estimated impacts are the result of specific characteristics of the
Montana economy, including the economic bases of its counties and the relative costs of
production inputs.

 5.0 Model Sensitivities and Limitations
The BAM estimates employment impacts associated with new business attraction in areas
affected by highway investments. Actual business location, in any area, will be strongly
influenced by macroeconomic cycles and the overall level of investment nationally. In
addition, because BAM estimates extrapolate from past trends, they do not incorporate
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activities in entirely new sectors. Both of these factors will decrease the accuracy of BAM
estimates.
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Appendix A5. Cost Estimation
Methodology
 1.0 General Description
This cost estimation spreadsheet was designed to assist planning staff in comparing
approximate probable costs to construct various project alternatives. While allowing the
flexibility to change roadway widths and typical section thicknesses, this spreadsheet will
perform quantity calculations and incorporate them into MDT’s standard cost estimation
spreadsheet format utilizing the most common standard bid item numbers. Unit bid
prices may be modified to match current versions of MDT’s average price items catalog or
district specific bid tabulations. A separate maintenance and operating cost worksheet is
also included which performs a cost analysis over a 30-year default time period based on
inputs for construction dates and unit operation and maintenance costs.
The bid items and prices considered in this cost estimation spreadsheet are shown in
Table A5.1.
All item numbers listed above coincide with MDT’s Contract Plans Section Items Catalog.
Current average bid prices are tabulated in this catalog and are updated every six months.
Bid prices for items that do not have an item number are determined by comparing recent
bid tabulations for similar work. These bid tabulations can be found on MDT’s web site
at: http://www.mdt.state.mt.us/cntrct/contract.htm.
Please note that this cost estimation spreadsheet was developed to handle specific roadway characteristics. If a project has varying characteristics from beginning to end (i.e.,
30 percent mountainous and 20 percent urban), the cost module will need to be run multiple times for an individual project.
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Table A5.1

Bid Items and Prices

Item Number
105100000

Description
BLUETOP STAKING

Unit
CR KM

Unit Price*
$1,800.00

203100000

EXCAVATION-UNCLASSIFIED

M3

$2.75

203200000

EXCAVATION-UNCLASS BORROW

M3

$3.30

203220000

SPECIAL BORROW

M3

$8.50

210110000

DOZER

HOUR

$90.00

301250000

BASE COURSE GR 5A

M3

$20.00

301320000

TOP SURFACING GR 2A

M3

$25.00

301440000

COVER MATERIAL GRADE 4A

MT

$20.00

301520000

BLOTTER MATERIAL

MT

$15.00

301700000

TRAFFIC GRAVEL

M3

$10.00

401080000

PLANT MIX BIT SURF GR S

MT

$15.00

401200000

HYDRATED LIME

MT

$108.00

402097000

ASPHALT CEMENT PG 70-28

MT

$225.00

402100000

LIQUID ASPHALT MC-70

MT

$230.00

402200000

EMULSIFIED ASPHALT SS-1

L

$0.14

402225000

EMULSIFIED ASPHALT CRS-2P

MT

$218.00

606000000

GUARD RAIL-STEEL

M

$50.00

606010000

GUARD RAIL-STL INT RDWY TR

M

$75.00

606110000

GUARD RAIL-STL/BR APPR-TY

UNIT

$575.00

606250000

GUARD RAIL-OPTIONAL TERM S

EACH

$2,100.00

607205000

FARM FENCE-TYPE F5W

M

$4.00

608100000

SIDEWALK-CONCRETE 100 MM

M2

$38.00

608150000

SIDEWALK-CONCRETE 150 MM

M2

$39.00

609000000

CURB & GUTTER-CONCRETE

M

$63.00

610110000

SEEDING AREA NO 1

HA

$375.00

610120000

SEEDING AREA NO 2

HA

$1,884.00

610130000

SEEDING AREA NO 3

HA

$252.00

610210000

FERTILIZING AREA NO 1

HA

$93.00

610220000

FERTILIZING AREA NO 2

HA

$130.00

610400000

CONDITION SEEDBED SURFACE

HA

$69.00

610510000

MULCH

HA

$1,675.00

618010100

TRAFFIC CONTROL-DEVICES

UNIT

$1.00

618010200

TRAFFIC CONTROL-FLAGGING

HOUR

$26.00

618010300

TRAFFIC CONTROL-PILOT CAR

HOUR

$35.73

Signs – Rural

KM

$2,680.00

Signs – Urban

KM

$17,500.00

Striping & Pavement Markings – Rural

KM

$1,600.00

Striping & Pavement Markings – Urban

KM

$67,150.00
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Table A5.1

Bid Items and Prices (continued)

Item Number

Description
Drainage Pipe

Unit
KM

Unit Price*
$75,000.00

New Interchange – Rural

LS

$7,500,000.00

New Interchange – Urban

LS

$12,000,000.00

Remove Interchange

LS

$50,000.00

New Overpass

LS

$1,000,000.00

Remove Overpass

LS

$50,000.00

Railroad – new track only (no xings, signals,
etc.)

KM

$375,000.00

Signals

LS

$200,000.00

Lights – Urban

KM

$120,690.00

Source: SEH Inc. and Montana Department of Transportation.
*Last updated in 2003.

 2.0 User Guide
Begin by making sure macros are enabled when opening the cost estimation spreadsheet.
The spreadsheet will not function properly if macros cannot be used. Select the Enter
Information worksheet tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet.
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All pertinent roadway characteristics and design parameters will be entered within this
worksheet as follows:
1. Project units. Select either Metric or English units. Currently, MDT is using Metric
units to design and construct projects. It is important to note that if you decide to
come back to this step and change the working units, the project information and typical section dimensions in Sections 5 and 6, respectively, will need to be reentered.
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2. Project type. Select either Rural or Urban. If Urban is selected, adjustments will be
made to the overall quantities in the Cost Estimate worksheet, and additional items
will be added for curb and gutter, sidewalk, and street lights.

3. Cross section type.
These baseline scenarios were recommended by MDT
Engineering Division. You may choose only one cross section type.
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Select a if you want to estimate the cost of a four–lane roadway on a new alignment. The
width of this new roadway will automatically set to a standard 80 feet (24.2 meters).
Select b if you want to expand an existing 24-foot (7.2-meter) wide two-lane roadway to
an 80-foot (24.2-meter) wide four-lane roadway. This selection will incorporate a two-inch
(50-mm) overlay over the existing two lanes.
Select c if you are considering a major rehabilitation along an existing alignment. The
new and existing roadway widths will need to be entered in Sections 6a and 6g, respectively. An adjustment will be automatically made to the amount of excavation required
due to the existing roadway.
Select d if this is only an overlay project. The overlay width and thickness will need to be
entered in Sections 6e and 6f, respectively. If this cross section type is used, project costs
will only include the cost of installing an asphalt overlay mat, striping, and traffic control.
Select e for a two-lane roadway along a new alignment. The roadway width will need to
be entered in Section 6a. Regardless of the labeling, this option is not just limited to two
lanes in width. The spreadsheet will estimate the costs of any width entered in Section 6a.
1.

Other features . Check this box if the area is considered a mountainous region. An
adjustment will be made to the amount of excavation required due to steeper side
slopes.
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2. Enter project information. These inputs are self explanatory. It is important to note
that the length of roadway in Section a will be required for every scenario. Each
passing lane in Section b is based on an average passing lane of 984 feet (300 meters)
in length, with an additional 780 feet (238 meters) of taper length on each end of the
passing lane. Section c is based on a turn lane that has 82 feet (25 meters) of storage
and a deceleration length of 653 feet (205 meters).

3. Enter typical section dimensions. Enter this information as required for the baseline
scenarios listed in section 3) Cross Section Type. The asphalt concrete thickness
(Section b ), crushed top thickness (Section c ), and granular base thickness (section d)
will be required for all base line scenarios with the exception of the overlay projects.
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Since the right-of-way costs vary greatly within different regions in Montana, a space is
provided to enter an estimated cost of right-of-way for the entire project. In general for
estimation purposes, right-of-way will cost approximately $3,000/hectare ($1,200/acre) in
western Montana and urban areas. Rural property in eastern Montana tends to average
approximately $1,500/hectare ($600/acre). This number will be added to the subtotal and
is not included in the Cost Estimate worksheet.
A default estimate for an inflation rate is provided based on the estimate used in other
modules of HEAT. Next to this estimate is a blank for the number of years until the project is constructed. This information is included for budgeting purposes in order to calculate the projected future cost of the project at the time it is bid.
Once you have completed the Enter Information worksheet. Click on the Cost Estimate
tab to see a breakdown of the costs by bid items. This spreadsheet follows MDT’s standard project cost estimation format. The unit bid prices highlighted in yellow follow
MDT’s average price items catalog and may be adjusted to the most current bid prices or
recent bid tabulations.
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Click on the O&M Analysis worksheet tab to view the operations and maintenance
analysis. The required inputs for this worksheet are highlighted in yellow and are self
explanatory. The annual operating and maintenance (O&M) costs are listed in the table
directly below the inputs. These average O&M costs are for everything that MDT
Maintenance does. These numbers do not reflect periodic construction projects such as a
pavement reconstruction or a major mill and overlay that may occur during the 30-year
life of the project and would be completed under separate funding. Nevertheless, the cost
model will include a thin overlay 15 years after the project is completed as a default
maintenance costs. The user may override this assumption if a more project-specific
maintenance regime and/or schedule is appropriate.
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Appendix A6. Value of Time (1)
 1.0 Different Perspectives for Measurement and Use
In the context of HEAT, the value of time is important because it is used as one component
of the measurement of total economic benefits from alternative highway improvement
projects. This objective is important to keep in mind, because some other studies adopt
values for time for different purposes – such as to predict how travelers would react to
tradeoffs between travel time and travel cost in making highway routing decisions, or
travel mode choices, or time-of-day travel decisions. There are also different uses of value
of time for evaluating proposed tolls, new highway connections, highway widening, or
lane use policies affecting peak period capacity. The right way to view the value of time
can differ depending on the specific type of user decision being considered and the specific type of application for it.
In general, most research studies measure the value of time based on behavior by affected
parties. But even then, there can be dramatic difference, for various studies may focus on
the value of time savings as seen from the perspective of: 1) the driver, 2) the vehicle
owner, 3) the transportation user, and 4) the ultimate beneficiary.
In the case of personal auto travel, the same person usually represents all four perspectives. On the other hand, in the case of trucking, there can be a different party representing each of the four perspectives – the driver working for a trucking company, the
trucking company itself, the shipper sending out the product (who is using the transportation service), and the receiver who actually benefits from receiving the product. This
classification is summarized for these and selected other types of trips in Table A6.1 that
follows.
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Table A6.1

Whose Value of Time Are We Measuring?
Personal
Travel: SingleOccupant Auto

Commuting by
SingleOccupant Auto

Commuting by
Public Transit

Ship Freight
by Truck

Vehicle driver

Driver

Driver

Rider

Driver

Vehicle owner

Driver

Driver

Transit
Authority

Trucking
Company

User of trans service

Driver

Driver

Rider

Shipper

Beneficiary of
completed travel

Driver

Employer

Employer

Receiver

Perspective

These different perspectives can be important because short-term choices of travel route
(as observed in toll studies) are usually made by the vehicle driver, and tend to focus
mainly on the tradeoff between marginal out-of-pocket (toll) cost and marginal difference
in travel time. On the other hand, choices of vehicle type are made by the owner, and
tend to focus on average operating costs with a broader definition that also includes fuel
and maintenance costs as well as full wage and overhead costs for vehicle operators. The
longer-term choices of transportation service provider include further considerations of
reliability and market pricing of the delivery services provided, and that pricing may be
determined by more by market supply and demand conditions than by operating costs.
Finally, the productivity benefit of an on-time arrival for a traveler or freight delivery can
be quite different from the market price that is charged for the transportation service. (See
Table A6.2)

Table A6.2

Applying Value of Time Benefits

Toll/Route
Choice

Vehicle
Choice

Service
Provider
Choice

Ultimate User
Benefit

Travel time

X

X

X

X

Toll cost

X

X

X

X

Fuel cost

X

X

X

Ownership cost add-on

X

X

X

X

X

Value of Time by

Delivery price add-on
Productivity gain add-on
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 2.0 Truck Time in Congested Areas and Routes
Urban congestion and highway toll studies generally focus on the tradeoffs that people
make in terms of paying extra cost to reduce travel time (or conversely, their willingness
to sit in slower traffic to save tolls). They reflect driver decisions when faced with these
choices (i.e., how drivers value their own time during daily delivery runs). This reflects
the nature of truck driver compensation and not necessarily any additional value of timeliness or cost of delay to shippers or to recipients of the goods. The actual form of driver
compensation also differs by type of trip:
•

Short-distance hourly drivers. Truck drivers doing local deliveries are often paid by
the hour. In urban congestion context, there are studies showing that hourly workers
end up placing an extremely low value on their time. That occurs because they are
paid by the hour and have nothing to gain by paying tolls out of their pockets to save
time. Some studies even find that these drivers have an effective value of time (in
terms of willingness to pay for time savings) that is in the range of $1.00 to $2.00 per
hour.

•

Long-distance pickup and delivery (P&D) drivers. Long-distance drivers are usually
paid a fixed amount per delivery and hence have motivation to save time in completing shipments. Studies tend to indicate that they value their travel time savings by
an amount approaching their own hourly average pay rates. Generally, urban toll and
congestion studies that focus on “revealed-preferences” (observed behavior) tend to
show that that heavy-duty truck drivers value their time at around $20 to $25 per
hour – which is generally in the rage of the average wage rate for truck drivers.
However, the value of driver time also varies depending on the nature of the specific
study. In particular, values of truck driver time tend to appear lower in some “statedpreference” studies (showing interviewee responses to hypothetical scenarios). When
the interviewee is a trucking company official, the reason can be the nature of its fixed
compensation package to truck drivers – in which the company itself may not necessarily save money if the driver saves time. When the interviewee is a driver-operator,
then the value of time is also reflected by the driver’s perception of slack time or the
ability to make up time for an on-time arrival. There are also some theories that
attribute a lower value of time found in some stated-preference studies to perceptual
bias in time perception; whereby, people perceive travel times as longer than they
actually are and hence end up viewing themselves as paying less per unit of time
saved.

•

Short-distance drayage drivers. These truck drivers shuttle freight between marine
port loading facilities, rail intermodal facilities, and other loading facilities. Like the
long distance P&D drivers, they are paid on the basis of completed pickups and deliveries (here referred to as “turnarounds”), but their pay levels are lower and their sensitivity to traffic speed is also lower because their rate of turnarounds per day can be
related more to queuing time at the loading and unloading sites more than to local
street traffic congestion.
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 3.0 Trucking Choice Context: Focus on Driver + Vehicle
Businesses that own and operate trucks – whether they be in-house trucking fleets or
separate trucking service companies – make decisions about the types of vehicles to purchase and their utilization based on the full costs of vehicle operation (vehicle fuel and
maintenance cost, as well as driver wage and fringe cost) and the full cost of ownership
(depreciable purchase value). These factors are continually evaluated in terms of life
cycle, annual costs, and incremental costs. Highway system improvements that affect
expected travel times and/or travel distances will, thus, be seen as affecting the
incremental cost of vehicle operation (fuel, maintenance and driver wage + fringe cost).
In this context, a trucking service operator fleet operator can face average driver costs in
the range of $20 per hour, average driver fringe costs in the range of $5.00 per hour, and
total vehicle (ownership and operating) costs in the range of $9.00 per hour. For trucking
businesses with associated inventory warehousing or storage costs, the additional inventory cost may add another cost in the range of $2.00 per hour, raising the total to around
$36 per hour. (All of these figures are generally consistent with a 2003 update of HERS
values). While driver fringe benefits and vehicle ownership costs are “sunk” costs that are
not variable in the short run when day-to-day travel route decisions are made, they are
indeed variable in the longer run when business choices of location, vehicle/mode,
driver/vehicle scheduling and overall costing or pricing are made.
It is also worth noting that the value of time savings and value of distance changes tend to
interplay differently in urban and rural contexts. In a congested urban network, the
opening of road or bridge links with new capacity is most likely to reduce travel times
(VHT), though with a partially offsetting increase in travel distances (VMT) as some traffic
diverts to a slightly longer route in order to save more travel time. Vehicle operating costs
are affected simultaneously in two directions – these costs are reduced as motor running
time is minimized, but these costs are increased as mileage is expanded. However, in a
sparse rural network, the impact is more unidirectional. The opening of a new road is
likely to reduce travel times (VHT) and also reduce travel distances (VMT). Rural highway system improvements that add passing lanes, bypass local downtowns or reduce railroad grade crossings are also likely to reduce travel times (VHT), though with little appreciable change in travel distances (VMT).

 4.0 Total User Benefit for Truck Deliveries
It is quite clear that the truck driver is NOT the user of the freight being delivered. In
most cases, the shipper pays for the delivery service and hence can be viewed as the user of
that service. We do know that a) the shipper’s value of having the delivery completed
must exceed b) the market price charged by the delivery company, or else the transaction
would not occur. And we know that b) the market prices for shipping must, in turn,
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exceed c) the average cost to the operator or else the operator would not stay in business.
(For the moment, let’s ignore the fact that a record number of trucking companies are
going bankrupt!) So if a>b and b>c, then ergo a>c. In English, this means that there is
always some added value to shippers that exceeds the cost of operating the truck and
paying the driver.
Ultimately, though, the receiver of the freight either pays explicitly for the choice of shipping method for FOB purchases (priced as freight on board – at loading dock, with shipping charged separately), or else implicitly as part of an embedded markup in the delivered price of the goods. And we know that the productivity value of on-time delivery to
recipients is larger than the cost of the delivery or else the transaction would not occur.
There are numerous case studies showing that these productivity benefits for some
industries can be dramatically higher than the transportation prices they pay. The reason
is that reduced transit times and more reliable deliveries can allow some firms to streamline logistics, reduce warehousing times, tighten scheduling, and increase utilization of
production resources. A survey of freight carriers by Small found values of freight transit
time in the range of $144 to $193 per hour, and savings in late schedule delays of $371 per
hour. Additional case studies of the large value of “just-in-time” processing and scheduling benefits (often exceeding $100 per hour) are shown in reports of NCHRP 2-18 (2),
NCHRP 2-21 (3), and the FHWA Freight Benefit-Cost Study (4).
The extent of these additional productivity benefits and the situations in which they are
applicable vary by industry. Focusing on the implications of travel time delays, we can
identify two major categories of shipper and receiver situations:
•

When businesses do not care about timeliness – For some businesses that ship outgoing goods, there is little or no cost incurred for late pickup of their products or
delivery of their goods, aside from the incremental cost of paying for additional driver
time based on the amount of time delay and frequency of recurrence. For some businesses that receive incoming goods, there is also little or no cost incurred for materials
that arrive at a later time but within 24 hours of the scheduled time. These conditions
apply to some stocked goods and commodities. The 24-hour limit is important since
most truck pickups and deliveries that are delayed by traffic slowdowns can still be
completed within the same day, or by the next morning.

•

When businesses do care about timeliness – Other kinds of businesses do incur a penalty – either additional costs or lost revenues – when a late pickup or delivery is late.
These penalties apply largely to construction and technology-based manufacturing
and includes the following categories:
−

User overtime – paying overtime at loading docks for late deliveries;

−

User product spoilage (e.g., concrete/cement after one hour);

−

User stock-out – leading to lost sales opportunities;

−

User stock-out – leading to JIT penalties or plant output reduction/shutdown; and

−

Missed delivery –deliveries that arrive after the gate or loading dock is closed for
the day.
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The various timeliness penalties cited above can occur from either “recurrent” or “nonrecurrent” (sporadic) delays. In urban areas, heavy congestion is the leading cause of sporadic slowdowns (non-recurrent delays) and also increases the incidence and severity of
delays associated with traffic accidents and vehicle breakdowns. In rural areas, sporadic
delays can also come from at-grade railroad crossings, delays in ability to pass slowmoving vehicles (including tractors and other agricultural vehicles, as well as tourists
slowing for scenic views), and delays associated with grain loading or other intermodal
facilities. These sporadic delays in rural areas typically occur without any resulting ability
for vehicles to shift travel routing – which would change travel distances. However, even
without any impact on VHT, these delays increase fuel and other vehicle operating costs
that are associated with vehicle idling or motoring time.
When delays are sufficiently recurrent in terms of frequency, then it is possible to calculate
a probability-based “expected value” of the penalty cost incurred by businesses. The
avoidance of these costs represents the benefit of schedule padding, and can be directly
compared to the up-front cost of actually padding the schedule with a planned earlier
arrival. It is logical economic behavior that those firms that do care about timeliness
should make that calculation and indeed pad their travel times (or deviate them from
normally optimal times) when there are net benefits of doing so. However, it is important
to note that not all of these events adhere to exact schedules, and many of them can only
be avoided by rescheduling deliveries to a different part of the day – all of which can
involve substantial additional costs in terms of lost production and delivery cycles that
may be much larger than any savings in driver time.

 5.0 Additional Issues of Truck Access and Delivery in the
Rural Context
Economic development studies have found that there can be additional cost penalties for
business shippers and receivers located on some rural two-lane roads. Across the nation,
trucking companies focus their travel routes on four-lane highways (due to higher average
speeds and increased reliability associated with passing lanes) and tend to have a reduced
presence serving businesses located along two-lane highways when faster alternatives are
available. For businesses with their own truck fleets, that is not a concern since they can
ply whatever roads they desire. But for rural businesses that rely on trucking companies
for their freight deliveries, those located along two-lane routes in isolated areas often
report high costs and low reliability for trucking services. The reason is usually a combination of two key factors: a) avoidance of deadheading – trucking companies tend to give
higher priority to sending trucks to more profitable areas where they carry freight both
directions, as opposed to areas where the trucks consistently run full in one direction and
empty in the other direction; and b) priority for through routes – trucking travel is focused
on intercity routings that are fastest, so businesses located along the faster highway routes
tend to have access to a greater frequency and availability of service than those located
along highway routes that are considered to be more slow and arduous. Often the result
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is unexpected delays due to a “shortage of available trucks” – which really occurs because
other areas and routes receive higher priority. Producers and suppliers affected by such
shortages can incur additional schedule penalties associated with trucks arriving days
late. The importance of these factors is that highway reconfiguration can, in some places,
potentially reduce or eliminate the high penalty cost of these situations.

 6.0 Travel by Individuals: Car and Light Trucks
Travel by individuals in cars and light trucks is commonly classified in three groups:
1) ”on the clock” travel during the workday; 2) commuting to/from work; and 3) personal
travel (including social, recreation, and personal business trips). The value of time is
treated differently for each.
•

Cars (and light trucks): on the clock travel. The class covers trips conducted by
workers during the workday as part of their jobs to provide repair services or conduct
meetings. Since the costs of excess worker time are borne by businesses, there is a
general consensus that the value of travel time includes the value of worker’s wage
and fringe/overhead costs. The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) recommends using $21.20 per hour for on-the-clock business travel. However, it is important to note that relatively few trips are “on the clock” business travel that is using a
personal vehicle, and most of these trips are concentrated in urban areas.

•

Cars (and light trucks): commuting trips. In most regional travel demand forecasting
and simulation models (as in Montana), the term “work trips” refer to peak period
commuting to and from work. The value of time for commuting trips is usually
defined roughly one-half of the business cost. Some research studies have found that
the value of travel time is actually higher for commuting trips than for personal business and recreational travel. This includes studies in the United Kingdom (Mackie,
2003) (5). Some research in the U.S. has also shown that the value of commuting trips
varies by industry and occupation (Forkenbrock and Weisbrod, 2001) (6). The U.S.
DOT currently recommends using a value of local commuting travel of $10.60 per
hour in 2000 dollars.

•

Cars (and light trucks: personal travel. This class includes travel for shopping, personal business, and social and recreational purposes. In travel demand modeling, the
most commonly-accepted methods for determining the value of travelers’ time for
non-work trips is to use a figure of roughly one-half of the average wage rate. This is
based on a variety of research studies, including both stated- and revealed-preference
research, about the tradeoffs between time and cost that travelers make when they are
not traveling to work. In 2000 dollars, the U.S. DOT recommended using an average
of $10.60 for local personal travel and $14.80 for intercity personal travel (values in
year 2000 dollars). However, it is important to note this value of personal time savings
is based on decision-making tradeoffs. This is in contrast to work-related travel,
where some or all of the time savings can translate into additional money saved by
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business operations or net salaries of individuals. Thus, for purposes of calculating
benefits to the economy, these values are not necessarily applicable.

 7.0 Recommended Values for Montana
Automobile Time – Montana’s ES-202 database indicates that the average wage per job in
Montana as of 2001 was $25,194, with an hourly wage average of $12.25 per hour. Adding
fringe benefits (25 percent) and updating from 2001 to 2004 dollars (nine percent) would
yield a value of roughly $17 per hour, so taking one-half of that value would yield a local
default value of $17 per hour for value of “on-the-clock” travel time savings, and $8.50 for
value of commuting travel time savings.
Alternatively, we can use the national recommendations of the Secretary of U.S. Dot,
which are $21.20 for the value of “on-the-clock” time and $10.60 for the value of commuting time. One argument for use of the national values is in the California benefit-cost
web guide, which warns against varying the value of time by states or regions, since that
would imply that time-saving transportation improvements should be given greater value
in richer states and regions areas rather than in poorer areas.
For this study, we consider the business (weighted average of combined commuting and
“on-the-clock” trip) value of time to be roughly $12, plus a labor market access and productivity benefit to employers that increases the value to $13 per hour. We adopt an economic value personal travel at roughly $6, reflecting one-half of the basic wage rate.
Truck Time – For trucking, the BLS 2001 National Occupational Employment and Wage
Estimates show an average hourly wage for heavy truck drivers of $15.78 for the U.S.
average and $13.86 in Montana as of 2000. Since many of the truck drivers are not
Montana residents, we are better off using the national average. Adding 25 percent fringe
plus inflation brings this cost to roughly $20 per hour. Thus the default value of for truck
driver time ($20.50) appears about right if we are only recognizing the driver value of
time. However, we need to recognize additional costs of trucking time that are beyond
the incremental truck driver time. As previously noted, delays associated with congestion
and road or intersection design factors (such as railroad crossings, national parks, lack of
passing lanes, etc.) have implications for truck operating costs that are related to motor
running time rather than vehicle-miles traveled. HERS values of truck motoring time
(reported in NCHRP 2-21 [3]) indicates a total value of travel time for combination tractortrailer trucks that is $31.58 per hour – including $21.95 for truck drivers and $9.63 for other
vehicle and inventory carrying costs. Updating from 1997 to 2003 brings the total driver +
vehicle cost for trucks to approximately $38 per hour.
Beyond the above-cited transportation cost, there are additional user productivity benefits
of truck pickup and delivery time savings for production processes and export shipments
that depend on timely deliveries. The extent of these benefits varies by industry,
depending on the mix of commodities used (as per input-output table), the form and
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utilization of just-in-time scheduling processes among those industries (as per business
productivity case studies), relative reliance on time-sensitive international air and sea
exports, and relative cost and productivity of labor and equipment in those industries in
Montana.
We apply our analysis model to combines these sources in order to derive the productivity value of
time savings for the ultimate beneficiaries, and add them to the basic $38 per hour average truck
transportation cost (cited above) to yield the following values for freight value of time: NonDurables Manufacturing Goods – $53, Durables Manufacturing Goods – $66, Agriculture – $41,
Mining & Resources – $39, Miscellaneous Transport Services – $42 and Drayage and
Warehousing – $40. (see Table A6.3)
It is important to note that these values are highly specific to Montana and its economic
cost structure, product mix and export structure. In this model, the productivity value of
time for some manufactured goods that are highly dependent on just-in-time processes
rises as high as $150 per hour. Some prior studies have found that actual productivity
values of time delay can greatly exceed that level for some types of production processes
in some types of situations. At the same time, we also recognize that for every industry
with a dramatically large value of time delay, there are many more types of manufactured
goods and production processes have little or no additional productivity impact of incremental time savings. Thus, the values estimated for purposes of this study are intended to
represent a conservative valuation of average benefits for many types of production processes in many types of situation.
It is also important to note that the highest benefits of timely freight delivery accrue to
recipients of the product, although the CS categorization of commodities to industries is
based on allocation by sender of the product. For this analysis of benefits, we had to allocate the commodities to the recipients that actually depend on the timely arrival of those
materials in order to complete their production processes. In other words, we do not
assign any intrinsic productivity benefit of time savings for coal deliveries to the coal
mining companies or coal transporters, though we do allocate a small expected value of
benefit to the electric power companies that depend on those shipments. Similarly, we do
not assign any intrinsic productivity benefit of time savings for agricultural products to
the farmers or agricultural coops, though we do allocate a small expected value of benefit
to the food product manufacturers who depend on those shipments. Thus, all of the
incremental benefits (above $38 per hour) shown here for non-manufacturing shipments
actually accrue from their use by manufacturing or utilities sectors of the economy. These
values can be viewed as conservative in light of some of the available research on full
business costs of time delay.
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Table A6.3

Summary: Value of Time Delay for the Montana
Reconfiguration Study

Non-Durables Manufacturing Goods

$53

Durables Manufacturing Goods

$66

Agriculture

$41

Mining & Wood Resources

$39

Misc. Transport Services

$42

Drayage & Warehousing

$40

Non-Freight (Service Delivery)

$38

Auto – Work

$13

Auto – Non-Work
Source:

$6

Highway Economic Requirements System (HERS) by Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
Montana ES-202 wage statistics, and industry cost economic analysis model by Economic
Development Research Group, Inc. (incorporating a meta study of time benefits associated with logistics and just-in-time processing).
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